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B. BACKGROUND 

 

 

 

B1 D4 

 

B1.1 D4 was a timeshare salesman.  

 

B1.2 At some point in the mid-2000s, D4 became bankrupt. On 20.12.06, the Tunbridge Wells 

County Court made a bankruptcy restrictions order which prevented him from acting as 

a director of a company for a period of ten years.35  

 

B1.3 In breach of that order, D4 became a director of Clydesdale Enterprises Limited 

(“Clydesdale Enterprises”), which had carried on business as a provider of MOTs.36 D4 

began to sell timeshares through Clydesdale Enterprises.37   

 

B1.4 D4 was aware that the card payment processing facility would not have been extended 

to Clydesdale Enterprises for the sale of timeshares if the merchant account provider had 

been correctly notified of the change of business. D4 did not notify the merchant account 

provider of the change of business and instead used the card payment processing facility 

to take payments for timeshares.38   

 

B1.5 As a result, from 27.08.08 to 14.10.08, the merchant account provider was exposed to 

unexpected risks in relation to the timeshare business, which ultimately resulted in a loss 

to the merchant account provider of £57,813.39   

 

B1.6 Clydesdale Enterprises went into liquidation on 07.04.09.40   

 

B1.7 D4 failed to provide documentation to its liquidators. As a result, the liquidators were 

unable to identify (i) the purpose of cheque payments totalling £58,445 and to whom 

 
35  MDR00226310 
36  MDR00226310 
37  MDR00226310 

38  MDR00226310 
39  MDR00226310 
40  MDR00226310 
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they were paid and (ii) the purpose of payments totalling £111,253, £21,608 and £21,608 

to three specific persons.41 

 

B1.8 These circumstances resulted in the Secretary of State concluding that D4 was unfit to 

be concerned in the management of a company. On 04.04.11, D4 signed a 

disqualification undertaking under the Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986 for 

a period of eight years with effect from 26.04.2011.42 

 

B1.9 D4 and his brother Ryan owned various property investments through a company called 

Clydesdale Property Developments Limited (“Clydesdale Property”).43  

 

B1.10 The disqualification undertaking meant that D4 could not lawfully act as a director of 

Clydesdale Property or any other company.  

 

B1.11 D3 was the director of a small courier company. On or around 31.10.12, D3 agreed to 

hold the shares in Clydesdale Property on trust for D4 and D4’s brother Ryan.44 D3 also 

became a director of Clydesdale Property on 31.10.12. 

 

B2 Sanctuary 

 

B2.1 The next part of the background involves the Sanctuary investment scheme.  

 

B2.2 Sanctuary International Resorts Ltd (“Sanctuary”) was a company incorporated in the 

Bahamas.45 It had three subsidiaries:46 Sanctuary International PCC Limited (“Sanctuary 

PCC”), which was incorporated in Guernsey;47 Tenedora 58520 SRL (“Tenedora 

58520”), which was incorporated in the Dominican Republic; and Tenedora 98540 SRL, 

which was also incorporated in the Dominican Republic.  

 

B2.3 Sanctuary PCC itself had one subsidiary, Inversiones 51588 SRL (“Inversiones”), which 

had acquired an inland hillside plot in the Dominican Republic known as “The Hill” for 

 
41  MDR00226310 
42  MDR00226310 
43  EB0139143 
44  EB0139143 

45  D7D9-0000294; D7D9-0000295 
46  D7D9-0000298 
47  MDR00032736; MDR00209868; MDR00209869 
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the total sum of £708,752.48 (The public deed of sale said that the purchase price was 

lower but the private deed of sale containing the parties’ true agreement dated 07.03.12 

provided for a purchase price of £708,752.49) 

 

B2.4 Tenedora 58520 had entered into a deed of sale in respect of 38 parcels of land in 

Magante. These properties were known as “The Beach”.  

 

B2.5 Tenedora 58520 had not yet paid the purchase price to the vendors and so had not yet 

acquired the land. (“Payable under the contract remains US$ 3,412,532.40.  It further 

holds 5 options to purchase 5 further parcels with a total 241,707.44 square meters. The 

total price still to pay on the 5 options is US$681,500 with US$38,000 paid”.50)  

 

B2.6 Sanctuary represented that it intended to build villas on these sites. It marketed villas for 

sale “off plan” (i.e., before the villas themselves had been built). Investors paid deposits 

pending the construction of the villas. Investors had a contractual entitlement to receive 

interest on their deposits pending the completion of construction.51    

 

B2.7 Apex Fractional Property Limited (“Apex Fractional”) operated as a sales agent for 

Sanctuary until that role was taken over by Ecoresorts Sales Limited (“Ecoresorts”).52  

 

B2.8 Abitus Limited (“Abitus”) provided a timeshare disposal service for clients of 

Ecoresorts.53 People who wished to dispose of their timeshares would be offered an 

opportunity to invest in the Sanctuary development.54 

 

B2.9 D3 was closely involved.55 He was said to be the managing director of Ecoresorts.56 

Michael Peacock and Mark Ingham were also closely involved.57 Mark Ingham became 

a director of Ecoresorts58 and was described as the CEO of Sanctuary.59 

 

 
48  MDR00005357; MDR00005358; MDR00005359; 

MDR00005360; MDR00005361 
49  MDR00005359 
50  D7D9-0000298 
51  D2D10-00005096; D2D10-00005099; 

MDR00010653; MDR00009944; MDR00009945; 
MDR00009947; MDR00009948; D2D10-00005046; 
D2D10-00005047; D2D10-00005048; D2D10-
00005049; D2D10-00005050 

52  MDR00009842; MDR00009869; MDR00009794  

53  MDR00010067; MDR00010069; MDR00010098; 
MDR00010185 

54  MDR00009953; MDR00010098 
55  MDR00009797; MDR00009806; MDR00009814; 

MDR00009836; MDR00009837; MDR00009805 
56  MDR00010061; MDR00010062 
57  MDR00009842; MDR00009857; MDR00009956; 

D7D9-0000055 
58  D2D10-00005256 
59  D7D9-0000056 
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B2.10 D1 was also involved. D1 had been a local manager at the Tunbridge Wells office of the 

NatWest bank until 2012 when he left.60 D1 became involved with Sanctuary and 

provided information about Sanctuary to D7,61 who believed that Mark Ingham and D1 

were “the owners of the Sanctuary Dominican Republic”.62  

 

B2.11 Sanctuary raised more than £2 million from a total of 284 investors.63 However, the 

villas were never built. Mark Ingham anticipated that the investors would be angry.64  

 

B2.12 The Financial Services Authority warned the public about Sanctuary.65 Ecoresorts 

attracted the attention of the Enforcement & Financial Crime Division of the Financial 

Services Authority. D3 told them that it had ceased trading.66 

 

B2.13 It seems that a substantial part of the money from the Sanctuary investors was applied 

for the ultimate benefit of D1, D2, D4 and D7. More particularly, Sanctuary loaned 

£982,418.46 to D1’s company, One Monday Limited (“One Monday”), which paid 

£536,030 to D4’s company, Clydesdale Property; £200,030 to D2’s company, LV 

Management Limited (“LV Management”); and £100,017.00 to D7.67  

 

B2.14 In an attempt to placate the unhappy investors, Sanctuary PCC agreed to hold the shares 

in Inversiones on trust for a company called El Cupey Limited (“El Cupey”) for the 

benefit of the investors.68 D1 signed the declaration of trust on behalf of El Cupey. His 

signature was witnessed by D8. D2 was also involved in these arrangements.69 

 

B3 D2 

 

B3.1 In the 1980s, D2 had worked for a shipping company called Common Brothers. On 

06.05.85, its shares were suspended from trading.70 Subsequently, there was a debt-for-

equity swap with the major creditors who waived £19 million of their loans in return for 

 
60  MDR00001606 page 2 
61  D7D9-0000293 
62  D7D9-0000210 
63  MDR00014167 
64  MDR00010499; MDR00010500 
65  MDR00010499; MDR00010500 page 4 

66  MDR00014016 
67  D2D10-00006194; D1-0000521 
68  MDR00014026; EB0000072 
69  D2D10-00005667 
70  MDR00224895 
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90% of the equity in the company.71 In its review of the year, The Times said that 

Common Brothers had been the “worst performer” of 1985.72 

 

B3.2 Thereafter, D2 became a director of Progressive Shipmanagement Limited, which went 

into administration on 29.01.9673 and moved to liquidation on 14.07.97.74 

 

B3.3 Following the relegation of Crystal Palace football club to Division One,75 Mark 

Goldberg acquired the club which was operating through a company called Crystal 

Palace FC (1986) Ltd.76 D2 became a director of Crystal Palace FC (1986) Ltd, which 

went into administration on 31.03.99 with an estimated deficiency of almost £9.9 

million.77 Ultimately, the deficiency to creditors was found to exceed £30 million.78 D2 

resigned as a director of Crystal Palace FC (1986) Ltd on 18.08.99.79  

 

B3.4 D2 also became a director of Stenoak Associated Services plc,80 which went into 

administrative receivership on or around 08.07.0281 and liquidation on 13.11.0282 with 

a deficiency of £15.4 million.83 

 

B3.5 D2 partnered with Adrian Drewe, the chairman of Stenoak Associated Services plc, to 

buy Lamberhurst Vineyard.84 D2 became a director of Lamberhurst Vineyard 

Management Limited. He resigned on 18.04.06. Lamberhurst Vineyard Management 

Limited went into liquidation on 28.03.07 with an estimated deficiency of £481,110.85 

 

B4 Lakeview 

 

B4.1 In the autumn of 2012, D2 began to work with D4 in a bid to acquire Lakeview, a holiday 

park in Cornwall, near Bodmin.  

 

 
71  MDR00224897; MDR00224898 
72  MDR00224899 
73  MDR00015645 
74  MDR00015638 
75  MDR00224911 
76  MDR00224911 
77  MDR00224846 page 5 
78  MDR00224911 

79  MDR00224846 page 4 
80  MDR00224910 
81  MDR00225481; MDR00225475 page 3 
82  MDR00225474 
83  MDR00224846 
84  MDR00224909 
85  MDR00224846 page 5 
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B4.2 Lakeview had been owned by Mr and Mrs Vernon, who had agreed to sell it to Telos 

(IOM) Limited (“Telos”), a company incorporated in the Isle of Man, for £1.98 

million.86 The directors of Telos were Geoffrey Hunt, John Banks and Clive Hilton.87  

 

B4.3 Telos raised £6.4 million from a total of 136 investors for the purpose of paying the 

purchase price and developing the Lakeview resort.88 Telos promised that these 

investors would have an interest in the Lakeview resort. 

 

B4.4 However, Telos failed to pay the sums due to Mr and Mrs Vernon under the sale 

agreement. As a result, the deposit that had been paid by Telos was forfeited.89 The 

Lakeview resort was placed back on the market.  

 

B4.5 D2 and D4 decided to make an offer to acquire the Lakeview resort. D2 formulated an 

offer of £4.5 million, consisting of £1 million upfront and £3.5 million deferred over 24 

months.90 According to D2, this was a “top-end price”. 91  

 

B4.6 The offer was put to the vendors.92 D2 was aiming for simultaneous exchange and 

completion on 23.11.12.93 D2 kept D4 informed throughout.94 

 

B4.7 D2 asked D8 to deal with the conveyancing aspects.95 D8 was a solicitor with the firm 

Buss Murton. Between July 2011 and August 2015, D8 was involving himself and Buss 

Murton in a dubious investment scheme and causing Buss Murton’s client account to be 

used improperly as a banking facility contrary to Rule 14.5 of the SRA Accounts Rules 

2011 and Principles 6 and/or 8 of the SRA Principles 2011.96  

 

B4.8 D8 also took payments for Abitus through Buss Murton.97 

 

B4.9 At some point in November 2012, D2 formed the view that £4.5 million was “way in 

excess of what the property and business are worth”98 and decided to seek a “price 

 
86  D2D10-00005054; D2D10-00005055 
87  MDR00010655 
88  MDR00111742; MDR00111743 
89  MDR00010655 
90  D2D10-00005037 
91  D2D10-00005037 
92  MDR00010011; MDR00010012; MDR00010013; 

D2D10-00005051; D2D10-00005052 

93  MDR00010013 page 3 
94  D2D10-00005056; D2D10-00005060; D2D10-

00005059; D2D10-00005069; D2D10-00005070 
95  MDR00010014 
96  D8-0032431 page 9 
97  MDR00011551 
98  D2D10-00005103 
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adjustment”.99 Accordingly, D2 formulated a revised offer of £2.7 million, payable 

£135,000 on exchange, £965,000 on completion and £1,600,000 in four six-monthly 

instalments of £400,000 each.100 Following negotiations, the parties agreed a revised 

price of £2.75 million, payable £200,000 on exchange, £950,000 on completion and 

£1,600,000 in four six-monthly instalments of £400,000 each.101  

 

B4.10 Initially the parties envisaged that exchange would take place on 20.12.12102 with 

completion on 28.02.13.103  

 

B4.11 Geoffrey Hunt and John Banks, two of the directors of Telos, agreed to provide a loan 

in the sum of £200,000 to enable exchange to take place.104 

 

B4.12 On 18.12.12, Lakeview Country Club Limited (“LCCL”) was incorporated to act as the 

purchasing vehicle.105 D8 sent the incorporation documents to D2. D1 was appointed as 

a director of LCCL.106 D8 appointed himself as the company secretary and told D1 and 

D2 that he had done so.107 Buss Murton agreed to act for LCCL in respect of the 

conveyancing on the acquisition of the Lakeview site.108 

 

B4.13 The share capital of LCCL consisted of a single share. Buss Murton (Nominees) Limited 

(“Buss Murton Nominees”) was the registered shareholder of this single share in LCCL. 

Buss Murton Nominees agreed to hold the share in LCCL on trust for D4 and his family 

(71.25%), D10 (23.75%) and D1 (5%).109 D8 signed the declaration of trust on behalf of 

Buss Murton Nominees. D1 witnessed his signature.  

 

B4.14 On 20.12.12, the £200,000 from Geoffrey Hunt and John Banks arrived in Buss 

Murton’s bank account.110 D8 instructed the accounts department to pay it to Osborne 

Clark, who were acting for the vendors.111 The final version of the sale agreement was 

 
99  MDR00010046 
100  D2D10-00005120; MDR00010155; MDR00010158 
101  D2D10-00005127; MDR00010190; MDR00010191; 

MDR00010192; MDR00010196; MDR00010187 
102  MDR00010217 
103  D2D10-00005127 
104  MDR00010324; D2D10-00005141; MDR00010327; 

MDR00010351; MDR00010387; MDR00010389 

105  MDR00010405 
106  MDR00010544 
107  MDR00010559 
108  MDR00010181 
109  MDR00224886; D1-0000314; D1-0000315; 

MDR00014818 
110  MDR00010501; MDR00010506 
111  MDR00010509 
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circulated and prepared for execution.112 D1 signed it on behalf of LCCL.113 It was also 

signed on behalf of the vendors.114  

 

B4.15 Completion was due to take place on 28.02.13, when a further £950,000 would be 

payable.115 However, two weeks before the scheduled completion date, D8 told D2 that 

he had become concerned about the results of recent Land Registry searches.116  

 

B4.16 In light of these discoveries, LCCL made a revised offer.117 Completion was delayed 

whilst renewed negotiations took place.118 

 

B4.17 D2 and D4 had not yet been able to raise sufficient finance to make the completion 

payment. D7 had been trying to find a lender who would be prepared to make a bridging 

loan but his enquiries had not yet borne fruit. Ben Beal, who had received one of D7’s 

enquiries about a bridging loan, told D7 that a prospective lender had “come back with 

some questions regarding the finance required for Spencer”.119 D7 forwarded this to D2, 

who provided him with some of the requested information.120 D1 was also involved in 

the attempts to obtain bridging finance to enable completion to occur.121 

 

B4.18 On 08.03.13, LCCL made a revised offer which involved a revised price of £1.525 

million and a further non-refundable deposit of £150,000 on signing revised terms.122  

 

B4.19 After further negotiations, the parties signed a supplemental agreement which: (i) varied 

the purchase price to £1,525,000; (ii) provided for LCCL to pay a further deposit of 

£150,000; and (iii) obliged LCCL to pay additional sums by way of compensation on 

account of any further delays to completion.123  

 

B4.20 The efforts to obtain bridging finance continued to move forward. Due to the delay in 

completion, LCCL became liable to pay additional sums to the vendors by way of 

compensation under the revised terms.124 Ultimately, on 05.04.13, LCCL obtained 

 
112  MDR00010568; MDR00010569; MDR00010585; 

MDR00010586; MDR00010599 
113  MDR00010600; MDR00010624;  
114  MDR00010610; MDR00010612 
115  MDR00010673 
116  MDR00011028 
117  MDR00011079 
118  MDR00011098 

119  D7D9-0000100 
120  D7D9-0000100; D7D9-0000101 
121  D7D9-0000119; D7D9-0000121 
122  MDR00011223 
123  MDR00006361; MDR00011368; MDR00011370; 

MDR00011371; MDR00011372; MDR00011373; 
MDR00011387; MDR00011389; MDR00015182 

124  MDR00011504; MDR00011732 
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bridging finance of £800,000 from a lender called Ortus.125 The sale of the Lakeview 

resort to LCCL completed on 05.04.13.126 Including the deposits and the additional sums 

by way of compensation, LCCL had paid a total of £1,609,269.127 

 

B4.21 The bridging loan from Ortus was due to expire in July 2013. It was going to be 

necessary for LCCL to refinance. Joanne Baldock, who worked with D7, emailed a 

mortgage broker about this.128 The mortgage broker asked some questions.  

 

B4.22 Jo Baldock sent these questions to D7, who replied, “Can you give Andy Thomson a call, 

he will be able to answer the questions … He is employed by Spencer and is running 

Lakeview”.129 Jo Baldock spoke to D1 and reverted to the broker with answers.130 

 

B4.23 Ultimate Capital offered to provide a loan to repay Ortus. D8 reported this news to his 

colleague, explaining, “I believe that whilst Simon Hume Kendall wants to proceed, 

Andy Thomson who represents the major shareholder does not”.131 Ultimately, the Ortus 

loan was refinanced by a new loan from Ultimate Capital.132 

 

B4.24 As part of their attempts to raise finance against the Lakeview site, D1, D2 and D4 were 

involved in instructing Savills to provide a valuation of the Lakeview site.133 Savills 

advised them on 17.01.14 that the market value of the Lakeview site was £4 million.134 

 

B4.25 It seems that all was not well at Lakeview. Murray Baker, formerly of Ecoresorts, told 

Mark Ingham that D4 was presiding over a “clusterfuck” because he had put Lakeview 

in the operational control of D1 and D2 who were “like spoilt children arguing over a 

toy and … would rather break the toy rather than see the other get any benefit from 

it”.135 He thought that it was a “horrendous situation” and that “without the total removal 

of Andy and Simon from the operational side of the business it is destined to fail”. 

  

 
125  MDR00012401; MDR00012446; MDR00012445; 

MDR00012447; MDR00012403 
126  MDR00012442; MDR00012549 
127  MDR00013166; MDR00013168 
128  D7D9-0000215 
129  D7D9-0000311 

130  D7D9-0000312 
131  MDR00012906 
132  D2D10-00005425 
133  D2D10-00005688; MDR00014825 
134  MDR00014615; MDR00014871 
135  MDR00014819 
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C. THE STORY OF LCF 

 

 

 

C1 SAFE 

 

C1.1 Although D1 and D2 were involved in numerous attempts to raise finance, we shall focus 

on the company incorporated on 12.07.12, which was called Sales Aid Finance 

(England) Limited (“SAFE”) with effect from 18.02.13, before changing its name to 

London Capital & Finance Limited (“LCF”) on 01.07.15. 

 

C1.2 D1 became the sole director of SAFE on 15.08.13.136 D1 was also the sole registered 

shareholder.137 D1 held the shares in SAFE on trust for D4.138  

 

C1.3 D2 and D4 had a meeting with D7 on 12.08.13 to discuss fundraising by SAFE. D2 

emailed D7 afterwards to say, “This model is expected to raise at least £3,000,000 over 

the next 12 months and if you are able to achieve the £3,000,000 you will receive a 5% 

share (or pro rata if you raise less) of the existing two sites we own in the UK and 

Dominican Republic … We hope this is in line with what you understood and hope it 

gets you excited”.139 D2 had shared a draft of this email with D4.140  

 

C1.4 D1 was drafting an information booklet for SAFE. The basic proposition was that SAFE 

would lend money to SMEs to generate a return of 8.5% per annum:141  

 

“The bank of England reported January 2013 in its ‘Trends on Lending’ paper 
that lending to Business have dropped every year since 2009. At the end of 2011 
there were c.370,000 active SME’s in the South East (ex. London) & on average 
20% of all SME’s are seeking finance at any one time (i.e. 74,000 SME’s in the 
South East are seeking finance at any one time). In 2009 the % of SME’s securing 
finance at the level applied for was 90%, this has dropped to 74% of SME’s in 
2012 securing some of the finance sought, there is currently no information 
available detailing the % of SME’s who have been successful in securing all the 
finance applied for … Sales Aid Finance (England) Ltd are aiming to raise funds 
to provide short term fully secured debt facilities to the SME market place in the 
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South East. Currently the directors hold c.£20m of assets which will be charged 
as security against all bonds. … The South East has been chosen as the directors 
have extensive business experience in this area. Together the Directors of Sales 
Aid Finance (England) Ltd have over 20 years lending/financing experience 
combined with over 40 years successful business experience. It is proposed this 
knowledge and experience, backed by relevant professional services (legal, 
accountancy and surveying etc…), be utilised when assessing credit worthiness … 
The bonds offer an interest rate of 8.5% per year on the face value of £100 per 
bond for the term of the bond. Interest will be paid quarterly in arrears and will 
be paid 31 March, 30 June, 30 September & 30 December each year until the 
bonds mature. The bond’s will be redeemed either from accumulated capital or 
the sale of property’s securing the bond’s. Unless previously redeemed or 
purchased and cancelled (as further described in ‘Key features of the bonds – 
Early redemption features’ on page 7), the bonds will mature on the 30 August 
2015 and will be repayable by Sales Aid Finance (England) Ltd at their face value 
of £100 per bond. The bonds can be purchased through authorised distributers, 
the minimum initial amount of bonds you may buy is £5,000”. 

 

C1.5 Subsequently, this document was reviewed and commented on by D8.142  D8 provided 

D1 with a draft of a letter from Buss Murton to prospective investors stating that “all 

monies raised by way of loan from investors will initially be held in this firm’s client 

account in escrow until a suitable loan opportunity arises and will only be disbursed 

when the loan is finalised and included in the loan arrangements will be security over 

assets which give not less than 150% cover for each loan”.143 

 

C1.6 D7 also reviewed the draft wording, commenting, “The problem with what is being 

suggested is that the money may not be lent out in line with what’s described in the 

prospectus, i.e. cash for Simon and Spencer etc” (emphasis added).144 

 

C1.7 The SAFE brochure was formatted by Rocky O’Leary, who sent it to Mark Ingham, who 

forwarded it to D2, adding, “This is in edit format and has NOT been proofed – very 

early draft”.145 D2 forwarded it to D7 (“Latest draft in case you didn’t see it”).  

 

C1.8 By this point in time, the wording about lending to SMEs had been refined to say:146 

 

“The Bank of England reported January 2013 in its ‘Trends on Lending’ paper 
that lending to Business has dropped every year since 2009. SME’s make up 99% 
of all UK business and yet they continue to be starved of funding by the Banks, 
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creating a national shortage of finance and increased demand for SME business 
lending at enhanced interest margins, for short term credit facilities. The lack of 
this much needed finance has created a substantial opportunity for private 
investors to make significant returns by investing in the SAFE bond. … Since 2007 
stock lending has been in sharp decline, in not only the UK but also in the wider 
global economy. Traditional sources of funding for SME’s from the banking sector 
became scarcer during the initial credit crunch which lead to a double dip 
recession, which lead to a double dip recession, indeed in the 3 months to May 
2013 stock lending dropped by £4.4bn. … SME’s have been widely accepted as 
the engine room of the UK economy and as the UK rises from the current economic 
recession, this sector must be financed. This presents a significant lending 
opportunity for SAFE to fulfill as the Banks cannot service this sector. … The 
SAFE bond offering gives consideration to both the individual investor and SME. 
By utilizing private funding SME’s can access much needed funds to grow and 
stimulate wider economic growth but at the same time the individual investor can 
benefit from a much enhanced rate of return safe in the knowledge that their funds 
are secured against valuable property assets … SAFE will raise funds to provide 
short-term fully secured debt facilities to the SME market place in the South East. 
… It is proposed that all SME financing will be on a fully secured basis (charge 
over assets at better than 65% loan to value) at terms no longer that 1 year. The 
initial target market will be SME’s with short term cash requirements. All sector 
lending will be considered, but the SAFE team will predominately focus on the, 
property, M&A & trade finance sector’s … SAFE are offering to provide asset 
security to 150% of the value of all monies raised. For every £100 loan note issued, 
£150 of asset and property security will be held, for a target raise of £3,000,000 
no less than £4,500,000 of property and other assets will be charged as security 
… Investor funds will be received into an escrow account held at Buss Murton 
Law LLP and will only be remitted to borrowers when all loan documents and 
security are in place”. 

 

C1.9 D7 thought it would be an “easy sell”.147 He replied to D2 and Mark Ingham, “Much 

better, excellent work!”148 Mark Ingham sent the formatted version of the SAFE loan 

note agreement to D1, D2 and D4.149 

 

C1.10 On 06.09.13, Mark Ingham forwarded a further version of the SAFE brochure (v8) to 

D1, D2, D4 and D7.150 On 10.09.13, Rocky O’Leary sent yet another version (v9) to D1, 

D2, D4, D7 and Mark Ingham.151 

 

C1.11 Rocky O’Leary set up a website for SAFE. On 10.09.13, he sent the link to D1, D2, D3, 

D7 and Mark Ingham, explaining, “This is basically the same info as the brochure”.152  
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C1.26 Sanctuary PCC continued to make drawdown requests to SAFE. Each time, Sanctuary 

PCC asked SAFE to pay the loan monies to D1’s company, One Monday. 

 

C1.27 For example: (i) On 25.10.13, at the request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid 

£22,412.28 from the SAFE client account to One Monday.178 (ii) On 08.11.13, at the 

request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid £16,000 from the SAFE client account to 

One Monday.179 (iii) On 25.11.12, at the request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid 

£5,000 from the SAFE client account to One Monday.180 (iv) On 26.11.13, at the request 

of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid £10,000 from the SAFE client account to One 

Monday.181 (v) On 13.12.13, at the request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid £18,400 

from the SAFE client account to One Monday.182 (vi) On 19.12.13, at the request of 

Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid £48,000 from the SAFE client account to One 

Monday.183 (vii) On 03.01.14, at the request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid 

£55,000 from the SAFE client account to One Monday.184 (viii) On 07.01.14, at the 

request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid £40,000 from the SAFE client account to 

One Monday.185 (ix) On 28.01.14, at the request of Sanctuary PCC, Buss Murton paid 

£58,209.05 from the SAFE client account to One Monday.186 

 

C1.28 On numerous occasions, One Monday transferred some of the monies from SAFE to 

D2, D4 and D10. For example: (i) On 29.11.13, One Monday paid £12,500 to D4 and 

£5,000 to D10.187 (ii) On 02.12.13, One Monday paid £7,500 to D10.188 (iii) On 

07.01.14, One Monday paid £7,500 to D2, £15,000 to D4 and £7,500 to D10.189 (iv) On 

31.01.14, One Monday paid £38,000 to D2’s company, LV Management.190 

 

C1.29 Thus, from the very start of the business later known as LCF, monies from investors 

were paid to D2, D4 and D10. As D7 had correctly anticipated, monies from investors 
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C1.36 By 30.04.15, Sanctuary PCC owed a total sum of £1,296,628.19 to SAFE.208 However, 

the facility agreement between SAFE and Sanctuary PCC had a limit of only £675,000.  

 

C1.37 On 22.10.15, SAFE’s accountant, Nick Angel of Oliver Clive & Co, asked D1 various 

questions. Among other things, Nick Angel asked D1 to provide him with a copy of the 

facility agreement between SAFE and Sanctuary PCC.209  

 

C1.38 D1 asked his assistant Katie Maddock to help him to answer Nick Angel’s questions.210 

She provided D1 with a copy of the facility agreement between SAFE and Sanctuary 

PCC with a limit of £675,000.211 D1 seems to have realised that this would not be 

sufficient. He emailed Nick Angel on 23.10.15 to say that he did not have a signed copy 

of the facility agreement to hand.212 He attached an unsigned version of the loan 

agreement which stated that the loan amount was £2 million.213 

 

C1.39 At 9.08am on 26.10.15, D1 provided Katie Maddock with a pdf version of the unsigned 

draft facility agreement between SAFE and Sanctuary PCC dated 02.10.13 (in typescript 

on the front page) containing a facility limit of £2 million.214 The signature blocks 

anticipated that D1 would sign for both parties.215  

 

C1.40 Katie Maddock sent an email to D1 at 11.15am, stating, “Please find attached the signed 

sanctuary loan agreement, please check over the signature page. Does it not need to say 

Michael Peacock for Sales Aid Finance rather than yourself?”216 The attached 

document, still dated 02.10.13 in typescript on the front page, had been signed by D1 on 

behalf of Sanctuary PCC and by Michael Peacock on behalf of SAFE.217  

 

C1.41 D1 then provided her with a further draft, still dated 02.10.13 in typescript on the front 

page.218 This time, however, in the signature panel for SAFE, D1’s name had been 

replaced by the words, “an officer of the company”.219  
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C1.42 Katie Maddock sent a further email to D1 at 1.07pm220 attaching a scanned copy of this 

document which had now been signed by D1 on behalf of Sanctuary PCC and by 

Michael Peacock on behalf of SAFE.221 It was still dated 02.10.13 in typescript on the 

front page. Katie then sent a copy to Oliver Clive & Co.222 

 

C1.43 Accordingly, there can be no doubt that the facility agreement between SAFE and 

Sanctuary PCC with a limit of £2 million, purportedly signed on 02.10.13, was actually 

created on 26.10.15 and falsely backdated in order to deceive Nick Angel of Oliver Clive 

& Co into thinking that there had always been a signed facility agreement covering the 

total amount of the loan when in reality this had not been the case.  

 

C2 D5 and D6 

 

C2.1 D5 ran The Investment Experts with his colleagues Kerry Graham and Steve Jones. It 

had a website, www.investment-experts-online.co.uk.  

 

C2.2 The basic premise of the website was that members of the public could seek free 

investment advice from experts.  

 

C2.3 For example, a retired lady might ask them to recommend an appropriate investment for 

her.223 Or someone with £40,000 to invest might seek advice about spreading the 

investment across two or three different types of investment in reasonably safe 

investment products paying the highest returns possible above the rate of inflation.224 Or 

someone with £30,000 to invest might ask them to recommend investments to generate 

a higher rate of return on their money.225 

 

C2.4 Each such enquiry was received by D5, Kerry and Steve by email. This was valuable 

information. Each enquiring member of the public was required to provide their contact 

information (name, email address and telephone number).  
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C2.5 D5, Kerry and Steve hoped that it would be possible to monetise this information by 

selling it to financial advisers who earnt commission from selling investment products. 

To them, these were not merely enquiries from the public. Rather, they were “leads” 226 

which might result in a sale of a product resulting in payment of commission. 

 

C2.6 On 17.02.15, Ben Beal of Natural Capital Wealth was trying to put D5 and Kerry in 

touch with D7, who was selling the SAFE investment product.  

 

C2.7 Kerry had not heard of D7 before. She asked D5, “Who is John?” D5 responded by 

sending her a link to D7’s page on D9’s website.227 

 

C2.8 Ben Beal managed to set up a meeting for 25.02.15 at The Long Barn, Ashdown 

Business Park, Gillridge Lane, Crowborough, East Sussex, TN61UP.  

 

C2.9 Ben emailed D5 and Kerry on 19.02.15 to tell them that D1, D2, D4 and D7 were 

expected to attend to represent their companies including SAFE and LCCL.228  

 

C2.10 Ben said that he would provide D5 and Kerry with “some hard copy information on the 

SAFE investment bond”. He emailed on 23.02.15 confirming that D3 was also involved, 

among others.229 On 23.02.15, Ben also provided the SAFE brochure to Kerry.230 

 

C2.11 On 25.02.15, D5 and Kerry attended the meeting with D2, D4 and D7.231 D1 did not 

attend. Kerry formed the view that D4 was “clearly a key player in the team”.232  

 

C2.12 Ben Beal told Kerry afterwards that D2, D4 and D7 were “totally on the line and want 

to be reeled in. They would like to start with £1mil leads ASAP. Ben will explain that 

will be at a cost of £3k i.e. £150 per lead”.233  

 

C2.13 On 05.03.15, D7 provided D5 and Kerry with his contact information and said that he 

looked forward to receiving an email detailing the next steps.234  
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C2.14 D5 emailed D7 on 12.03.15 (copied to Kerry):235 

 

“As discussed, we would like you to take a trial of our cash investment leads 
starting on Tuesday. We will send you c20 leads with an average value of £50k 
each and a total value of at least £1m but it is likely to be more. We will send you 
those leads over a two day period, Tuesday 17th and Wednesday 18th though it 
may spill over to Thursday 19th.  
The terms of the trial: 
1.  Leads will be delivered by email to you at jrm@gpi-invest.com and any other 
address you choose. 
2.  Leads will be exclusive to you. 
3.  Leads will be delivered in real-time. 
4.  Leads will be generated from our website www.investment-experts-online.co.uk 
(IEO). 
5.  You can open your conversations with the leads as if you are calling from IEO. 
6.  Leads will be delivered at any time, as and when they come into the site. 
7.  We will replace any leads for free that you cannot contact by phone within the 
trial. 
We do not normally sell leads and our trials are to try and establish a Joint 
Venture with a fund but for the purposes of covering our costs in lead generation 
and also to ensure the realisation of the value of our leads we will charge £150 
+ vat per lead/£3000 + vat for 20. We may over deliver dependent on your contact 
rate. You will certainly receive at least £1m in contactable investment leads. Any 
JV partner in the future would only share costs for leads which is much less than 
the lead price for the trial. Please note we deliver 50 of these leads every day 
totalling £100m/month. 
We would like to know from you your contact rate and the quality of your 
conversations. That information will help us work out a conversion rate for your 
sales process in any future relationship. Obviously your fund{s} and their online 
set-up will hugely influence conversion, though that can be optimised by us should 
we enter into a deal with you in the future. 
If you are happy to proceed on that basis then please confirm which entity is 
entering into the trial and Kerry will get an invoice raised and sent over for you 
to settle prior to the trial on Tuesday”. 

 

C2.15 D7 replied to say, “Further to your last email, we are happy to go ahead with the trial 

of leads next week, please could you invoice Sales Aid Finance England Ltd, their 

address is The Long Barn, Ashdown Business Park, Gillridge Lane, Crowborough, East 

Sussex, TN6 1UP. I look forward to receiving the first batch of leads on Tuesday!”236 
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Surge Financial will provide: 
1.  Joint ownership over Investment-experts-online.co.uk including all IP and 
marketing 
2.  Ability to deliver £100m in cash investment leads each month 
3.  The build of all online provenance to assist in sales process 
4.  All sales and marketing materials including new fund websites and brochures 
5.  50% of the cost of ongoing lead generation 
New Fund will provide: 
1.  £500,000 on signing of agreement 
2.  £500,000 on delivery of £5m in cash into the new fund 
3.  5% of all funds delivered 
4.  Full transparency on the sales process 
5.  A sales team sufficient to convert leads 
We will require a small deposit to secure a 30-day period in which we will finalise 
the full agreement and cease negotiations with other parties. The success of your 
trial clearly demonstrates that a JV would be a lucrative venture for both parties. 
The proposed JV is exactly the one we have in place with Blackmore and therefore 
we anticipate a simple due diligence from our side as our numbers do the talking” 
(emphasis added). 

 

C2.22 D7 replied to say that he had “sent the email on to Spencer and Simon for their 

consideration and will phone them this evening to discuss this further. I can confirm in 

principle we are keen to proceed and are taking this opportunity seriously. I will come 

back to you once I have spoken with the guys”.246 

 

C2.23 D2 seemed less keen. He told D7 and D4 that this seemed to be “a rather crude hard 

sell: ‘you have made it to our short list and if you give me half a bar you might be 

selected to join the elite when you’ll become a millionaire’”.247 D2 thought that the 

website investment-experts-online.co.uk seemed very thin and could not be generating 

£100 million (let alone £200 million) in leads per month. He was prepared to pay a small 

deposit but thought that any larger payment should be success-driven. D2 was also 

concerned that D7 had only achieved one sale of £15,000 from the first batch of leads.248 

 

C2.24 D7 seems to have remained keen to enter into a joint venture. He arranged a further 

meeting with D2, D3, D4 and D5 for 05.05.15 to discuss the next steps.249  
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C2.25 D4 was thinking about making a counter-offer to D5 and Kerry, but D5 anticipated that 

it would be “far too cash light upfront for us to agree terms to form a JV”.250  

 

C2.26 On 11.05.15, D5 told Ben Beal that he had “decided to go with a different fund partner. 

Spencer was dragging his heels and wasn’t keen on an upfront payment”.251 

 

C2.27 D7 did not want to lose the chance to work the leads generated by the websites operated 

by D5 and Kerry. He could see that there was a huge opportunity to make money.252  

 

C2.28 At some point, D7 told D5 that SAFE was paying commissions of 20% and said that he 

would be prepared to work as D6’s sales director, with D6 selling the SAFE investment 

product in return for 25% commissions from SAFE,253 if D5 was prepared to agree that 

D5 and D7 would receive equal distributions from any profits.254   

 

C3 LCF 

 

C3.1 On 01.06.15, SAFE’s name was changed to LCF. D7 told D5 about this on 08.07.15.255  

 

C3.2 D5 wanted to improve LCF’s online presence and branding. He was prepared to charge 

£10,000 for this work, payable £5,000 upfront and £5,000 on completion of the work.256  

 

C3.3 On 08.07.15, D5 emailed D7 in the following terms:257  

 

“I have reviewed the documentation and noted that SAFE will now become London 
Capital & Finance Limited (LCF). I propose the following: 
1. A rebranded and redesigned online brochure utilising the current content  
2. A new website for London Capital & Finance Limited  
3. A new logo for London Capital & Finance Limited to be used for business cards, 
comp slips and letter heads  
4. New email signatures created for London Capital & Finance Limited  
5. A new application form designed for London Capital & Finance Limited  
6. We will also ensure than when London Capital & Finance Limited is Googled 
that there will be ‘buy signals’ in place 
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Due to the fact we intend to immediately engage in selling the London Capital & 
Finance Limited bond to our clients the above needs to be completed quickly. We 
will turnaround the above within two weeks from Friday (delivery Friday 24th 
July). 
We will charge for just our time as we will be working with LCF. We will charge 
£10k + vat with £5k + vat due on start date (Friday 10th) and £5k + vat payable 
on completion (Friday24th July). 
I want us to get £2m a month into their bond. Entirely possible but we will need 
some good sellers around to help you. 
Let me know as soon as you can if they want to go ahead as I will get my team 
starting on it as its going to be a rush to get it all achieved so quickly. Can you 
also let me have the details for an invoice too please”. 

 

C3.4 D7 forwarded this to D1, who said (cc D3) that he was “happy to give these guys the 

green light, Elten can you confirm you are also in agreement”.258  

 

C3.5 D7 asked D1 to let D5 know which company to invoice for this work.259 On 09.07.15, 

D1 emailed D5 (cc D3 and D7) in the following terms:260  

 

“We’ve not met yet, I’m the MD of London Capital & Finance, John Russell-
Murphy may have mentioned me. I understand that we are to be moving forward 
at some pace together which all looks very promising.  
To get the ball rolling I understand there is some work needed to be undertaken 
on our corporate profile and online presence as detailed in your email below. I’m 
happy to approve this work, if you could invoice London Capital and Finance and 
email it to me I will see that it’s processed”. 

 

C3.6 Steve Jones emailed D1 on 09.07.15 (with the subject, “Invoice for Rebranding of 

London Capital & Finance”261) attaching an invoice for the first payment for the “work 

outlined by Paul to improve the corporate profile and online presence for London 

Capital & Finance”.262 D1 said that it would be paid promptly and forwarded it to D3.263 

 

C3.7 Ryan Holdaway of D6 told Kerry that he needed content for the new website.264 Kerry 

told him (cc D5) that she would get this information and get back to him.265 
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C3.8 On 16.07.15, Kerry emailed D7 with the subject, “Information needed for marketing”.266 

She explained that she needed information about LCF “to enable the website to go live”. 

She said that she was “trying to build a picture of the success [and] selling points” and 

wanted to be able to “lead with facts and figures as these increase credibility”.  

 

C3.9 Kerry also told D7 that it would help to know the answers to the following questions: 

“How many (approximate figure) loans to date, how many defaults, type of loan i.e. for 

what purpose, average term, interest rate (I believe it is arranged according to risk level, 

please elaborate), Size of companies borrowing?”  

 

C3.10 Kerry also said that she wanted case studies and testimonials – “a paragraph or two with 

a success story i.e. the company was in great need, the bank wouldn’t lend, the process 

with SAFE was very easy, it enabled us to buy more stock / expand our premesis [sic] 

and now we have gone from strength to strength, in fact we have increased our turnover 

by 25% in the 9 months since the loan…. Statement by Mr D Smith, MD of …” 

 

C3.11 D7 replied on 20.07.15 attaching a draft letter from Buss Murton to prospective 

investors.267 He said that he was seeking the answers to Kerry’s questions from D1.   

 

C3.12 D5 reviewed the draft letter from Buss Murton. He was concerned about a line in the 

letter stating that “the total outstanding loans from investors are 1.1 million pounds”.  

 

C3.13 He wanted to remove this line because “[it] makes the entire operation look very 

small”:268 “I just think it makes the lending book small”.269 Kerry agreed, adding:270  

 

“I think £1.1mil makes the business sound small and we should remove it. There 
is a natural expectation that a bond issuer, is a multi-million pound organisation 
/ a lending bank for SME’s. For the same reason I have concerns about the focus 
in the brochure on the ‘South East’ and ‘local councils’, I believe it would help 
the business to have a national focus / remit, our investors are national. It would 
help creates a perception of gravitas”. 
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C3.14 D7 agreed to remove the line about total lending of £1.1 million from the Buss Murton 

letter.271 He also agreed to discuss her comments with the LCF team.272 

 

C3.15 Ryan Holdaway of D6 was producing a re-formatted version of the SAFE brochure.273 

Most of the text stayed the same but it referred to “LC&F” rather than SAFE.274 The 

proposition continued to be that LCF would lend money to SMEs to generate a return: 

 

“The Bank of England reported January 2013 in its ‘Trends on Lending’ paper 
that lending to Business has dropped every year since 2009. SME’s make up 99% 
of all UK business and yet they continue to be starved of funding by the Banks, 
creating a national shortage of finance and increased demand for SME business 
lending at enhanced interest margins, for short term credit facilities. The lack of 
this much needed finance has created a substantial opportunity for private 
investors to make significant returns by investing in the LC&F bond … Since 2007 
stock lending has been in sharp decline, in not only the UK but also in the wider 
global economy. Traditional sources of funding for SME’s from the banking sector 
became scarcer during the initial credit crunch which lead to a double dip 
recession, which lead to a double dip recession, indeed in the 3 months to May 
2013 stock lending dropped by £4.4bn. SME’s have been widely accepted as the 
engine room of the UK economy and as the UK rises from the current economic 
recession, this sector must be financed. This presents a significant lending 
opportunity for LC&F to fulfil as the Banks cannot service this sector. The LC&F 
bond offering gives consideration to both the individual investor and SME. By 
utilizing private funding SME’s can access much needed funds to grow and 
stimulate wider economic growth but at the same time the individual investor can 
benefit from a much enhanced rate of return safe in the knowledge that their funds 
are secured against valuable property assets … LC&F will raise funds to provide 
short-term fully secured debt facilities to the SME market place in the South East 
… It is proposed that all SME financing will be on a fully secured basis (charge 
over assets at better than 65% loan to value) at terms no longer than 1 year. The 
initial target market will be SME’s with short term cash requirements. All sector 
lending will be considered, but the LC&F team will predominately focus on the, 
property, M&A & trade finance sector’s … LC&F are offering to provide asset 
security to 150% of the value of all monies raised. For every £100 loan note issued, 
£150 of asset and property security will be held, for a target raise of £3m no less 
than £4.5m of property and other assets will be charged as security … Investor 
funds will be received into an escrow account held at Buss Murton Law LLP and 
will only be remitted to borrowers when all loan documents and security are in 
place”. 

 

C3.16 On 20.07.15, Steve Jones sent an email to D1 and D7 (cc Kerry Graham) to say that the 

new LCF website, brochure and application form had been completed and were ready 
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for approval.275 He told them that the address of the website was 

www.londoncapitalandfinance.co.uk and he provided log-in details. He said that the 

brochure could be downloaded from the website. He wanted D1 and D7 to approve these 

materials promptly so that D6 could “start pushing this product tomorrow”.  

 

C3.17 The email chain was forwarded to D3 and D4 on 24.07.15. D3 sent it to D8, who sent it 

to D2 on 27.07.15.276 The website and the brochure would have been familiar to D2: 

they were materially the same as the versions that he had seen during August 2013.277 

 

C3.18 On 21.07.15, Steve Jones provided D1 with the invoice for the balance of the sum 

payable in the total sum of £6,000.278 He said, “If you could arrange for payment of this 

tomorrow morning, we will be able to put the site live in the morning and John and his 

sales team will be able to start selling to product”. D1 forwarded this to D3.279  

 

C3.19 On 24.07.15, D5 and D7 chased D1 for payment of the invoice. D1 forwarded the email 

chain to D3 and D4 asking them to confirm that the invoice “[was] being paid today”.280 

 

C3.20 D3 forwarded the email chain to D8, telling him, “When Simon gives you the ok, please 

can you pay Surge”.281 D8 forwarded the email chain to D2, asking him, “Can you 

confirm that I may pay this?”282  

 

C3.21 Sixteen minutes later, D2 replied, “Fine”.283 Accordingly, Buss Murton paid £6,000 

from the SAFE/LCF client account with the narrative “balance of account re website”.284 

 

C3.22 D6 continued to work on LCF’s online presence. On 06.08.15, Kerry advised D1, 

“Investors tend to Google the brand as a first test, to see what they can find and we need 

to start creating validation material. We can start by adding LCF to www.best-

investment-funds.co.uk at a cost of £1k + VAT”.285  
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C3.23 On 07.08.15, she sent him an invoice for £1,200 for online reputation management.286 

 

C4 The continued role of D4 and D2 in the business of LCF 

 

C4.1 Towards the end of July 2015, D2 and D4 agreed that D2 would manage London Trading 

& Development Group Limited (“London Trading”) and other companies, which would 

borrow monies from LCF, whilst D1 would manage LCF, which would raise monies in 

order to lend them to London Trading and its related companies.  

 

C4.2 On 27.07.15, D8 drafted an agreement with the file name “Golding SHK Agreement” 

which stated, “Andy Thomson shall be entitled to all the shares in London Capital & 

Finance Limited which shall enter into an agreement with LTDG to be responsible for 

all fund raising for LTDG and its group of companies”.287  

 

C4.3 D2, D3 and D4 signed this agreement.288  

 

C4.4 Michael Peacock was under the impression in August 2015 that D1 was “solely running 

[LCF] now”.289 In late 2016, Kobus Huisamen, who was reviewing LCF’s governance, 

was concerned that D1 was running LCF by himself (“The loan decisions are made by, 

executed by and payment made by Mr Thomson to borrowers. No full creditworthy 

assessments have been documented and no process has been shown”).290 

 

C4.5 Notwithstanding this impression, both D4 and D2 continued to play a central role in 

LCF’s business. However, their roles differed. D4 was in charge: D1 reported to D4 and 

did what D4 told him to do. D2 played a less central role in LCF’s affairs. He was 

consulted on LCF’s affairs and took charge when D4 was unavailable.  

 

C4.6 D4’s role is apparent from his involvement in communications regarding LCF. On 

09.09.15, Alex Lee provided a spreadsheet relating to the LCF client account to D1, who 

forwarded it to D7 cc D4 saying, “There were not [sic] new funds crediting today”.291  
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C4.7 On 22.09.15, D7 sent D4 an update of LCF’s “pipeline” of prospective investors.292 

Indeed, this information was provided to D4 before it found its way to D1: D7 forwarded 

the email to D4, and later that evening, D4 forwarded the information to D1, who 

forwarded it to Katie Maddock at LCF.   

 

C4.8 On 15.09.15, Kerry Graham sent an email to D1 saying that she was “ready to do a 

minimum order print to provide prospective investors with hard copy brochures”.293 D1 

forwarded it to D4: “Hi Spencer, see below, did they mention this to you today?”294  

 

C4.9 On 17.09.15, when D1 had drafted a LCF bond prospectus, he sent it to D7 and D4 

asking them to review it and to provide their comments.295  

 

C4.10 On 13.10.15, Kerry sent an email to D5 cc D7 which casts light on D4’s position:296 

 

“As requested, I phoned Spencer. He had a moan about two things: 
1. He downloaded the brochure on the website and it still has the old management 
team 
2. The website looks ‘sparse’ 
I told him that Andy provided new biogs that were not detailed enough to use, I 
had explained this to Andy who asked me to give him examples of what I wanted, 
I emailed 4 examples and have chased multiple times but I am still waiting.  
Andy said he is too busy to get me the pictures to go with the biogs. He asked me 
to stop chasing him and he will do it ASAP.  
I queried what he meant by ‘sparse’ because I think it looks sleek, professional 
and is concise in an effective way. He said his team would look over it again and 
give specific feedback on Thursday. I then said there was something I wanted to 
add but had been awaiting content from Andy since July: real case studies / 
customer testimonials. Spencer seemed to think this would make a big 
improvement and said he would chase Andy to get it to us.  
Ultimately, I don’t think he is pissed off with us, I think he is pissed off with 
Andy and he asked me to keep the pressure on Andy and ‘chase him harder’.” 

 

C4.11 The continued role of both D4 and D2 is also apparent from the emails regarding a draft 

reinvestment letter. Some of the loans from early investors to SAFE were falling due for 

repayment. D1 wanted D7 and Jo Baldock to try to persuade those investors to reinvest. 

He emailed Jo Baldock on 02.11.15, cc D3 and D7, saying, “It looks like most of the 

SAFE clients are wanting to be repaid … is it something that can be addressed to try 
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and stop so many wanting to exit?”297 On 02.11.15, Katie Maddock circulated a draft 

letter for clients nearing the end of terms to try to persuade them to reinvest instead of 

requesting repayment.298 On 10.11.15, Katie emailed D4 and D3, cc D1, saying that she 

had “shown the letter to Simon, Elten and John all of whom are happy with it”.299 

 

C4.12 D4’s role is also apparent from the fact that D5 and Kerry consulted him about LCF’s 

business without reference to D1. On 11.11.15, Kerry emailed D5 to say that LCF had 

begun to require investors to complete an “onerous” self-assessment test.300 D5 

forwarded her email to D4, explaining that “we are required by your lawyers to have a 

much harder sign-up process than our (much larger) competitors … Can we not at the 

very least match their sign up process for compliance? We will be committing 

commercial suicide to have a harder sign up than the big brands”.301 The next day, 

Kerry emailed D3 to thank him for his assistance, saying, “I understand we can go ahead 

with our proposed simpler appropriateness test”.302 D1 was not involved in the 

conversation and knew nothing about it until after the decision had been made.303  

 

C4.13 Similarly, when D5 was concerned about LCF’s delay in paying commissions to D6, D5 

and D7 understood that D4 was the person who could resolve it. On 16.11.15, D5 asked 

D7, “any news from Spencer in releasing all the comms that are tied up?”304 

 

C4.14 Sometimes D4 was mentioned in the same breath as D1. On 16.11.15, Ashleigh 

Newman-Jones of D6 (the son of Steve Jones) told D5 cc Kerry and Steve that the 

revised LCF website was “ready for approval from Andy/Spenser [sic]”.305 A proposed 

change in LCF’s bond rates was “subject to Spencer and Andy’s approval”.306  

 

C4.15 At the same time, the documents indicate that D1 was subservient to D4, who had the 

power to overrule him. On 17.11.15, for example, D1 emailed Kerry to say that the LCF 

investment memorandum was not sufficiently accessible on the LCF website.307 Kerry 

forwarded his email to D5, saying, “We need to override him and speak to Spencer”.308  
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C4.20 The continued role of both D4 and D2 in LCF’s business is also apparent from two 

further matters. First, when Mark Ingham emailed D1 on 22.01.16 about amendments 

to LCF’s brochures, he copied the email to D4 and D2.318 On 09.02.16, Mark Ingham 

emailed Rocky O’Leary to explain that D4 had called him about the new LCF brochures, 

demanding to know when they would be ready (“Spence called – I said these could 

(subject to Roc’s confirmation) be got out by the end of the week”).319 

 

C4.21 Secondly, in early 2016, D4 and D2 were both involved in the discussions with D5 and 

D7 about the possibility of D6 working exclusively for LCF.  

 

C4.22 On 03.02.16, D8 provided D2 and D3 with a draft exclusivity agreement.320 On 

05.02.16, D8 provided D2 and D4 with a third draft of the agreement. D2 sent it to D7, 

saying that it should “get the ball rolling”.321 D2 also explained that “Spence has very 

bad flu and he has had zero input into this after our initial instruction”.  

 

C4.23 The attachment was a draft exclusivity agreement between London Group plc (defined 

as “London”) and D5/D7 (defined as “Surge”).322  

 

C4.24 The draft agreement defined “Financial Products” to mean “an investment opportunity 

bond or other financial instrument issued by LCF and others to a Prospective Client 

who is introduced by Surge”. It defined “Introduction” to mean “the provision to LCF 

of the contact details of a Prospective Client who purchases a Financial Product”. 

 

C4.25 The recitals stated:  

 

“(A) Surge has developed a method of access a large contact base are interested 
in investing in high quality opportunities 
(B) From proceeds of the Financial Products London is currently obliged to pay 
an introductory commission of 25%  
(C) London has agreed to pay to Surge the sums referred to in this agreement in 
consideration of Surge acting exclusively for London in introducing contacts as 
may be agreed between the parties …”. 
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C4.26 Clause 2.1 provided, “London appoints the Surge to identify Prospective Clients 

exclusively for LCF and others agreed with London and to make Introductions of such 

persons on the terms of this agreement”.  

 

C4.27 Clause 2.2 provided, “Surge shall … act exclusively for London and use its best 

endeavours to make Introductions of Prospective Clients”. 

 

C4.28 Clause 5.1 provided, “London shall pay to Surge the sum of £40,000 per month together 

with all approved costs and expenses which are agreed on a quarterly basis” (in addition 

to the commission of 25%).  

 

C4.29 Clauses 5.2 and 5.3 provided that Surge could also obtain 10% of London Group plc.   

 

C4.30 On 17.02.16, D5 replied to D2 to say, “Thanks for the agreement and my apologies it 

has taken so long to reply. Would it be possible for John and I to meet with you and 

Spencer early next week to discuss it in person?”323  

 

C4.31 D2 replied (cc D4 and D7) to say he would be happy to meet to discuss it.324  

 

C4.32 D5 sent a summary of draft exclusivity terms325 to D7:326 

 

“1. SF will provide exclusive marketing to LG for a fixed fee of £40k per month. 
2. LCF will pay 25% commissions for funds received by SF. 
3. LCF will pay for 10% for commissions re-broked by SF.  
4. If SF reach £30m funds or more within 12 months of signing of agreement they 
will receive 10% shareholding in LG. 
5. If SF reach £50m funds or more within 12 months of signing of agreement they 
will receive 20% shareholding in LG. 
6. SF will pay for all marketing costs of LCF. 
7. PC has current contractual obligations to Blackmore Group and therefore any 
current or future arrangement with BG will remain outside of this agreement”. 
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C4.33 D5 also sent this to D6’s accountant, Mark Partridge.327 The draft exclusivity terms were 

due to be discussed at a meeting between D5 and D2 on 23.02.16.328  

 

C4.34 However, there does not seem to have been any agreement in respect of this matter.  

D5’s “to do” list on 11.04.16 still included “LCF exclusivity”.329  

 

C4.35 The continued role of both D4 and D2 in LCF’s business is also apparent from the fact 

that they were routinely consulted by D6 personnel about administrative problems which 

arose from time to time in connection with LCF’s dealings with investors.  

 

C4.36 On 07.09.17, for example, Jo Baldock provided D5 with an agenda (which included 

various LCF delays and administrative problems) for discussion with D4.330  

 

C4.37 Similarly, on 19.07.18, when there had been complaints from LCF investors about 

delays by LCF’s staff in Eridge in dealing with ISA transfers (“Further to my email this 

morning we have since had 2 dissatisfied clients regarding their transfers”), Jo Baldock 

told Katie Maddock of LCF that D6 would be “happy to take over the process from here 

as we have the resources”.331 Kerry asked D7, “Worth forwarding to Simon and Elten 

so they can see first-hand the issues around Eridge being slow? Or perhaps that’s too 

much of a dig?” 332 D7 replied, “Already have”.  

 

C4.38 D7 emailed D5, Jo Baldock and Kerry to explain, “The transfers will be dealt with by us 

very soon. Spencer is instructing Andy to pass the work to our office next week”.333 

 

C5 LCF’s initial growth 

 

C5.1 D5 had big ambitions for LCF,334 but he faced one major obstacle: a lack of money.335 

He wanted to put on a “growth sprint into LCF” but he could not afford to pay for it.336  

 

C5.2 Accordingly, on 15.08.15, D5 emailed D4 to ask for a loan of £20,000.337  
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C5.3 D5 explained to D4 that a loan of £20,000 would assist D6 to pay for a sales drive: “We 

would increase to five sales guys for two weeks, working from our offices in Eastbourne 

where they can be driven by John. They are normally commission only but we will pay 

them £1k each for two weeks to push hard and work from our offices. The cash would 

also allow us to increase their lead volumes from 4 leads a day to 15 a day for that ten 

day period. During this sprint we would look to put at least £2m into LCF”. 

 

C5.4 D4 was “happy to assist”.338 He provided a loan of £25,000 to D6 on 18.08.15339 and a 

further loan of £25,000 to D6 on 03.09.15.340  

 

C5.5 These monies enabled D6 to ramp up its efforts to sell LCF’s bonds, which D6’s 

personnel pursued vigorously (“Our immediate focus remains sales into LCF with a 

sense of urgency … It is another sprint week; I expect full throttle from everyone …”).341 

 

C5.6 D5 hoped to raise more than £1 million for LCF by the end of September 2015 (“14 days 

left. You can hit £1m +. I just know it. We need another sales sprint starting Monday. 

All in, 15 leads per man, per day for three days each. Put a night out on at the end of 

the month for the boys. Something special”).342  

 

C5.7 D5 told Mark Partridge that D6 would “break £1.2m into LCF in September”.343 

 

C5.8 D5 set a target of £1.5 million into LCF by the end of November 2015.344 Things were 

moving quickly; £2 million for that month was becoming “a distinct possibility”.345 

 

C5.9 Kerry continued to help LCF to create the right impression: “The recurring theme we 

should present: substantial, safe and secure. Branding and content that ooze Financial 

Institution, verified by trusted, regulated, independent bodies”.346  
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C5.10 Kerry added further email addresses to the contacts page of LCF’s website “to create 

the impression that the organisation is larger than it is. This creates gravitas. 

Prospective investors are more likely to assume the organisation is larger and associate 

other perceptions with that such as safer, robust, longer term etc”.347 D1 agreed.348 

 

C5.11 D5, D7 and Kerry also sought to rely on the involvement of Global Security Trustees 

Limited (“GST”) to reassure prospective investors that their monies would be safe.  

 

C5.12 GST was controlled by D8.349 Initially, when GST was known as Global Business 

Security Limited, there was a security trust deed between LCF and GST (signed by D1 

on behalf of LCF and by D8 on behalf of GST).350 Later, after Global Business Security 

Limited had changed its name to GST,351 LCF executed debentures in favour of GST352 

which were filed with Companies House on 13.01.16.353 (The debentures in favour of 

GST were backdated by D8, who told D1 that he had done this.354) 

 

C5.13 D6’s sales people used GST’s role to help them to sell LCF bonds. For example, Jo 

Baldock told prospective investors on 03.12.15, “All bond holder funds are protected by 

an independent security trustee who manages the security held for the investor”.355  

 

C5.14 Similarly, D7 emailed prospective investors to tell them about the “third party” GST356 

“who ensures there is always adequate security in place to protect the bondholders”.357  

 

C5.15 D6’s sales people used the same lines when communicating with bondholders.358 For 

example, Scott Allen of D6 told prospective investors on 13.06.16, “An independent 

security trustee, Global Security Trustees Ltd, holds a charge over all LCF’s assets (to 

include any new security LCF takes for additional loans made) which it holds on behalf 

of all bond holders”.359 These statements were included in an LCF fact sheet, which D7 

circulated to D6’s sales teams on 04.01.16360 and again on 14.01.16 (“These assets are 
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then held in the form of a debenture by Global Security Trustee’s, a third party company 

who ensures there is always adequate security in place to protect the bond holders”).361  

 

C5.16 There was a live chat function on LCF’s website, staffed by D6’s sales people, who told 

prospective investors about the role of the independent trustee, among other things.362 

 

C5.17 However, D5 and Kerry became concerned that GST had no provenance or credibility. 

Kerry emailed D1 on 03.12.15 to say, “Global Security Trustees Limited don’t have a 

website, I believe they are a new company. This is something that the more research 

oriented / curious investors will pick up on. It will greatly assist our sales if they build 

a website so they have an online presence”.363  

 

C5.18 On 03.05.16, D5 said that he would “chat with Andy on Thursday about setting up a 

good online trail of provenance to ensure when Googled it provides comfort”.364 

 

C6 BSR 

 

C6.1 To assist with sales of LCF’s bonds, D5 set up a fake comparison website, Best Savings 

Rates (“BSR”), which went live on or about 17.11.15.365 Subsequently, he set up other 

fake comparison websites, including Best ISA Rates.  

 

C6.2 The rankings of the investment products on these websites were not based on any 

objective evidence. Instead the websites were manipulated to put LCF in first place.366  

 

C6.3 On 24.05.17, for example, Ryan Holdaway of D6 emailed D5, D7, Kerry and Steve to 

explain, “Today we are moving LCF to the top of all three of our comparison websites, 

and Blackmore will sit in fourth on all three. The traffic that was formally [sic] being 

driven to Blackmore, but not converting, will now be pushed through LC&F. LC&F will 

naturally see an increase in traffic, leads and sales”.367  
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C6.4 Similarly, on 23.11.18, Jo Baldock emailed D5 and D7 to say, “I propose we switch LCF 

back to the top of BIR until the end of November”.368 

 

C6.5 One benefit of BSR and the other fake comparison sites was that members of the public 

could “sign up hands free directly into LCF” (i.e., by clicking through to LCF’s website 

and applying online, without any input from D6’s sales people).369  

 

C6.6 Another benefit was that “Best Savings rates will appear on Google for any search of 

LCF or its derivative search terms and can also be used as a direct sales aid by the sales 

team. This will enhance trust and therefore sales”.  

 

C6.7 George Carlo of D6 told D5 that BSR was a mouthwatering prospect for 2016.370 

 

C7 LCF’s further growth 

 

C7.1 Aided by LCF’s number one ranking on BSR, D6’s sales of LCF’s bonds continued to 

grow. By February 2016, D5 was hoping for “70 LCF leads a day starting tomorrow”.371 

 

C7.2 April 2016 was a record month for sales of LCF bonds, with 196 applications totalling 

£3,441,700 and cleared funds of £2,080,500.372 The number for May 2016 was slightly 

down, with cleared funds of around £1.8 million.373  

 

C7.3 By the end of May 2016, D6 had raised almost £7.9 million for LCF.374 

 

C7.4 D5 set a new goal of £4 million per month375 (“We will hit our 4 million goal, it's 

achievable and we are on target. Double income, bonuses all round”).376 

 

C7.5 Jo Baldock emailed her colleagues on 22.07.16 to say that (as a result of  “rinsing every 

last client”) the current total of bond collections for June 2016 applications stood at 

£2,995,800.377 D5 replied, “That is good work. 3m is a solid number”.378  
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C7.6 July 2016 proved to be an even better month. On 24.08.16, Jo Baldock emailed her 

colleagues to say, “we have had funds in today taking the total [for July] to £3,973,500 

which means with Ami’s client Mr Marshall and his £30k we are over the line! Great 

job everyone”.379 D7 replied, “Great work everyone, 4 million!”.380 

 

C7.7 August 2016 was even better. On 15.09.16, Jo Baldock emailed her colleagues (on the 

email address sales@lcaf.co.uk) to say that they were up to £4.7 million for August and 

might hit £5 million for August by the end of the month.381  

 

C7.8 On 23.09.16, she emailed her colleagues again to say, “And the scores on the doors this 

morning for August cash in are …. £5,007,400. BOOM! Great job everyone”.382 D5 

replied, “Excellent work, well done”. 

 

C7.9 September 2016 was a slightly slower month, but £5 million remained the target for 

October 2016. Jo Baldock emailed her colleagues on 25.10.16 to say, “let’s crack on 

and smash through the very achievable £5m for October”.383  

 

C7.10 On 31.10.16, she added, “Last day of the month today so massive push please to get 

those cases over the line … We currently stand at just over £7m in applications in and 

£3.2m cash in. £5m is where we want to be , the leads are good and you all have plenty 

of data to work with”.384 On 02.11.16, she emailed again, “This morning’s cash in total 

£4,046,600.00. Keep up the momentum just under £1m to collect for the big £5m”.385 

 

C7.11 January 2017 was another record month. On 25.01.17, Steve Jones told Jo Baldock that 

they had already hit the target of £5 million of collections for January.386  

 

C7.12 D5 emailed his team on 31.01.17 to say, “Today has been our best day on record. 

January has been our best month on record. As a group, we broke £1m in sales in one 

day … I expect to break this record several times in the next 30 days”.387  
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C7.13 D7 replied, “Great figures, the company is going from strength to strength and we are 

getting rich buddy!”388 Jo Baldock said, “Awesome job !”389 Kerry said, “Amazing!”390 

 

C7.14 February 2017 was even more impressive. On 10.02.17, Aaron of D6 emailed his 

colleagues (sales@lcaf.co.uk) and D7 to say that “funds in this month” was already more 

than £2 million.391 D7 replied to say that it looked like another record month.  

 

C7.15 Jo Baldock said, “Stonking!”392 In the event, by the end of February 2017, the total funds 

received in the month stood at £6,359,400.393 

 

C7.16 The target for March 2017 was £7 million.394 D5 urged everyone to work long hours to 

hit this target (“Let’s push hard”).395 The target for April 2017 was £8 million.396  

 

C7.17 D6’s sales continued to grow. D6 was on track to deliver £10 million into LCF during 

August 2017.397 D5 told Jo Baldock that £12 million was a possibility for that month.398 

 

C8 ISA bond 

 

C8.1 On 16.08.17, Kerry told Kobus Huisamen about innovative finance ISAs.399 He began 

to investigate the possibility for LCF and seems to have told D1 about this 

opportunity.400 D1 started the process to launch LCF’s innovative finance ISA bond. By 

01.11.17, the process of putting together an ISA bond was well underway.  

 

C8.2 On 20.11.17, D1 told D7 that HMRC had given the necessary approval and that Lewis 

Silkin had finalised the ISA bond documentation.401 

 

C8.3 The LCF ISA bond was launched at the beginning of December 2017.  
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C8.4 D5, D7 and Kerry agreed that the LCF ISA bond would be “put top of BSR asap”.402 

This change was duly implemented.403 

 

C8.5 The LCF ISA bond was transformative. Sales volumes were substantial. On 04.12.17, 

Jo Baldock told D5 that they had already hit £1 million in applications for December.404 

On 07.12.17, Aaron of D6 told Jo Baldock that they had received almost £500,000 into 

LCF’s payment processor, GCEN, in a single day.405 She said, “Holy shit!”  

 

C8.6 Applications for the LCF ISA bond were flooding in. On 07.12.12, Sarah Trigg sent a 

list of pending applications to Jo Baldock, who replied, “Holy cow!”406  

 

C8.7 On 08.12.17, Jo Baldock sent an email update to her colleagues which began with the 

words, “Isa Isa baby!”407 She said in her email, “The scores on the doors after 5 days 

are: Applications in 632 totalling £4,816,419. Cash in at Gcen £3.3m … With these 

figures after one week imagine what can be achieved by hitting the lists and being 

proactive this could mean a very nice payslip in Jan!” Her colleague Neil expressed the 

view that the figures were fantastic. Jo replied, “Mental!!”408 

 

C8.8 D6 was turbo-charging the LCF ISA bond by launching two new comparison websites: 

The ISA Experts and The Savings Experts. Chris Barnard of D6 emailed his colleagues 

including D5 and D7 on 01.01.18 to say, “We are expecting the imminent launch of The 

ISA Experts and The Savings Experts. These will be game changers”.409 

 

C8.9 On 01.01.18, Jo Baldock emailed her colleagues to say that December 2017 had been a 

record month with total cash in of more than £7.8 million and total applications of more 

than £11 million.410 A few days later, she told her colleagues that there had already been 

a “massive start to 2018” with cash in of more than £2.5 million in just a few days.411 

 

C8.10 By the middle of January 2018 it seemed that LCF was going to hit £12 million to £13 

million in new applications by the end of the month.412 Lead volumes were extremely 
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high. By 21.01.18, the “cash in” figure for January 2018 was already over £8 million.413 

It seemed that January 2018 was going to be LCF’s strongest month ever.414 Lead 

volumes for LCF’s bonds continued to be very high.  

 

C8.11 On 23.01.18, D5 emailed D1 saying, “I can now confirm that this month is your best yet, 

the ISA has elevated LC&F to new heights”.415  

 

C8.12 This was no exaggeration: Jo Baldock emailed her colleagues on 24.01.18 to say that 

they had “hit our best ever month with 5 days to go … £10.2m cash in. 836 applications. 

Our target is £12m as a team so let’s sprint to the finish and smash it!”416  

 

C8.13 On 05.02.18, she emailed her colleagues again to say that they had finished the month 

at £13,408,388 cash in.417 

 

C9 LCF’s continued growth 

 

C9.1 February 2018 was another “great month” with cash in of £9.9 million.418 March 2018 

was similar, with total cash in of £9.4 million in the first three weeks.419 

 

C9.2 April 2018 was another record-breaking month, with total cash in of £19.3 million.420 Jo 

Baldock commented to her colleagues that she was “gutted LCF didn’t hit £20m but let’s 

not complain we have had worse months!”421 

 

C9.3 LCF launched a new five-year bond. The first sale of this took place in early June 

2018.422 D5 said, “Boom!!!”423 June also saw significant bond sales.424 

 

C9.4 July 2018 saw 902 new deals totalling £12,657,904.425 August 2018 saw 895 new deals 

totalling £12,667,400:426 “Well goodbye August …it’s been emotional!”427 
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C9.5 September and October 2018 also saw substantial sales. D7 told D1 on 24.10.18 that 

“the completed cash in figure for the month will be nearly double compared to this time 

last year. We’ve come a long way, although 10m is our minimum target these days”.428 

 

C9.6 On 09.10.18, Chris Barnard of D6 told his colleagues that “there is no reason why we 

cannot smash through the £10m mark … A big push today is needed, make every call 

count”.429 On 30.11.18, he reported that they had hit £10.5 million for the month.430 

 

C10 FCA intervention 

 

C10.1 On the morning of Monday, 10.12.18, FCA officials, accompanied by police officers, 

raided LCF’s premises.431 The FCA served LCF with a supervisory notice requiring LCF 

to withdraw the marketing materials in respect of the LCF ISA bond.432  

 

C10.2 The problem was that, to avoid the need for a prospectus, LCF had provided for the ISA 

bonds to be non-transferable. However, this feature meant that they did not qualify for 

tax-free status under the ISA Regulations. The FCA explained in the supervisory notice: 

 

“In order for bonds to be qualifying investments for an innovative finance ISA they 
have to meet certain conditions, including that they are transferable (Regulation 
8A(2) and (4) of the Individual Savings Account Regulations 1998/1870). LCF’s 
website makes clear that its Bonds are non-transferable. It therefore appears that 
LCF’s Bonds do not qualify to be held in an ISA account and that investors are 
being misled by being told the interest they earn will be tax free”. 

 

C10.3 The FCA demanded information including a “list of all individuals, firms and/or legal 

entities to whom LCF has provided loans”.433  

 

C10.4 Katie Maddock prepared a list of LCF’s borrowers and their loan balances.434 The total 

amount of LCF’s loan book stood at £236,419,277.435  
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C10.5 The FCA asked D1 if he had received anything back from any of the borrower 

companies by way of remuneration or financial benefit. D1’s response to the FCA was 

a “Categorical NO”.436 This was a lie.  

 

C10.6 D7 contacted D5:437 “I will let you know when Andy calls”, “Spencer didn’t pick up”. 

That evening, D7 met with D1 and D4 to discuss the situation (“I’m with Spencer and 

Andy”). D2 was also involved in the discussions (“SHK is discussing a matter”). 

 

C10.7 The FCA asked LCF to sign a voluntary requirement or VREQ. D7 sent a copy of the 

VREQ to D5, adding, “We might need to transfer money out of Surge Financial and 

RPD in case the accounts are frozen. Both companies are noted in the document”.438  
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D. PONZI SCHEME 

 

 

 

D1 Introduction 

 

D1.1 In the period after the FCA’s raid on LCF’s premises, Lewis Silkin helped LCF to deal 

with the FCA’s enquiries. Graham Reid of Lewis Silkin thought that the FCA considered 

LCF to be a Ponzi scheme.439 Graham Reid advised that LCF would need to provide the 

FCA with information about borrowers in order to address these concerns.440 

 

D1.2 On 07.01.19, Graham Reid was seeking further information. He wanted to understand 

what was payable to LCF by borrowers (and when) in order to deal with the FCA’s 

concern that LCF was a Ponzi scheme.441 He emailed D1 to ask for an explanation.442 

 

D1.3 Katie Maddock of LCF provided Graham Reid with information on 22.01.19.443 She told 

him that she was “working through the information requested by the FCA”.  

 

D1.4 She made clear that repayments by borrowers to LCF, which LCF then used to make 

redemptions to bondholders, “were funded by the borrowers refinancing their 

obligations by way of a drawing on their loan facility”. 444 In other words, the FCA’s 

suspicions were right: LCF was operating as a Ponzi scheme.  

 

D1.5 This was no recent development. LCF had been a Ponzi scheme from the outset. LCF 

advanced monies to its borrowers, which those borrowers then repaid to LCF in order to 

enable LCF to repay principal and pay interest to bondholders.  

 

D1.6 A considerable amount of detail in respect of the Ponzi scheme has been set out in: (i) 

the first witness statement of David Hudson dated 3 December 2021 (“Hudson 1”); (ii) 

the second witness statement of David Hudson dated 9 December 2021 (“Hudson 2”); 
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D3.2 Further, the fact that LCF was conducting a Ponzi scheme via LOG was discussed in 

connection with a new draft facility agreement between LCF and LOG. D8 explained 

that “at the moment when there are redemptions these are funded by further drawings. 

If no drawdowns are available, it might be difficult to make the redemption” (emphasis 

added).480 D8 forwarded this email to D2.481 D1 also saw it.482 

 

D3.3 By the middle of 2017, LCF was also conducting the Ponzi scheme through Global 

Resort Property plc (“GRP”) (formerly known as London Group plc) and Sands Equity 

Capital Limited (“Sands Equity”) (a company controlled by D2 and D3). In summary, 

LCF paid monies from new bondholders to GRP, which transferred them to Sands 

Equity, which repaid some of these monies to LCF in order to enable LCF to make 

interest and redemption payments to existing bondholders.483  

 

D3.4 On 20.07.17, D3 explained to Mark Ingham cc D2 that a payment of £300,000 to Sands 

Equity was for interest, redemption and bond settlements.484 

 

D3.5 The Ponzi scheme was also conducted through Global Advance Distributions Limited 

(“GAD”), a company under D8’s control,485 as explained in Hudson 1, at [26]-[34]. The 

bank statements confirm that LCF was paying monies from new bondholders to GAD 

which repaid some of those monies to LCF,486 as explained in more detail in Hudson 1. 

 

D3.6 The pattern changed again after September 2018, when D1 set up additional GCEN 

accounts for individual borrowers.487 This is explained in Hudson 1, at [35]-[45]. During 

October 2018, for example, LCF paid monies from new investors to each individual 

borrower’s account with GCEN, which returned the monies to LCF to enable LCF to 

make redemption and interest payments to existing bondholders.488 
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E. LAKEVIEW SPA 

 

 

 

E1 Introduction 

 

E1.1 As explained above, LCCL had acquired the Lakeview resort for a total price of 

£1,609,269489 using borrowed monies.  

 

E1.2 The shares in LCCL (which had been held originally by Buss Murton Nominees) were 

transferred to D1 (76.25%) and D10 (23.75%). D1 held most of the shares registered in 

his name on trust for D4 and D4’s family who together owned 71.25% of LCCL.490   

 

E2 Sale of LCCL for £2,105,263.15 

 

E2.1 By 27.07.15 at the latest, D2 and D4 had decided to sell 100% of the shares in LCCL to 

a company controlled by themselves which would borrow money from LCF in order to 

pay the purchase price.491 In this way, D1, D4 and D10 would receive monies from LCF.   

 

E2.2 The purchaser of LCCL was to be London Trading (formerly known as Leisure & 

Tourism Management Limited). D1 and D2 were directors of London Trading.   

 

E2.3 The “Golding SHK Agreement” circulated on 27.07.15 provided that London Trading 

would buy LCCL from the existing shareholders (clause 2) and that LCF would be 

responsible for all fundraising for London Trading (clause 6).492  

 

E2.4 D1 told D8 on 28.04.15 (cc D2 and D3), “The SAFE funds will need to be formerly [sic] 

lent to L&TD before they can be utilised. When I am in the office tomorrow, I can draw 

up the required paperwork”.493 (As set out below, it was not drawn up until much later.) 
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E2.5 The shares in London Trading were owned by International Resorts Partnership LLP 

(“IR Partnership”), which held them on trust for D4 (7,125 shares), D2 (2,375 shares) 

and D1 (500 shares).494 By selling the shares in LCCL to London Trading, the 

shareholders of LCCL would effectively be selling to themselves.  

 

E2.6 There was initially some talk of the price for the shares in LCCL being £6.75 million 

payable in 8 years’ time.495 However, during mid-July 2015, it was decided that the price 

should instead be £2,105,263.15.496  

 

E2.7 The total price of £2,105,263.15 would be divisible in accordance with the percentages 

mentioned above, with the result that D4 would receive £1,500,000, D10 would receive 

£500,000 and D1 would receive £105,263.15.497 

 

E2.8 On 22.07.15, D8 told D1 and D2 (cc D3 and D4) that he would “send … the various 

documents so that these can be printed out in readiness for completion”.498  

 

E2.9 These included the draft SPA between D1/D10 and London Trading for the sale of the 

shares in LCCL in return for loan notes in the total sum of £2,105,163.15,499 the draft 

board minutes of LCCL and London Trading approving the transaction,500 and the loan 

note instrument with loan note certificates of £2,105,163.15.501 

 

E2.10 On or around the same day, these documents were signed. They included the SPA 

between D1/D10 and London Trading for the sale of the shares in LCCL in return for 

loan notes in the total sum of £2,105,163.15,502 which was signed by D1 and D10 as the 

vendors and by D2 on behalf of the buyer, London Trading.503  

 

E2.11 The loan notes were issued. D8 confirmed to D1 that the price of £2,105,263.15 under 

the Lakeview SPA had been “satisfied by the issue of Loan Notes issued by LTDG”.504  
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E2.12 D8 later confirmed to D1 and D2 on 03.09.15: 

 

“At the end of July 2015 we carried out the first part of the restructuring of the 
group. The shares Lakeview Country Club Limited (LVCCL) which owns the site 
at Lakeview in Cornwall were sold to London Trading & Development Group 
Limited (LTDG) for £2,105,263.15; this consideration was settled by the issue of 
Loan Notes to the Sellers”.505 

 

E2.13 It is not clear how the price of £2,105,163.15 could be justified.  

 

E2.14 LCCL owned the Lakeview resort, which it had acquired for £1,609,269. Savills advised 

on 17.01.14 that the market value of the Lakeview resort was £4 million506 and 

confirmed on 17.01.15 that the market value was still £4 million.507 

 

E2.15 GVA advised Ultimate Capital on 29.01.15 that the market value of the Lakeview resort 

was £2.6 million on the assumption of a sale period not exceeding 90 days.508  

 

E2.16 GVA advised International Resorts Group plc (“IRG”) on 11.04.15 that the market value 

of the Lakeview resort for balance sheet purposes was £7.15 million.509 GVA also said 

in the same valuation report that the value would increase to £12.4 million on the 

completion of the redevelopment plan,510 but that plan had not yet been implemented.511  

 

E2.17 At the same time, however, LCCL’s liabilities included £1.4 million to Ultimate Capital 

and at least £3.9 million to LUKI, as well as other debts.512  

 

E2.18 Accordingly, if the true value of the Lakeview resort had been located at the lower end 

of the range set out above, the shares in LCCL would have been worthless.  

 

E2.19 Further, and in any event, LCCL ceased to own the Lakeview resort. On 27.07.15, LCCL 

transferred the entirety of the Lakeview resort, with the exclusion of a plot known as the 

development land, to LV Resorts Limited (“LV Resorts”), which in turn transferred it to 

Waterside Villages plc (“Waterside Villages”).513  
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E2.20 The development land, which became LCCL’s sole asset, was charged to LUKI as 

security for the repayment of the money that had been loaned to LCCL by LUKI.514 The 

sum owed by LCCL to LUKI ultimately rose to £5,531,800.515 However, the 

development land was worth somewhere between £1 million and £1.5 million.516 

 

E2.21 Accordingly, with effect from 27.07.15 at the latest, LCCL was insolvent on a balance 

sheet basis and the shares in LCCL were accordingly worthless.  

 

E3 Draft price increase mechanism; start of payments 

 

E3.1 Notwithstanding (i) the fact that completion of the Lakeview SPA had already occurred 

on 22.07.15, when London Trading issued loan notes of £2,105,163.15, and (ii) the fact 

that LCCL had disposed of the Lakeview resort (with the exception of the development 

land) on 27.07.15, there was subsequently discussion during August 2015 about 

increasing the price payable by London Trading for the shares in LCCL.  

 

E3.2 On 18.08.15, D8 emailed D2 and D3 (cc D1 and D4) about the possible price increase, 

saying, “I think that the major question about this is whether we amend the price being 

paid by LTDG for the shares in Lakeview Country Club Limited. If we are going to 

change that figure then I ned [sic] to know as soon as possible”.517 

 

E3.3 They decided not to increase the price at this point and instead sought to introduce a 

mechanism by which the price could be increased in future. D8 emailed D1, D2 and D3 

(cc D4) on 19.08.15 to say, “Further to discussions the other day I have amended the 

contract for the sale of shares in Lakeview to include provision for an uplift in price in 

the event of successful settlement of either the Telos matter or the Time Share leases. I 

attach the revised contract and would draw your attention to clause 3.4”.518 He attached 

a revised Lakeview SPA containing a new clause 3.4 in the following terms:519 
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“The parties acknowledge that there is a potential value in the Telos Claim and 
the Time Share Claim which cannot be quantified until they are each settled. Upon 
the settlement of each claim the parties will negotiate in good faith to agree a fair 
figure for the increase in the Purchase Price …” 

 

E3.4 The term “Telos Claim” was defined to mean “any claim made against the former 

directors of Telos (Isle of Man) Limited as a result of the collapse of that company”.  

 

E3.5 The term “Time Share Claim” was defined to mean “any claim against the owners of the 

time share club at Lakeview regarding the leases of Lakeview Title Limited”.  

 

E3.6 The revised draft SPA containing this new clause 3.4 was not executed at this time. The 

subsequent history of this clause is picked up again below.  

 

E3.7 In the meantime, London Trading’s subsidiary, L&TD, began to borrow monies from 

LCF in order to make payments under the first version of the Lakeview SPA. 

 

E3.8 On 02.10.15, LCF paid £70,000 to L&TD’s Metro Bank account.520 L&TD immediately 

transferred this money to D4 with the reference Share Payment.521 

 

E3.9 On 06.10.15, D8 prepared a further version of the Lakeview SPA, with an expanded 

version of clause 3.4. Whereas the first version had referred to “the Telos Claim and the 

Time Share Claim” (as set out above), this new version referred to “the Megante Asset, 

the Telos Claim and the Time Share Claim”. The term “Megante Asset” was defined to 

mean “the agreement with Sanctuary PCC whereby the Company agreed to fund the 

development of a site at Megante in the Dominican Republic in consideration of a share 

in the proceeds of sale of that site”.522 It is unclear whether any such agreement ever 

existed. It does not seem to have been disclosed by any party. In any event, Sanctuary 

PCC had sold the shares in Tenedora 98520 on 31.08.15.523 Thus, even if Tenedora 

98520 were to acquire the land in the Dominican Republic known as The Beach, it is 

unclear why LCCL or Sanctuary PCC would have had any involvement.  

 
520  MDR00225602 pages 9-10; MDR00027148; 

MDR00215820 page 15 
521  MDR00072440; MDR00215820 page 15; 
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E4 Increase of the price to £3.5 million 

 

E4.1 In the event, the further revised draft Lakeview SPA (containing a price of 

£2,105,163.15 and the expanded version of clause 3.4) was not executed.  

 

E4.2 Instead, the parties decided to amend the original sale price from £2,105,163.15 to 

£3,500,000. The expanded version of clause 3.4 would also be included to create the 

possibility of increasing the purchase price even further in the future.  

 

E4.3 D8 emailed D2 and D3 (cc D1 and D4) on 07.10.15: 

 

“Further to our discussions yesterday I understand that it has been agreed that 
the price payable for the sale of the Lakeview shares to LTDG be increased to 
£3,500,000 in total with the provision that the price can be further adjusted 
depending on the outcome of the Magante sale, the Telos Claim and the Timeshare 
Claim. 
This means that the proceeds for each shareholder (subject to later adjustment) 
shall be 
1.       SG          £2,493,750 
2.       HHK       £831,250 
3.       MAT      £175,000”.524 

 

E4.4 However, the revised Lakeview SPA was not immediately executed in these terms. 

Instead, L&TD continued to borrow monies from LCF in order to make payments under 

the first version of the Lakeview SPA.  

 

E4.5 On 09.10.15, LCF advanced £50,000 to L&TD, which paid £25,000 to D4 (with the 

reference Share Payment) and £5,000 to D10 (with the reference Share Payment).525  

 

E4.6 On 18.11.15, LCF advanced a total of £125,000 to L&TD, which paid £100,000 to D4.526 

The total sum paid under the Lakeview SPA now stood at £200,000.527 

 

 
524  EB0006449; D2D10-00011772; D8-0001903 
525  MDR00023557 page 4; MDR00027148; 

MDR00070774; MDR00072440; MDR00215820 
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E4.7 In early 2016, D8 was keen for the parties to execute the revised version of the Lakeview 

SPA as soon as possible. He emailed D1 (cc D3 and D4) to this effect on 03.01.16.528  

 

E4.8 In his email, D8 suggested that the draft clause 3.4 could be expanded even further to 

include the possibility of LCCL realising value in future from the development of land 

in Cape Verde. By this time, a company called CV Resorts Limited (“CV Resorts”) had 

signed a contract with Paradise Beach – Aldeamento Turistico Algodoeiro SA 

(“Paradise Beach ATASA”) in respect of land in Cape Verde, as set out below.  

 

E4.9 The only obstacle to the implementation of this proposal was that LCCL did not have 

any interest in CV Resorts. D8 explained that this obstacle could easily be overcome, 

because a transfer of the shares in CV Resorts to LCCL could be backdated:  

 

“If we were to add CV Resorts as a subsidiary of this company then this would 
enable us to increase the purchase price further … there should be no problem in 
including CV Resorts as a subsidiary of LVCCL.  This could have happened at the 
end of March 2015 before the contract with Paradise Beach was entered into and 
when the company had no value”.529 

 

E4.10 The suggestion was not taken up. Instead, at some point before 14.01.16, D1, D2 and 

D10 signed a revised version of the Lakeview SPA containing (i) a price of £3.5 million 

(in the form of loan notes issued by London Trading) and (ii) the version of clause 3.4 

which referred to “the Megante Asset, the Telos Claim and the Time Share Claim”.530 

Although this revised version of the Lakeview SPA was signed at some point between 

03.01.16 and 14.01.16, it was backdated to 27.07.15 on the front page to make it seem 

that the price payable by London Trading had always been £3.5 million and that the 

Lakeview SPA had always contained the price adjustment mechanism in clause 3.4.  

 

E5 L&TD facility agreement 

 

E5.1 Another document that needed to be signed was the facility agreement between LCF and 

L&TD covering L&TD’s borrowings. Although LCF had already advanced substantial 

sums to L&TD, there was still no signed facility agreement between these companies.  

 
528  MDR00025728 
529  MDR00025728 
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E5.8 On 01.03.16, LCF paid £75,000 to L&TD.544 On 04.03.16, LCF paid a further 

£38,926.17 to L&TD.545 L&TD immediately paid £60,000 to D4 (reference Share 

Payment) and £30,000 to D10 (reference Share Payment).546 The total payments under 

the Lakeview SPA were now £1,105,000.547 

 

E5.9 On 16.03.16, LCF paid £194,630.87 to L&TD.548 On 18.03.16, L&TD paid £73,681.49 

of this to D4 (reference Share Payment) and £36,900 to D10 (reference Share 

Payment).549 The running total of payments under the Lakeview SPA now stood at 

£1,215,581.49.550 

 

E5.10 There was still no signed facility agreement between LCF and L&TD and no security. 

The documents were still being drafted.551 Alex Lee said on 04.03.16, “I gather some 

drawdown has already taken place and they should be treated as being so drawn down 

pursuant to the terms of the documents attached”.552 D8 forwarded the draft facility 

agreement and the draft debenture to D2 and D3.553 

 

E5.11 On 15.03.16, D8 told D2 and D3 that D1 was keen for them to agree and execute these 

documents.554 They did not do so immediately, although, by 24.03.16, D2 was said to 

have “undertaken to execute the Facility Agreement in substantially its current form”.555  

 

E5.12 On 30.03.16, D8 asked Alex Lee to prepare a final version for execution.556 Alex Lee 

sent the final versions to D8 (cc D1 and D2) on 30.03.16 “for signature”.557  

 

E5.13 D2 signed the documents on the same day although he asked D8 to hold them in escrow 

for a short while to give him an opportunity to check that he was happy with them.558 

 

 

 

 
544  MDR00007232 page 7; MDR00215815 page 29; 

MDR00035764 
545  MDR00007233; MDR00034152 page 4 
546  MDR00070774; MDR00224827 page 69; 

EB0067814 page 3; MDR00215815 pages 27-28 
547  MDR00072440 
548  MDR00007234 pages 9-11; MDR00034152 page 3; 
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E6 L&TD security 

 

E6.1 The facility agreement between LCF and L&TD, which was signed by D2 on 30.03.16 

(and by D1 subsequently), contained a total commitment of £25 million.559 It was 

accompanied by a debenture from L&TD560 and a guarantee from London Group plc.561  

 

E6.2 However, there were insufficient assets to support L&TD’s existing borrowing, let alone 

the maximum commitment under the facility of £25 million.  

 

E6.3 D8 had recorded in a note that he sent to D2 and D3 on 12.02.16, “The major assets 

owned by the group consist of: (a) Lakeview Country Club in Cornwall; (b) Two 

undeveloped potential resorts in the Dominican Republic; (c) The rights to acquire the 

majority of a partly developed resort in the Cape Verde Islands”.562 

 

E6.4 But these were not assets of sufficient value. As explained above, the value of the 

Lakeview resort was said to lie somewhere between £2.6 million and £7.15 million.  

 

E6.5 The two “undeveloped resorts in the Dominican Republic” were The Hill and The 

Beach. But these were not valuable assets which could be charged in support of L&TD’s 

borrowing. The former was held on trust for El Cupey for the benefit of the investors.563 

The latter had not yet been acquired. As Mark Ingham reminded D1 on 15.04.16, “we 

don’t own land at Magante – Tenedora just has a contested purchase agreement”.564 

 

E6.6 The “rights to acquire the majority of a partly developed resort in the Cape Verde 

Islands” were also incapable of securing L&TD’s borrowing from LCF. Although CV 

Resorts had entered into an agreement with Paradise Beach ATASA on 13.04.15 to 

acquire the partly-built Paradise Beach resort for €57 million,565 Savills had advised that 

the market value of this resort was only €40.55 million.566 D1 thought that CV Resorts 

was “overpaying by quite a margin”.567 That conclusion was plainly correct.  

 
559  MDR00034517 
560  MDR00040911; MDR00034012 
561  MDR00034013 
562  EB0014453; EB0014454 
563  D2D10-00005667 to D2D10-00005669 
564  MDR00035933 
565  MDR00005376; MDR00009585; D2D10-00012920; 
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E6.7 All that CV Resorts really owned, therefore, was an opportunity to incur an instant loss 

by paying €57 million for something with a market value of only €40.55 million.  

 

E6.8 Unsurprisingly, CV Resorts failed to pay the sums due to Paradise Beach ATASA, 

which complained about this default.568 This dispute continued into early 2016.569 

 

E7 Continued payments under the Lakeview SPA 

 

E7.1 Notwithstanding the lack of assets of sufficient value to support L&TD’s borrowing, 

LCF continued to lend monies to L&TD to make payments under the Lakeview SPA.  

 

E7.2 On 01.04.16, LCF paid £53,144.18 to L&TD.570 On 04.04.16, L&TD paid £10,000 of 

this to D4 (reference Share Payment) and £10,000 to D10 (reference Share Payment).571 

The running total of such payments now stood at £1,235,581.49.572 

 

E7.3 On 08.04.16, LCF paid £68,120.81 to L&TD,573 which paid £125,000 to D4, £35,000 to 

D10 and £10,000 to D3 on the same day.574 The reference for each payment was Share 

Payment. This was the first payment to D3, who began to receive payments under the 

Lakeview SPA notwithstanding the fact that he was never said to have been a beneficial 

owner of any shares in LCCL and was not a party to the Lakeview SPA. The running 

total of payments under the Lakeview SPA was now £1,405,581.49.575 

 

E7.4 On 27.04.16, LCF paid £97,315.44 to L&TD.576 On 28.04.16, LCF paid a further 

£583,892.62 to L&TD.577 On 28.04.16, L&TD paid £30,000 to D4 and £20,000 to 

D10.578 The reference for each payment was Share Payment. The running total of 

payments under the Lakeview SPA was now £1,455,581.49.579  

 

 
568  EB0008909; EB0008910 
569  EB0014784; EB0014785; EB0014904 
570  MDR00007237 pages 3-5; MDR00034858; 

MDR00215815 pages 21-22 
571  MDR00036871; EB0067793 page 3; 

MDR00070774; MDR00215815 pages 21-22 
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E7.5 On 13.05.16, L&TD paid a further £20,000 to D4 with the reference Share Payment, 

bringing the running total to £1,475,581.49.580 

 

E7.6 On 27.05.16, L&TD paid £20,250 to D4, £6,750 to D10 and £1,500 to D3.581 The 

reference for each payment was Share Payment. The running total was £1,504,081.49.582 

 

E7.7 Until now, the payments under the Lakeview SPA had been funded by drawings by 

L&TD. In early June 2016, however, LOG made a drawdown request under its facility 

agreement with LCF in order to fund further payments under the Lakeview SPA.  

 

E7.8 More particularly, on 07.06.16, D2 authorised a drawdown request by LOG in the sum 

of £437,919.46, payable to London Group plc.583 On the same day, LCF paid this sum 

to London Group plc.584 This increased LOG’s loan balance to £1,982,818.80.585  

 

E7.9 London Group plc then paid £50,000 of these monies to L&TD,586 which paid £20,000 

to D4 and £20,000 to D10, each with the reference Share Payment.587 The running total 

of payments under the Lakeview SPA was now £1,544,081.49.588 

 

E7.10 On 24.06.16, LCF paid £201,500 to L&TD,589 which paid £99,000 to D4, £33,000 to 

D10 and £7,000 to D3, each with the reference Share Payment, bringing the running 

total to £1,683,081.49.590 

 

E7.11 On 28.06.16, LCF paid £152,250 to L&TD.591 On 04.07.16, L&TD paid £182,000 to 

D4, £74,000 to D10, £12,000 to D3 and £12,000 to D1.592 The reference for each 

payment was Share Payment. This was the first payment for D1 since the initial payment 

from the Darrah monies on 19.02.16. These brought the running total of payments under 

the Lakeview SPA to £1,963,081.49.593 
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E7.12 On 06.07.16, LCF paid £551,000 to L&TD, which paid £270,000 to D4, £90,000 to D10, 

£20,000 to D3 and £20,000 to D1.594 Again, the reference for each was Share Payment. 

The running total of payments under the Lakeview SPA was now £2,363,081.49.595 

 

E8 Increase of the price to £6 million 

 

E8.1 As explained above, during this period, LCF was raising £2 million to £3 million per 

month from the sale of bonds. As a result, there was plenty of money available in LCF’s 

bank accounts to fund payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 under the Lakeview SPA.  

 

E8.2 Payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 already totalled more than the price of £2,105,163.15 

which was payable under the first version of the Lakeview SPA. But the payments to 

D1, D3, D4 and D10 were becoming larger and more frequent. The revised price of £3.5 

million in the second version of the Lakeview SPA would soon be reached.  

 

E8.3 In order to ensure that payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 could continue beyond the sum 

of £3.5 million in the second version of the Lakeview SPA, it was agreed that the 

purchase price would be increased further to £4.5 million.  

 

E8.4 On 13.07.16, D8 emailed D1 and D10 (cc D2 and D4) to say, “I am instructed that it 

has been agreed that the initial price paid for your shares in Lakeview should be 

£4,500,000 subject to further adjustment depending on the any profits on the sale of 

IRG, the timeshare and Telos claims”.596 He attached a further draft of the Lakeview 

SPA with an initial purchase price of £4.5 million.597 Clause 3.4, facilitating a future 

uplift above and beyond this amount, remained unchanged, in the terms set out above.  

 

 
594  MDR00007259 page 9; MDR00058496 page 8; 
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E8.5 On 15.07.16, LCF paid £398,750 to L&TD,598 which paid £200,000 to D4, £67,000 to 

D10, £15,000 to D3 and £15,000 to D1.599 The reference for each was Share Payment 

and the running total of payments under the Lakeview SPA was now £2,660,081.49.600 

 

E8.6 As explained above, LCF was raising ever-increasing sums of money. It must have 

seemed that even an increased price of £4.5 million would soon be exceeded.  

 

E8.7 D1, D2 and D4 agreed that the price under the Lakeview SPA should be increased to £6 

million. D8 emailed D1 and D2 (cc D4) on 20.07.16 to say, “I understand that it has 

been agreed to increase the sale price to £6,000,000”.601  

 

E8.8 The further draft of the Lakeview SPA contained a price of loan notes of £6 million.602 

Clause 3.4, facilitating a future uplift above and beyond this amount, was again included.  

 

E8.9 D1 signed the documents on 20.07.16. D8 emailed D2 and D10:603 

 

“Andy has signed the contract and the transfer. I attach the two signature pages 
that still need to be signed. Helen can you sign both and Simon can you sign on 
behalf of London Trading & Development Limited the contract signature page”. 

 

E8.10 D2 and D10 signed as well. The documents were backdated to 27.07.15 to make it seem 

as if the purchase price under the Lakeview SPA had always been £6 million.604 

 

E9 Payments under the Lakeview SPA continue 

 

E9.1 On 20.07.16, LCF paid £242,875 to L&TD,605 which paid £117,500 to D4, £22,500 to 

D10, £5,000 to D3 and £5,000 to D1.606 The reference for each was Share Payment. 

These brought the running total of such payments to £3,260,081.49.607 
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E9.2 On 22.07.16, LCF paid £246,500 to L&TD,608 which paid £51,250 to D4, £33,750 to 

D10, £7,500 to D3 and £7,500 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment609, bringing 

the running total to £3,360,081.49.610 

 

E9.3 On 27.07.16, LCF paid another £246,500 to L&TD.611 On 28.07.16, LCF paid £145,000 

to L&TD.612 On 28.07.16, L&TD paid £285,000 to D4 with the reference Share 

Payment613, bringing the running total to £3,645,081.49.614 

 

E9.4 On 09.08.16, LCF paid another £246,500 to L&TD,615 which paid £20,000 to D4, 

£115,000 to D10 and £21,111.10 to D3.616 On 10.08.16, L&TD paid £21,111.10 to 

D1.617 Each payment had the reference Share Payment. The running total of such 

payments now stood at £3,822,303.71.618 

 

E9.5 On 12.08.16, LCF paid another £246,500 to L&TD,619 which paid £168,750 to D4, 

£56,250 to D10, £12,500 to D3 and £12,500 to D1.620 Each had the reference Share 

Payment. The running total was now £4,072,303.71.621 

 

E9.6 On 19.08.16, LCF paid £500,250 to L&TD,622 which paid £270,000 to D4, £90,000 to 

D10, £20,000 to D3 and £20,000 to D1, again with the references Share Payment623, 

bringing the running total to £4,472,303.71.624  

 

E9.7 On 26.08.16, LCF paid another £246,500 to L&TD,625 which paid £168,750 to D4, 

£56,250 to D10, £12,500 to D3 and £12,500 to D1, each with the reference Share 
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Payment.626 The running total of payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 under the Lakeview 

SPA now stood at £4,722,303.71.627 

 

E9.8 On 30.08.16, LCF paid £148,625 to L&TD.628 On 31.08.16, L&TD paid £118,125 to 

D4, £39,375 to D10, £8,750 to D3 and £8,750 to D1, each with the reference Share 

Payment.629 The running total was now £4,897,303.71.630 

 

E9.9 On 02.09.16, LCF paid £199,375 to L&TD,631 which paid £20,000 to D4 and £20,000 

to D10.632 Again the reference for each payment was Share Payment. The running total 

under the Lakeview SPA now stood at £4,937,303.71. 633 

 

E9.10 On 08.09.16, LCF paid £250,125 to L&TD,634 which paid £135,000 to D4, £45,000 to 

D10, £10,000 to D3 and £10,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.635 The 

running total under the Lakeview SPA was now £5,137,303.71. 636 

 

E9.11 On 09.09.16, D1 sent a text message to D3 to say that he had “just looked at the overnight 

collections report” and would “be able to send over £200,000-ish this afternoon”.637 D1 

sent another text message to D3 to say that he would “send just £203,000 in total today”. 

 

E9.12 On the same day, LCF paid £203,000 to L&TD,638 which paid £135,000 to D4, £45,000 

to D10, £10,000 to D3 and £10,000 to D1.639 The reference for each was again Share 

Payment and the running total of such payments now stood at £5,337,303.71. 640 
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E9.13 On 16.09.16, LCF paid £659,750 to L&TD,641 which paid £303,750 to D4, £101,250 to 

D10, £22,500 to D3 and £22,500 to D1.642 Again the references were Share Payment. 

The running total was now £5,787,303.71. 643 

 

E9.14 On 23.09.16, LCF paid £402,375 to L&TD.644 On 26.09.16, L&TD paid £199,125 to 

D4, £66,375 to D10, £14,750 to D3 and £14,750 to D1.645 Again, the references were 

Share Payment. 

 

E9.15 These brought the total sum paid under the Lakeview SPA to a grand total of 

£6,082,303.71.646 Thus, within just over two months of the amendment of the Lakeview 

SPA to increase the initial purchase price to £6 million, the payments to D1, D3, D4 and 

D10 had broken through that figure.  

 

E9.16 There had been no subsequent increase in the purchase price under clause 3.4 of the 

Lakeview SPA and therefore there was nothing that could even ostensibly justify any 

further payments. But still the payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 continued.  

 

E9.17 On 30.09.16, LCF paid another £203,000 to L&TD,647 which paid £135,000 to D4, 

£45,000 to D10, £10,000 to D3 and £10,000 to D1.648 Again the references were Share 

Payment. The running total now stood at £6,282,303.71. 649 

 

E9.18 On 07.10.16, LCF paid £380,625 to L&TD,650 which paid £168,750 to D4, £56,250 to 

D10, £12,500 to D3 and £12,500 to D1.651 Again the reference was Share Payment. The 

running total of such payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 now stood at £6,532,303.71. 652 
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E9.19 On 14.10.16, LCF paid £395,125 to L&TD,653 which paid £270,000 to D4, £90,000 to 

D10 and £20,000 to D3, followed by £20,000 to D1 on 17.10.16.654 The reference for 

each was again Share Payment and the running total now stood at £6,932,303.71.655 

 

E9.20 On 21.10.16, LCF paid £300,875 to L&TD.656 On the same day, L&TD paid £202,500 

to D4, £67,500 to D10, £15,000 to D3 and £15,000 to D1, each with the reference Share 

Payment.657 The running total of such payments now stood at £7,232,303.71.  

 

E9.21 By this point in time, LCF had paid a total of £13,905,010 to L&TD.658 In other words, 

as matters stood at the end of 21.10.16, a little over half of the total amount paid by LCF 

to L&TD had been transferred by L&TD to D1, D3, D4 and D10.  

 

E9.22 On 04.11.16, LCF paid £750,375 to L&TD,659 which paid £211,040.01 to D4, £166,000 

to D10 and £22,388.89 to D3, each with the reference Share Payment,660 bringing the 

running total of such payments to £7,631,732.61.661 

 

E9.23 On 11.11.16, LCF paid £507,500 to L&TD,662 which paid £270,000 to D4, £270,000 to 

D10, £30,000 to D3 and £30,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment,663 

bringing the running total of such payments to £8,231,732.61.664  

 

E9.24 On 18.11.16, LCF paid £940,350 to L&TD,665 which paid £360,000 to D4, £360,000 to 

D10, £40,000 to D3 and £40,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.666 The 

running total of such payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 now stood at £9,031,732.61.667 

 

E9.25 On 16.12.16, LCF paid £630,750 to L&TD.668 On 19.12.16, L&TD paid £100,000 to 

D4, £100,000 to D10 and £15,000 to D3, each with the reference Share Payment.669 

These payments increased the running total of such payments to £9,246,732.61.670 
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E9.26 On 22.12.16, LCF paid £228,375 to L&TD.671 On 03.01.17, L&TD paid £20,000 to D4 

and £20,000 to D10, each with the reference Share Payment,672 bringing the running 

total to £9,286,732.61.673 

 

E9.27 On 05.01.17, LCF paid £598,125 to L&TD.674 On 06.01.17, LCF paid £210,250 to 

L&TD,675 which paid £261,000 to D4, £261,000 to D10, £29,000 to D3 and £44,000 to 

D1, each with the reference Share Payment,676 bringing the running total of such 

payments to £9,881,732.61.677 

 

E9.28 On 10.01.17, LCF paid a further sum of £195,750 to L&TD.678 By this point, LCF had 

paid a total of £19,617,285 to L&TD.679  

 

E9.29 Under the terms of the facility agreement, L&TD’s liability to LCF was grossed up to 

include the 25% commissions paid to D6 and LCF’s lending fee of 2%.  

 

E9.30 The gross sum owing by L&TD to LCF stood at £27,055,547.680 This was significantly 

in excess of the limit of £25 million in the facility agreement between LCF and L&TD.  

 

E9.31 Notwithstanding this, LCF paid a further £645,250 to L&TD on 13.01.17.681 L&TD used 

this money to pay £254,250 to D4, £254,250 to D10, £28,250 to D3 and £28,250 to D1 

on the same day, each with the reference Share Payment,682 bringing the running total 

of such payments to £10,446,732.61.683 

 

E10 Backdated L&TD facility increase letter 

 

E10.1 On 16.01.17, D1 sought to address the fact that L&TD had significantly exceeded its 

facility limit. He provided D8 with a draft letter from L&TD requesting an increase of 
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L&TD’s loan facility limit to £30 million.684 It was undated and contained blank space 

for the addition of the current values of “the company’s portfolio of assets”: “Waterside” 

(i.e., the Lakeview resort), “El Cupey” (i.e., The Hill) and “Magante” (i.e., The Beach). 

 

E10.2 D1 also provided D8 with a draft default notification letter in respect of L&TD’s late 

filing of its accounts. This was dated “October 25th2916 [sic]” in typescript. 

 

E10.3 D8 amended the facility increase letter by adding the following asset values: “Waterside, 

£17,500,000; El Cupey, £30,000,000; Magante, £14,000,000”. He sent this to Nicola 

Thomson asking her to ensure that it was signed by D2 and dated 20.12.16.685  

 

E10.4 D8 also asked Nicola Thomson to arrange for D2 to sign the default notification letter 

in respect of L&TD’s late filing of its accounts and to backdate this to 25.10.16.686   

 

E10.5 Shortly, Nicola Thomson emailed D1 (cc D2 and D8) attaching a scanned version of the 

facility increase letter signed by D2 and backdated to 20.12.16, along with a signed 

version of the default notification letter which had been backdated to 25.10.16.687  

 

E10.6 The date 20.12.16 on the facility increase letter appears to have been chosen deliberately 

in order to make it look as though L&TD and LCF had agreed an increase to the facility 

limit before the borrowing of L&TD had exceeded the existing limit.  

 

E11 Further payments under the Lakeview SPA 

 

E11.1 On 20.01.17, LCF paid £624,950 to L&TD,688 which paid £247,500 to D4, £247,500 to 

D10, £27,500 to D3 and £27,500 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment,689 

bringing the running total to £10,996,732.61.690  

 

E11.2 By this point, LCF had paid a total of £19,617,285 to L&TD,691 meaning that 56% of 

the total paid by LCF to L&TD had been transferred by L&TD to D1, D3, D4 and D10. 
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E11.3 On 25.01.17, LCF paid £475,545 to L&TD.692 On 27.01.17, L&TD paid £20,000 to D4 

and £20,000 to D10.693 On 30.01.17, LCF paid £20,375 to L&TD.694 On 01.02.17, LCF 

paid £529,650 to L&TD.695 By this point, L&TD owed £30,409,547 to LCF and had 

therefore borrowed in excess of the extended £30 million facility limit.696  

 

E11.4 On 02.02.17, L&TD paid £20,000 to D4 and £20,000 to D10.697 (D10 then paid a total 

of £40,000 to L&TD with the reference Refund, before L&TD paid a total of £40,000 

to D2 with the reference Drawings.698) 

 

E11.5 On 06.02.17, LCF paid £101,500 to L&TD.699 On 08.02.17, LCF paid £152,250 to 

L&TD,700 which paid £6,000 to D3 and £6,000 to D1 with the reference Share 

Payment.701 L&TD also paid £54,000 to D2 with the reference Drawings.702 

 

E11.6 On 09.02.17, LCF paid £601,750 to L&TD,703 which paid £279,000 to D4, £225,000 to 

D2, £25,000 to D3 and, £25,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.704 

 

E11.7 On 17.02.17, LCF paid £770,900 to L&TD,705 which paid £303,750 to D4, £303,750 to 

D10, £33,750 to D3 and £45,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.706 The 

running total of such payments now amounted to £10,849,500.707 

 

E11.8 On 23.02.17, LCF paid £121,100 to L&TD.708 On 24.02.17, LCF paid £453,125 to 

L&TD,709 which paid £180,000 to D4, £180,000 to D10, £20,000 to D3 and £45,000 to 

D1, each with the reference Share Payment.710 
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E11.9 On 28.02.17, LCF paid £101,500 to L&TD.711 On 01.03.17, LCF paid £450,225 to 

L&TD,712 which paid £180,000 to D3, £180,000 to D10, £20,000 to D3 and £20,000 to 

D1, each with the reference Share Payment.713 

 

E11.10 On 02.03.17, L&TD paid £20,000 to D4 and £20,000 to D10, each with the reference 

Share Payment.714 

 

E11.11 On 03.03.17, LCF paid £215,150 to L&TD.715 As a result, L&TD owed £34.7 million 

to LCF on a grossed-up (i.e., fee-inclusive) basis, having received £25.2 million net (i.e., 

in cash).716 L&TD paid £25,000 to D1 (reference Share Payment).717 

 

E11.12 On 06.03.17, D1 emailed D2 and D3 to say, “LTD is way past its original limits and has 

exceeded its temporary increased limit so we will be asked some uncomfortable 

questions when we come to be audited which will only get more in depth the greater the 

overdrawn figure becomes”.718 But still the payments continued.  

 

E11.13 On 09.03.17, LCF paid £500,250 to L&TD,719 which paid £225,000 to D4, £225,000 to 

D10, £25,000 to D3 and £50,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.720 

 

E11.14 On 14.03.17, LCF paid £9,996 to L&TD.721 On 16.03.17, LCF paid £101,500 to 

L&TD,722 which paid £25,000 to D1 with the reference Share Payment.723 On 21.03.17, 

LCF paid a further £102,132.55 to L&TD.724 On 23.03.17, LCF paid £14,700 to 

L&TD.725 On 24.03.17, L&TD paid £25,000 to D1 with the reference Share Payment.726 

 

E11.15 On 27.03.17, LCF paid £917,850 to L&TD,727 which paid £360,000 to D4, £360,000 to 

D10, £40,000 to D3 and £40,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.728 
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E11.16 On 29.03.17, LCF paid £700,350 to L&TD.729 On 30.03.17, L&TD paid £20,000 to D4, 

£20,000 to D10 and £25,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.730 

 

E11.17 On 31.03.17, LCF paid another £101,500 to L&TD,731 which paid £90,000 to D4, 

£90,000 to D10, D10,000 to D3 and £10,000 to D1, with the reference Share Payment.732  

 

E11.18 On 05.04.17, LCF paid £400,200 to L&TD,733 which owed £39 million gross to LCF 

having received £28.3 million net.734 On the same day, L&TD paid £180,000 to D4, 

£180,000 to D10, £20,000 to D3 and £20,000 to D1 with the reference Share Payment.735 

 

E11.19 On 07.04.17, LCF paid £420,500 to L&TD,736 which paid £126,000 to D4, £126,000 to 

D10, £14,000 to D3 and £39,000 to D1, each with the reference Share Payment.737 On 

11.04.17, LCF paid £355,075 to L&TD.738 On 12.04.17, LCF paid £5,400 to L&TD.739 

On 13.04.17, LCF paid another £50,750 to L&TD,740 which now owed £40.2 million 

gross to LCF having received £29.2 million net.741 On the same day, L&TD paid £25,000 

to D1 with the reference Share Payment.742 

 

E12 Discussions about a further price increase 

 

E12.1 As explained above, the price in the third version of the Lakeview SPA was £6 million, 

but the payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 were significantly in excess of this sum.    

 

E12.2 At this point, there was a conversation between D2, D3, D4 and D8 about deploying the 

mechanism in clause 3.4 in order to justify the amount of monies that had been paid to 

D1, D3, D4 and D10. On 18.04.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3 (cc D4):743 

 

“Further to our conversation today I confirm that I will draw up a memorandum 
between the parties to sale of LVCCL that in accordance with the terms of the 
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contract the sale price of the shares is being adjusted to increase it to £13.85M  to 
allow for the following factors: 
1.       Value of Magante              £4M 
2.       Telos Claim                        £1M 
3.       Time share Lodges           £2.85M 
4.       Original price                       £6M 
Total                                        £13.85M”. 

 

E12.3 D8 sent a further email to D1, D2, D3 and D4 (“Revision of the price for sale of 

Lakeview”):744 

 

“Further to recent discussions here is a variation agreement to establish the price 
being paid for the shares in Lakeview Country Club for your approval. I could add 
to it the division of the additional purchase price if that is helpful”. 

 

E12.4  The attached draft agreement provided as follows:745 

 

“BACKGROUND 
(A) Seller and Buyer are party to an agreement for the sale and purchase of 
shares in Lakeview Country Club Limited dated 27th July 2015 (Agreement). 
(B) The Agreement provided in clause 3.4 that Purchase Price be varied when 
the Parties are able to assess the value of the Megante Asset, the Telos Claim and 
the Time Share Claim.  The Parties have now agreed a valuation of the Megante 
Asset, the Telos Claim and the Time Share Claim and have accordingly agreed to 
vary the Agreement as set out below … 
2. VARIATION 
2.1 The Parties have agreed to value: 
(a) The Megante Asset at £4,000,000 
(b) The Telos Claim at £1,000,000; and  
(c) The Time Share Claim at £2,850,000. 
2.2 Accordingly the Parties have agreed that the Purchase Price shall be 
£13,850,000 in substitution for the original Purchase Price of £6,000,000.   
2.3 The definition of Loan Notes shall be varied to increase the aggregate 
value of the Loan Notes issued by the Buyer to £13,850,000”. 

 

E13 Final payments under the Lakeview SPA 

 

E13.1 The draft variation agreement was not executed immediately.  
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E13.2 Instead, the payments continued. On 21.04.17, LCF paid £263,975 to L&TD,746 which 

paid £45,000 to D4, £45,000 to D10, £5,000 to D3 and £30,000 to D1, each with the 

reference Share Payment.747 On 28.04.18, LCF paid £207,000 to L&TD,748 which paid 

£25,000 to D1 with the reference Share Payment.749  

 

E13.3 By this point, L&TD owed £41.3 million gross to LCF having received £29.95 million 

net.750 This was significantly in excess of the £30 million facility limit.  

 

E13.4 On 03.05.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3 with the subject, “Revision of the price for sale of 

Lakeview”.751 He said, “Can I remind you that we need to deal with this?” 

 

E13.5 On 04.05.17, L&TD made final payments of £20,000 to D4, £20,000 to D10 and £25,000 

to D1 with the reference Share Payment.752  

 

E14 Increase of the price to £14,260,260 

 

E14.1 On 22.05.17, Nicola Thomson sent an email to D3 entitled “Share payments”.753 

Attached was a spreadsheet.754 Tab 1 showed the payments to 04.11.16 in the total sum 

of £6,036,611.11 [cell A46]. Tab 2 showed the additional payments since 04.11.16. The 

grand total that had been paid by L&TD to D1, D3, D4 and D10 stood at £14,260,361.10. 

 

E14.2 On the same day, D8 emailed D2 and D3 (with the subject, “Variation of the 

consideration for LVCCL”) stating:755 

 

“Following my conversation with Elten this morning I have amended the total 
consideration for the sale of the shares to £14,260,361.10.  That is an increase of 
£8,260361.10 from the original price … 
I attach a short agreement recording the variation in price for your approval and 
if approved it needs to be signed by Andy and Helen and a director on behalf of 
London Trading & Development Limited” (emphasis added). 
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749  MDR00085829; MDR00215808 page 3; 

MDR00220286 page 283 

750  MDR00085672 
751  EB0046646; D8-0013976; D8-0013977 
752  MDR00215808 page 1; MDR00215818 page 1; 

MDR00220286 page 284 
753  D2D10-00028391 
754  D2D10-00028392 
755  EB0048525; D2D10-00028396 
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E14.3 The attached draft agreement756 provided: 

 

“BACKGROUND 
(A) Seller and Buyer are party to an agreement for the sale and purchase of shares 
in Lakeview Country Club Limited dated 27th July 2015 (Agreement). 
(B) The Agreement provided in clause 3.4 that Purchase Price be varied when the 
Parties are able to assess the value of the Megante Asset, the Telos Claim and the 
Time Share Claim.  The Parties have now agreed a valuation of the Megante Asset, 
the Telos Claim and the Time Share Claim and have accordingly agreed to vary 
the Agreement as set out below … 
2. VARIATION 
2.1 The Parties have agreed to value: 
(a) The Megante Asset at £4,328,288.88 
(b) The Telos Claim at £1,082,072.22; and  
(c) The Time Share Claim at £2,850,000. 
2.2 Accordingly the Parties have agreed that the Purchase Price shall be 
£14,260,361.10 in substitution for the original Purchase Price of £6,000,000.   
2.3 The definition of Loan Notes shall be varied to increase the aggregate 
value of the Loan Notes issued by the Buyer to £14,260,361.10”. 

 

E14.4 D8 also sent it to D1 and D10 (cc D2 and D3) under cover of an email stating:757 

 

“As you know the agreement for the sale of Lakeview Country Club had a 
provision for variation of the price and I understand that agreement has be 
reached to increase the consideration to £14,260.361.10.  I have drafted a short 
agreement to record the new numbers and I attach it herewith.  Can you please 
sign this and return it to me as soon as possible”. 

 

E14.5 On the following day, D8 discussed the numbers with D2, who requested some changes 

to the breakdown of the increased price in the draft agreement. D8 emailed D1 and D10 

(cc D2 and D3) stating, “Following discussions with Simon the breakdown of the 

increased price has been slightly varied and if you are able to agree it please sign and 

return the attached”.758 The attached draft agreement759 had been amended to say:  

 

“2.1 The Parties have agreed to value: 
(a) The Megante Asset at £4,444,444.44 
(b) The Telos Claim at £956,916.66; and  
(c) The Time Share Claim at £2,850,000”. 

 

 
756  EB0048527 
757  MDR00088015; MDR00088016 

758  EB0048652 
759  D1-0003894; EB0048653 
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E14.6 On 31.05.17, D8 sent it to D1 and D3 “for signature tomorrow”.760 However, it was not 

signed on that date. D8 confirmed on 13.06.17 that the “proposed Variation Agreement 

… [had] not yet been completed”.761 D8 explained:762  

 

“Simon asked me not to complete the variation agreement as the increase in 
value of the assets of the company conflicted with certain other things that he is 
seeking to achieve and I have been asked to look for other methods of achieving 
the same objective” (emphasis added). 

 

E14.7 Eventually, on 14.08.17, D8 emailed D1 and D10 (cc D2 and D3) stating: 

 

“Following some discussions with Simon I understand that there have been some 
adjustments to the agreed values for the extra sums paid for your shares.  
Accordingly I understand the valuations are:  
1. Magante £4,250,000 
2. Telos £1,000,000 
3. Time share £3,010,000”.763 

 

E14.8 The attached draft agreement764 now provided: 

 

“2. VARIATION 
2.1 The Parties have agreed to value: 
(a) The Megante Asset at £4,250,000 
(b) The Telos Claim at £1,000,000; and  
(c) The Time Share Claim at £3,010,000”. 

 

E14.9 The total amount of the new price payable under the Lakeview SPA had thus been 

changed from £14,260,361.10 to £14,260,260.00. D8 emailed D1 and D10 to say that 

he “would be grateful if you could return to me the Variation Agreement”.765 

 

E14.10 On 16.08.17, D8 emailed D1 and D10 again (cc D2 and D3) to say, “It would be helpful 

if you and Helen can both sign this today and get it back to me”.766 D1 and D10 complied 

with this request by signing the variation agreement on the same day.767 

 

 
760  D1-0003930; D8-0015763; D8-0015764 
761  MDR00091073; D2D10-00029050; D2D10-

00029051; D2D10-00029052 
762  MDR00090480 
763  D1-0004424 

764  D1-0004423 
765  D1-0004427 
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E14.11 It is apparent from the chronology that clause 3.4 of the Lakeview SPA was activated at 

this time solely to justify the total amount of money that had already been taken. 

 

E15 The purported justifications for the price increase 

 

E15.1 The purported justifications for the increase in the price to £14,260,260.00, involving 

the valuations set out above, were nonsensical. Nothing had happened that could 

possibly have justified any such increase in the price of the LCCL shares.  

 

E15.2 First, nothing had happened in respect of the so-called “Megante Asset” to justify any 

price increase. Tenedora 98520 had still not actually acquired The Beach. As noted 

above, Mark Ingham had confirmed to D1 on 15.04.16 that “we don’t own land at 

Magante – Tenedora just has a contested purchase agreement”.768 That continued to be 

the position: Alex Lee confirmed on 16.03.17 that “the contract for the sale of the 

property there has not yet completed”.769 Tenedora 98520 had not yet paid the purchase 

price to the various vendors of the land.770 Further, the property known as The Beach 

had not yet been developed. No profits had been made from the development. It had not 

been sold. No share of any proceeds of sale had been paid to LCCL. 

 

E15.3 Secondly, nothing had happened in respect of the Telos Claim to justify any price 

increase. Some of the investors in Telos had assigned their claims against Telos to 

LCCL.771 Telos had subsequently gone into liquidation.772 On 12.10.17, LCCL assigned 

its claims against Telos to a company called LV Recovery Limited.773 Ultimately, on 

06.05.18, the claim by the liquidator of Telos against the former directors of that 

company was settled on terms which required LCCL to pay £760,000 within 28 days.774 

Thus, far from resulting in any payment to LCCL, LCCL was in fact a paying party 

under the terms of the settlement agreement. D2 was also a party to the settlement 

agreement and had been closely involved in the negotiations leading up to it.775  

 
768  MDR00035933 
769  MDR00080319 
770  MDR00080904; MDR00080905; MDR00080921 
771  MDR00094591 to MDR00094599; MDR00094601; 

MDR00094603; MDR00011181; MDR00011187; 
MDR00011188; MDR00012382; MDR00012383; 
MDR00012384; MDR00012421; MDR00225496; 
D2D10-00005286; MDR00051804; MDR00106688 

772  MDR00032582; MDR00032592; MDR00042501 

773  EB0061709; EB0061712; EB0062131; EB0062138; 
EB0062144; EB0062145 

774  EB0113651; EB0113684 
775  EB0078370; EB0078376; EB0078390; EB0078404; 

EB0078509; MDR00221703; D2D10-00042717; 
D2D10-00042718; D2D10-00044872; D2D10-
00044873; D2D10-00044874; D2D10-00044875; 
D2D10-00045223; D2D10-00045224; D2D10-
00045225; D2D10-00045226 
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E15.4 Thirdly, nothing had happened in respect of the Time Share Claim to justify this or 

indeed any increase to the price payable under the Lakeview SPA. The claim against the 

owners of the time share club at Lakeview regarding the leases of Lakeview Title 

Limited had been settled on 06.12.16 on terms which required Waterside Villages to pay 

a settlement sum of £762,500.776 The leases were surrendered for the benefit of 

Waterside Villages, which owned the freehold. LCCL, which had ceased to own the 

Lakeview resort (with the exception of the development land), saw no benefit from this 

transaction. Indeed, it was remarked that “since LCCL no longer owns the freehold, it is 

not a proper party to the agreement to surrender”.777 D2 had been closely involved in 

the Time Share Claim and was fully aware of the facts regarding the settlement.778 

 

E16 Re-sale of LCCL for £1 

 

E16.1 Further, the idea that the shares in LCCL were genuinely worth £14,260,260 is entirely 

undermined by the fact that they were sold just a few months later for £1. 

 

E16.2 LCCL changed its name to International Resorts Management Limited (“IRM”) on 

12.01.17.779 On 19.02.18, D8 emailed Terry Mitchell (cc Ian Sands, D2 and D3) to 

confirm that Terry Mitchell’s company, Prime Resort Development Limited (“Prime 

RDL”), would be buying the shares in IRM for a nominal consideration. 780  

 

E16.3 Further, to reflect the fact that IRM had a negative value (with its sole asset, the 

development land, being worth less than the debt owed to LUKI), it was agreed that 

there would be a reduction in the price payable by Prime RDL under the Prime SPA.  

 

E16.4 D8 explained to Terry Mitchell (cc Ian Sands, D2 and D3), “An adjustment will need to 

be agreed to the price being paid to the shareholders of Elysian Resorts Group to allow 

for the fact that you will be taking over the liability for the LUKI debt”.781  

 

 
776  EB0033819; EB0033878; EB0033879; EB0033928; 

D8-0007337; EB0033932; EB0033938; D8-
0007331; D8-0007332 

777  EB0033973 
778  MDR00033264; MDR00064060; EB0031625; 

EB0033486; EB0033500; EB0033507; EB0033612; 

EB0033615; MDR00067430; EB0033777; 
EB0033811 

779  MDR00070902; MDR00116161; EB0035980 
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E16.5 D8 emailed D2 and D3 about this on 01.03.18, saying, “The consideration for this is a 

reduction in the purchase price agreed for the sale of Elysian”.782 

 

E16.6 On 02.03.18, Terry Mitchell told D8 that he was keen to receive the draft SPA for this 

transaction.783 He chased D8 again on 05.03.18784 and again on 06.03.18.785 

 

E16.7 D8 prepared a draft SPA between London Trading and Prime RDL for the sale of the 

shares in IRM for a price of £1.786 It also contained, in clause 5.1, provision for the 

reduction in the amount payable under the Prime SPA. D8 sent this to D2 and D3 on 

07.03.18.787 He also sent it to Terry Mitchell, who was broadly happy with it.788  

 

E16.8 The draft SPA between London Trading and Prime RDL was subsequently amended to 

provide for a reduction in the amount payable under the Prime SPA in the sum of £5 

million.789 Thus, not only was Prime RDL acquiring IRM (formerly known as LCCL) 

for a nominal consideration of £1; it was also obtaining the benefit of a reduction of £5 

million in the sum payable by it under the Prime SPA to reflect the fact that IRM had a 

negative value, with the development land being worth less than the LUKI debt. 

 

E16.9 The SPA between London Trading and Prime RDL was executed on 11.04.18.790 D2 

signed it on behalf of London Trading. Under it, Prime RDL acquired IRM for £1, and, 

as D8 explained, there was a reduction of £5 million to the sum payable by Prime RDL 

under the Prime SPA because “Prime agreed to take over the residual liability … for the 

debt due to Lakeview UK Investments PLC (approximately £5M)”.791 

 

  

 
782  EB0080146 
783  MDR00132800 
784  MDR00133208 
785  MDR00133487 
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F. ELYSIAN SPA 

 

 

 

F1 Introduction 

 

F1.1 As explained above, the final payment by L&TD to D3 took place on 21.04.17, whilst 

the final payments to D1, D4 and D10 occurred on 04.05.17.  

 

F1.2 By that point in time, L&TD had paid a total of £14,260,361.10 to D1, D2, D3, D4 and 

D10. Clause 3.4 was then used to justify a final increase in the price payable under the 

Lakeview SPA to match the amount that had been received by D1, D2, D3, D4 and D10.  

 

F1.3 The reason for drawing a line under the Lakeview SPA at that particular point in time 

was that, by then, a new mechanism had been set up to justify the continued extraction 

of monies from LCF: the Elysian SPA. Payments of LCF’s money continued, but they 

would now be purportedly justified by the existence of the Elysian SPA. 

 

F1.4 Before the creation of this new mechanism, the position was that D1, D2, D3 and D4 

were the beneficial owners of London Group plc, which owned a number of subsidiaries. 

One of the subsidiaries was London Trading, which had bought the shares in LCCL 

under the Lakeview SPA. Another was L&TD, which had borrowed from LCF in order 

to make payments to D1, D3, D4 and D10 under the Lakeview SPA, as set out above. 

 

F1.5 The new mechanism had three essential components. First, the liabilities of L&TD were 

redistributed to a number of new assetless companies, which were subsidiaries of 

London Group LLP. London Group LLP was owned beneficially by D1, D2, D3 and 

D4. The purpose of this first step was to strip the debt from London Group plc’s 

subsidiary, L&TD, so that London Group plc could be sold on a debt-free basis.  

 

F1.6 Secondly, ordinary shares in London Group plc (the name of which was changed to 

GRP) were sold to a company called Elysian Resorts Group Limited (“Elysian RGL”) 

on terms which contemplated or required the issuance of £82 million of redeemable 
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preference shares in GRP, which were to be registered in the name of London Group 

LLP. (As stated above, London Group LLP was owned by D1, D2, D3 and D4.)  

 

F1.7 As explained below, Elysian RGL was not an arm’s length purchaser: its directors were 

Mark Ingham, who had worked with D1 and D3 on the Sanctuary scheme and who had 

helped D1 and D2 to set up SAFE in 2013, and Tom McCarthy, who was a consultant 

who worked for London Group LLP. Mark Ingham was given a beneficial interest in 

GRP so that he could receive some of the subsequent payments under the Elysian SPA. 

Tom McCarthy was promised a commission in return for his involvement.  

 

F1.8 Thirdly, the subsidiaries of GRP entered into new facility agreements with LCF so that 

they could borrow monies from LCF in order to provide GRP with funds to make 

payments to D1, D2, D3, D4 and Mark Ingham under the Elysian SPA.  

 

F1.9 The third step had always been a central part of the plan, having been discussed and 

agreed at an early stage, as explained below. Indeed, the liabilities of GRP’s subsidiary, 

L&TD, were transferred away to other new companies in the first step of the plan 

precisely in order to ensure that GRP’s group of companies could be debt-free in order 

to start borrowing afresh from LCF after the transfer of GRP to Elysian RGL.  

 

F1.10 With this new mechanism in place, the subsidiaries of GRP began to draw down monies 

from LCF to fund continued payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4, purportedly in redemption 

of the £82 million of redeemable preference shares. This is all explained below.  

 

F2 Elysian SPA Step 1: The redistribution of L&TD’s liabilities 

 

F2.1 The first step in this new mechanism involved the transfer of L&TD’s liabilities to a 

number of new companies which were subsidiaries of London Group LLP. As D8 

explained, “the existing debt to LCF is to be taken over by the LG LLP subsidiaries”.792 

 

F2.2 The idea of reallocating L&TD’s liabilities to various other companies was first 

discussed by D1 and D8 in or around mid-February 2017.793  

 
792  MDR00085096 793  MDR00074971; MDR00074988; MDR00075733 
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F2.3 In early March 2017, D8 said that D2 was going to agree with D1 how L&TD’s liabilities 

were to be apportioned between the various companies.794 D1 emailed D2 and D3 on 

06.03.17 to say that he wanted to see “a breakdown of the proposed splits”.795 

 

F2.4 After a delay,796 Alex Lee of Buss Murton prepared a draft facility agreement in a form 

which could be utilised for each subsidiary which would be assuming some of L&TD’s 

indebtedness. On 12.04.17, Alex Lee sent this to D8, who forwarded it to D2 and D3.797 

 

F2.5 On 20.04.17, Alex Lee emailed D8798 (who forwarded the email to D2 and D3799): 

 

“… I gather that there is an agreement whereby London Group LLP (and its yet-
to-be incorporated subsidiaries) will be taking over the debt … With that being 
the case £24m (of the £40.4m LTD indebtedness) will be spread among those new 
subsidiaries … The remaining £16.4m will be taken up by Atlantic Petroleum (I 
am certain I have not given you the correct name here so your assistance will be 
helpful!). I understand that this company is a subsidiary of London Power 
Corporation PLC …” 

 

F2.6 Alex Lee’s understanding was broadly correct. The plan was that L&TD’s liabilities to 

LCF would be re-allocated to five other companies. Four of them would be new 

subsidiaries of London Group LLP. Their names would reflect the names of the four 

subsidiaries of GRP which would be entering into new facility agreements with LCF in 

the third step of this new mechanism to enable fresh borrowings from LCF to continue. 

  

F2.7 The four subsidiaries of GRP which would enter into new facility agreements with LCF 

in the third step would be Colina Property Holdings Limited (“Colina Property”), Costa 

Property Holdings Limited (“Costa Property”), CV Resorts and Waterside Villages.  

 

F2.8 Reflecting these names, the four subsidiaries of London Group LLP which would 

assume L&TD’s liabilities to LCF in the first step would be Colina Support Limited 

(“Colina Support”), Costa Support Limited (“Costa Support”), Cape Verde Support 

Limited (“CV Support”) and Waterside Support Limited (“Waterside Support”).  

 
794  MDR00077656; D2D10-00025460; MDR00077690 
795  MDR00077754; D8-0010848 
796  D8-0011965; D2D10-00026518 

797  D8-0013036; D8-0013038; MDR00083631; 
EB0043449 

798  MDR00084180; MDR00084182 
799  EB0044316; D2D10-00027562; EB0044381 
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F2.9 D8 explained, “the proposal is that London Group LLP will form four subsidiary 

companies which will mirror the four subsidiaries of Global Resort Property PLC”.800 

 

F2.10 The fifth company assuming part of L&TD’s liabilities to LCF in the first step of this 

new mechanism was to be Atlantic Petroleum Support Limited (“Atlantic Support”), 

which was owned by London Power Corporation plc (“LPC”). 

 

F2.11 On 25.04.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3, “New subsidiaries of London Group LLP”:801 

 

“I would suggest that I form the following subsidiaries of the LLP: 
Colina Support Limited 
Costa Support Limited 
Cape Verde Support Limited 
Waterside Support Limited 
 
And as a subsidiary of London Power Corporation: 
Atlantic Petroleum Support”. 

 

F2.12 These companies were duly incorporated: D8 told D1 and D2 on 26.04.17 that this was 

being done.802 These five companies ultimately came to be known as the ‘support 

companies’. The so-called support that they provided took the form of the assumption 

of the existing liabilities of L&TD in order to enable GRP and its subsidiaries to be debt-

free so that they could borrow from LCF with a clean slate.  

 

F2.13 Mark Ingham explained to D2, D3, D4 and Tom McCarthy, “Seller will retain all Legacy 

Group and subsidiary company debts; none are to be passed to the Buyer”.803  

 

F2.14 Alex Lee explained to D8 (cc D1, D2), “Our instructions are that the GRP PLC ‘group’ 

is to then be debt free to allow for further facilities from LCAF to be advanced”.804 

 

F2.15 The problem with the idea of these new companies assuming L&TD’s debt to LCF was 

that they had no assets. Alex Lee made clear to D1 on 26.04.17 that “these are going to 

be empty of assets”.805 Alex Lee also emailed D8 cc D1 to say, “I spoke to Andy about 

 
800  MDR00084641; MDR00008567 
801  EB0044835 
802  MDR00084748 

803  D8-0013468; D8-0013469 page 2 
804  MDR00084663 
805  MDR00084775 
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this element as there is on the face of it a lack of assets in the group that rather 

undermines the security position somewhat”.806 

 

F2.16 As explained below, Alex Lee was told that LOG would assign its contractual rights 

against a company called P/F Atlantic Petroleum to Atlantic Support in order to secure 

the £16.4 million of indebtedness to LCF that was being assumed by Atlantic Support.807  

 

F2.17 In addition to the assumption of £16.4 million by Atlantic Support, the remaining £24 

million of L&TD’s debt to LCF would be assumed by the four subsidiaries of London 

Group LLP. As Mark Ingham put it, “these debts will be held in subs of London LLP”.808 

D8 emailed Alex Lee (cc D1, D2 and Mark Ingham) about this on 27.04.17:809 

 

“I understand that the allocation of the £24M between the subsidiaries is  
Waterside Villages £5M 
CV Resorts Ltd £7M 
Colina £5.5M 
Costa £6.5M 
Total £24M”. 

 

F2.18 D2 replied, “Agreed”.810  

 

F2.19 On 29.04.17, LCF entered into new facility agreements with Waterside Support (in the 

sum of £5 million),811 CV Support (in the sum of £7 million),812 Colina Support (in the 

sum of £5.5 million)813 and Costa Support (in the sum of £7 million).814 LCF also entered 

into a new facility agreement with Atlantic Support (in the sum of £25 million) which 

contained an acknowledgement that £16.4 million of this sum had already been 

received.815 These new facility agreements were all signed by D1, D2 and D8. 

 

F2.20 As D8 explained, “[LCF] had lent money to Leisure and Tourism Developments PLC” 

but this “[was] deemed to have been repaid by a fresh set of facilities”.816 

 

 
806  MDR00084823 
807  MDR00084789; MDR00084804 
808  MDR00085146 
809  MDR00085033 
810  MDR00085038 
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F2.21 The four new subsidiaries of London Group LLP granted debentures in favour of LCF,817 

notwithstanding that they were newly-incorporated companies with no assets.  

 

F2.22 Atlantic Support also granted a debenture in favour of LCF.818 It was signed by D1, D2 

and D8. Schedule 3 identified the charged assets in the following terms:  

 

“1. Loan agreement (in the sum of £8,000,000.00 Loan agreement dated 25 May 
2016 originally between London Oil & Gas Limited (as assigned to the Chargor 
on 28 April 2017), and P/F Atlantic Petroleum (Faroe Islands), Atlantic 
Petroleum UK Limited and Atlantic Petroleum North Sea Limited. 
 
2. Debenture dated 13 March 2017 between originally between London Oil & Gas 
Limited (as assigned to the Chargor on 28April 2017) and Atlantic Petroleum 
North Sea Limited.  
 
3. Debenture dated 13 March 2017 between originally between London Oil & Gas 
Limited (as assigned to the Chargor on 28 April 2017) and Atlantic Petroleum UK 
Limited  
 
4. Debenture dated 13 March 2017 between originally between [sic] London Oil 
& Gas Limited (as assigned to the Chargor on 28 April 2017) and P/F Atlantic 
Petroleum”. 

 

F2.23 The obvious problem with this was that LOG’s rights against P/F Atlantic Petroleum 

and others had not been assigned to Atlantic Support. They continued to belong to LOG. 

Atlantic Support was therefore not able to charge them in favour of LCF.  

 

F2.24 Alex Lee was apparently unaware of the true facts. On 02.05.17, Alex Lee asked D8 to 

provide “a scan of the signed assignment in relation to the rights that LOG has in 

relation to P/F Atlantic Petroleum et al to Atlantic Petroleum Support Limited”.819 

 

F2.25 On 01.08.17, Alex Lee chased D8 for the “signed assignment of [Atlantic Petroleum] 

debt”.820 D8 forwarded the email to D2 and D3, saying, “He … refers to the assignment 

of the Atlantic Petroleum loan to Atlantic Petroleum Support Ltd which needs to be 

executed. I will prepare a copy for execution when you are back in the office”.821 

 

 
817  MDR00005270; MDR00005205; MDR00005227; 
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F2.26 On 04.08.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3, with the subject “Atlantic Petroleum”:822 

 

“You will recall that in April we agreed with LCF to assign the benefit of the loan 
by LOG to Atlantic Petroleum to a subsidiary of London Power Corporation PLC 
Atlantic Petroleum Support Limited and I prepared a form of assignment.  Alex 
Lee has been chasing me to let him a copy of the executed assignment.  I attach 
the document and would be grateful if you and Elten could execute this on behalf 
of LOG and Atlantic Petroleum Support respectively.  I have left a copy on your 
desk for signature”. 

 

F2.27 The attachment was a draft assignment by LOG of the Atlantic Petroleum loan to 

Atlantic Support.823 It was backdated to 28.04.17 in typescript on the front page. 

 

F2.28 This draft assignment was signed by D2 and D3 at some point between 04.08.17 and 

09.08.17.824 D8 witnessed their signatures.  

 

F2.29 On 09.08.17, D8 emailed it to Alex Lee (“Please find attached a copy of the completed 

assignment between LOG and Atlantic Support for your records”).825 

 

F2.30 The fact that it had been backdated to deceive Alex Lee was the least of its problems.  

 

F2.31 First, even if the assignment had been valid, LOG had loaned less than £1 million to P/F 

Atlantic Petroleum. D8 explained to Alex Lee on 24.08.17, “When you refer to the £8m 

facility I assume that you are referring to the Atlantic facility with LOG. As I understand 

it less than £1M has been drawn but LOG has the right to require them to draw down 

the balance of the facility. The loan is convertible but no conversion has yet taken 

place”.826 Alex Lee forwarded this to D1. By 16.11.17, the debt of P/F Atlantic 

Petroleum to LOG was still only approximately £1.2 million.827  

 

F2.32 Secondly, P/F Atlantic Petroleum had a market capitalisation of only £4.4 million.828 

Even if Atlantic Support had owned 100% of P/F Atlantic Petroleum, this shareholding 

 
822  MDR00096349 
823  MDR00096350 
824  MDR00096696; MDR00005409 
825  D8-0019456; D8-0019457 
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827  MDR00112435; MDR00112453; MDR00112456; 

MDR00112457 
828  MDR00084850 
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would have been “clearly … insufficient as security for a facility of [£16.4 million]” (as 

Alex Lee pointed out to D1, D2 and D8).829  

 

F2.33 Thirdly, the assignment was signed by D3 without the knowledge or approval of LOG’s 

board of directors. LOG’s independent directors learnt of its existence only after LCF’s 

collapse. David Elliott, LOG’s finance director, said on 12.02.19:830   

 

“I know SHK is feeling bruised, but I also need to raise the issue of the Atlantic 
loan. In April 2017 there is a document that states that the loan was assigned to 
Atlantic Support, which is outside of the Oil & Gas group and I have been told 
that LCF have secured lending to Atlantic Support … This concerns me, as we 
have mentioned in our May 2017 audited accounts that Atlantic is an asset of LOG 
and have continued to act as if it was an asset of LOG”.  

 

F2.34 Fourthly, notwithstanding the purported assignment to Atlantic Support, D1, D2, and 

D8 themselves continued to treat the loan to P/F Atlantic Petroleum as one of LOG’s 

assets and proceeded as if the purported assignment did not exist.  

 

F2.35 D2 continued to approve further payments by LOG to P/F Atlantic Petroleum under the 

loan facility between those two companies.831  

 

F2.36 Further, D1, D2 and D8 proceeded on the basis that the rights against P/F Atlantic 

Petroleum continued to belong to LOG and formed part of the security granted by LOG 

in support of LOG’s borrowings under the facility agreement between LCF and LOG.832 

 

F2.37 The purported assignment between LOG and Atlantic Support was a sham which had 

been put in place (and falsely backdated) to create the impression that there was at least 

some security for the debt allocated to Atlantic Support when in reality there was none.  

 

F2.38 On 07.07.22, it was set aside by ICC Judge Barber: [2022] EWHC 1672 (Ch). 

 

 
829  MDR00084850 
830  MDR00212113 page 10 
831  MDR00098713; MDR00126474 
832  MDR00097899; MDR00098405; MDR00098412; 

MDR00098413; MDR00098677; MDR00098678; 
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F3 Elysian SPA Step 2: The sale of GRP to Elysian RGL 

 

F3.1 As explained above, the second step was to sell ordinary shares in GRP (which had 

formerly been known as London Group plc) on terms which provided for £82 million of 

redeemable preference shares in GRP to be allocated to London Group LLP.  

 

F3.2 The plan was that GRP would have four subsidiaries: Waterside Villages (to own the 

Lakeview resort, with the exception of the development land); CV Resorts (to own the 

rights under the contract with Paradise Beach ATASA); Costa Property (to own the 

shares in Tenedora 58520, which owned the rights to acquire The Beach); and Colina 

Property (to own legal title to the shares in Inversiones, which owned The Hill).833  

 

F3.3 Initially, the intention was to use a company called Global Resort Development Ltd as 

the purchaser,834 but some obstacle arose in this regard (“the GRD which is engaged with 

Spain Etc cannot be the vehicle for this deal”;835 “Terry advised the team that 

unexpectedly he had deployed GRD for other purposes, so they have decided to use an 

alternative unconnected clean purchasing vehicle”836).  

 

F3.4 The replacement purchaser was to be Elysian RGL, which was incorporated on 28.04.17. 

Mark Ingham explained to D3, “I am setting a new company up for when the purchase 

of GRP goes through and closing Global Resorts Development”.837 

 

F3.5 On 29.04.17, D8 emailed D2, D3, Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy attaching a draft 

sale and purchase agreement between D1, D2 and D3 (as the sellers) and Elysian RGL 

(as the purchaser).838 This was executed by the parties on the same day.839  

 

F3.6 The Elysian SPA840 provided for D1, D2 and D3 to sell the Sale Shares to Elysian RGL. 

The term “Sale Shares” was defined to mean “the 100 Ordinary shares of £1 each” in 

GRP. The price payable for the Sale Shares was to be £100.  

 

 
833  D8-0009718 
834  MDR00077334 
835  MDR00079699 
836  MDR00085581 
837  EB0044955 

838  D2D10-00028001; D2D10-00028002; D2D10-
00028003; D2D10-00028004; D2D10-00028005; 
D2D10-00028006; D2D10-00028007 

839  D2D10-00028008; D2D10-00028009 
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F3.7 At the same time, however, London Group LLP was to own £82,125,000 of redeemable 

preference shares in GRP: see the definition of “Redeemable Preference Shares”.  

 

F3.8 Clause 5.3 of the Elysian SPA provided that D1, D2 and D3 would “use all reasonable 

endeavours to assist [GRP] … to raise funds for the purpose of enabling [GRP] to fund 

its regular activities and to develop the Properties acquire additional properties and to 

redeem the Redeemable Preference Shares (‘Corporate Finance’)”. Clause 5.5 required 

the parties to ensure that 50% of any such monies remaining after payment of running 

costs and interest would be used to redeem the redeemable preference shares.  

 

F3.9 As mentioned above, Elysian RGL was not an arm’s length purchaser. Its directors were 

Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy. As explained above, Mark Ingham had worked with 

D1 and D3 on the Sanctuary scheme and had helped D1 and D2 to set up SAFE in 2013.  

 

F3.10 D2 and D3 agreed that Mark Ingham should have a beneficial interest of 5% in GRP to 

enable him to participate in payments under the Elysian SPA. This is explained below. 

 

F3.11 On 27.02.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3 saying, “You have asked that we transfer shares to 

MI to give him a 5% non-voting shareholding in GRP”.841  

 

F3.12 On 21.03.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3 saying, “I understand that you wish to give shares 

in GRP to Mark Ingham so that he has 5% of the equity”.842 

 

F3.13 D8 raised a concern that this might generate a tax liability, on the basis that “to issue to 

Mark 1,893,680 shares would be treated by HMRC as a payment to him for his work 

and he may be charged income tax on the value of the issue of the shares”.843  

 

F3.14 D8 thought an alternative course of action could be to execute “a declaration of trust to 

the effect that you have held shares equivalent to 5% of the equity in the company for 

Mark since its inception. At its inception it had only a nominal value”.844 Any such 

declaration of trust would self-evidently have to be backdated. 
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F3.15 Mark Ingham was content for his interest in GRP to be held on trust for him.845 D8 

emailed D2 and D3 on 27.03.17 to say, “I have spoken with Mark and he is happy that 

we proceed down the Trust route and I will produce a declaration of trust to be made by 

Simon and Elten to the effect that you each hold 2.5% of the shares in London Group 

(now GRP) on trust for him”.846 The same email from D8 also makes clear that Mark 

Ingham was going to be given a beneficial interest in some shares in LOG.  

 

F3.16 On 27.03.17, D8 emailed Mark Ingham (cc D2 and D3):847 

 

“I attach four trust deeds to cover your [i.e. Mark Ingham’s] interest in Global 
Resort Properties PLC and London Oil & Gas Limited 
The Trust Deed for the GRP shares is dated 30th September [2015] when the 
shares were transferred to Simon and Elten from International Resorts 
Partnership LLP.  The trust deed in the LOG shares is dated on the date that 
London Group PLC transferred its shareholding in LOG to Simon and Elten”. 

 

F3.17 The attachments to this email were drafts of: (i) a declaration of trust by D2 in favour of 

Mark Ingham in respect of 894,238 Ordinary Shares of £1.00 each in the London Group 

Limited (i.e., GRP) (dated, in typescript, 30.09.15);848 (ii) a declaration of trust by D3 in 

favour of Mark Ingham in respect 894,238 Ordinary Shares of £1.00 each in the London 

Group Limited (i.e., GRP) (dated, in typescript, 30.09.15);849 (iii) a declaration of trust 

by D2 in favour of Mark Ingham in respect 30,000 Ordinary Shares in LOG (dated, in 

typescript, 15.03.16);850 and (iv) a declaration of trust by D3 in favour of Mark Ingham 

in respect 30,000 Ordinary Shares in LOG (dated, in typescript, 15.03.16).851  

 

F3.18 Mark Ingham replied to D8 (cc D2 and D3) on 29.03.17 to say that it would be good to 

get these signed.852 They were then signed by D2, D3 and D8.853  

 

F3.19 Each of them was falsely backdated (in accordance with D8’s suggestion) to make it 

look as though Mark Ingham had held these beneficial interests for some time.  
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F3.20 On the basis of the declaration of trust in respect of shares in GRP, Mark Ingham 

subsequently received 5% of the monies from GRP under the Elysian SPA. In this way, 

Mark Ingham, who was a director of the purported purchaser, was also one of the sellers.  

 

F3.21 Tom McCarthy was also connected to D1, D2, D3 and D4. On 19.07.16, Tom McCarthy 

sent an email to D2, D3 and D4 proposing that he should be employed by London Group 

plc (which became GRP), working alongside Mark Ingham or under his control, for a 

fee of £10,000 per month.854 On 04.01.17, Tom McCarthy sent an email saying, “My 

name is Tom McCarthy and I work for London Group plc”.855  

 

F3.22 When D2, D3 and D8 were moving to a new office in Tunbridge Wells in June/July 

2017, the office plan showed that Tom McCarthy would have his own desk in the new 

office, alongside Mark Ingham.856 Later, on 03.09.18, a draft settlement agreement 

between Tom McCarthy and London Group LLP recorded that Tom McCarthy had 

worked for London Group LLP and other associated companies until August 2018.857  

 

F3.23 As explained below in connection with the Prime SPA, Tom McCarthy was promised a 

substantial commission in return for his involvement in these transactions.  

 

F3.24 Accordingly, Tom McCarthy was not a third-party purchaser: he was a member of staff 

who was involved in these transactions in return for payment of his fees and commission. 

 

F3.25 But the intention was clearly to create the impression that Elysian RGL was a third-party 

purchaser. Tom McCarthy in particular was keen not to allow anything to undermine 

this impression. On 05.05.17, D8 emailed D2, D3, Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy to 

say that he was going to add Paul Sayers as a director of GRP, in place of D2 and D3.858 

Tom McCarthy expressed concern about this proposal, on the basis that Paul Sayers had 

previously been a director of LCF (from 05.09.13 to 10.08.15) and also had connections 

to Lakeview and Telos. Tom raised this concern with D2, D3, D8 and Mark Ingham 

saying, “Nothing personal towards Paul, but his links to Lakeview/Telos/LC+F both 

previously and present as a Director and possible shareholder would make me 

 
854  EB0025614; EB0025615 
855  MDR00090175 page 4 
856  D8-0016320; D8-0016323 
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uncomfortable … Cross contamination is key in my eyes in this transaction and all the 

above are public knowledge and easily found on the net” (emphasis added).859 D8 made 

clear that the identity of GRP’s directors would have to be agreed with D2.860  

 

F4 Elysian SPA Step 3: The fresh facilities from LCF 

 

F4.1 With the existing debt to LCF having been parcelled away in the first step, and with the 

ordinary shares in GRP having been transferred to Elysian RGL on a debt-free basis in 

the second step, the third step was for LCF to provide new facilities to four subsidiaries 

of GRP (Waterside Villages, CV Resorts, Costa Property and Colina Property) so that 

payments could be made to D1, D2, D3, D4 and Mark Ingham under the Elysian SPA.  

 

F4.2 This had always been a central part of the plan from the outset. On 15.03.17, D8 emailed 

Alex Lee to say, “It is intended to sell the shares in the company subject to the current 

security in favour of London Capital & Finance PLC and indeed for them the companies 

to continue to draw down on the various new facilities”.861  

 

F4.3 Similarly, Alex Lee emailed D8 on 20.04.17 to say:862 

 

“[In] relation to GRP itself I gather there will be new facilities to be granted (both 
to GRP but also to the GRP subsidiaries (Colina/Costa/WS/CV) in sums not yet 
nailed down precisely but otherwise it is anticipated that these will be on the basis 
of the attached facility in the general sense (subject to any further security 
requirements and to the amounts in each case)”. 

 

F4.4 D8 forwarded this email to D2 and D3.863  

 

F4.5 One of the “GRP subsidiaries” that Alex Lee had mentioned in his email was “CV” (i.e., 

CV Resorts). On 21.04.17, Alex Lee provided a draft debenture between CV Resorts 

and LCF.864 D1 forwarded the email chain to D2.865  

 

 
859  D8-0014230 
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F4.6 On the same day, Alex Lee asked D8 for a copy of the contract for the purchase of the 

Cape Verde property so that it could be mentioned in the debenture.866 Alex Lee 

subsequently forwarded this email to D1 and D2.867 

 

F4.7 Each of the four subsidiaries of GRP was going to be granted a new loan facility with 

LCF in the sum of £20 million for each subsidiary.  On 05.05.17, Alex Lee emailed Tom 

McCarthy (cc D1 and Mark Ingham) to say, “I spoke to Andy yesterday and I am working 

on the facilities on the basis that there will be £20m per subsidiary”.868 

 

F4.8 Mark Ingham emailed D1 on 09.05.17 to ask for an update on this, saying, “I understand 

that you have had some discussions with Simon regarding our funding facility?”869 

 

F4.9 Alex Lee emailed Mark Ingham, Tom McCarthy, D1 and D8 on 10.05.17 to confirm 

that there would be four facilities of £20 million each: “Please note that the four facilities 

are for £20m each in accordance with Andy’s instructions to me”.870 

 

F4.10 The new facilities were executed on 12.05.17. LCF entered into new facility agreements 

with CV Resorts (in the sum of £20 million),871 Colina Property (in the sum of £20 

million),872 Costa Property (in the sum of £20 million)873 and Waterside Villages (in the 

sum of £20 million).874 These companies executed debentures in favour of LCF.875 

 

F5 Payments under the Elysian SPA 

 

F5.1 As stated above, the Elysian SPA provided for payments to be made in redemption of 

redeemable preference shares in GRP. 876  

 

F5.2 In fact, no such preference shares had been issued.877 Companies House has no records 

of any resolution authorising the issuance of such preference shares, and no preference 

shares were ever mentioned in any annual return filed by GRP at Companies House.878  
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F5.3 At the time of the Elysian SPA, the issued share capital of GRP consisted of 32,192,552 

ordinary shares and 3,576,950 non-voting “A” ordinary shares.879 

 

F5.4 Notwithstanding the nonexistence of the redeemable preference shares in GRP, 

payments under the Elysian SPA soon commenced. On 15.05.17, Alex Lee emailed D1 

and Katie Maddock to say, “I gather that Mark is looking for a drawdown today”.880  

 

F5.5 Alex Lee attached a letter from Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy to LCF dated 12.05.17 

authorising the payment of drawdowns on any of the new facilities to GRP.881 

 

F5.6 On 19.05.17, Mark Ingham asked D1 and Katie Maddock for a drawdown of £300,000 

to be paid to GRP.882 D1 told Katie that this was “ok to pay”. 

 

F5.7 Katie asked Mark which subsidiary it should be allocated to.883 Mark told her to allocate 

it to Costa Property; and Katie asked her colleague Eloise to make the payment.884 

 

F5.8 LCF paid £301,300 to GRP on 19.05.17.885 This increased GRP’s bank balance from 

£161,472.88 to £462,772.88. GRP then paid £400,000 to Sands Equity with the 

reference “share purches [sic]”.886 Sands Equity used this to pay £170,000 to D4, 

£20,000 to D1, £20,000 to D3 and £20,000 to Mark Ingham.887 The reference for each 

payment was Share Payment. These were the first payments under the Elysian SPA.888 

 

F5.9 Sands Equity was the company formerly known as CV Hotels Limited.889 D8 told D2 

and D3 on 27.02.17 that he was changing its name to Sands Equity. The shares in Sands 

Equity were owned by London Group LLP.890 D2 was the sole director of Sands Equity.  

 

 
879  Neutral statement of uncontested facts, Schedule 1, 

Global Resort Property plc 
880  MDR00087277 
881  MDR00087278; MDR00087306; MDR00005512 
882  MDR00087910 
883  MDR00087911 
884  MDR00087916 
885  MDR00007315 page 15 
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F5.10 On 24.07.17, D8 provided D2 and D3 with a backdated payment agency agreement 

(dated, in typescript, 19.05.17) to explain why Sands Equity was handling payments for 

other companies.891 D8 told D2 and D3 that he was going to be backdating it, saying, “I 

am dating it 19th May as that is the date of the first payment made by Sands”.892  

 

F5.11 D3 explained on 09.10.17 that the “sole purpose” of Sands Equity was to act “as a 

payment intermediary” because it had “a good relationship with Metro Bank and … the 

facility for large sums (£2m+) to pass through the bank account”.893 

 

F5.12 On 24.05.17, Mark Ingham asked Katie Maddock for a drawdown of £500,000.894 LCF 

paid £500,250 to GRP.895 On 26.05.17, he asked her for another £200,000.896 LCF paid 

£203,000 to GRP.897 On the same day, GRP paid a total of £475,000 to Sands Equity,898 

which paid £24,625 to D2.899 On 30.05.17, Sands Equity paid £129,625 to D4, £15,250 

to D3, £15,250 to D1 and £15,250 to Mark Ingham.900 

 

F5.13 On 06.06.17, LCF paid £400,200 to GRP.901 On 13.06.17, GRP paid £300,000 to Sands 

Equity with the reference Share Purchase.902 Sands Equity paid £127,500 to D4, 

£127,5000 to D2/D10, £15,000 to D3, £15,000 to D1 and £15,000 to Mark Ingham.903 

 

F5.14 On 16.06.17, LCF paid £500,250 to GRP.904 On 20.06.17, D1 asked Katie Maddock to 

send a further £500,000 to GRP.905 On 21.06.17, LCF paid a further £500,250 to GRP 

(and Katie Maddock told Mark Ingham that this was being paid).906  

 

F5.15 Mark Ingham told D3 that GRP would pay £800,000 under the Elysian SPA.907 Sure 

enough, the next day, GRP paid £800,000 to Sands Equity.908 Sands Equity used this 

 
891  EB0053474; EB0053475 
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893  D2D10-00035447 
894  MDR00088376 
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money to pay £297,500 to D4, £297,500 to D2 and D10, £35,000 to D3, £35,000 to D1 

and £35,000 to Mark Ingham.909 Nicola Thomson provided D3 with a spreadsheet 

containing these and the earlier payments under the Elysian SPA.910 

 

F5.16 On 28.06.17, Mark Ingham asked for a drawdown of £700,000; D1 told him that LCF 

had only around £395,000 available; so Mark sent a revised drawdown request.911 LCF 

then paid £398,750 to GRP.912 On the next day, GRP paid £350,000 to Sands Equity.913 

On 03.07.17, Mark Ingham asked for another drawdown, this time in the sum of 

£275,000.914 LCF paid £275,500 to GRP on the same day.915 GRP paid a total of 

£700,000 to Sands Equity on 03.07.17 and 04.07.17.916 Sands Equity paid £238,000 to 

D4, £238,000 to D2, £28,000 to D3, £28,000 to D1 and £28,000 to Mark Ingham.917  

 

F5.17 On 18.07.17, D1 asked Katie Maddock to send £1,000,000 to “Elysian”; Mark Ingham 

sent a drawdown request for £1,100,000 to LCF; and LCF paid £1,000,500 to GRP.918 

GRP then paid £900,000 of this money to Sands Equity.919 On 19.07.17, Sands Equity 

used this receipt to fund payments of £382,500 to D4, £382,500 to D2 and D10, £45,000 

to D3, £45,000 to D1 and £45,000 to Mark Ingham.920 

 

F5.18 On 01.08.17, LCF paid £306,334.59 to GRP,921 which paid £370,000 to Sands Equity 

on 03.08.17.922 On 04.08.17, LCF paid a further £500,250 to GRP,923 which then paid 

another £400,000 to Sands Equity.924 Sands Equity used this to pay £265,000 to D4, 

£265,000 to D2 and D10, £35,000 to D3 and £35,000 to D1.925 (There was nothing this 

time for Mark Ingham, who instead received a ‘top up’ payment on the next occasion.) 
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F5.19 On 11.08.17, Mark Ingham asked Katie Maddock of LCF for a drawdown of 

£1,087,000.926 She emailed D1 to ask if this was OK, adding that the sum available in 

LCF’s account was “£1,087,109 which is almost the exact amount they have requested 

to draw so putting two and two together you must have already spoken about to 

Mark”.927 D1 replied, “Yes and yes 😉😇”.928 Katie then emailed Mark to say that the 

available balance in LCF’s account had fallen slightly to £1,047,000.929 LCF then paid 

a total of £1,018,770 to GRP,930 which immediately transferred this sum to Sands 

Equity.931 Sands Equity then used it: (i) on 11.08.17, to make payments of £73,250 to 

Mark Ingham (who received a ‘top up’ on this occasion to reflect the fact that he had not 

received anything in the last payment round), £38,250 to D3 and £38,250 to D1;932 and 

(ii) on 14.08.17, to make payments of £325,125 to D4 and £325,125 to D2 and D10.933 

 

F5.20 On 18.08.17, Mark Ingham asked D1 and Katie Maddock for a drawdown of 

£300,000.934 LCF paid £300,875 to GRP, which increased the credit balance in GRP’s 

account to £486,239.99.935 GRP immediately paid £250,000 to Sands Equity.936 GRP 

paid a further £100,000 to Sands Equity on 24.08.17.937 On 29.08.17, LCF paid a further 

£425,575 to GRP,938 which immediately transferred £110,000 to Sands Equity.939 On 

30.08.17, LCF paid £800,413 to GRP,940 which paid £900,000 to Sands Equity.941 Sands 

Equity then used these monies to pay £367,625 to D4, £367,625 to D2 and D10, £43,250 

to D3, £43,250 to D1 and £43,250 to Mark Ingham.942 

 

 
926  MDR00096925 
927  MDR00096925 
928  MDR00096930 
929  MDR00096964 
930  MDR00007330 page 15 
931  MDR00104156 tab 4 rows 162-163 
932  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215792 page 3; 

MDR00220286 page 305 
933  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215792 pages 2-3; 

MDR00215816 pages 2-3; MDR00217301 page 10; 
MDR00218647 page 32; MDR00220325 page 3; 
D2D10-00031847; D2D10-00031848 

934  MDR00097827 
935  MDR00007332 page 5 

936  MDR00098792 row 32; MDR00104156 tab 4 rows 
128-129 

937  MDR00098792 row 9; MDR00104156 tab 4 row 
105; MDR00215795 page 19 

938  MDR00007333 
939  MDR00104156 tab 4 rows 94-95; MDR00215795 

page 19 
940  MDR00007333 page 3; MDR00104156 rows 91-92 
941  MDR00104156 tab 4 row 90; MDR00215795 page 

18 
942  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215795 page 18; 

MDR00220286 page 309; MDR00220325 page 5; 
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F5.21 On 05.09.17, LCF paid £1,051,250 to GRP,943 which paid £1,000,050 to Sands 

Equity,944 which immediately paid £425,000 to D4, £425,000 to D2 and D10, £50,000 

to D3, £50,000 to D1 and £50,000 to Mark Ingham.945  

 

F5.22 By this point, GRP had received a total of £11,631,162.79 from LCF.946 £6,155,000 of 

this (53% of the total) had been transferred on to D1, D2, D3, D4 and Mark Ingham. 

 

F5.23 The payments continued. On 13.09.17, Mark Ingham asked for a drawdown of 

£850,000.947 LCF paid £841,925 to GRP,948 which paid £850,000 to Sands Equity.949 

D3 sent a text message to a phone which seems to have been used by Lucy Sparks at 

around this time950 (and which had previously been used by D2951) stating, “£340k to SG 

& SHK; £40k to EB, AT & MI”.952 Sands Equity paid £340,000 to D4, £340,000 to D2 

and D10, £40,000 to D3, £40,000 to D1 and £40,000 to Mark Ingham.953 

 

F5.24 On 22.09.17, Mark Ingham asked for a drawdown of £1,300,000.954 LCF paid 

£1,300,531 to GRP,955 which paid £800,000 to Sands Equity on 22.09.17 and another 

£500,000 on 25.09.17.956 Sands Equity used this money to pay £425,000 to D4, 

£425,000 to D2 and D10, £50,000 to D3, £50,000 to D1 and £50,000 to Mark Ingham.957 

 

F5.25 On 06.10.17, Mark Ingham asked for a drawdown of £800,000.958 Then, around 25 

minutes later, he modified it to request a drawdown of £1,550,000.959 LCF’s bank 

account had a credit balance of £1,553,344.01 at this time.960 Presumably, in response 

to the first drawdown request, someone with knowledge of this got in touch with Mark 

Ingham to say that he could and should request a larger sum, resulting in the second 

drawdown request for £1,550,000. LCF paid a total of £1,551,888 to GRP,961 which paid 

 
943  MDR00007335 page 9; MDR00104156 tab 4 row 70 
944  MDR00104156 tab 4 row 69; MDR00215795 page 

17 
945  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215795 page 17; 

MDR00220286 page 310; MDR00217301 page 15; 
MDR00220325 page 5 

946  MDR00100823 
947  MDR00102531 
948  MDR00007337 page 5 
949  MDR00104156 tab 4 rows 40-41; MDR00127187; 

MDR00215795 page 16; D2D10-00000278 page 2 
950  D8-0044201; D1-0012997; EB0060771; EB0062376 
951  EB0035200 
952  EB0057842; EB0057843  

953  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215795 page 16; 
MDR00220286 page 312; MDR00217301 page 16; 
MDR00218647 page 30; MDR00220325 page 6 

954  MDR00104127 
955  MDR00007324 page 9 
956  MDR00127187; MDR00215795 page 14 
957  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215795 page 14; 

MDR00220286 page 314; MDR00217301 page 16; 
MDR00218647 page 30; MDR00220325 page 7 

958  MDR00105823 
959  MDR00105830 
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£1,500,000 to Sands Equity.962 Sands Equity used the money on the same day to pay 

£425,000 to D4, £425,000 to D2 and D10, £50,000 to D3 and £50,000 to D1.963 

 

F5.26 On 17.10.17, LCF paid £850,093 to GRP,964 which paid £850,000 to Sands Equity,965 

which paid (on 17.10.17) £212,500 to D4 and £212,500 to D2 and D10 and then (on 

18.10.17) £25,000 to D3, £25,000 to D1 and £25,000 to Mark Ingham.966 By this point 

in time, LCF had paid a total of around £15.8 million to GRP.967 Approximately 60% of 

this money had been paid to D1, D2, D3, D4 and Mark Ingham via Sands Equity.968 

 
F5.27 On 27.10.18, Tom McCarthy asked for a drawdown of £900,000, before lodging a 

revised drawdown request in the sum of £950,000.969 LCF’s account had £974,399 in it 

at this point in time.970 It is inferred that someone with knowledge of LCF’s bank balance  

told Tom McCarthy to re-lodge the drawdown request in a larger amount. LCF paid a 

total of £950,082.50 to GRP,971 which paid £850,000 to Sands Equity,972 which paid 

£276,250 to D4, £276,250 to D2 and D10, £32,500 to D3, £32,500 to D1 and £32,500 

to Mark Ingham.973 By this point in time, the parties had put in place a new mechanism 

for taking money from LCF, the Prime SPA, which is addressed below. 

 

F6 The absence of any underlying assets of any real value 

 

F6.1 As explained above, D1 approved facilities for GRP’s subsidiaries in the total sum of 

£80,000,000. Those subsidiaries were Waterside Villages (which owned the Lakeview 

resort, save for the development land); CV Resorts (which was party to the contract with 

Paradise Beach ATASA in respect of the Paradise Beach resort in Cape Verde); Costa 

Property (which owned the shares in Tenedora 58520, which in turn owned the 

contractual rights to acquire the property in the Dominican Republic known as The 

Beach); and Colina Property (which owned legal title to the shares in Inversiones, which 

owned the property in the Dominican Republic known as The Hill). 

 

 
962  MDR00127187; MDR00215795 page 11 
963  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00220286 page 316; 

MDR00215795 page 11; MDR00217301 page 18; 
MDR00220325 page 8 

964  MDR00007069 
965  MDR00127187; MDR00215795 page 9 
966  MDR00142762 tab 4; MDR00215795 page 8-9; 

MDR00217301 page 19; MDR00220325 page 10; 
MDR00220286 page 317; D2D10-00037660 

967  MDR00111621; MDR00111623 
968  D2D10-00037660 tab 1 and tab 2 
969  MDR00108499; MDR00108498; MDR00108500 
970  MDR00007064 page 13 
971  MDR00007064 page 13 
972  MDR00127187; MDR00215795 page 8 
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F6.2 As also explained above, the Elysian SPA provided for payments of £82,125,000 in 

redemption of the redeemable preference shares in GRP. The figure of £82,125,000 had 

been calculated on the basis of: (i) £18,745,000 for the Lakeview resort; (ii) £3,000,000 

for CV Resorts; (iii) £32,100,000 for The Beach; and (iv) £28,280,000 for The Hill.974  

 

F6.3 These values were unsupportable. There was no basis for concluding that there were net 

assets worth anywhere near this sum. Further, D1’s decision to approve facilities in the 

total sum of £80,000,000 for GRP’s four subsidiaries was indefensible.  

 

F6.4 The value of the Lakeview resort has been addressed above. D1, D2, D4 and D8 knew 

the facts relating to its acquisition and the valuations, in which they had been involved.  

 

F6.5 As for CV Resorts, the rights under the contract with Paradise Beach ATASA were not 

worth anything, let alone £3 million. As explained above, CV Resorts had entered into 

an agreement with Paradise Beach ATASA on 13.04.15 to acquire the partly-built 

Paradise Beach resort for €57 million.975 However, Savills had advised that the market 

value of the Paradise Beach resort was only €40.55 million.976 D1 thought that CV 

Resorts would be “overpaying by quite a margin”.977 D2 agreed with this conclusion: he 

said that the price was “far in excess of an open market sale”.978  

 

F6.6 As explained above, CV Resorts had merely an opportunity to incur a loss by paying 

€57 million for something with a market value of only €40.55 million.  

 

F6.7 CV Resorts did not pay the monies to Paradise Beach ATASA,979 which complained 

about this state of affairs. As noted above, this dispute continued into early 2016.980 

 

F6.8 By the end of May 2016, CV Resorts and Paradise Beach ATASA had agreed a variation 

which postponed the payment dates of the various instalments without reducing the total 

 
974  MDR00007516 
975  MDR00005376; MDR00009585; D2D10-00012920; 

D2D10-00012921 
976  MDR00017747; MDR00017750; MDR00017752; 

MDR00005198; D1-0000892; D1-0001122; 
MDR00005505; MDR00005504; MDR00007452; 
MDR00007482; MDR00005372; MDR00022760; 
MDR00022762; D1-0001760; MDR00024299; 
MDR00024302 

977  EB0004668 
978  EB0032302 
979  EB0016756 
980  EB0008909; EB0008910; EB0014784; EB0014785; 

EB0014904; EB0016762; EB0016763; D2D10-
00015688; EB0017784; EB0017794; EB0017832; 
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sum payable, which continued to be €57 million.981 Mark Ingham confirmed on 

26.08.16, “There are several parts to the contract but they add up to 57m”.982 

 

F6.9 However, CV Resorts had still not paid the purchase monies and still did not actually 

own any part of the Paradise Beach resort. D8 explained on 11.08.16, “At the moment 

CV Resorts does not have actual title to any property at Paradise Beach.  What it has is 

the contractual right to acquire the properties for the prices and on the terms set out in 

the Promissory Agreement as modified by the Variation Agreements”.983  

 

F6.10 Furthermore, CV Resorts was in default of its obligation to pay for Phase 4 of the resort. 

D8 said on 10.10.16 (cc D2, D3 and Mark Ingham), “To date we have not been able to 

complete the purchase of any of the units … We should also have purchased Phase 4 at 

a price of €3,800,000 but they have not been pressing for that”.984 D8 emailed D2, D3 

and D4 on 18.10.16 to say that they had “overlooked the requirement to complete the 

purchase of Phase 4 by the 1st September when we should have paid €3,800,000”.985 

 

F6.11 D8 explained that they did not want CV Resorts to proceed with the purchase because 

the price was too high: “As you know we are of the view that the price being paid for the 

site is too high and wish to persuade them to accept significantly less”.986  

 

F6.12 For this reason, CV Resorts continued to drag its feet. D8 said, “We are quite happy to 

have good reasons for delaying matters”.987 He told CV Resort’s lawyer, Maria, that 

they “[wanted] to find reasons to delay the closing of the purchases” and asked, “Could 

you please look at the contracts and see what we can do to hold things up?”988 

 

F6.13 This prevarication annoyed the vendor, Paradise Beach ATASA, and its owner, John 

Cotter, who was said to have “expressed … considerable dismay and even anger” as a 

result of CV Resort’s “continued delay”.989 On 12.01.17, D8 forwarded to D2 and D3 a 

 
981  EB0021887; EB0021888; EB0021894; EB0022093; 

EB0022094; MDR00042481; MDR00042487; 
MDR00042489; MDR00042490; EB0022224; 
EB0022226; MDR00053540; D2D10-00017502; 
D2D10-00017503; D2D10-00017504; D2D10-
00017505; D8-0004521; D8-0004522; D8-0004523; 
D8-0004524; EB0023434; MDR00053371; 
MDR00053375; MDR00053376; MDR00053377; 
MDR00053378 
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letter from Paradise Beach ATASA “giving us until the 1st February to remedy our 

alleged breaches of the agreements”.990 However, CV Resorts remained in default.  

 

F6.14 On 24.02.17, Paradise Beach ATASA sent a letter to CV Resorts stating that it had 

“definitely lost all its interest in the present deal and in the signed Promissory Contracts, 

and therefore your present breach of the Promissory Contracts is deemed definitive”.991 

 

F6.15 D8 emailed Paradise Beach ATASA on 04.04.17 (cc D2 and John Cotter) to set out his 

understanding that Paradise Beach ATASA “no longer considers itself bound by its 

agreements with CV Resorts Limited”.992 A letter from Paradise Beach ATASA, which 

John Cotter provided to D8 on 10.04.17, confirmed this understanding:993 

 

“Thus, in face of the lack of a contractual and/ or legal justification for your 
present and past breaches, in addition to your continuous refusal to comply with 
your contractual obligations under the terms of the contracts effectively SIGNED 
& AGREED between the Parties, we conclude as in our previous notice letter that 
CV RESORTS is in definitive breach of the Framework Addendum and of the 
Promissory Contracts”. 

 

F6.16 Thus, by the time of execution of the Elysian SPA on 29.04.17 and the granting of a new 

facility of £20 million to CV Resorts on 12.05.17, CV Resorts did not own any part of 

the Paradise Beach resort994 and it was doubtful whether it had any right to purchase it. 

Even if it did, it was considered worthless and was never going to be exercised. 

 

F6.17 On 07.06.17, John Cotter sent a further letter from Paradise Beach ATASA to D2 and 

D8 confirming the termination of the agreement.995  

 

F6.18 The idea that Costa Property owned an asset worth £32,100,000 was similarly 

indefensible. As Mark Ingham reminded D1 on 15.04.16, “we don’t own land at 

Magante – Tenedora just has a contested purchase agreement”.996 Tenedora 58520 had 

not yet paid for the land at Magante, known as The Beach, which continued to take the 
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form of 37 separate titles registered in the names of their various owners; and “[the] 

original purchase contract [was] subject to a court claim by both parties”.997  

 

F6.19 The difficulties had been clear from the outset. On 03.03.14, when D2 had asked Richard 

Marsh about the prospect of developing The Beach, he had warned, “No; too many legal 

issues regarding title despite planning permission being available, could be a long time 

before satisfactory legal title can be obtained so the business risks are too great”.998  

 

F6.20 The value of £28,280,000 attributed to The Hill was also untenable. As explained above, 

Sanctuary PCC had been the registered holder of the shares in Inversiones, which in turn 

owned The Hill. Sanctuary PCC had executed a declaration of trust in respect of those 

shares in favour of El Cupey for the benefit of the 284 investors who had paid substantial 

sums to Sanctuary.999 In or around April 2015, there was discussion of transferring legal 

title to the shares in Inversiones to another company, IRG, which would then hold them 

on trust for El Cupey for the benefit of the 284 investors.  

 

F6.21 Michael Peacock emailed D8 on 07.04.16 to say, “As discussed and agreed there should 

be another declaration of trust, this time between IRG PLC and El Cupey Ltd, so the 

current agreement (declaration of trust dated 30 July 2013) can be cancelled and the 

share register in Inversiones 51588 SRL amended…”1000 

 

F6.22 D8 prepared a declaration of trust by IRG in favour of El Cupey.1001 D8 said to Michael 

Peacock, “I would propose that IRG executes the Declaration of Trust.  In essence it 

says that it holds the shares on the same basis as Sanctuary International PCC”.1002  

 

F6.23 Subsequently, IRG executed the declaration of trust, which was dated 12.04.16.1003 D2 

signed it on behalf of IRG. His signature was witnessed by D8. In summary, it provided 

for IRG to hold the shares in Inversiones on trust for El Cupey. Another version of that 

document dated 17.06.16 was also signed by D2 and witnessed by D8.1004  
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F6.24 Paul Sayers confirmed on 20.06.17, “Inversiones 51588SRL is owned by International 

Resorts Group PLC, a member of the London Group, the shares being held in trust for 

El Cupey Limited as confirmed in the Declaration of Trust dated 17 June 2016”.1005 

 

F6.25 Legal title to the shares in Inversiones was transferred to Colina Property, which held 

those shares on trust for El Cupey, for the benefit of the 284 investors. A declaration of 

trust in favour of El Cupey was executed by Colina Property on 18.07.17.1006 

 

F6.26 The situation with The Hill was also contentious: “A gentleman by the name of Palan 

was a shareholder of the company Sunraise, from whom bought the project. He has 

entered proceedings against Inversiones alleging that notice was not given correctly 

calling the Board Meeting approving the sale … The case is ongoing and needs to be 

addressed”.1007 On 24.08.16, D2 expressed the view (cc D3, D4 and Mark Ingham) that 

this situation was “worsening exponentially for pretty obvious reasons”.1008 The 

problems regarding The Hill were not new and were well known to D1, D2, D4 and 

Mark Ingham.1009 On 27.07.14, D2 had complained that “it seems very messy yet again 

– doesn’t anyone just buy or sell clean land with good title in this country?”1010  

 

F6.27 Further, Inversiones was not worth £32,100,000. Its own audited accounts for the year 

ended 31.12.17 record that it had total assets of DR$ 89.2 million (£1.338 million) and 

total liabilities of DR$ 98.5 million (£1.477 million) giving rise to a deficiency of DR$ 

9.3 million (£140,000) (applying an exchange rate of DR$ 1 = £0.015).1011 In other 

words, according to its own audited accounts, Inversiones was balance sheet insolvent. 
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G. PRIME SPA 

 

 

 

G1 Introduction 

 

G1.1 By this point in time, D1, D3, D4 and D10 had received almost £15 million from LCF 

under the Lakeview SPA; and D1, D2, D3, D4 and Mark Ingham had subsequently 

received around £10 million from LCF under the Elysian SPA. (D1, D2, D3 and D4 had 

also received numerous other sums from LCF, as set out below.)  

 

G1.2 Debts to LCF of around £40 million had been parked in the support companies, as 

explained above; and Waterside Villages, CV Resorts, Costa Property and Colina 

Property had since incurred fresh indebtedness of almost £23 million to LCF.  

 

G1.3 As explained below, the Prime SPA was then put in place with a company called Prime 

RDL to serve as a new mechanism for extracting monies from LCF.  

 

G2 Prime RDL 

 

G2.1 Prime RDL was owned beneficially by Terry Mitchell, although the share capital was 

registered in the name of Ian Sands. On or around 20.10.17, Ian Sands agreed to hold 

the share capital in Prime RDL on trust for Terry Mitchell.1012 

 

G2.2 Terry Mitchell is a fraudster. On 20.12.18, he was sentenced at Southwark Crown Court 

(together with his accomplice, Andrew Meikle) for running a fraudulent investment 

scheme, which the Judge described as an “elegantly packaged scam”.1013 The bulk of 

the funds were dissipated on supporting their lifestyles. 

 

G2.3 Paul Seakens worked for Terry Mitchell. On 17.09.18, Prime RDL’s bank accounts were 

frozen on account of Paul Seakens being disqualified as a director.1014 

 
1012  MDR00107521; MDR00107524 
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G3 The idea of an agreement with Prime RDL 

 

G3.1 The idea of a transaction involving Prime RDL seems to have been formed at some point 

in or around the middle of 2017. On 29.08.17, D8 emailed D2 and D3 to say, “I am busy 

preparing the commercial terms for Terry [sic] proposed purchase”.1015 

 

G3.2 The initial concept involved the sale of IRG (owning Costa Property and Colina 

Property) to Prime RDL1016 in return for loan notes in the sum of £11,255,000.1017  

 

G3.3 Although the vendor was to be GRP (which owned the shares in IRG), “the purchase 

price [would] be paid to London Group LLP”.1018 As D8 put it in an email to D2, the 

plan involved “diverting all the consideration to LG LLP”.1019 

 

G3.4 An important feature of the plan was that there would be “a facility from LC&F in place 

on completion”.1020 D8 emailed Alex Lee (cc D1 and D2) on 11.09.17 mentioning his 

understanding that “LCAF is prepared to continue funding these companies”.1021 Indeed, 

Terry suggested to D2 that the transaction documents should “include reference to the 

LC&F facility that will be in place on completion”.1022  

 

G3.5 The transaction documents would also contain a provision obliging Prime RDL to 

borrow monies from LCF in order to repay the loan notes.  

 

G3.6 As D8 explained to D2, D3 and D4, the idea was that Prime RDL would be “under an 

obligation to raise corporate finance to repay the loan notes and the money raised will 

flow through [a] paying agency in accordance with the cash waterfall set out”.1023 

 

G3.7 D8 explained to Alex Lee in the email sent on 11.09.17: 

 

“The buyer is under an obligation to raise corporate finance and the agreement 
provides that all the corporate finance raised is paid to a company to be appointed 
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1017  MDR00099176 
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by the Sellers who then distributes the money raised through an agreed cash 
waterfall”.1024 

 

G3.8 Thus, although Prime RDL would be able (and, indeed, obliged) to make fresh 

drawdowns from LCF, the monies would be paid to a trustee or paying agent who would 

be required to use the monies in order to discharge the liabilities under the loan notes.1025  

 

G3.9 D2 emailed D8 (cc D3, D4, Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy) on 09.09.17 to check his 

understanding of this point.1026 D8 replied to confirm that, in the draft agreement with 

Prime RDL, “all corporate finance arranged is paid to an agent appointed by the Seller 

who then distributes it in accordance with the cash waterfall”.1027 

 

G4 The first Prime SPA 

 

G4.1 The idea of selling IRG to Prime RDL proved to be problematic, because, as D8 

explained to D2, “there are complications with its accounts etc”.1028  

 

G4.2 It was therefore decided that the transaction with Prime RDL should instead involve the 

sale of LV Resorts (which would own Costa Property and Colina Property) to Prime 

RDL.1029 An agreement to this effect was signed on 13.09.17 (the “first Prime SPA”).1030  

 

G4.3 The consideration consisted of loan notes in the sum of £11,255,000, which were to be 

issued by Prime RDL to London Group LLP.  

 

G4.4 Clause 6.3 of the first Prime SPA obliged Prime RDL to “fully utilise the financial 

facilities available to them from London Capital & Finance plc” (i.e., it required Prime 

RDL to borrow as much as possible from LCF) with such borrowings to be paid “directly 

to the Security Trustee” who would then use 50% of the monies remaining after payment 

of running costs and interest in order to repay the loan notes. (The term “Security 

Trustee” was defined to mean “a company to be appointed by [London Group LLP]”.) 

 

 
1024  MDR00101213 
1025  MDR00101214 
1026  EB0056557 
1027  EB0056571 
1028  D2D10-00032914 

1029  EB0056240; EB0056242; MDR00101368; 
MDR00102548; MDR00102549 

1030  D2D10-00033605; D2D10-00033606; D2D10-
00033635; D2D10-00033636; D2D10-00033637; 
MDR00102724 
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G5 The second Prime SPA 

 

G5.1 It was then decided that Elysian RGL should be sold to Prime RDL.  

 

G5.2 On 25.10.17, D8 sent emails stating that “it has now been agreed to sell Elysian Resorts 

Group to Prime Resorts”1031 and that “Tom and Mark will sell Elysian to Prime”.1032  

 

G5.3 It was proposed that this would be “a simple sale of Elysian which holds 2 things the 

Option for CV and Waterside and its Subs”.1033 

 

G5.4 As Terry Mitchell explained in an email to Paul Seakens, “Mark and Tom will fall away 

and PRD will acquire Elysium [sic]”.1034  

 

G5.5 Paul Seakens responded, “That’s great but personally no idea what Elysium is or what 

sits underneath it”. Terry Mitchell replied, “Michael [Peacock] will know”. 

 

G5.6 An agreement in these terms was drawn up by D8, who circulated it to D2, D3, Mark 

Ingham and Tom McCarthy on 01.11.17.1035  

 

G5.7 It was signed on 07.11.17 (the “second Prime SPA”).1036  

 

G5.8 The second Prime SPA provided for Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy to sell Elysian 

RGL to Prime RDL for £12 million of redeemable preference shares in Prime RDL.  

 

G5.9 £10 million of these redeemable preference shares were to be issued to London Group 

LLP. The remaining £2 million were to be issued to Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy.  

 

G5.10 Clause 6.2 of the second Prime SPA obliged Prime RDL to redeem at least £1 million 

of the preference shares per month. Clause 6.3 of the second Prime SPA obliged Prime 

RDL to “fully utilise the financial facilities available to them from London Capital & 

Finance plc” (in other words, it required Prime RDL to borrow as much as possible from 

 
1031  D2D10-00036422 
1032  D2D10-00036427 
1033  D2D10-00036429 
1034  MDR00107786 

1035  D2D10-00036596; D2D10-00036597 
1036  MDR00007440; MDR00009226; D1-0005184; D1-

0012088; EB0064185; D2D10-00037030 
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LCF) with all such borrowings to be paid “directly to the Security Trustee” who would 

use 50% of the monies remaining after payment of running costs and interest in order to 

redeem the preference shares. (The term “Security Trustee” was defined by the second 

Prime SPA to mean “a company to be appointed by the Sellers”.) 

 

G6 The combined Prime SPA 

 

G6.1 There were now two agreements with Prime RDL: one for the sale of LV Resorts 

(owning Costa Property and Colina Property) for loan notes in the sum of £11,250,000; 

and another for the sale of Elysian RGL (owning Waterside Villages and its subsidiaries) 

in return for redeemable preference shares in the sum of £12 million.  

 

G6.2 Prime RDL was expressly obliged by both agreements to borrow from LCF in order to 

repay the loan notes and to redeem the preference shares.  

 

G6.3 At this point, D8 had the idea of combining these two agreements into a single agreement 

which would have the effect of replacing them both. D8 explained this idea to D2 and 

D3 on 19.11.17, saying, “I propose that there be a final agreement which … will dis-

apply those two agreements and combine them in a single agreement”.1037 

 

G6.4 D8 emailed D2, D3, Terry Mitchell, Ian Sands and Paul Seakens (cc Mark Ingham and 

Tom McCarthy) on 20.11.17 to explain his idea of “consolidating the two agreements” 

and to say that he had “merged the two agreements” to produce a new version.1038 

 

G6.5 The combined Prime SPA was signed on 21.11.17.1039 It provided expressly for the 

cancellation of the two prior agreements with Prime RDL. Mark Ingham and Tom 

McCarthy thereby re-acquired Elysian RGL, which re-acquired LV Resorts.  

 

G6.6 The combined Prime SPA then provided for Mark Ingham, Tom McCarthy and London 

Group LLP to sell Elysian RGL to Prime RDL for a total consideration of loan notes in 

the sum of £10.3 million, which were to be issued by Prime RDL to London Group LLP, 

 
1037  EB0065824 
1038  MDR00112712; MDR00112744; MDR00112778; 

MDR00112809; MDR00112810; D2D10-00037769 

1039  EB0066391; EB0066393; MDR00005659; 
MDR00225049; MDR00112920; MDR00112922; 
D2D10-00038164 
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and redeemable preference shares in Prime RDL in the sum of £12 million, which were 

to be issued to London Group LLP (in the total sum of £9.5 million) and Mark Ingham 

and Tom McCarthy (in the total sum of £2.5 million).  

 

G6.7 Clause 6.4 of the combined Prime SPA obliged Prime RDL to repay £1 million of the 

loan notes per month and to redeem £1 million of the preference shares per month.  

 

G6.8 Clause 6.5 of the combined Prime SPA obliged Prime RDL to “fully utilise the financial 

facilities available to them from London Capital & Finance plc” (i.e., it required Prime 

RDL to borrow as much as possible from LCF) with such borrowings to be paid “directly 

to the Security Trustee” who would then use 50% of the monies remaining after payment 

of running costs and interest in order to repay the loan notes and redeem the preference 

shares. The term “Security Trustee” was defined by the combined Prime SPA to mean 

GAD, a company under the control of D8, as noted above.  

 

G6.9 Completion occurred on 06.12.17.1040  

 

G6.10 The loan notes under the Prime SPA were issued on completion of the combined Prime 

SPA. However, the preference shares in Prime RDL were never issued.1041  

 

G7 The Prime SPA was not a genuine commercial transaction 

 

G7.1 The Prime SPA was not a genuine commercial transaction between two arm’s length 

parties. Rather, it was another device to extract monies from LCF.  

 

G7.2 On 12.09.17, Tom McCarthy emailed D8 to make clear that Tom McCarthy and Mark 

Ingham had been promised a “fee” of £2 million for their participation.1042   

 

G7.3 D8 replied to say that London Group LLP could “[execute] a declaration of trust in 

respect of the appropriate percentage of the shares and agrees to instruct the Security 

Trustee to remit to you that percentage out of each payment received from the Buyer”.  

 
1040  MDR00224976 to MDR00225048; MDR00225068; 

MDR00225069 to MDR00225074; EB0072612 to 
EB0072928; EB0072937 to EB0072980; 
EB0113774; D2D10-00000254 

1041  MDR00180039; MDR00180912; MDR00180946; 
MDR00180947; MDR00173892; MDR00173585 
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G7.4 Terry Mitchell suggested a different structure for the fee – a “very simple introducer 

agreement” which would oblige London Group LLP to pay a fee of £2 million.1043  

 

G7.5 In response to Terry’s suggestion, D8 asked D2 (cc D4), “What is this about? Is it the 

money that is being paid to Mark and Tom?”1044  

 

G7.6 At this time, the idea was that Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy would sell LV Resorts 

to Prime RDL for loan notes of £11,255,000. On 13.09.17, Tom McCarthy emailed D8 

(cc D2, D3 and Mark Ingham) to say, “Further to recent agreement Mark Ingham and 

myself would like the allocation of 8.886% of shares in LV Resorts” (i.e., £1 million 

each).1045 D2 responded, “Have no idea what this is about and do not agree it”.1046  

 

G7.7 D8 explained:1047 

 

“You will recall that Tom and Mark are entitled to ‘a commission’ out of the sale 
proceeds. In order to make this tax effective they have suggested that they have an 
entitlement to a percentage of the shares in LV Resorts and we agree to hold on 
trust their share of the sale proceeds of those shares, i.e. 8.66% and then LG pay 
them that percentage of the amounts received on the loan notes…” 

 

G7.8 Tom McCarthy added, “This was agreed with SG and Robert was aware of the 

arrangement”.1048 Subsequently, on 13.09.17, D8 emailed D2, D4 and D3 (cc Mark 

Ingham and Tom McCarthy) to confirm that it would be necessary to set up a trust 

mechanism for the interest of Mark and Tom in the shares in LV Resorts and their share 

of the proceeds of sale.1049 D8 circulated drafts of these documents to D2, Tom and Mark 

on 06.10.17.1050 He circulated further drafts to the same individuals on 09.10.17.1051  

 

G7.9 Mark replied to say that he did not understand these drafts: “I thought it was just going 

to be a simple agreement where all parties confirm that MI and TM get paid £2m from 

the sale of LV Resorts to Prime Resorts. This is 44 pages long and I don’t get it”.1052 

 
1043  D2D10-00033291; D8-0021470; D8-0021471 
1044  D8-0021472 
1045  D2D10-00033420 
1046  D2D10-00033421 
1047  D2D10-00033425 
1048  D2D10-00033426 

1049  EB0057846 
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G7.10 When the two agreements with Prime RDL were merged into a single agreement, the 

fee payable to Mark Ingham and Tom McCarthy was increased to £2.5 million.1053 

 

G7.11 The other main party to the Prime SPA was Prime RDL, which was owned beneficially 

by Terry Mitchell. He was given a fee of £1 million in return for his participation.  

 

G7.12 On 10.10.17, D3 was liaising with Monex (a currency exchange company which 

facilitated international payments) about a payment to a company called Zectrade 

Limited (“Zectrade”), a company incorporated in Dubai. Monex asked D3 to explain the 

reason for the payment to Zectrade.1054 D3 forwarded Monex’s email to Terry Mitchell, 

asking him, “Please advise on how you would like me to answer this”.1055 Terry replied 

to D3, “To settle the invoice for the acquisition of shares”.  

 

G7.13 D3 replied to Monex, “The invoice from Zectrade that we need to pay is for 

commission/brokerage fees for the sale of a company and its assets in the Dominican 

Republic. The fees total circa £1m and are to be paid over a 18 month period”.1056 

 

G7.14 Later on the same day, D3 emailed Terry Mitchell to tell him that Sands Equity had paid 

€111,500 to Zectrade.1057 Terry replied, “Excellent thanks Elten”.1058 

 

G7.15 Subsequent payments to Zectrade were made by London Power Consultants Limited 

(“LP Consultants”) (formerly Wealden Consultants Limited), a company controlled by 

D3, including:1059 (i) £50,000 on 09.07.18;1060 (ii) £50,000 on 11.07.18;1061 (iii) £50,000 

on 11.10.18;1062 (iv) £50,000 on 31.10.18;1063 (v) £50,000 on 16.11.18;1064 (vi) £100,000 

on 30.11.18;1065 (vii) £100,000 on 10.01.19;1066 (viii) £100,000 on 17.01.19.1067  

 

G7.16 The invoices from Zectrade to LP Consultants in respect of these payments said, “As per 

agreement dated 13th September 2017”.1068 That was the date on which the first Prime 

 
1053  D2D10-00039440; EB0108317 
1054  EB0061279 
1055  EB0061314 
1056  EB0061350 
1057  MDR00106236 
1058  MDR00106237 
1059  EB0089938; EB0089939 
1060  MDR00168767 page 8; MDR00224026 page 9 

1061  MDR00168767 page 8; MDR00224026 page 9 
1062  MDR00182385; MDR00224256 
1063  MDR00224256 
1064  MDR00224261 page 2 
1065  MDR00224261 page 2 
1066  MDR00224261 
1067  MDR00224261  
1068  EB0132184; MDR00200983; MDR00200984 
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SPA, for the sale of LV Resorts, had been executed.1069 There was no express provision 

in that agreement for the payment of a commission of £1 million to Zectrade (and no 

one has disclosed any other written agreement bearing that date) so there was 

presumably a collateral oral agreement with Terry Mitchell in respect of his commission.  

 

G7.17 On 13.11.18, D8 and Michael Peacock were trying to calculate the capital gains arising 

from the Prime SPA. The list of expenses, drawn up by D8, included, “Commission 

payable to Zectrade for the introduction of Prime: £1,000,000”.1070 Michael Peacock 

produced a spreadsheet to calculate the capital gains. The list of “Allowable Costs” 

included £1 million marked “Commission – ZecTrade”.1071 

 

G7.18 There was also a “management fee” of £200,000 per month for Prime RDL in return for 

its participation in the transaction, which was payable from the LCF monies.1072 

 

G8 Payments under the Prime SPA 

 

G8.1 On 02.11.17, Terry Mitchell emailed D8 (cc Ian Sands and Paul Seakens) to say:1073 

 

“I have just run through with Simon and PRD formally requests a drawdown of 
£450,000 from LC&F for November. Please send me a template if you require a 
form to be completed or are happy with this email”. 

 

G8.2 D8 replied to explain that Terry would have to “send an email to London Capital & 

Finance requesting a drawdown” 1074. He provided Terry with the wording to use for a 

drawdown request, payable to IRG.  

 

G8.3 Terry replied, “Why would it go to IRG?” He then asked if D8’s wording “with the funds 

going via IRG” was correct.1075 D8 replied to explain, “I have taken over the account 

and am managing it as if it were the account for Global Security Trustees”.1076 

 

 
1069  D2D10-00033605; D2D10-00033606; D2D10-

00033635; D2D10-00033636; MDR00102724 
1070  EB0108317 
1071  MDR00195174 
1072  MDR00114707; MDR00114750; MDR00114776; 

MDR00123830; MDR00123835; MDR00123837; 
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G8.4 The name of IRG was subsequently changed (on 09.11.17) to GAD; and it re-registered 

as a private company.1077 As D8 explained to D2 and D3 (on 08.01.18), “GAD is the 

company to which the consideration for the sale of Elysian is paid and everyone assumes 

that it is under my control”.1078 During January 2018, the shares in GAD were transferred 

to Global Realisations Limited, a company owned by D8.1079  

 

G8.5 D8 explained to Michael Peacock, “GAD is being used as a means of receiving and 

distributing the proceeds of sale of Elysian”.1080 

 

G8.6 On 02.11.17, Terry sent a drawdown request to LCF, asking for the sum of £450,000 to 

be paid to GAD.1081 On 03.11.17, LCF paid a total of £450,950 to GAD.1082 GAD paid 

some of this money straight back to LCF as part of the Ponzi scheme described above.1083 

On 06.11.17, GAD used the rest of the money from LCF to pay a total of £200,000 to 

Sands Equity with the reference Share Purchase.1084  

 

G8.7 On 17.11.17, Mark Ingham provided Katie Maddock with a drawdown request in the 

sum of £100,000, payable to GAD.1085  

 

G8.8 Later, Mark Ingham emailed Tom McCarthy, Ian Sands, Paul Seakens and D8:1086   

 

“I have just spoken to Andy @ LC&F and in view of the documentation signed to 
date he feels that the request should be from Prime – I presume you Ian, as you 
have been set up as a director of Waterside. Can you please sign the request 
attached scan and send to LC&F requests usually go to Katie and Katy cc Andy. 
I have used the new template requested by LC&F”.  

 

G8.9 The attached drawdown request still provided for a drawdown of £100,000.1087 Ian 

Sands signed it and returned it to LCF.1088 

 

 
1077  MDR00110517; MDR00129954; MDR00129955; 

MDR00129956 
1078  D2D10-00040186 
1079  D2D10-00040254 
1080  D2D10-00040407; D2D10-00040554 
1081  MDR00109340; MDR00109404 
1082  MDR00007070 page 7; MDR00113545  
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G8.10 However, D4 had had other ideas. He had sent a text message to D3 saying, “Should be 

£990k in LCAF this morning … Should be able to split £500k as a share payment. I’ve 

told SHK you are planning on coming in later”.1089 

 

G8.11 A revised drawdown request was duly prepared in the sum of £700,000 (payable to 

GAD). Paul Seakens sent it to Ian Sands, who signed it and returned it to LCF.1090  

 

G8.12 On 17.11.17, LCF paid £700,350 and £100,678.56 to GAD.1091 On 20.11.17, GAD paid 

£700,000 to Sands Equity with the reference Share Purchase.1092  

 

G8.13 Sands Equity then used these monies to pay £212,500 to D4, £212,500 to D2 and D10, 

£25,000 to D3, £25,000 to D1 and £25,000 to Mark Ingham.1093 

 

G8.14 On 23.11.17, Lucy Sparks sent a text message to D3 about a drawdown request by Prime 

RDL. D3 responded, “Get them to draw £870k and we will sort out how it is split 

tomorrow”.1094 Lucy replied, “That’s exactly what SHK said”. 

 

G8.15 D3 then sent a text to D1 saying, “Prime are going to draw today … please can I have 

the available balance?”1095 D1 replied, “we have £726k available to draw today”.1096 

 

G8.16 Paul Seakens emailed Terry to say that he was “preparing a draw for £700k”.1097 Prime 

RDL then submitted two drawdown requests in the total sum of £700,000, payable to 

GAD.1098 LCF paid £707,846.80 to GAD on the same day.1099  

 

G8.17 On the next day, 24.11.17, GAD paid £500,000 to Sands Equity,1100 which paid 

£212,500 to D4, £212,500 to D2 and D10, £25,000 to D3, £25,000 to D1 and £25,000 

to Mark Ingham.1101 

 
1089  EB0065391 
1090  MDR00112383; MDR00112445; MDR00112446 
1091  MDR00007073 page 11 
1092  MDR00113545; MDR00118895; MDR00215795 
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G8.18 On 30.11.17, Prime RDL submitted a drawdown request in the sum of £800,000, payable 

to GAD.1102 However, LCF did not have the full amount available.1103 D8 emailed Paul 

Seakens on the following day to say:1104 

 

“I understand that the drawdown today will be only £650,000. There are sufficient 
funds in the account that upon receipt of that sum we can and will be paying 
£500,000 by way of share payments … There are a number of redemptions next 
week which can also be funded from cash in that account. I would suggest that the 
drawdown request be amended to £650,000 …” 

 

G8.19 Prime RDL submitted a revised request in the sum of £650,000, payable to GAD.1105 

LCF paid £650,035 to GAD,1106 which paid £500,000 to Sands Equity,1107 which paid 

£182,750 to D4, £182,750 to D2 and D10, £21,500 to D3 and £21,500 to D1.1108  

 

G8.20 On 07.12.17, Prime RDL requested drawdowns of £425,000 for Costa Property (payable 

to GAD) and £470,000 for Waterside Villages (payable to GAD).1109  

 

G8.21 On the next day, LCF paid £470,525 and £425,575 to GAD,1110 which paid £500,000 to 

London Group LLP (“Share Purchase”),1111 which paid £170,000 to D4, £170,000 to D2 

and D10, £20,000 to D3, £20,000 to D1 and £20,000 to Mark Ingham.1112 

 

G8.22 On 14.12.17, Paul Seakens emailed Ian Sands to say, “Apparently there is £950,000 

available so Terry has instructed via Elten to draw this amount”.1113 Ian signed 

drawdown requests in the total sum of £950,000, comprising of £540,000 for Waterside 

Villages (payable to GAD) and £410,000 for Colina Property (payable to GAD).1114  
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G8.23 LCF paid £950,000 to GAD on the same day.1115 On 20.12.17 and 21.12.17, GAD paid 

£540,000 to London Group LLP,1116 which paid £170,000 to D4, £170,000 to D2 and 

D10, £20,000 to D3, £20,000 to D1 and £20,000 to Mark Ingham.1117 

 

G8.24 On 04.01.18, Prime RDL requested drawdowns of £590,000 for Waterside Villages 

(payable to GAD), £350,000 for Costa Property (payable to GAD) and £310,000 for 

Colina Property (payable to GAD).1118 On the same day, LCF made payments of 

£590,150, £350,175 and £310,300 to GAD.1119  

 

G8.25 On the next day, GAD paid a total of £1,000,000 to London Group LLP.1120 Five days 

later, on 10.01.18, London Group LLP paid £289,000 to D4, £289,000 to D2 and D10, 

£34,000 to D3, £34,000 to D1 and £34,000 to Mark Ingham.1121 

 

G8.26 On 11.01.18, Prime RDL requested drawdowns of £300,000 for Waterside Villages 

(payable to GAD), £170,000 for Colina Property (payable to GAD) and £130,000 for 

Costa Property (payable to GAD).1122 LCF had well over £2 million in its bank 

account:1123 there was plenty of scope for these drawdown requests to be increased; and 

presumably someone thought that they should be increased, because Prime RDL then 

lodged revised drawdown requests in the total sum of £1.2 million, comprising £600,000 

for Waterside Villages (payable to GAD), £320,000 for Colina Property (payable to 

GAD) and £280,000 for Costa Property (payable to GAD).1124  

 

G8.27 On the following day, LCF paid a total of £1,200,237.50 to GAD.1125 On 15.01.18, GAD 

paid £1 million to London Group LLP,1126 which paid £321,075 to D4, £321,075 to D2 

and D10, £45,000 to D3, £45,000 to D1 and £45,000 to Mark Ingham.1127  
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G8.28 London Group LLP also paid £41,251.50 to Tom McCarthy and £41,251.50 to Mark 

Ingham on 16.01.18.1128  

 

G8.29 On 19.01.18, Katie Maddock of LCF emailed Paul Seakens to say, “We have £1.8 

million available to lend today”.1129 He replied attaching drawdown requests in the total 

sum of £1.8 million,1130 comprising £600,000 for Waterside Villages (payable to GAD), 

£600,000 for Costa Property (payable to GAD) and £600,000 for Colina Property 

(payable to GAD).1131 On 22.01.18, LCF paid £1,800,029.50 to GAD.1132  

 

G8.30 GAD then paid £1.3 million of these monies to London Group LLP,1133 which paid 

£392,425 to D4, £392,424 to D2 and D10, £55,000 to D3, £105,418.50 to Mark Ingham 

and £50,418.50 to Tom McCarthy.1134  

 

G8.31 On 26.01.18, Prime RDL made drawdown requests in the total sum of £1.8 million, 

comprising £600,000 for Waterside Villages (payable to GAD), £600,000 for Costa 

Property (payable to GAD) and £600,000 for Colina Property (payable to GAD).1135 On 

the same day, LCF paid a total of £1,800,030 to GAD.1136  

 

G8.32 On 29.01.18, GAD paid £1.3 million to London Group LLP.1137 London Group LLP 

paid £392,425 to D4, £392,424 to D2 and D10, £55,000 to D3, £110,000 to D1, 

£105,418.50 to Mark Ingham and £50,418.50 to Tom McCarthy.1138 

 

G8.33 By this point in time, the aggregate sum owing by Waterside Villages, Costa Property 

and Colina Property had grown to more than £35 million.1139 
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G8.34 D1 became concerned that there was nothing on file to justify the ever-increasing level 

of borrowing. There was therefore what Alex Lee described as a “payment holiday on 

the deferred consideration” on the basis that there was “very little headroom with the 

current facilities”.1140 As Mark Ingham recorded in an email to D8 and D2, “they are 

not paying off loan notes and pref. shares until … they have the new headroom”.1141 

 

G8.35 During this payment holiday, D1, D2, D3 and D4 formulated a new device to extract 

monies from LCF, which evolved to become the LPE SPA, as explained below.  

 

G8.36 Ultimately, on 01.05.18, D1 told Terry Mitchell that Prime RDL should send a letter to 

LCF “giving an opinion of the current value and short paragraph as to where we are 

with each project”1142 on which D1 could rely to permit drawdowns to continue. 

 

G8.37 Terry’s colleague, Angel Rodriguez, drafted a letter from Prime RDL to LCF stating that 

The Hill and The Beach were worth US$50 million each and that the Lakeview resort 

was worth £30 million.1143 Terry sent it to D2 (“would really appreciate your views”).1144 

 

G8.38 D1 was also consulted about the wording of the draft letter from Prime RDL; he 

proposed some amendments to it.1145 The letter was amended in accordance with D1’s 

suggestions.1146 It was then signed by Terry and Angel.1147  

 

G8.39 Having seen the final version, D2 telephoned Ian Sands to say that drawdowns by Prime 

RDL from LCF could now resume. Ian reported this to Terry and Paul on 11.05.18: “Just 

had a call from Simon H-K on a number of things but included was that the letters to 

LC&F were fine and that we can resume drawing down funds”.1148 

 

G8.40 Prime RDL then made further drawdown requests in the total sum of £1.5 million, 

comprising £750,000 for Colina Property (payable to LP Consultants) and £750,000 for 

 
1140  MDR00138755 
1141  D2D10-00043102 
1142  MDR00145328 
1143  MDR00146131 
1144  MDR00146132 
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Costa Property (payable to LP Consultants).1149 On 15.05.18, LCF made two payments 

of £750,012.50 each to LP Consultants.1150  

 

G8.41 On 22.05.18, LP Consultants paid £497,500 to D4, £497,500 to D2, £112,500 to D3 and 

£112,500 to D1.1151 On 24.05.18, LP Consultants paid £143,752.50 to Mark Ingham and 

£68,752.50 to Tom McCarthy.1152 

 

G8.42 These were the final payments under the Prime SPA.1153 By this time, D1, D2, D3 and 

D4 had devised another mechanism for extracting monies from LCF.  
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H. LPE SPA 

 

 

 

H1 Introduction 

 

H1.1 The new mechanism involved drawdowns by LOG under LOG’s facility agreement with 

LCF in order to fund payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4.  

 

H1.2 Initially there seems to have been some uncertainty about the ostensible justification for 

these payments. At the outset, it was said that they related to preference shares in LPC. 

Later, these payments were retrospectively recharacterised when it was said that they 

had been made under the LPE SPA, which was signed on 03.07.18.  

 

H1.3 Before setting out the facts in relation to the payments and the LPE SPA, it is necessary 

to address LOG’s facility with LCF from which these payments were drawn. 

 

H2 LOG’s facility with LCF 

 

H2.1 LOG’s first drawdown took place on 21.03.16, when LCF paid a total of £50,117.45 to 

London Trading on behalf of LOG.1154 London Trading paid this to IOG, which was in 

the process of borrowing monies from LOG.1155 

 

H2.2 At this point, there was no written facility agreement between LCF and LOG.  

 

H2.3 Alex Lee emailed D8 on 14.04.16 (with the subject “London Oil and Gas facility”) to 

say that he had “instructions to prepare the facility and supporting security 

documentation”.1156 On 15.04.16, Alex Lee emailed D8 again (cc D2 on this occasion) 

to say that the draft facility agreement was “almost completed”.1157  

 

 
1154  MDR00007235 page 2; MDR00034152 page 2; 
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H2.4 On 27.04.16, Alex Lee emailed D1 attaching a further draft of the facility agreement 

between LCF and LOG containing a limit of £20 million.1158  

 

H2.5 On 28.04.16, D1 emailed Alex Lee saying, “This looks OK, can you send to Robert for 

signature”.1159 Alex sent it to D8 (cc D1).1160 D8 forwarded it to D2 and D3.1161 

 

H2.6 By 12.05.16, it had still not been signed.1162 D1 hoped that D2 would sign it “tomorrow 

morning”1163 but this did not happen. Alex Lee told D1 that they would “[need] to get 

the documentation in place if for nothing else your audit” [sic].1164 The “clean version 

for signing” was circulated on 20.05.16,1165 but still it was not signed.  

 

H2.7 However, the absence of a signed facility agreement with LOG was apparently not 

considered to be any impediment to continued drawdowns from LCF.  

 

H2.8 On 20.05.16, Katie Maddock emailed Nicola Thomson (cc D3) to say, “Andy is going 

to be sending £681,208.05 to London Group on behalf of the loan agreement that we 

have with  London Oil & Gas”.1166 She asked them to provide “on London Oil & Gas 

headed paper a letter of authorisation for the drawing to be paid to London Group’s 

account”. A letter in those terms was signed by D2 and sent to LCF.1167 LCF paid 

£681,208.50 to London Group plc.1168 This was the second drawing by LOG.1169 

 

H2.9 There was another drawing by LOG on 26.05.16 in the sum of £243,288.591170 and 

another on 07.06.16 in the sum of £437,919.46.1171 By this point, on a gross basis (i.e., 

grossed up to include D6’s commission of 25% and LCF’s fee of 2%), LOG owed over 

£1.9 million to LCF.1172 But still no facility agreement had been signed.1173  
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H2.10 On 09.06.16, D8 emailed D2 and D3 to say, “Andy was pressing me yesterday to get the 

Facility Agreement and Debenture for LOG duly executed. I attach copies of both 

documents and have left printed copies on Simon’s desk”.1174 But still it was not signed. 

 

H2.11 Again, the absence of a signed agreement was apparently not considered to be any 

impediment to continued drawdowns from LCF. In response to drawdown requests by 

LOG, LCF paid to London Group plc (on behalf of LOG) sums of £291,946.31 on 

10.06.16,1175 £33,150 on 13.06.161176 and £350,043.62 on 17.06.16.1177 

 

H2.12 By this point in time, LOG owed £2.9 million to LCF.1178 

 

H2.13 On 20.06.16, the facility agreement between LCF and LOG was approved by LOG’s 

board at a meeting chaired by D2.1179 The “latest drafts” were produced to the meeting. 

The facility agreement contained a limit of £20 million. It was then signed by D2 on 

behalf of LOG and backdated to 15.03.16 in manuscript.1180 

 

H2.14 It is assumed that the reason for backdating the facility agreement in this way was to 

make it seem as though it had been executed before LOG’s first drawdown on 21.03.16. 

However, the accompanying debenture dated 20.06.16 gave the game away: it referred 

to “the facility agreement entered into on the date of this Deed”.1181 

 

H2.15 Drawings by LOG continued. LOG’s debt to LCF rose above the £20 million facility 

limit. Eloise Wade of LCF emailed Katie Maddock of LCF on 12.10.17 to say, “LOG is 

£2,869,837.58 over their credit limit”.1182  

 

H2.16 It was decided that there would be a new facility agreement for LOG with an increased 

limit. Initially it was proposed that the new facility limit for LOG would be £40 

million.1183 However, the drafting of the new facility agreement itself proved to be less 

 
1174  MDR00044016; MDR00044017; MDR00044018; 

MDR00044019 
1175  EB0023799; EB0023800; D2D10-00017849; 

MDR00044257; D2D10-00017850; D2D10-
00017851 page 2; MDR00007251 page 13  
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MDR00007251 page 15 
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than straightforward due to the desire to include what was described as a ‘G&T clause’ 

(or ‘gin and tonic clause’ or ‘GT clause’)1184 which would suspend LOG’s obligations 

to pay interest and to repay principal in the event of LCF’s collapse.1185  

 

H2.17 By early March 2018, the wording of the G&T clause had still not been agreed.1186 D1 

had expressed a concern that it would not be acceptable to LCF’s auditors. 

 

H2.18 The delay in signing a revised facility agreement was problematic because LOG was 

being audited by BDO LLP, who had been told that there was a facility agreement with 

LCF with a limit of £50 million.1187 In reality, no such agreement yet existed.1188  

 

H2.19 On 09.03.18, Alex Lee provided D1 with a draft letter agreement between LCF and LOG 

increasing the facility limit to £50 million, backdated to 01.12.17 (in typescript at the 

top of the page).1189 D1 and D2 signed it in that form on the same day1190 and it was 

provided to BDO LLP (cc D2).1191 It is clear from these facts that it was falsely 

backdated in order to deceive BDO LLP into thinking that LOG’s indebtedness to LCF 

had always stayed within the facility limit when in fact it had not.  

 

H3 Initial payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 from LOG’s facility 

 

H3.1 As explained above, there was what Alex Lee described as a “payment holiday”1192 

under the Prime SPA after 29.01.18.1193  

 

H3.2 D1, D2, D3 and D4 were keen that the flow of monies from LCF to their personal bank 

accounts should not be interrupted. Therefore they sought to find a new way to justify 

the extraction of monies from LCF. The solution on which they alighted was to draw 

monies under LOG’s facility for payment to D1, D2, D3 and D4. 

 

 
1184  D2D10-00002667; D2D10-00029860; D2D10-
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H3.3 On 02.02.18, D1 emailed Katie Maddock and Katy Eaves to say, “Please can you send 

Elten the available funds figure tomorrow when you have it”.1194 Katy Eaves emailed 

D3 saying, “Good Morning Elten, We have £1,950,000.00 to lend today”.1195 

 

H3.4 D3 prepared a spreadsheet of “LPC Pref Share Payments”1196 showing proposed 

payments of £450,000 to D4, £450,000 to D2, £50,000 to D3 and £50,000 to D1.1197  

 

H3.5 LPC had previously issued preference shares to D2 and D3. Thus, the initial intention 

seems to have been that the proposed payments would relate to the preference shares. 

 

H3.6 On 02.02.18, LCF paid £1,500,025 to LOG.1198 LOG paid a total of £1 million of this to 

London Group LLP with the reference Pref Share Adv.1199  

 

H3.7 London Group LLP then paid £450,000 to D4, £450,000 to D2 and D10, £50,000 to D3 

and £50,000 to D1.1200 Each of these had the reference PREF SHARE ADV. They were 

included in a spreadsheet as “LPC Preference Share – Advance Payments”.1201 

 

H3.8 On 09.02.18, LCF paid £1,000,065 to LOG,1202 which paid £1,000,000 to London Group 

LLP,1203 which paid £450,000 to D4, £50,000 to D3 and £50,000 to D1. Again the 

references for the payments were PREF SHARE ADV.1204 The sum of £450,000 for D2 

(equal to D4’s payment) was not transferred into D2’s personal bank account but was 

instead transferred to another London Group LLP account.1205  

 

H3.9 On 16.02.18, D1 emailed LCF’s administrative staff to say, “I’ve spoken to LOG and 

they should be drawing £1.9m today”.1206 Sure enough, LOG submitted a drawdown 

request in the sum of £1,853,000.1207 LCF paid £1,853,099.99 to LOG,1208 which paid 

£900,000 to London Group LLP with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1209  
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H3.10 London Group LLP then used these monies to pay £634,375 to D4, £158,750 to D3 and 

£72,500 to D1 (all with the reference PREF SHARE ADV).1210 D2’s payment of 

£634,375 (equal to D4’s payment) was again transferred into another London Group 

LLP account, rather than into his personal account.1211  

 

H3.11 On 19.02.18, LOG paid £600,000 to London Group LLP with the reference PREF 

SHARE ADV.1212 On 22.02.18, LCF paid £422,505 to LOG.1213 On 23.02.18, LOG paid 

a further £600,000 to London Group LLP with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1214  

 

H3.12 London Group LLP used the money to pay £437,500 to D4, £75,000 to D3 and £50,000 

to D1, each with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1215 

 

H3.13 On 26.02.18, LOG paid £400,000 to London Group LLP with the reference PREF 

SHARE ADV; and London Group LLP paid £437,500 to another London Group LLP 

account, presumably on behalf of D2, given that this sum was equal to the payment that 

had been made to D4 on 23.02.18.1216 

 

H3.14 On 12.03.18, LCF paid a total of £551,484.56 to LOG.1217 The next day, D1 asked one 

of LCF’s administrative staff, “What’s the maximum amount we can loan out today?”1218 

She replied to tell him that £380,000 was available.1219 LOG then submitted a drawdown 

request for £360,000.1220 LCF paid £360,035 to LOG.1221  

 

H3.15 On 14.03.18, LOG paid £500,000 to London Group LLP with the reference PREF 

SHARE ADV.1222 London Group LLP then paid £218,750 to D4, £37,500 to D3 and 

£25,000 to D1.1223 Each payment had the reference PREF SHARE ADV.  
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H3.16 D2’s payment of £218,750 (equal to D4’s payment) was again transferred into another 

London Group LLP account, this time with the reference PREF SHARE ADV SHK.1224 

 

H3.17 On 16.03.18, D4 sent a text message to D3 stating, “Morning, should be about £1m 

available today. From Andy”.1225 This was followed by a drawdown request from LOG 

to LCF in the sum of £1.1 million, signed by D3.1226 D4 then sent a further text message 

to D3 stating, “Just had the actual available figs £1.87m”.1227 LOG then sent a revised 

drawdown request “as requested” in the sum of £1.8 million, signed by D3.1228  

 

H3.18 LCF paid £1,800,018.83 to LOG.1229 LOG used the money to pay £1.3 million to London 

Group LLP with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1230 London Group LLP then paid 

£568,750 to D4 and £65,000 to D1, each with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1231 

 

H3.19 £568,750 for D2 and £97,500 for D3 were transferred into another London Group LLP 

account with the references SHK PREF SHARE ADV and EB PREF SHARE ADV.1232 

A spreadsheet recorded, “Payment transferred to LG LLP Savings account”.1233 

 

H3.20 On 06.04.18, LOG submitted a drawdown request in the sum of £2.3 million.1234 LCF 

paid £2,300,062.50 to LOG,1235 which paid £2,037,000 to London Group LLP.1236  

 

H3.21 London Group LLP used the money to pay £787,500 to D4, £135,000 to D3 and £90,000 

to D1.1237 Each payment had the reference PREF SHARE ADV.  

 

H3.22 D2’s payment of £787,500 was not transferred into his personal account but was again 

transferred instead to another London Group LLP account with the reference PREF 

SHARE ADV SHK.1238 A spreadsheet recorded a “PREF SHARE PAYMENT” of 

£787,500 for D2 with the note, “Payment transferred to LG LLP Savings account”.1239 
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H3.23 The payments for D2 which had not been paid to him directly but had been transferred 

into another London Group LLP account were then used on 10.04.18 to fund payments 

of £200,000 to D2 and £97,500 to D3 with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1240  

 

H3.24 London Group LLP made a further payment on 13.04.18 in the sum of £60,000 to D2’s 

company, LV Management, again with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1241 

 

H3.25 On 13.04.18, LCF paid £2,024,200 to LOG.1242 On 16.04.18, LOG paid £2,000,000 to 

London Group LLP with the reference PREF SHARE ADV.1243  

 

H3.26 London Group LLP then paid (on 16.04.18) £828,750 to D4 and £146,250 to D3 (each 

with the reference PREF SHARE ADV)1244 and (on 17.04.18) £200,000 to D2 and 

£146,250 to D1 (each with the reference PREF SHARE ADV).1245 The payment to D2 

was made from the other London Group LLP account. 

 

H3.27 On 20.04.18, LOG submitted a drawdown request in the sum of £1.62 million.1246 LCF 

paid £1,620,146.56 to LOG,1247 which paid £1,390,000 to London Group LLP with the 

reference PREF SHARE ADV.1248 London Group then paid £608,125 to D4, £104,250 

to D3 and £104,250 to D11249 and (on 25.04.18) £200,000 to D2, from the other London 

Group LLP account.1250 Each payment had the reference PREF SHARE ADV. 

 

H3.28 On 27.04.18, London Group LLP transferred a total of £650,000 from two separate 

accounts to a firm of solicitors called Keogh Caisley LLP with the reference ELTEN 

 
1240  MDR00141487 page 1; MDR00220332 page 3; 

MDR00143075 page 1; MDR00217305 page 2; 
MDR00217310 page 2; MDR00142132 page 1; 
MDR00203955 page 51; MDR00008467; 
MDR00196021 

1241  MDR00220332 page 4 
1242  MDR00007101 page 11 
1243  MDR00143076 page 1; MDR00220330 page 27; 

MDR00220967 page 12 
1244  MDR00220330 page 27; MDR00008467; 

MDR00196021; MDR00142601; MDR00142602; 
MDR00143076 

1245  MDR00143076 page 1; MDR00143075; 
MDR00144296; DR00220332 page 4; 

MDR00196021; MDR00220286 page 347; 
MDR00173805 page 3; MDR00203955 page 51; 
MDR00217305 page 2 

1246  MDR00143443; MDR00143444; MDR00143445 
1247  MDR00007033 page 3; MDR00220967 page 13 
1248  MDR00220330 page 28; MDR00220967 page 14 
1249  MDR00220330 pages 28-29; MDR00008467; 

MDR00196021; MDR00220286 page 348; 
MDR00143588; MDR00143589; MDR00173805 
page 4 

1250  MDR00144296 page 1; MDR00147052; 
MDR00220332 page 5; MDR00203955 page 52; 
MDR00217305 page 3 
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BARKER.1251 These were treated as being preference share advances in favour of 

D2,1252 who presumably loaned the monies to D3. 

 

H3.29 On 01.05.18, London Group LLP paid £500,000 to D3 with the reference SHK 

LOAN.1253 These were treated as preference share advances in favour of D2. The 

reference SHK LOAN indicates that D2 was loaning his payments to D3. 

 

H3.30 On 05.06.18, LOG submitted a drawdown request in the sum of £1.1 million, payable to 

LP Consultants.1254 LCF paid £1,102,000 million to LP Consultants.1255  

 

H3.31 LP Consultants then paid (on 05.06.18) £32,500 to D3 and £32,500 to D1 and (on 

06.06.18 and 07.06.18) £487,500 to D4, £50,000 to D3 and £50,000 to D1.1256 

 

H4 GCEN payments 

 

H4.1 Payments from LCF to D1, D2, D3 and D4 then started to be made through LCF’s 

payment processor, GCEN. It continued to be envisaged that these would ostensibly be 

justified in some way by the preference shares in LPC which were held by D2 and D3. 

 

H4.2 On 14.05.18, D1 called Luke Tofts of GCEN to ask him to set up a new payment facility 

for LCF on GCEN’s system.1257  

 

H4.3 Luke Tofts emailed D1 on 15.05.18 to say that this was being set up.1258  

 

H4.4 D1 sent his bank details to D3.1259  

 

H4.5 The next day, D3 provided bank details for D2, D3 and D4 to D1 (“Bank details for 

GCEN if you need them while I’m away”).1260  

 

 
1251  MDR00220332 page 5; MDR00220330 page 29 
1252  MDR00008467 page 2; MDR00196021 rows 95-97 
1253  MDR00147051 page 3; MDR00150310 page 4; 

MDR00220330 page 30 
1254  MDR00152091 
1255  MDR00152258; MDR00224026 page 3 
1256  MDR00177312 rows 237, 243-246; MDR00220286 

page 355-356; MDR00224254 page 4; 

MDR00224255 pages 12-13; MDR00224026 page 
3; MDR00173805 pages 14-15; MDR00183282 
page 2 

1257  MDR00147837 
1258  MDR00147847; MDR00147909 
1259  D1-0007292 
1260  D1-0007316 
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H4.6 The following day, D3 emailed D1:1261 

 

“Meant to send you %’s for the sale of LPC pref shares:  
SG 42.5% 
SHK 42.5% 
EB 7:5% 
RT 7.5% 
Back to the pool!” 

 

H4.7 On 15.06.18, Luke Tofts emailed D1 to say that the new GCEN payment facility was 

ready to use.1262 He emailed again to confirm, “Everything is in place”.1263 

 

H4.8 On the same day, D1 emailed Katie Maddock of LCF to say, “Please can you send £5.5m 

to the below account. I’ll give you a call later to talk it through but just need to get the 

funds to GCEN in preparation”.1264  

 

H4.9 LCF then paid £5,500,067.50 to GCEN.1265  

 

H4.10 On 22.06.18, D3 emailed D1 (at 9.38am) to say:1266 

 

“EB 7.5% 
20-47-47 
60336068 
 
SG 42.5% 
20-88-13 
33352374 
 
SHK 42.5% 
20-88-13 
50921564”. 

 

H4.11 LOG then submitted a drawdown request (signed by D3) for £4.5 million to be 

distributed via GCEN.1267  

 

 

 
1261  D1-0007361 
1262  MDR00154580 
1263  MDR00154620 
1264  MDR00154613 

1265  MDR00007010 page 7 
1266  MDR00220173 
1267  MDR00156012; MDR00156011; MDR00156043; 

MDR00156042 
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H4.16 GCEN complied with this request by paying £711,250 to D4, £711,250 to D2, £150,750 

to D3 and £352,000 to D1 (net of GCEN’s payment fee in each case).1273 

 

H5 GCEN’s request for supporting documentation 

 

H5.1 By this point in time, D1, D2, D3 and D4 had received a total of £20 million from LOG’s 

drawings on its facility with LCF as set out above in Sections H3 and H4.1274  

 

H5.2 There was no ostensible legal justification for these payments. There was simply the 

vague notion (which is reflected in the documents) that they might end up being justified 

as having something to do with preference shares in LPC.  

 

H5.3 However, the fact that payments were taking place through GCEN meant that it would 

soon be necessary to come up with a more concrete explanation.   

 

H5.4 GCEN had a compliance department. Luke Tofts knew that GCEN’s compliance 

department might well ask to see supporting documentation to justify the payments that 

were being made to D1, D2, D3 and D4 and that he would need to be able to provide it.  

 

H5.5 Therefore, on 22.06.18, Luke Tofts emailed D1: (i) to record his understanding that these 

payments were being made “on behalf of … London Power Corporation” (which he 

understood to be “purchasing a company that is owned by the individuals below, hence 

the payments to personal accounts”); and (ii) to ask D1 for “an outline of the purchase 

[and] supporting documentation” and the “valuation and how it was agreed”.1275  

 

H5.6 Luke added, “Sorry to be asking for war and peace, but as we’re making payments 

from investor money to personal accounts, including yours, we need to ensure it is 

documented thoroughly. If compliance ask and I don't have thorough documentation 

they'll castrate me!! For other payments we won't need anything like this amount of 

information though” (emphasis added). 

 

 
1273  MDR00157788; MDR00157789; MDR00157790; 

MDR00157791; MDR00157793; MDR00157950; 
MDR00157982; MDR00220172 page 2; 

MDR00173805 page 19; MDR00220286 page 359; 
MDR00203955 page 15; MDR00217305 page 29 

1274  EB0123432 
1275  MDR00156052 
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H5.7 D1 replied, “I will arrange for the details to be sent when I’m back in the office”. 1276 

 

H5.8 D1’s immediate difficulty was that no such supporting documentation yet existed. 

However, it was in the course of being prepared. On 20.06.18, D8 had provided D2 and 

D3 with a draft agreement between D2 and D3 (as sellers) and London Power & 

Technology Limited (company number 11424900) (as purchaser) for the sale of 90 

shares in Intelligent Technology Investments Limited (“ITI”) and 800 shares in London 

Artificial Intelligence Limited (“LAI”) for a price of £20 million.1277   

 

H5.9 At some point before 03.07.18, D8 amended the draft agreement to provide for the 

purchaser to be LPE Enterprises Limited (“LPE Enterprises”) in place of London Power 

& Technology Limited. The price continued to be £20 million. 

 

H5.10 On 03.07.18, D8 emailed D2 and D3 attaching this revised version in Word format.1278 

D8 said in his covering email that it had been “signed by Elten last week”.  

 

H5.11 There is nothing in D3’s disclosure to suggest that he had signed it “last week” and the 

version attached to D8’s email was still an unsigned Word version. In any event, “last 

week” would have been the week commencing 25.06.18. 

 

H5.12 Nicola Wiseman then sent a signed copy of the LPE SPA to D1 (cc D2 and D3) by email 

(“Please find attached the Share Purchase Agreement between Simon Hume-Kendall, 

Elten Barker and LPE Enterprises Limited”).1279  

 

H5.13 In the attached version, D2 and D3 had signed the LPE SPA in their capacity as sellers; 

D2 had also signed on behalf of the purchaser, LPE Enterprises.  

 

H5.14 It had been dated 21.06.18. On any view, it had been backdated. (The significance of the 

date 21.06.18 was presumably that this was the day before the first payments to D1, D2, 

D3 and D4 via GCEN, which had taken place on 22.06.18, as explained above.) 

 

 
1276  MDR00156072 
1277  D2D10-00046940; D2D10-00046941; EB0092616; 

EB0092620  

1278  EB0093298; EB0093299 
1279  MDR00157768; MDR00157770 
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H5.15 The LPE SPA provided for D2 and D3 to sell 90 shares in ITI and 800 shares in LAI to 

LPE Enterprises for £20 million. In fact, by this time, the total payments to D1, D2, D3 

and D4 from LOG’s drawdowns had already amounted to £20 million.1280  

 

H5.16 D1 forwarded the signed LPE SPA to Luke Tofts on 17.07.18.1281 

 

H5.17 As explained above, when the payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 from LOG’s drawdowns 

were made, they had been characterised as having something to do with LPC preference 

shares. Indeed, that is what D1 had told Luke Tofts as late as 22.06.18.1282  

 

H5.18 Now, however, they were said to have been made under the LPE SPA.1283 The complete 

incoherence produced by this retrospective recharacterisation is explained below. But 

that was only one of the numerous ways in which the LPE SPA was unjustifiable.  

 

H6 LPE SPA incoherence 1: selling to themselves 

 

H6.1 The first difficulty with the LPE SPA relates to the identity of the purchaser, LPE 

Enterprises. LPE Enterprises was owned by London Private Equity LLP.1284 On 

21.06.18, London Private Equity LLP changed its name to TW Private LLP. The 

designated members of TW Private LLP were D2, D3 and London Group LLP. The 

designated members of London Group LLP were D2 and D3. 

 

H6.2 Accordingly, by selling shares in ITI and LAI to LPE Enterprises, D2 and D3 were 

effectively selling to themselves. Structure charts post-dating the LPE SPA recorded that 

D2, D3 and London Group LLP owned TW Private LLP, which owned LPE Enterprises, 

which owned 90% of ITI and 80% of LAI.1285 On 08.08.18, D8 explained, “Intelligent 

Technology Investments Limited … is now owned as to 90% by LPE Enterprises which 

in turn is owned by Simon and Elten as members TW Private LLP”.1286 On 14.11.18, D8 

confirmed, “TW Private LLP … it is now the shareholder of LPE Enterprises Limited 

 
1280  EB0123432 
1281  MDR00160089; MDR00160092 
1282  MDR00156052 
1283  MDR00213443; EB0123432 

1284  MDR00127304 
1285  EB0105453; EB0109758; EB0112890; EB0106831; 

D2D10-00003545; MDR00210617 
1286  MDR00164464 
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[which] acquired the shares of Intelligent Technology Investments Limited … in June 

2018 … The members of TW Private LLP are Simon Elten and London Group LLP”.1287 

 

H6.3 In other words, pursuant to the LPE SPA, an entity owned by D2 and D3 was purportedly 

buying shares in LPE Enterprises from D2 and D3 for a price of £20 million.  

 

H7 LPE SPA incoherence 2: the value of Asset Mapping 

 

H7.1 Pursuant to the LPE SPA, as explained above, D2 and D3 sold 90% of the shares in ITI 

and 80% of the shares in LAI to LPE Enterprises for £20 million. ITI owned 50% of a 

company called Asset Mapping Limited (“Asset Mapping”) and 14% of a company 

called Reserec Limited (“Reserec”).1288 But it was fanciful to suggest that these shares 

had any real value, let alone anything approaching £20 million.  

 

H7.2 Asset Mapping was a company which had been founded by Bill Clee. It was described 

by its own solicitor as a “small, non-profitable company”.1289  

 

H7.3 That description was accurate. Asset Mapping’s accounts for the year ended 30.06.15 

disclosed a loss of £45,215 for the financial year and net assets of £12,605 at the year 

end.1290 Asset Mapping’s accounts for the year ended 30.06.16 disclosed a loss of 

£98,880 for the financial year and a deficiency of £86,187 at the year end.1291 As 

explained below, Asset Mapping’s deficiency only worsened with time.  

 
H7.4 By early November 2016, D4 and Mark Ingham were considering the idea of buying a 

substantial shareholding in Asset Mapping.1292 They proposed initially to buy 38% of 

the shares in Asset Mapping for a price of £1 million.1293 

 

H7.5 They then decided to structure this investment as a convertible loan to Asset Mapping 

in the sum of £1 million, which could be converted into a shareholding of 38%. D8 

helped them to prepare heads of terms in respect of such a convertible loan.1294 

 
1287  MDR00186553 
1288  EB0105453; EB0109758; EB0112890; EB0106831; 

D2D10-00003545 
1289  MDR00128604 
1290  MDR00006373; MDR00006461 
1291  MDR00006374 

1292  MDR00006589 
1293  MDR00006716 
1294  D2D10-00022092; D2D10-00022093; D2D10-

00022112; D2D10-00022113; D2D10-00022421; 
D2D10-00022423 
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H7.6 ITI was incorporated on 16.11.16 to be the special purpose vehicle for this 

investment.1295 The shares in ITI were registered in the name of Mark Ingham.1296 

 

H7.7 It was intended from the outset that Mark Ingham would hold the shares in ITI on trust 

for D2, D3 and D4 or their vehicle London Group LLP. On 28.11.16, D8’s colleague, 

Jo Marshall, emailed D8 to say that “the asset mapping transaction appears … to have 

nothing to do with London group … Strangely HK and SG are copied in on the emails 

but I can’t see where they are involved … This appears to be a transaction between asset 

mapping and a company owned 100% by mark”.1297 D8 replied, “I believe that the newco 

established by Mark is acting as trustee for the London Group but we will confirm”.1298 

Jo Marshall replied to say that she would “work on the assumption that trust 

arrangements will shortly be set up”.1299 In the event, there was a period of delay before 

any declaration of trust was executed by Mark Ingham. 

 

H7.8 In the meantime, the idea of the convertible loan to Asset Mapping was progressing.  

 

H7.9 On 04.12.16, Mark Ingham told D3 that Asset Mapping had “agreed to our draft loan 

agreement and HoTs”.1300 On 07.12.16, Jo Marshall amended the draft loan agreement 

and heads of terms “as per SG’s instructions”.1301  

 

H7.10 They provided for a “proposed loan … of £1,000,000 … which may at the option of the 

Lender be converted into 38% of the share capital … of [Asset Mapping]”.1302 

 

H7.11 Jo Marshall emailed them to Asset Mapping’s director and majority owner, Bill Clee, 

explaining that she acted for the group which controlled ITI.1303  

 

H7.12 It was envisaged that the loan of £1 million would be advanced under a series of separate 

facility agreements. The first such facility agreement was signed on 09.12.16.1304  

 

 
1295  MDR00006377 
1296  MDR00006377 
1297  D2D10-00022449 
1298  D2D10-00022449 
1299  D2D10-00022467 
1300  D2D10-00022549 

1301  D2D10-00022907; D2D10-00022908; D2D10-
00022909 

1302  MDR00006555; MDR00006663 
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H7.13 The loans by ITI to Asset Mapping were ultimately funded by LCF, which was lending 

monies to L&TD.  

 

H7.14 For example, on 08.12.16, LCF paid £101,500 to L&TD.1305 On 09.12.16, L&TD paid 

£70,000 to London Group plc.1306 Then, on 16.12.16, London Group plc paid £30,000 

to ITI, which paid £30,000 to Asset Mapping.1307  

 

H7.15 The same pattern was repeated over the next few weeks, resulting in further advances of 

£60,0001308 and £78,0001309 to Asset Mapping. In total, £198,000 was advanced by ITI 

to Asset Mapping in this way by 02.03.17.1310 

 

H7.16 A problem arose when the proposed price of £1 million for 38% of the shares in Asset 

Mapping was undermined by a professional valuation of Asset Mapping dated 03.02.17 

by an accountant, John Stuckey BSc FCA, who advised:1311 

 

“The company has been trading for four years and has achieved a certain 
acceptance in the market place for the work done on the location of assets within 
an organisation … The last funding round saw the company raise £60,000 for 10% 
of the share capital. This was in November 2014. I am informed the next funding 
round would seek to raise £1,000,000 for 38% of the share capital. This would 
value the company at £2.7m. This is too far in the future to affect the valuation 
except to confirm that the company has a future … I would value the company as 
a whole at £450,000 based on the hope of future sales and the hard work put into 
the source code to make a viable product. There are currently no returns to 
investors as losses have been incurred creating the product” (emphasis added). 

 

H7.17 It was clear that 38% of Asset Mapping for £1 million would involve a substantial 

overpayment. Therefore Mark Ingham provided D2, D3, D4 and D8 with new heads of 

terms for the acquisition of 100% of Asset Mapping for a revised price of £450,000, less 

the loans of £198,000 that had previously been advanced by ITI.1312  

 

 
1305  MDR00007289 pages 3-5 
1306  MDR00215809 page 11 
1307  MDR00005564; MDR00005563; MDR00006446; 

MDR00006469; MDR00006470 
1308  MDR00215809 page 1; MDR00005564; 

MDR00006469; MDR00005563; MDR00006446; 
MDR00006470; MDR00161016 tabs 2 and 5 

1309  MDR00215809 page 1; MDR00005564; 
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MDR00006470; MDR00006489 
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H7.18 D8 edited Mark’s draft term sheet.1313 Mark then sent the final version of the new term 

sheet to Bill Clee on 03.03.17, under cover of a letter stating:1314  

 

“I would like to formally confirm my offer to purchase 100% of the shares in Asset 
Mapping Limited … [for] £450,000 less loans previously made to Asset Mapping 
by Intelligent Technology Investments Limited, these to become settled by 
deduction from the purchase price.  
I understand you were disappointed with the offer price. However, the valuation 
by Stuckey’s business advisors commissioned by your directors valued the 
company shares at £450,000 … which considering the indebtedness of the 
company seems generous. Also … while the technology holds potential, it is just 
that, a promise! None of the anticipated clients we discussed months ago has yet 
materialised …” (emphasis added). 

 

H7.19 Mark Ingham and Bill Clee signed the heads of terms on 16.03.17 for the acquisition by 

ITI of 100% of Asset Mapping for £450,000 less Asset Mapping’s loan debt to ITI.1315 

 

H7.20 As noted above, Asset Mapping’s loan debt to ITI stood at £198,000.1316 A further loan 

of £75,000 to Asset Mapping in late March 20171317 increased the total loan debt to 

£273,0001318 and therefore reduced the net purchase price to £177,000.  

 

H7.21 Mark Ingham explained to D2 and D3 (cc D4) on 17.03.17, “The HoTs allows for the 

deduction of all previous loans from the purchase price so we pay them a net price for 

the shares. e.g.  £450K purchase price less Facility 1&2 (£198K) less the new facility 

(£75K) =Net Purchase price £177 K”.1319 

 

H7.22 The draft SPA for the acquisition of Asset Mapping by ITI was drafted by D8.1320 Mark 

Ingham anticipated that it would complete before the end of April. He emailed D2 and 

D3 (cc D4 and D8) on 24.04.17 to say, “the Asset Mapping sale will complete this week 

… £450,000 less … loans … = £177,000 (Sale Price)”.1321 

 

 
1313  EB0038788 
1314  MDR00006547 
1315  D2D10-00026294; D2D10-00026295; D8-0011483; 

D8-0011488; D8-0011492; D8-0011493; D8-
0011498; D8-0011499 

1316  EB0038784; D2D10-00025337 

1317  MDR00006488; EB0040732; D8-0011906; 
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H7.23 However, it became apparent that it would be necessary to implement the ‘drag and tag’ 

procedures in Asset Mapping’s articles in order to compel the sale of shares held by 

minority shareholders who would not otherwise be willing to sell their shares.1322 

 

H7.24 The SPA was signed at a meeting between D4 and Bill Clee on or around 19.05.17.1323  

 

H7.25 On the next day, LOG paid £177,000 to ITI, which paid £177,000 to Bill Clee’s 

solicitors, to be held to ITI’s order pending completion.1324  

 

H7.26 The drag and tag procedure was then activated.1325 However, it was done in a defective 

way and so had to be re-started.1326 Some further amendments were made to the SPA in 

this period1327 before a final version of the SPA was circulated on 01.06.17.1328 

 

H7.27 Eventually the sale completed on 23.06.17.1329 

 

H7.28 Although ITI had ostensibly bought 100% of Asset Mapping for £450,000 (including 

the aggregate amount of the prior loans), ITI agreed to hold 62% of Asset Mapping on 

trust for Bill Clee. ITI executed a declaration of trust to this effect in favour of Bill Clee, 

by which ITI declared that it held 62% of the shares for him.1330  

 

H7.29 The effect of the transaction was therefore that ITI had paid a total sum of £450,000 to 

acquire a beneficial interest of only 38% of Asset Mapping. 

 

H7.30 ITI made further loans to Asset Mapping (above and beyond the loans totalling £273,000 

which were mentioned in the SPA), funded ultimately by LCF, in the further sums of 

£75,000,1331 £75,0001332 and £45,000.1333  

 
1322  D8-0010991; D8-0013039; D8-0013040; 

EB0048283; EB0048335 
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H7.31 The effect was to worsen Asset Mapping’s balance sheet, resulting in a deficiency of 

well over £500,000 by 30.06.17.1334 Asset Mapping was still loss-making.1335 

 

H7.32 As explained above, the shares in ITI (which held the shares in Asset Mapping) were 

registered in Mark Ingham’s name. However, Mark Ingham was never intended to be 

the sole beneficial owner of ITI. Initially the idea seems to have been that Mark Ingham 

would ultimately transfer the shares in ITI to LPC.1336  

 

H7.33 In the event, however, on or around 27.07.17, Mark Ingham executed a declaration of 

trust in respect of the shares in ITI by which he declared that he held them on trust for 

D4 (40%), D2 (40%), D3 (10%) and Mark Ingham himself (10%).1337  

 

H7.34 This was backdated to 01.06.17, presumably to make it seem that it had pre-dated ITI’s 

acquisition of Asset Mapping. 

 

H7.35 ITI continued to make loans to Asset Mapping (funded by LCF) of £179,000,1338 

£108,000,1339 £179,000,1340 £162,000,1341 £130,000,1342 £120,000,1343 £126,0001344 and 

£144,000.1345 By 26.02.18, ITI had loaned £1,615,900 to Asset Mapping.1346  

 

H7.36 ITI then made further loans to Asset Mapping (funded by LCF) of £132,000,1347 

£185,0001348 and £106,000.1349 Asset Mapping continued to make losses.1350 Its balance 

sheet worsened: the deficiency grew.1351 It had problems with its credit rating.1352  
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H7.37 During April 2018, Mark Ingham instructed a firm called Kilby Fox to value Asset 

Mapping.1353 He  provided a business plan which postulated that Asset Mapping’s gross 

revenues would grow to £4.5 million in the year ending 31.03.19, £14.5 million in the 

year ending 31.03.20, £34 million in the year ending 31.03.21, £66 million in the year 

ending 31.03.22 and £107.5 million in the year ending 31.03.23.1354 He asked Kilby Fox 

to multiply these gross revenues by a multiplier of somewhere between 16.0 and 70.0.1355  

 

H7.38 Clive Adkins of Kilby Fox prepared the valuation. He resolved to ignore the highest 

multiplier of 70,1356 which left a range of 16.0 to 30.8, before settling on 20.0.1357 

 

H7.39 Clive Adkins then performed the following (rather basic) calculations:1358 

 

“It follows that if a multiple of 20 is to be applied to the projected values in the 
Business Plan then the value of AML would be as follows:  
Y/e 31st March 2019: £4,564,000 x 20 = £91,280,000 (£91.3M)  
Y/e 30th September 2019: £9,730,000 x 20 = £194,600,000 (£194.6M) 
Y/e 31st March 2020: £14,533,000 x 20 = £290,660,000 (£290.6M)  
Y/e 30th September 2020: £24,616,000 x 20 = £492,320,000 (£492.3M)  
Y/e 31st March 2021: £34,026,000 x 20 = £680,520,000 (£680.5M)  
Y/e 30th September 2021: £50,643,000 x 20 = £1,012,860,000 (£1.01BN) 
Y/e 31st March 2022: £66,193,000 x 20 = £1,323,860,000 (£1.32BN)  
Y/e 30th September 2022: £87,620,000 x 20 = £1,752,400,000 (£1.75BN)  
Y/e 31st March 2023: £107,615,000 x 20 = £2,152,300,000 (£2.15BN)”. 

 

H7.40 Mr Adkins emphasised that he had not been able to calculate a present value because he 

had not been provided with any details of revenues for the year ended 31.03.18.1359 He 

also emphasised that he had not been free to select his own multiplier.  

 

H7.41 Kilby Fox charged £5,000 for this valuation.1360 The purpose of this exercise remains 

unclear. It is not known if the Kilby Fox valuation was ever used.  

 

H7.42 To be clear, the Kilby Fox valuation was absurd. Asset Mapping was a small, loss-

making company with a substantial and worsening deficiency on its balance sheet.1361 It 
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was being propped up by ITI, which continued to advance loans to Asset Mapping, 

funded by ultimately LCF, including a further £165,000 on 27.06.18.1362 

 

H7.43 There had been talk for some time of increasing the percentage of ITI’s beneficial 

ownership of Asset Mapping to 50% in recompense for ITI’s continuing financial 

support.1363 This was ultimately agreed: ITI executed a variation of the deed of trust, 

reducing Bill Clee’s beneficial share to 50%.1364  

 

H7.44 D8 explained, “ITI has executed a deed of trust and a deed of variation of that trust so 

that it now holds 50% of the shares in [Asset Mapping] on trust for Bill”.1365 

 

H7.45 ITI continued to make further loans to Asset Mapping. By 29.06.18, these amounted to 

almost £2.4 million.1366 By 31.10.18, they had grown to £2.7 million.1367 By 15.03.19, 

they had risen further to £3.0 million.1368 By 04.04.19, they stood at £3.3 million.1369  

 

H7.46 Asset Mapping’s deficiency on its balance sheet worsened to £1.8 million by 

30.09.181370 and to £2.1 million by 31.01.19.1371  

 

H7.47 But even these figures painted an over-optimistic picture, because, as Mazars pointed 

out, the fixed assets “mainly [consisted] of capitalised development expenditure”.1372 

Mazars concluded that Asset Mapping was balance sheet insolvent. 

 

H7.48 In their report dated 28.02.19, Mazars concluded that the shares in Asset Mapping had 

a value of nil because the company (i) was loss-making, (ii) required significant further 

shareholder investment, (iii) would be likely to experience difficulties in growing sales 

because its services had a limited track records and (iv) had negative net assets.1373 

 

H7.49 The nil value of the shares was confirmed by Lambert Smith Hampton, who valued the 

assets and the business for Asset Mapping’s prospective administrator, Simon Paterson 
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of Kirker & Co. Lambert Smith Hampton advised on 17.04.19 that: (i) Asset Mapping’s 

office furniture and equipment was worth between £2,225 and £5,920; (ii) Asset 

Mapping’s stock was worth between £1,000 and £4,350; and (iii) Asset Mapping’s 

intellectual property rights had a market value of £350,000 but should be marketed with 

an initial asking price of £500,000 in order to achieve a sale at that level.1374 

 

H7.50 Asset Mapping went into administration on 18.04.19.1375 After two rounds of bids,1376 

Asset Mapping’s administrator sold its business and assets for £150,000 on completion 

plus earn-out payments which ultimately totalled £25,649.1377 Given the level of Asset 

Mapping’s liabilities, it is clear that the equity in that company had no value.  

 

H7.51 The fact that ITI owned 50% of Asset Mapping is unable to provide any explanation for 

the payments of £20 million which were sought to be justified by the LPE SPA.  

 

H8 LPE SPA incoherence 3: LAI and Reserec 

 

H8.1 As mentioned above, at the time of the LPE SPA, LPE Enterprises owned 80% of LAI, 

whilst ITI owned just over 10% of Reserec. These shareholdings were also incapable of 

justifying the payment of £20 million under the LPE SPA.  

 

H8.2 LAI was incorporated on 30.06.17.1378 The shares in LAI were held by GST on trust for 

D2 and D3.1379 At this point, LAI did not trade. D8 explained to D1 on 31.07.17, “The 

company at the moment is dormant and has no assets or liabilities”.1380 

 

H8.3 Jagadeesh ‘Jaggu’ Gorla is a computer programmer from the state of Telangana in India 

who seems to have settled in the UK after some initial visa difficulties.1381   

 

H8.4 Jaggu had a company called Reserec which carried out IT development work.  

 

H8.5 On 22.09.17, D8 had a meeting with Jaggu to discuss a proposal with two parts. The first 

part of the proposal was that Jaggu would seek to develop an automated system for 
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commodities trading (using artificial intelligence (“AI”)) in return for a fee of £11,000 

per month. The second part involved the acquisition of 20% of the shares in Reserec for 

£1.5 million, which would be payable to Jaggu at a rate of £30,000 per month.1382 

 

H8.6 On 10.10.17, D2 emailed D8 to say, “Jaggu.com contract is now urgent”.1383 D8 replied 

to explain that there would in fact be two agreements with Jaggu/Reserec – a consultancy 

agreement and an investment agreement.1384 D8 sent the draft consultancy agreement to 

Jaggu on 11.10.171385 saying, “The company which will be entering into the contracts 

with you will be London Artificial Intelligence Limited”.1386  

 

H8.7 Jaggu signed the consultancy agreement1387 and got down to work.1388 By 12.06.18, he 

had created an automated system for commodities trading, which was ready to be 

tested.1389 It was said in a presentation delivered by Jaggu on 14.06.181390 that the 

commencement of testing “turns it from an interesting study on the possible applications 

of AI into a commodifiable product that can be used to trade”.1391 

 

H8.8 However, testing was delayed. On 13.09.18, D2’s son, Henry Hume-Kendall, emailed 

D2, D3 and Jaggu to inform them “that tomorrow will see the initiation of trading using 

real funds. The investment will total £300,000”.1392  

 

H8.9 The first day of trading was unsuccessful, resulting in a loss of £6,480.00.1393 

 

H8.10 Jaggu’s trading programme seems to have fallen short of expectations. On 21.12.18, 

Robin Hudson emailed D2 and D3 to say that they had been up over 5% but that their 

gains “evaporated”.1394 He said that he wanted to “apply a bit of human intervention”. 

 

H8.11 Clearly, this trading programme could not justify the payments of £20 million to D1, 

D2, D3 and D4 between 02.02.18 and 03.07.18. At the beginning of that period, LAI 
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had merely paid a few of Jaggu’s monthly invoices; at the end of that period, it was still 

merely “an interesting study on the possible applications of AI”. 

 

H8.12 As explained above, the second part of the proposal involved an investment in Reserec. 

D8 sent the draft investment agreement to Jaggu on 12.10.17.1395 Jaggu did not sign it 

immediately; instead, he said that he wanted to seek some advice on the matter.1396  

 

H8.13 Jaggu sent a term sheet to D2 and Mark Ingham on 25.01.18 providing for LAI to buy 

20% of Reserec over a 12 month period.1397 Mark Ingham said to D3, “This deal has 

been cooking for some time would be good to put it to bed”.1398 D2 agreed.1399 The draft 

agreement was progressed during February 2018.1400 Towards the end of February 2018, 

the identity of the proposed investor was changed from LAI to ITI.1401 The 

documentation was finalised during the first half of March 2018.1402 

 

H8.14 The agreement for the investment in Reserec was signed on 21.03.18.1403 The deal was 

essentially that ITI would acquire 20% of Reserec in a total of 10 tranches: 3,080 shares 

on completion for a total of £231,000; another 3,080 shares on 21.04.18 for £231,000; 

and then 8 monthly tranches of 1,730 shares for £129,750 per month. Mark Ingham 

explained this payment schedule to D2 and D3 on 20.03.18.1404 

 

H8.15 ITI used monies from LOG (and, ultimately, LCF) to make payments of £231,000 on 

23.03.18 to acquire the first 3,080 shares in Reserec.1405 ITI now owned 3.6% of Reserec. 

 

H8.16 On 20.04.18, ITI used monies from LOG (and, ultimately, LCF) to make payments of 

£231,000 to acquire another 3,080 shares.1406 ITI now owned 7.15% of Reserec. 
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H8.17 ITI proceeded to use further monies drawn down by LOG on its facility with LCF to 

make the further payments of £129,500 each on 10.05.181407 (giving ITI a total of 8.9% 

of Reserec), 14.06.181408 (giving ITI a total of 10.7% of Reserec), 12.07.181409 (giving 

ITI a total of 12.4% of Reserec) and 10.08.181410 (giving ITI a total of 14.0% of Reserec). 

 

H8.18 Thus, on 02.02.18, at the start of the payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 which were later 

sought to be justified by the LPE SPA, ITI did not yet own any shares in Reserec; whilst, 

on 03.07.18, by which point £20 million had been paid to D1, D2, D3 and D4, ITI owned 

only 10.7% of Reserec, for which it had paid a total of only £721,000. (ITI had borrowed 

these monies from LOG, which had in turn borrowed them from LCF.)  

 

H8.19 Clearly, this could not justify the payments of £20 million to D1, D2, D3 and D4.  

 

H9 LPE SPA incoherence 4: unauthorised use of LOG’s monies 

 

H9.1 As explained above, the payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 totalling £20 million were 

funded by drawdowns on LOG’s facility with LCF. But LOG’s board of directors had 

not authorised the use of LOG’s monies for that purpose.  

 

H9.2 The idea of LOG investing in LAI and Asset Mapping seems to have first been raised at 

a meeting of LPC’s board of directors on 14.06.18, when “SHK/Elten proposed that both 

LAI and Asset Mapping be brought formally into the LPC group”.  

 

H9.3 The board of LPC “[approved] the formation of a new technology company and to bring 

in LAI and Asset Mapping in to the LPC group”.1411  

 

H9.4 At that point, the idea was that London Power & Technology Limited would acquire the 

shares in LAI and Asset Mapping: the board minutes record that “London Power and 

Technology Ltd was formed as a TOPCO for LAI and Assets [sic] Mapping”.1412 
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H9.5 As explained above, the first version of the SPA for the sale of the shares in LAI and 

ITI, which D8 sent to D2 and D3 on 20.06.18, featured London Power & Technology 

Limited as the purchaser.1413 

 

H9.6 D8 told his colleague, Jo Marshall, about this, but she appears to have objected (“This 

appears to be wholly inconsistent with what we agreed this morning with SHK”).1414  

 

H9.7 As also explained above, D8 amended the SPA at around this time to provide for the 

purchaser to be LPE Enterprises in place of London Power & Technology Limited.1415 

 

H9.8 But there is no evidence that there was any discussion about using LOG’s monies to 

make any payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 in connection with such a transaction.  

 

H9.9 Further, there is nothing to suggest that anyone was aware that this had occurred. On 

12.07.18, Erica MacDonald, a lawyer who worked for LPC, emailed Mark Ingham about 

the “future transfer of the AI business” (emphasis added) saying that she wanted to “get 

on with a bit of due diligence of the AI business”.1416  

 

H9.10 Similarly, the draft board minute for the LPC board meeting scheduled for 07.08.18 

(which was drafted on 27.07.18) envisaged that the board of LPC would “discuss and 

approve the proposal for the Company to invest in the artificial intelligence industry by 

acquiring interests in London Artificial Intelligence Limited (AIL) and Asset Mapping 

Limited (AML)” (emphasis added).1417 That proposal does not seem to have been 

approved: it was discussed again at a meeting on 12.09.18 when Robin Hudson reported 

that “he had been reviewing the AI in relation to the trading programs and … had 

identified some issues which meant that he could not recommend investing cash at the 

present time”.1418 There seems to have been no awareness that £20 million of LOG’s 

monies had already been paid to D1, D2, D3 and D4 between 02.02.18 and 03.07.18. 

 

H9.11 The lack of mention or awareness of the use of LOG’s monies in this way is also apparent 

from David Elliott’s communications. He became aware of some of the drawdowns on 
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LOG’s facility that had taken place and began to ask questions about them (“I have not 

fully reconciled the balance since mid-June but there have been four large drawdowns 

totalling circa £22m … from late June to August”).1419 He was concerned that LCF’s 

record of LOG’s drawdowns did not reconcile with LOG’s books and records.1420 

 

H9.12 After LCF’s collapse, David Elliott prepared a note setting out his findings.1421 He noted 

that “the initial loans made in February/March 2018 are annotated ‘pref shares’ in the 

LOG nominal ledger … and were treated as relating as an advance payment in relation 

to the payment for preference shares”. He also explained that the existence of “payments 

made directly from LCF to the recipients during June, July and August 2018” had been 

discovered in late September/early October 2018, during the exercise of reconciling 

LCF’s spreadsheets with LOG’s accounting records: “Neither the accounts team nor Jo 

Marshall were aware nor had they been advised about any of these payments or 

transactions  at the time. The accounts team became aware of them in late September 

2018 when Lucy Sparks passed over a copy of the spreadsheet received by her from LCF 

showing the loan analysis”. He said that he had been unable to find any evidence to 

suggest that LOG’s board had ratified these payments. 

 

H9.13 On 08.01.19, D8 sent an email (cc D2 and D3) in which he suggested that LOG could 

be provided with “a call option agreement to purchase the shares in LEP [sic] 

Enterprises for £1”.1422 D8 prepared a draft call option agreement in those terms and 

circulated it on the same day.1423 He also prepared a draft loan agreement between LOG 

and LPE Enterprises in respect of the on-lending to LPE Enterprises of the drawdowns 

that had been made on LOG’s facility with LCF.1424 The call option agreement entitling 

LOG to buy the shares in LPE for £1 was then signed by D2 and D3 and backdated to 

21.06.18 to make it seem as though it had come into existence on the same day as the 

LPE SPA.1425 The loan agreement was also signed by D2 and D3, dated 01.02.19.1426 

 

H9.14 A meeting of LOG’s board was scheduled for 12.02.19 to discuss the “existing 

undocumented and unapproved loans by LOG”.1427  
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H9.15 At that meeting, David Elliott reiterated his view that LOG’s board had not authorised 

the use of LOG’s monies in this way:1428 “The board could not have ratified the loans 

as they did not know the money had been borrowed”.  

 

H9.16 During the meeting, D2 called D8 on a speaker phone. D8 told the meeting that there 

was a loan facility agreement dated June 2018 and a call option agreement entitling LOG 

to buy the shares in LPE for £1. This prompted David Elliott to say that he was resigning 

as a director: “I need a solid base from which to operate and I feel like I am on shifting 

sand.  I do not agree that those documents were produced by RS back in June and I 

believe that RS produced the Loan Agreements recently” (emphasis added).  

 

H9.17 D2 then said, “I think that’s unfair about RS, why would he back date them?”   

 

H9.18 However, D2 knew that David Elliott’s comment about D8 was true and not unfair.  

 

H10 GCEN’s queries and D1’s responses 

 

H10.1 D1 had forwarded the signed LPE SPA to Luke Tofts on 17.07.18 in response to Luke’s 

request for supporting documentation in relation to the payments.1429  

 

H10.2 Luke thanked D1 for sending this over and asked him some questions. Among other 

things, Luke asked D1 whether there had been any independent valuation.1430 

 

H10.3 D1 replied:1431 

 

“I would like to give you more detail but I am under an NDA and it involves market 
sensitive info that could effect [sic] a connected listed company that LPC has 
convertable [sic] options in … When the purchase was transacted the board 
considered various valuation methodology’s but as the technology is cutting edge 
the decision was based around the additional value they will bring to the company. 
As this includes market sensitive insider information i am not able to share it 
however I can confirm that EY and Mazars were involved”. 
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H10.4 Luke sent an email to his colleague, Andrew Fundell, asking to discuss: “I am 

comfortable with this and Andy has never given us any reason to doubt what he has said 

over the years we have been working with him. Ideally, we would have a valuation on 

file which would put everything beyond doubt, however it appears that can’t be 

done”.1432 Andrew Fundell seems not to have objected. Luke emailed D1 on 24.07.18 to 

ask D1 whether it would be possible for him to “share some further documents in future 

when it would no longer be deemed inside information” (emphasis added).1433 D1 said 

he was happy to help where he could but was “just mindful of the insider/NDA”.1434  
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I. LPT SPA 

 

 

 

I1 Introduction 

 

I1.1 With the LPE SPA having been created to retrospectively justify payments of £20 

million that had already been made, it was time to come up with a new mechanism for 

extracting monies from LCF. The idea of justifying payments by reference to LPC 

preference shares had been floated but not yet utilised. It was therefore decided to play 

that card to justify some further payments from LCF to D1, D2, D3 and D4.  

 

I1.2 Again, the monies were drawn down on LOG’s facility with LCF. Therefore, before 

turning to the LPT SPA, it is necessary to pick up the story of LOG’s facility.  

 

I2 Further history of LOG’s facility 

 

I2.1 As explained above, D2 was keen for the new LOG facility to include the so-called G&T 

clause to suspend LOG’s payment obligations in the event of LCF’s collapse. The 

wording of this clause was discussed further during July 2018.1435  

 

I2.2 D2 explained on 04.07.18:1436 “My fear is that if something were to happen to LCF … 

and it was then unable to continue to lend to LOG sufficient sums to pay redemptions 

and interest when due”. D8 articulated D2’s concern for him: 

 

“Your concern is the risk of Andy losing management or ownership control of LCF 
… I think the consensus is that the clause should be triggered by … 1. Insolvency 
of LCF … 2. Change of control of LCF … 3. Failure to meet two consecutive 
drawdown requests”.1437 

 

 
1435  MDR00133548; MDR00133549; MDR00133670; 

MDR00133681; MDR00133712; MDR00157841; 
MDR00157863; MDR00146079; MDR00146126; 

MDR00146127; MDR00146129; MDR00158233; 
MDR00000556; MDR00000557 

1436  MDR00140670 
1437  MDR00000559 
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I4.2 LPT was incorporated on 20.07.18. Its name was changed to London Power & 

Technology Limited on 20.08.18. (It should not be confused with the other company 

known previously as London Power & Technology Limited (company number 

11424900), which was re-named London P&T Limited on 20.08.18.) 

 

I4.3 Under the LPT SPA, LPT was to purchase the preference shares in LPC from D2 and 

D3. There were 25 million such preference shares, with a nominal value of £0.01 each. 

They were registered in the name of London Group LLP.  

 

I4.4 The first step was therefore to put the LPC preference shares into the names of D2 and 

D3. On 20.07.18, D8 provided D2 and D3 with a draft London Group LLP minute for 

the distribution of the shares in specie to D2 and D3.1452 It was executed by D2.1453 

 

I4.5 On or shortly after 27.07.18, D2, in his capacity as the sole director of LPT, resolved 

that LPT should buy the LPC preference shares from D2 and D3 for the total sum of 

£32,225,096, comprising an initial payment of £5,000,000, six quarterly payments of 

£4,000,000 and a final payment of £3,225,096.1454 The LPT board minute recorded that 

D3 and D8 had also attended the meeting.  

 

I4.6 On or around the same day, D2 and D3 signed the LPT SPA. They both signed in their 

capacity as sellers; D2 also signed on behalf of the purchaser, LPT.  

 

I4.7 The LPT SPA provided for LPT to buy the LPC preference shares from D2 and D3 for 

£32,225,096, comprising an initial payment of £5,000,000, six quarterly payments of 

£4,000,000 and a final payment of £3,225,096. It also provided in clause 3.1 that the 

price might be varied subsequently “in the event that there is any change in the audited 

accounts for [LPC] when they are produced to the intent that the Purchase Price shall 

be in the sum which is 30% of the net asset value of [LPC] as at 31st May 2018”.  

 

I4.8 At the very latest, the LPT SPA must have been signed at some point prior to 06.08.18, 

because it was sent by D8 to D1 (cc D2 and D3) by email on that date.1455 

 
1452  EB0094842; EB0094843 
1453  MDR00219659
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1455  MDR00163961; MDR00163962 
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I6.2 LOG’s board discussed LOG’s loans from LCF on 27.09.18.1485 It was suggested that 

the facility limit should be increased £150 million.1486 Discussions about a new facility 

agreement for LOG continued.1487 

 

I6.3 The final draft of the new facility (with a limit of £150 million) was circulated on 

02.10.181488 and approved by LOG’s board on the following day.1489 It was signed by 

D2 on behalf of LOG on 11.10.18.1490 All that remained was for it to be executed by D1 

on behalf of LCF.1491 That seems to have happened on 18.10.18: this date was written 

on the first page of the signed version.1492 

 

I6.4 That resolved the issue of the facility limit for the future, but it did nothing to change 

the fact that LOG’s borrowing had exceeded the facility limit in the period prior to 

18.10.18. To resolve that problem, it would be necessary to falsify the historical record. 

 

I6.5 On 15.10.18, Alex Lee emailed D1 (with the subject, “New LOG Facility”) saying, 

“Please see attached the LOG Facility dated 17 December in marked up and clean 

version for signature”.1493 The attachment (with the file name, “LOG Facility – 

December 2017”) was an unsigned draft facility agreement between LCF and LOG (in 

Word format), with a facility limit of £120 million, which bore the date 04.12.17 in 

typescript on the front page and again on the first page of its terms.1494  

 

I6.6 D1, D2 and D3 signed this document (with the typescript date 04.12.17) at some point 

between 15.10.18 (when it was first circulated by Alex Lee) and 02.11.18 (when Eloise 

Wade scanned the signed version and sent it to herself1495 before sending it to D11496). 

 

I6.7 Thus, by falsely backdating a facility agreement in the sum of £120 million, it was made 

to look as though LOG’s borrowings had never exceeded the facility limit.  

 

 
1485  MDR00177013; MDR00177925 
1486  MDR00174819 
1487  MDR00001027; MDR00001028; MDR00001030; 

MDR00001031; MDR00001036; MDR00001037; 
MDR00001038; MDR00001039; MDR00001041; 
MDR00001042; MDR00001046; MDR00001047; 
MDR00001049; MDR00001050; MDR00121858; 
MDR00175031; MDR00175032; MDR00175109; 
MDR00175147; MDR00175153; MDR00175154; 
MDR00175157 

1488  MDR00128563; MDR00128564 
1489  MDR00134608; MDR00134611; MDR00134613 
1490  MDR00185682; MDR00185683; MDR00185684; 

D2D10-00051395 
1491  MDR00195052 
1492  MDR00006101 
1493  MDR00178709 
1494  MDR00178710 pages 1 and 3 
1495  MDR00183473; MDR00183474 
1496  MDR00183469; MDR00183470 
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I6.8 D1 sent a letter to BDO LLP on 19.11.18 to say, “As at 30 September 2018 London Oil 

& Gas Limited has a secured credit facility in place up to £120,000,000”.1497 That was 

a lie. D1 knew that the facility agreement with a limit of £120 million had been signed 

(and falsely backdated) at some point between 15.10.18 and 02.11.18. 

 

I7 Continued payments under the LPT SPA 

 

I7.1 There were then three more sets of payments. 

 

I7.2 On 02.11.18, LOG submitted a drawdown request (signed by D3) in the sum of £1.3 

million, again payable to LPC.1498 On the same day, LCF paid £1,300,045 to LPC.1499 

On 05.11.18, LPC paid £200,000 to D2 (with the reference PREF SHARE ADV).1500 

On 12.11.18, LPC paid a further £300,000 to D2 (with the same reference).1501 These 

seem to have been intended to address the fact that D2 had not received anything in the 

payment round on 11.09.18. 

 

I7.3 On 16.11.18, LOG submitted a drawdown request (signed by D3) in the sum of £2 

million, payable to LPC.1502 LCF paid £2,000,247.22 to LPC,1503 which paid £510,000 

to or on behalf of D4, £510,000 to D2, £90,000 to D3 and £90,000 to D1.1504 This was 

the fifth round of payments in the LPC preference share spreadsheet.1505 

 

I7.4 The facts relating to the final payments begin on 26.11.18 when D1 asked Chloe, “Can 

we get a drawing of £1.5m out to LOG today?”1506 She replied to say that this would be 

possible although it would be necessary to use £450,000 from LCF’s savings account.  

 

I7.5 LOG then sent a drawdown request to LCF in the sum of £1.3 million, payable to 

LPC.1507 It is inferred that D1 then told D3 that more was available, because LOG then 

sent a revised drawdown request in the sum of £1.5 million.1508  

 

 
1497  MDR00001534 
1498  MDR00183484; MDR00183485; MDR00183488; 

MDR00183489 
1499  MDR00006900 page 11 
1500  MDR00184844 page 1; MDR00217307 page 4 
1501  MDR00186492; MDR00217307 page 7 
1502  MDR00187700; MDR00187703; MDR00187704; 

MDR00187738; MDR00187861 

1503  MDR00006895 page 5 
1504  MDR00188446; MDR00220286 page 384; 

MDR00217307 page 8 
1505  EB0123429 row 8 
1506  MDR00191052 
1507  MDR00191512; MDR00191513 
1508  MDR00191523 
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I7.6 Katie Maddock emailed Chloe to say, “The £1.5M loan to LOG today is ok to go”.1509 

Katie Maddock then emailed Luke of GCEN:1510 

 

“Further to our telephone conversation this morning we will be sending 
£1,500,035.00 … 
Please could this then be distributed as follows; 
EB £112,535 
SHK £637,500 
SG £637,500 
MAT £112,500 
I believe you have all of the account details from previous payments”. 

 

I7.7 LCF then paid £1,500,035 to GCEN.1511  

 

I7.8 Luke emailed to say, “Leyla will give Andy a call now to verbally confirm”.1512  

 

I7.9 Leyla said, “I have confirmed the below with Andy and they are being processed”.1513  

 

I7.10 GCEN then paid £637,500 to D4, £637,500 to D2, £112,500 to D3 and £112,500 to D1 

(net of GCEN’s payment fee).1514 This was the sixth and final round of payments in the 

LPC preference share spreadsheet.1515  

 

I7.11 By this point, the payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 under the LPT SPA amounted to 

£16.7 million. As noted above, LOG’s borrowings from LCF were grossed up to account 

for the 25% commission payable to D6 and the 2% fee payable to LCF. As a result, the 

payment of these monies to D1, D2, D3 and D4 under the LPT SPA had increased the 

principal sum owed by LOG to LCF by more than £22 million. 

 

I8 LPT SPA incoherence 1: ultimate beneficial ownership  

 

I8.1 The LPT SPA was incoherent and unjustifiable for various reasons. Among other things, 

the ultimate beneficial ownership of the LPC preference shares remained unchanged.  

 

 
1509  MDR00191604 
1510  MDR00191598 
1511  MDR00007023 page 9; MDR00220172 pages 4-5 
1512  MDR00191630 
1513  MDR00191671 

1514  MDR00220172 page 4; MDR00217307 page 14; 
MDR00220286 page 386; MDR00191680; 
MDR00191684; MDR00191687; MDR00191694 
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I8.2 As explained above, the LPC preference shares had been owned by London Group LLP, 

which distributed them to D2 and D3, who sold them to LPT.  

 

I8.3 LPT was owned beneficially by London Group LLP. D2 held the only share in LPT 

upon its incorporation. On 30.11.18, D2 executed a declaration of trust in favour of 

London Group LLP in respect of the share in LPT.1516 It stated that D2 had at all times 

held the share in LPT on trust for London Group LLP.  

 

I8.4 D8 explained on 04.12.18, “There is just one share in LPT which is held by Simon Hume-

Kendall subject to a deed of trust in favour of London Group LLP”.1517 

 

I8.5 As a result, the LPT SPA did not change the ultimate beneficial ownership of the LPC 

preference shares. £16.7 million was paid to D1, D2, D3 and D4 (increasing LOG’s debt 

to LCF by £22 million) in order to move the LPC preference shares from London Group 

LLP to a new company which was beneficially owned by London Group LLP.  

 

I9 LPT SPA incoherence 2: the price  

 

I9.1 Further, it was fanciful to suggest that the preference shares in LPC could be worth 

anything substantial, let alone the sum of £32,225,096 stated in the LPT SPA, or the 

payments of £16.7 million made to D1, D2, D3 and D4 in reliance on the LPT SPA.  

 

I9.2 The price of £32,225,096 in the LPT SPA had been calculated on the basis of the 

following reasoning. (i) Under the addendum to LPC’s articles, LPC was entitled to 

redeem the preference shares.1518 (ii) The sum payable by LPC on the redemption of 

each preference share would be “a sum equivalent to 0.0000012% of the Net Asset Value 

of [LPC]”. Since there were 25 million preference shares in existence, the total amount 

payable by LPC on redemption would be a sum equivalent to 30% of the Net Asset 

Value of LPC. (iii) The term “Net Asset Value” was defined in the addendum to LCF’s 

articles to mean “the net asset value of [LPC] as assessed by the auditors of [LPC] from 

time to time acting as experts on the assumption that [LPC] is being sold as a going 

concern by a willing seller to a willing buyer”. (iv) The estimated balance sheet for LOG 

 
1516  MDR00197584; MDR00220937; MDR00163093 
1517  EB0138489; EB0138490 

1518  D2D10-00044901 
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as at 31.07.18 stated that LOG had net assets of £107,416,985.1519 (v) Since LPC owned 

LOG, LPC could be treated as having net assets of £107,416,985. (vi) If LPC decided to 

redeem the preference shares, then the auditors “acting as experts on the assumption 

that [LPC] is being sold as a going concern by a willing seller to a willing buyer” would 

conclude that LPC had net assets of £107,416,985. (vii) Therefore, on the redemption of 

the LPC preference shares, LPC would pay £32,225,095.50 to the holders of the LPC 

preference shares. (viii) On this basis, the LPC preference shares were worth 

£32,225,096 and LPT could properly agree to buy them from D2 and D3 at that price.  

 

I9.3 This reasoning explains clause 3.1 of the LPT SPA, which provided that the price might 

be varied subsequently “in the event that there is any change in the audited accounts for 

[LPC] when they are produced to the intent that the Purchase Price shall be in the sum 

which is 30% of the net asset value of [LPC] as at 31st May 2018”. 

 

I9.4 This reasoning was obviously artificial and wrong. LPC’s auditors had not concluded 

(whether “acting as experts on the assumption that [LPC] is being sold as a going 

concern by a willing seller to a willing buyer” or otherwise) that LPC had a net asset 

value of £107,416,985. There was also no realistic prospect of them doing so.  

 

I9.5 The reality was that LPC’s shares in LOG had no value.  

 

I9.6 LOG’s most valuable asset was its investment in IOG. The Claimants’ expert, Mr 

Osborne, considers that this was worth between £26.4 million and £53.6 million on 

27.07.18. D2’s expert, Mr Wright, considers that it was worth £56.0 million and £62.2 

million. The range of possible values is therefore £26.4 million to £62.2 million. 

 

I9.7 LOG had also made an investment in P/F Atlantic Petroleum. As at 27.07.18, LOG had 

loaned a principal sum of £1.88 million to P/F Atlantic Petroleum, with accrued interest 

of £324,625.1520 On any view, this was not a significant asset. 

 

I9.8 LOG also had substantial debts: LOG owed £88.9 million to LCF as at 27.07.18.1521  

 

 
1519  MDR00163956 
1520  MDR00002063 
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I9.9 Accordingly, it is clear that LOG’s liabilities were greater than the value of its assets.  

 

I9.10 LPC’s shares in LOG therefore had no value. Since LPC had no assets other than its 

shares in LOG, it follows that the net asset value of LPC itself was nil.  

 

I9.11 Furthermore, the estimated balance sheet for LOG as at 31.07.18 was a work of fiction. 

It overstated the value of LOG’s assets and understated the amount of its liabilities.  

 

I9.12 As regards liabilities, it stated that LOG owed only £47.5 million to LCF as at 31.07.18. 

That was wrong; it understated LOG’s debt to LCF by £41.5 million.  

 

I9.13 As regards assets, it suggested that LOG’s assets were worth £162.4 million. That is 

plainly not supportable: both Mr Osborne and Mr Wright agree on that point. 

 

I10 LPT SPA incoherence 3: unauthorised use of LOG’s monies 

 

I10.1 Although LOG had borrowed from LCF to fund the payments to D1, D2, D3 and D4 

under the LPT SPA, LOG’s board had not authorised the use of its monies in this way.  

 

I10.2 As explained above in connection with the LPE SPA, David Elliott of LOG became 

aware of the unauthorised loans when he discovered that there had been drawdowns 

which had never been paid into LOG’s bank account.1522  

 

I10.3 At the LOG board meeting on 12.02.19, David Elliott explained that LOG’s board had 

never agreed to borrow monies from LCF to fund payments under the LPT SPA.1523 
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J. OTHER PAYMENTS TO D1, D2, D3, D4, D8 AND D10 

 

 

 

J1 Introduction 

 

J1.1 D1, D2, D3 and D4 received very substantial sums of LCF’s monies from the 

transactions set out above. They also took substantial sums of LCF’s monies in other 

ways, often on the slightest pretext or even without any ostensible justification.  

 

J1.2 Payments were also made to D10 and D8.  

 

J2 Other payments to D4 

 

J2.1 D4 took additional monies from LCF in numerous other ways.  

 

J2.2 Sometimes, LCF paid monies to D4 directly. For example, on 27.04.16, D3 provided 

Katie Maddock of LCF with an invoice from D4 headed “SG Golding Consulting” in 

the sum of £32,700 for “professional services”.1524 On 29.04.16, LCF paid £32,700 to 

D4 with reference SG CONSULTANT.1525  

 

J2.3 LCF’s accountants queried this payment. D1 told them that it was for “financial services 

consultancy relating to all bonds”.1526  

 

J2.4 LCF made a further payment to D4 in the sum of £10,000 with the reference SG 

CONSULTANT on 25.07.16.1527  

 

J2.5 On both of those occasions, LCF made matching payments to D1,1528 so that they were 

both receiving precisely the same amounts on the same days. 

 

 
1524  MDR00037759; MDR00037761 
1525  MDR00007347 page 3 
1526  MDR00050344; MDR00050383; MDR00050385 

page 3 

1527  MDR00007356 page 3 
1528  MDR00007347 pages 3-5; MDR00220286 page 

212; MDR00007356 page 3; MDR00220286 page 
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J2.6 On another occasion, D1, D3 and D4 took £30,000 each via London Capital Marketing 

Limited (“LCM”), another company controlled by D1, who was the sole director and 

shareholder. On 07.04.17, LCF paid £90,000 to LCM.1529 D1 emailed D3 to say that the 

invoices should be addressed to LCM.1530 D3 then emailed D1 attaching two invoices 

for “fundraising consultancy” and “professional services”.1531 LCM then paid £30,000 

to D1, £30,000 to or for D3 and £30,000 to D4.1532  

 

J2.7 Often, D4 received payments of money from LCF via LOG. For example, on 12.06.17, 

LCF paid £601,750 to LOG;1533 and, on 13.06.17, LOG paid £200,000 to D4 and 

£25,000 to D3 (each with the reference LOG SHARE PAYMENTS).1534 There does not 

seem to have been any attempt to explain or justify these payments.  

 

J2.8 LOG also made substantial monthly payments to D4, often accompanied by payments 

to D2’s company LV Management and D3’s company Wealden Consultants Limited 

(“Wealden Consultants”) (later known as LP Consultants).  

 

J2.9 For example, on 01.06.17, LOG paid £20,000 to D4, £20,000 to LV Management and 

£15,900 to Wealden Consultants.1535  

 

J2.10 Similarly, on 29.06.17, LOG paid £20,000 to D4, £20,000 to LV Management and 

£15,900 to Wealden Consultants.1536  

 

J2.11 Again, on 31.07.17, LOG paid £20,000 to D4, £20,000 to LV Management and £15,900 

to Wealden Consultants.1537 Spreadsheets indicate that these payments were to be made 

at the beginning of each month in priority to any other payments.1538 

 

J2.12 D4 also received payments of money from LCF via London Group LLP. As explained 

above, LCF was routinely paying money to Sands Equity for a considerable period. 

During that period, Sands Equity made substantial payments to London Group LLP, 

 
1529  MDR00111033; MDR00190145; D1-0000086; D1-

0003733 page 1 
1530  EB0042639 
1531  MDR00083133; MDR00083136; MDR00083137 
1532  D1-0003733 pages 1-3; MDR00220286 page 280; 

MDR00224827 page 71 
1533  MDR00007319 page 13 

1534  MDR00006015 page 2 
1535  D2D10-00034396 page 13 
1536  D2D10-00034396 pages 7-8 
1537  D2D10-00034396 page 2 
1538  D2D10-00034707; D2D10-00034462; D2D10-

00035062; D2D10-00039082 
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which in turn paid some of the monies to D4. (London Group LLP often made payments 

to D2 and D3 at the same time.)  

 

J2.13 For example, on 01.12.17, Sands Equity paid £70,000 to London Group LLP, which 

paid £24,000 to D4, £24,000 to D2’s company, LV Management, and £15,900 to D3’s 

company Wealden Consultants.1539  

 

J2.14 Similarly, on 03.01.18, London Group LLP paid 24,000 to D4, £24,000 to LV 

Management and £15,900 to Wealden Consultants.1540 Indeed, these payments were 

often repeated by London Group LLP at the beginning of every month. 

 

J2.15 D4 also received substantial payments from LCF via D6, as explained below.  

 

J3 LCF’s loan to D4 

 

J3.1 One of the biggest other sources of payments of LCF monies to D4 related to a loan 

made by LCF to D4, which was later waived when the liability was assumed by a 

company controlled by D4.  

 

J3.2 LCF began making advances to D4 on 27.11.15.1541 They were paid into the bank 

account of D4 named Home Farm Equestrian Centre. This was the name of a business 

carried on by D4 as a sole trader.  

 

J3.3 By 29.01.16, LCF had advanced a total of £200,000 to D4.1542 There was not yet any 

signed facility agreement.  

 

J3.4 On 08.04.16, Alex Lee sent a draft loan agreement to D1, attached to an email entitled, 

“Loan to Spencer Golding”.1543 It was not signed at this time, however.  

 

 
1539  MDR00220330 page 3 
1540  MDR00220330 page 6 
1541  MDR00027148 row 135 

1542  MDR00027148 rows 62, 87-88, 135; 
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J3.5 Notwithstanding the absence of (i) a signed facility agreement and (ii) any security, LCF 

continued to make substantial payments to D4. It paid a further £100,000 to him on 

22.04.161544 and a further £250,000 on 19.05.16.1545 

 

J3.6 Alex Lee sent further drafts of the facility agreement to D1 on 26.05.16 (with a limit of 

£2 million).1546 But still it was not signed.  

 

J3.7 A further draft was sent to D1 on 21.06.16.1547 But still nothing was signed.  

 

J3.8 By this point, D4 owed £738,225 to LCF on a gross basis.1548 Although there was still 

no signed facility agreement and no security, LCF continued to make payments to D4, 

including another £100,575 on 29.06.19,1549 bringing his total debt (gross) to 

£906,812,1550 and £25,000 in cash on 15.07.16.1551 

 

J3.9 But still the agreement remained unsigned.1552  

 

J3.10 LCF paid a further £201,150 to D4 on 01.09.16,1553 bringing his total debt (gross) to 

£1.88 million.1554 Still nothing had been signed and there was no security. 

 

J3.11 On 22.09.16, D1 emailed Alex Lee asking, “Can you give me an update on the loan doc 

for Spencer”.1555 It appears that Alex Lee did not respond until 28.09.16.1556  

 

J3.12 On 03.10.16, he emailed D1 again, attaching the latest draft facility, which continued to 

have a facility limit of £2 million.  

 

J3.13 It was eventually signed by D1 and D4 at some point on or after 03.10.16 but was falsely 

backdated to 20.11.15 to make it seem as though it had been signed before the first 

advances to D4.1557 The year 2015 appeared in typescript on the front pages. 
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J3.14 LCF continued to make advances to D4 (including £1,400,779.50 on 21.07.171558 and 

£397,300 on 11.08.171559): D4’s liability to LCF continued to grow.  

 

J3.15 A plan was hatched to prevent D4 from having to repay any of this money.  

 

J3.16 A new company called River Lodge Equestrian Centre UK Limited (“River Lodge UK”) 

was incorporated on 11.01.17. The sole director of River Lodge UK was a man called 

Rafael Ariza-Sanctuary, who held 50% of the shares on trust for D4.1560  

 

J3.17 Alex Lee then prepared a new facility agreement between LCF and River Lodge UK and 

emailed D1 about this.1561 The facility limit in the River Lodge UK facility agreement 

was to be £10 million. D4’s liability to LCF (in the total sum of £6,228,262.64) was 

expressly to be treated as having been drawn down under this new facility agreement.  

 

J3.18 Ultimately the River Lodge UK facility agreement was signed on or around 09.10.17, 

with a facility limit of £20 million.1562 D1 signed this document.  

 

J3.19 D4 was thereby relieved from liability in respect of the sums previously advanced to 

him, which was now to be treated as lent by River Lodge UK instead.  

 

J3.20 Katie Maddock emailed D4 (cc D1) on 11.10.17 to say that “all loans … [had] been now 

repaid in full”.1563 D4 forwarded this to D3, who replied, “Nice!”1564 

 

J3.21 LCF paid monies to River Lodge UK, which made payments to D4. On 14.12.17, LCF 

paid £904,050 to River Lodge UK,1565 which paid £470,000 to D4 on 09.01.18.1566 

 

 
1558  MDR00007116 page 13 
1559  MDR00007331 
1560  D2D10-00035160; D2D10-00035161;  D2D10-

00035162; D2D10-00035163; D2D10-00035164; 
D2D10-00035165 

1561  MDR00085977; MDR00085981; MDR00093037; 
MDR00093038; MDR00093041; MDR00093043; 
MDR00102564; MDR00102568; MDR00102569; 

MDR00102570; MDR00102571; MDR00102573; 
MDR00102604; MDR00102777; MDR00102781 

1562  MDR00006313; MDR00007510; MDR00224398; 
MDR00006314; MDR00007535; MDR00106011; 
MDR00106012 

1563  MDR00106572 
1564  EB0061603 
1565  MDR00007049 page 9 
1566  MDR00224827 page 182 
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J3.22 LCF also funded a loan by LCM to D4. LCF had made regular payments to LCM, which 

had built up in its bank account. On 14.11.18, D1 emailed Luke Tofts of GCEN to 

explain that LCM was going to be lending money to D4.1567 He said that LCM would be 

transferring £452,000 to GCEN for onward transmission by GCEN to D4. Luke said he 

would “speak to compliance and try to get it signed off ASAP”.1568 

 

J3.23 LCM paid £452,000 to GCEN on 14.11.18 and 15.11.18.1569 D1 then emailed Luke Tofts 

to ask him to send the £452,000 from LCM’s account to D4.1570  

 

J3.24 D1 and Luke Tofts had a telephone conversation1571 in which Luke asked D1 for a copy 

of the loan agreement between LCM and D4.1572 D1 promised that he would provide 

this to Luke Tofts in due course.1573 GCEN then paid £452,000 to D4.1574  

 

J3.25 D1 could not provide Luke Tofts with a copy of the loan agreement between LCM and 

D4, because no such document yet existed.  

 

J3.26 On 03.12.18, Luke Tofts of GCEN emailed D1 to again request this agreement,1575 

adding, “I put my neck on the line for you with compliance to get these payments made 

and LCM on-boarded in a very short time frame with no supporting docs, so it looks 

very bad that I still don't have the docs as they were promised 2 weeks ago”. 

 

J3.27 At this point, on 03.12.18, D1 drafted a loan agreement between LCM and D4, dated 

01.11.18 in typescript. He sent this (as a Word document) to his assistant, Alex 

Mannering, presumably for printing.1576 D1 signed it.1577  

 

J3.28 Alex Mannering sent it to Luke Tofts.1578  

 

J3.29 However, it had not been signed by D4. Luke Tofts spotted this and contacted Alex 

Mannering, who emailed D1 to say, “Luke needs the countersigned version of the facility 

 
1567  MDR00186408 
1568  MDR00186415 
1569  MDR00190996 page 1 
1570  MDR00187155 
1571  MDR00187176 
1572  MDR00192786 

1573  MDR00192786 
1574  MDR00187364; MDR00192786 
1575  MDR00192786 
1576  MDR00192802; MDR00192804; MDR00192805  
1577  MDR00193006; MDR00192994 
1578  MDR00193029; MDR00193030 
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agreement”.1579 Alex reminded D1 about this on 05.12.18 (“Document needs 

countersigning for Luke Tofts”).1580  

 

J3.30 A further version, purportedly signed by D4, was prepared on 06.12.18,1581 when it was 

sent to Luke Tofts.1582 It is clear that it had been falsely backdated. Further, there is no 

evidence that this document was sent to D4 for signature or signed by D4. The signature 

purporting to be that of D41583 does not resemble any other known exemplar.1584    

 

J3.31 LCF paid a further £750,067.50 to D4 on 04.12.18.1585 No explanation for this payment 

has been identified. 

 

J4 Helicopter transactions for the benefit of D4 

 

J4.1 D4 also received the benefit of monies from LCF in connection with helicopters.  

 

J4.2 D4 purchased a Eurocopter NS355N with registration N766AM (“N766AM”) for 

£520,000,1586 using £500,000 from LCF to fund this purchase.1587  

 

J4.3 Subsequently, D4 sold N766AM to D1’s company, London Financial Group Limited, 

for £650,000, which was paid to D4 by LCF with the reference N667AM [sic].1588 

 

J4.4 D4 also bought a EC135 Eurocopter with registration G-MSPT (“G-MSPT”) for 

£1,650,000 plus VAT, with a deposit of £800,000 and the balance in 3 instalments.1589  

 

 
1579  MDR00193159 
1580  MDR00194039 
1581  MDR00194431 
1582  MDR00194500; MDR00194501 
1583  MDR00194501 page 21 
1584  MDR00226310; D2D10-00038963 page 4; D8-

0011765 pages 3, 6, 7, 10 and 12; D8-0018336; D8-
0018748; EB0026962 page 8; B2/5/44; B4/6/8; 
N4/2/15; N4/3/16; N4/4/4; O3/2/2  

1585  MDR00006892 page 5 
1586  D8-0010044; MDR_POST_00000530; D8-0009528 

pages 12-15; D8-0010045; MDR00076660; 
MDR00076661; MDR00224826 page 95; 
MDR00076835 

1587  MDR00007266 page 13;  
1588  MDR00078822; MDR00224827 page 113; 

MDR00007300 pages 13-15; MDR00224676 page 

9; MDR00224827 page 188; D8-0010045; D8-
0010055; D8-0010057; D-0010064; D8-0010143; 
D8-0010437; D8-0010438; MDR00076623; 
MDR00076625; MDR00076660; MDR00076661; 
MDR00076834; MDR00076835; MDR00076836; 
MDR00077363; MDR00078707; MDR00078795; 
MDR00078819 

1589  D8-0009506; D8-0009520; D8-0009528; D2D10-
00025416; D2D10-00026349; D8-0009674; D8-
0009691; D8-0010616; D8-0010939; D8-0011765; 
D2D10-00025416; D80009699; D8-0009601; 
D2D10-00025416; D2D10-00026349; D8-0009585; 
D80009699; D8-0009601; D8-0010671; D8-
0011645; D8-0011646; D8-0011720; D8-0011735; 
D8-0011736; D8-0011781; D8-0011821; D8-
0011916 
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J4.5 This was funded by LCF. On 03.03.17, D8 emailed D1 and D4 to say that the vendor of 

G-MSPT was “happy to accept payment from London Capital & Finance PLC without 

any further due diligence on the identity of the buyer”.1590  

 

J4.6 On the same day, D1 transferred £800,000 from LCF’s account to the vendor’s solicitors 

and told D8 that he had done so.1591 D1 transferred the first instalment of £393,333.33 

from LCF’s account to the vendor’s solicitors on 16.03.17.1592 The second and third 

instalments were paid in May 2017 and June 2017, again funded by LCF.1593 

 

J4.7 D1 and D4 retained professional helicopter pilots to ferry them around in these 

helicopters. For example, they used them in 2018 to travel to various horse trials.1594 

 

J5 Other payments to D1 

 

J5.1 D1 also received monies from LCF in numerous other ways. As mentioned above, he 

received payments from LCF and LCM to match those paid to D4.1595 

 

J5.2 D1 also took other sums from LCF: £10,000 on 04.09.15,1596 £10,000 on 19.11.15,1597 

£9,733.19 on 04.02.16,1598 £20,000 on 01.03.16,1599 £20,000 on 04.04.16,1600 £52,700 

on 29.04.16,1601 £20,000 on 01.06.161602 and £20,000 on 01.07.16.1603 

 

J5.3 D1 told LCF’s accountants, Oliver Clive & Co, that these sums had been paid to a 

marketing company called Media GPS, which he said had provided marketing and PR 

services. D1 provided invoices in the name of Media GPS to support this assertion: “As 

discussed please find attached the invoices from Media GPS that cover the marketing 

 
1590  D2D10-00025416 
1591  D2D10-00058153; MDR00224734 page 2; D8-

0010703 
1592  MDR00080243; MDR00080245; MDR00224734 

page 4 
1593  D2D10-00028174; D8-0014518; D8-0014520; D8-

0016499; D8-0016223; MDR00224470; 
MDR00224826; MDR00221912; MDR00224942 

1594  MDR00175024; MDR00160732  
1595  MDR00007347 pages 3-5; MDR00220286 page 

212; MDR00007356 page 3; MDR00220286 page 
229; MDR00111033; MDR00190145; D1-0000086; 

MDR00220286 page 280; MDR00224827 page 71; 
D1-0003733 pages 1-3 

1596  MDR00027104 row 171; MDR00195284 page 2; 
MDR00220286 page 167 

1597  MDR00051820; MDR00051822; MDR00220286 
page 180 

1598  MDR00051820; MDR00051822 
1599  MDR00007344 page 3; MDR00220286 page 198 
1600  MDR00007346 page 3; MDR00220286 page 206 
1601  MDR00007347 pages 3-7; MDR00220286 page 212 
1602  MDR00007349 page 3; MDR00007352 page 3; 

MDR00220286 page 220 
1603  MDR00007355 page 1; MDR00220286 page 224 
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and PR work for our bonds. The work this company has done to date cover all our bonds 

and we will be using them for the same work on our next series of bonds”.1604  

 

J5.4 However, Steven Davidson of Oliver Clive & Co knew that D1 had filed dormant 

accounts for Media GPS. He replied, “Sorry canyt [sic] use these as you have submitted 

dormat [sic] accounts for media gps. Must have been a mistake”.1605  

 

J5.5 Accordingly, D1’s attempt to disguise the payments with false invoices was a failure. 

The payments were instead classified by Oliver Clive & Co as drawings on D1’s 

director’s loan account and repaid by him to LCF using monies from L&TD.1606  The 

episode remains relevant because it demonstrates a clear propensity by D1 to take 

monies from LCF without any proper basis and then to lie about it.  

 

J5.6 Subsequently, LCF paid monies to Media GPS, which made payments to D1. On 

25.11.16, LCF paid £100,000 to Media GPS.1607 A few days later, on 29.11.16 and 

30.11.16, Media GPS paid a total of £100,000 to D1.1608 Similarly, on 11.12.17, LCF 

paid £175,000 to Media GPS, which paid £172,000 to D1 on the same day.1609  

 

J5.7 As explained below, D1 also received large sums of monies from LCF through D6, 

which made payments to Media GPS, which then made transfers to D1.  

 

J6 Other payments to D2/D10 

 

J6.1 Some of the other payments from LCF to D2 have been covered already above. LOG 

made frequent payments (funded by LCF) to D2’s company LV Management, usually 

in the sum of £20,000 per month.1610 Similarly, London Group LLP made payments 

deriving from LCF to LV Management, often in the sum of £24,000 per month.1611  

 

 
1604  MDR00050909; MDR00050910; MDR00050912; 

MDR00050913; MDR00050914; MDR00050915; 
MDR00050916; MDR00050917; MDR00050918 

1605  MDR00051126 
1606  MDR00051820; MDR00051822; MDR00051978; 

MDR00052024; MDR00052027; MDR00060535; 
MDR00060536; MDR00007357 page 3; 
MDR00220286 pages 229-230; MDR00220284 
page 9; MDR00220286 pages 227-228 

1607  MDR00007365 page 133 
1608  MDR00088777 pages 17-18; MDR00220286 pages 

253-254 
1609  MDR00006944 page 1; MDR00220286 page 327 ; 

MDR00224651 ; MDR00224775 ; MDR00224791 
1610  D2D10-00034396 pages 2, 7 and 13; D2D10-

00034707; D2D10-00034462; D2D10-00035062; 
D2D10-00039082 

1611  MDR00220330 pages 3 and 6 
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J6.2 D10 also received monies directly from LCF. On 12.05.17, D3 asked D1 to pay 

£190,000 to D10.1612 D1 replied, “OK”. On the same day, LCF paid £186,200 to D10.1613 

Nothing can be found to explain or justify this payment to D10.  

 

J6.3 D10 also received monies deriving from LCF indirectly, via LOG. On 12.06.17, LCF 

paid £601,750 to LOG,1614 which paid £200,000 to D10 just two days later.1615 The 

reference was “LOG Share Payment”. Nothing can be found to explain or justify this.  

 

J7 Other payments to D3 

 

J7.1 The bank statements contain numerous payments to D3’s company Wealden 

Consultants. (As explained above, this company later became LP Consultants.) 

 

J7.2 During the period when LCF was lending monies to L&TD, L&TD was making 

payments to Wealden Consultants. For example, on 01.04.16, LCF paid £53,144.18 to 

L&TD,1616 which paid £12,000 to Wealden Consultants.1617 

 

J7.3 LCF also made payments to Wealden Consultants directly, as mentioned above, 

including £32,700 on 28.04.16 for “consultancy work”1618 (apparently in connection 

with an invoice from D4 for “professional services”1619). LCF paid £10,000 to Wealden 

Consultants on 25.07.16 (when it made matching payments to D1 and D4).1620  

 
J7.4 On 12.05.17, D3 told D1 to pay £100,000 to Wealden Consultants.1621 D1 complied: 

LCF paid £98,000 to Wealden Consultants on the same day.1622 

 

J7.5 As explained above, monies from LCF were also paid to Wealden Consultants via 

LCM,1623 LOG1624 and London Group LLP.1625  

 

 
1612  EB0047842 
1613  MDR00007314 page 9 
1614  MDR00007319 page 3 
1615  MDR00006015 page 1 
1616  MDR00007237 pages 3-5; MDR00215815 pages 

21-22; MDR00034858 
1617  MDR00215815 page 21 
1618  MDR00007347 pages 1-3 
1619  MDR00037759; MDR00037760; MDR00037761 
1620  MDR00007356 page 3 

1621  EB0047842 
1622  MDR00007314 page 9 
1623  MDR00111033; MDR00190145; D1-0000086; D1-

0003733 pages 1-3 
1624  MDR00007319 page 3; MDR00006015 page 2; 

D2D10-00034396 pages 2, 8 and 13; D2D10-
00034707; D2D10-00034462; D2D10-00035062; 
D2D10-00039082 
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J8 Payments to D8 

 

J8.1 As explained above, D8 played a major role in the administration of the fraud. Among 

other things, he advised on the dishonest backdating of documents to evade tax 

liabilities; he participated in the production of dishonestly backdated documents to 

deceive professionals and the public; he participated in the production of dishonestly 

backdated documents to justify ever-increasing payments from LCF to D1, D2, D3, D4 

and D10; and he administered the payments under the Prime SPA through GAD. This 

has all been explained in detail above and is not repeated here.  

 

J8.2 For his role in the fraud, D8 was paid very well. The payments to D8 have been set out 

in schedule 2 of the neutral statement of uncontested facts. Monies from LCF were 

routed to him through various entities. In total, D8 received at least £554,481.23. 

 

J8.3 Some of these payments were ostensibly justified by invoices from D8’s company, 

Sedgwick Company Management Limited.1626 However, given the extent of D8’s 

participation and knowledge, the fact that these payments were ostensibly made in return 

for services makes no difference to LCF’s proprietary claims to recover these sums.   

 

  

 
1626  MDR00005793; MDR00005792; MDR00005791; 

MDR00005789; MDR00005784; MDR00005788; 
MDR00005787; MDR00145321; MDR00005785; 
MDR00149737; MDR00149738 
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K. MISREPRESENTATIONS 

 

 

 

K1 Introduction 

 

K1.1 As shown above, in the course of selling bonds, LCF engaged in numerous 

misrepresentations. There were also other misrepresentations which are covered below.  

 

K2 Misrepresentations about security values 

 

K2.1 LCF represented that the value of security substantially exceeded the amount of its loans, 

which were accordingly fully secured.  

 

K2.2 LCF’s first information memorandum stated that “LC&F are offering to provide asset 

security to 150% of the value of all monies raised”.1627 LCF also said that “loans made 

by LC&F will have a maximum value of 75% of the value of the assets over which 

security is granted”. This representation was repeated in every information 

memorandum from series 3 onwards,1628 including in all the ISA bond series.1629 It was 

also contained in every LCF brochure (“no more than 75% loan to value”).1630  

 

K2.3 In reality, however, as explained above, the companies to which LCF made loans were 

unable to provide LCF with sufficient security because their assets were either worthless 

or worth considerably less than the loans. 

 

K2.4 The underlying ‘assets’ over which LCF supposedly had security consisted of the 

Lakeview resort, The Hill, The Beach, Paradise Beach and LOG’s interests in IOG. The 

 
1627  MDR00207063 page 12  
1628  MDR_ST_00053302 pages 9, 14 and 18; 

MDR_ST_00017000 pages 9, 14 and 18; 
MDR_ST_00090094 page 8, 13 and 18; 
MDR_ST_00040127 pages 9, 14 and 18; 
MDR_ST_00047548 pages 9, 14 and 18; 
MDR_ST_00033505 pages 9, 14 and 20; 
MDR_ST_00145654 pages 11, 16 and 22; 
MDR_ST_00155374 pages 10, 14 and 22. 

1629  MDR_ST_00154857 pages 7, 12 and 19; 
MDR_ST_00154858 pages 7, 12 and 20; 
MDR_ST_00154959 pages 10, 14 and 23; 
MDR_ST_00154860 pages 7, 12 and 15) 

1630  MDR_ST_00053300 page 16; MDR_ST_00032654 
page 16; MDR_ST_00032653 page 16; 
MDR_ST_00032657 page 16; MDR_ST_00032650 
page 16; MDR_ST_00033849 page 16; 
MDR_ST_00098654 page 16  
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position in respect of these assets has been addressed above. Further, D1 was aware of 

the facts, given his close involvement.  

 

K2.5 D1 knew that LCCL had acquired the Lakeview resort for £1,609,269 because he had 

been closely involved in the Lakeview resort with D2. He knew that The Hill was owned 

by Inversiones and that the shares in Inversiones were held on trust for El Cupey for the 

benefit of the Sanctuary investors because he had been closely involved in those matters 

too. He knew that The Beach had not yet been acquired. Mark Ingham reminded him on 

15.04.16 that “Tenedora just has a contested purchase agreement”.1631 He knew that CV 

Resorts had not acquired Paradise Beach, because the contract price was significantly in 

excess of the true value, as confirmed by Savills. And he knew that LOG’s investment 

in IOG would entitle it to acquire listed shares in IOG, the market price of which on any 

given day was a matter of public record which could be easily ascertained, and that the 

total value of LOG’s interest was consistently lower than the sum owed to LCF by LOG.  

 

K2.6 D1 ignored the truth in order to assert that LCF maintained a strong loan-to-value ratio. 

Even though LCF was not taking security over new assets, D1 continued to make ever 

more implausible assessments of the value of the security for public consumption.  

 

K2.7 On 09.02.17, D1 said that LCF had security over assets worth at least £215 million.1632 

He prepared a breakdown, comprising £16.25 million for the Lakeview resort, 

£19,350,000 for The Hill, £37,950,000 for The Beach, £35,017,300 for Paradise Beach 

and £113,300,000 for LOG’s assets.1633 These sums totalled £221,867,300.  

 

K2.8 LCF’s website was updated to say that LCF had security over assets worth more than 

£215 million (“Total value of security held exceeds £215m”1634); and D1 told D6’s 

employees that they could tell prospective bondholders that LCF had security over assets 

worth more than £215 million.1635 They duly did so.1636  

 

 
1631  MDR00035933 
1632  MDR00074462; MDR00224094 
1633  MDR00077856 
1634  MDR00077875 
1635  MDR00082474 

1636  MDR00076524; MDR00076763; MDR00077241; 
MDR00075616; MDR00075949; MDR00077022; 
MDR00079262; MDR00081044; MDR00082821; 
MDR00090250; MDR00092089; MDR00092139; 
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K2.9 LCF advertised in The Times, stating, “Value of security £215m, Loan to value ratio 

25.9%”.1637 D1 approved this in advance,1638 even though he knew its claims were false. 

This appeared subsequently in The Financial Times, The Telegraph and The Times.1639 

 

K2.10 The problem for D1 was that the total amount of LCF’s lending kept growing without 

any new security being taken. But this obstacle was easily surmounted by the expedient 

of increasing the purported value of the existing security. On 04.09.17, D1 said that LCF 

had security over assets worth £247,600,000.1640 By 07.12.18, just a few days before the 

FCA’s raid of LCF’s premises, this figure had been increased to £685,300,000.1641  

 

K2.11 These figures were used by D6 and D7 to sell LCF’s bonds to the public. As D7 

explained to one member of the public, “So, when we say things like we’ve got £685 

million worth of assets, security assets … which, in effect, protect us and our investors 

against a loan book of 220 million … They’re not figures we’ve made up. They’ve been 

checked and verified”.1642 However, they were not figures which had been checked or 

verified. To the contrary, they were figures which D1 had made up.  

 

K3 Other misrepresentations  

 

K3.1 D6’s sales people used LCF’s materials to sell LCF bonds to members of the public. 

They sent these documents to prospective bondholders by email1643 and referred them 

to LCF’s marketing videos.1644 These materials were full of misrepresentations.  

 

K3.2 For example, it was said that LCF was performing robust due diligence before making 

any loans. The first LCF investment memorandum asserted, “In addition to the physical 

security identified, LC&F will conduct a full financial review of every application” and 

“if required will retain the services of Moore Stephens and Baker Tilly to provide further 

financial analysis prior to any decision to lend being made”.1645  

 
1637  D7D9-0009136 
1638  MDR00085731; MDR00085733; MDR00085742; 

MDR00085746; MDR00085747; MDR00085766; 
MDR00085773; MDR00085774; MDR00085780; 
MDR00085804; MDR00085807 

1639  MDR00087050; MDR00087051; MDR00087052; 
SUR00073529-0001; SUR00073530-0001 

1640  MDR00098992; MDR00098909 
1641  MDR00195481 

1642  MDR00224329 page 31 
1643  MDR00033166; MDR00033167; MDR00033169; 

MDR00033170;  SUR00132218-0001; 
SUR00132219-0001; SUR00132220-0001; 
SUR00132221-0001; MDR00034121; 
MDR00034122; MDR00034795; MDR00034797; 
MDR00062355 
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K3.3 Subsequently it was said that full due diligence was being carried out (“LC&F has 

chosen to take a more hands-on approach to its loan commitments not only by 

conducting full due diligence prior to lending but also with the on-going monitoring of 

the loans it makes”)1646 and that a financial review of each borrower was conducted prior 

to lending decisions (“When a company is referred to LC&F, its borrowing application 

and associated financials and assets will undergo a full financial review, lending 

assessment and, if required, a further financial analysis via an independent accountant 

and or surveyor will be undertaken prior to any decision to lend being made”).1647  

 

K3.4 This review process was said to include a number of elements, including a “review of 

historical financial information … over the last three years” and “an appraisal of 

property assets … by an independent surveyor”. LCF was said to only “make loans to 

UK businesses that it considers creditworthy, that meet LC&F’s lending criteria and 

that have realistic and robust repayment proposals”.1648   

 

K3.5 The investment memoranda for the so-called ISA bonds contained identical 

representations.1649 The statements in LCF’s brochures were much the same, stating that 

LCF only lent to “creditworthy” businesses with “realistic and robust repayment 

proposals” and that LCF “endeavoured to create multi-layers of security and safeguards 

to protect Bond Holders’ capital, which range from upfront and ongoing due diligence 

on prospective borrowers to taking charges over borrowers’ assets”.1650  

 

K3.6 In reality, however, as the facts set out above make clear, these representations were 

untrue; and D1 knew that they were untrue. There is no record of LCF ever conducting 

 
1646  MDR_ST_00053302 page 9; MDR_ST_00017000 

page 11; MDR_ST_00090094 page 10; 
MDR_ST_00040127 page 11; MDR_ST_00047548 
page 11; MDR_ST_00033505 page 11; 
MDR_ST_00145654 page 13; MDR_ST_00155374 
page 11  

1647  MDR_ST_00053302 page 11; MDR_ST_00017000 
page 12; MDR_ST_00090094 page 11; 
MDR_ST_00040127 page 12; MDR_ST_00047548 
page 12; MDR_ST_00033505 page 12; 
MDR_ST_00145654 page 14; MDR_ST_00155374 
page 12 

1648  MDR_ST_00053302 page 12; MDR_ST_00017000 
page 12; MDR_ST_00090094 page 11; 

MDR_ST_00040127 page 12; MDR_ST_00047548 
page 12; MDR_ST_00033505 page 12; 
MDR_ST_00145654 page 14; MDR_ST_00155374 
page 12  

1649  MDR_ST_00154857 pages 9-10; 
MDR_ST_00154858 pages 9-10; 
MDR_ST_00154959 pages 11-12; 
MDR_ST_00154860 pages 8-9  

1650  MDR_ST_00053300 page 19; MDR_ST_00032654 
page 19; MDR_ST_00032653 page 19; 
MDR_ST_00032657 page 19; MDR_ST_00032650 
page 19; MDR_ST_00033849 page 19  
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any due diligence. Instead, monies were provided to connected companies so that they 

could be paid to D1, D2, D3, D4 and D10.    

 

K3.7 Similarly, LCF’s investment memoranda asserted that LCF never advanced loans 

without having signed loan and security agreements in place (“Investor funds … will 

only be remitted to borrowers when all loan documents and security are in place”;1651 

“Once a potential Borrowing Company has been assessed as creditworthy, agreed 

security is taken and legal documents are prepared and signed. Only when all legal and 

security documentation has been completed to LC&F’s satisfaction, will funds be 

transferred to the Borrowing Company”1652). The same representations were contained 

in the investment memoranda for the ISA bond series1653 and in LCF’s brochures.1654  

 

K3.8 The numerous counter-examples set out above prove that this was untrue. Monies were 

often paid to borrowers before any loan agreement had been signed and without any 

security having been taken and no valuable security was put in place.  

 

K3.9 LCF’s brochures claimed that the security would be held by an “independent security 

trustee”.1655 As explained above, this was often used as a selling feature when in reality 

GST was closely connected with LCF and its borrowers and it was misleading to assert 

that it was independent or that it monitored the value of security. 

 

K3.10 LCF claimed that it generated its income from lending activity to pay high returns. The 

first LCF investment memorandum stated that “provision of finance to regional business 

development will … provide a secure high rate of return for investors”. Subsequent 

investment memoranda stated, “Income is generated by charging a Borrowing Company 

lending fees of 2% and making an interest 'tum' on the funds LC&F lends”.1656  

 
1651  MDR00207063 page 12  
1652  MDR_ST_00053302 page 13; MDR_ST_00017000 

page 13; MDR_ST_00090094 page 12; 
MDR_ST_00040127 page 13; MDR_ST_00047548 
page 13; MDR_ST_00033505 page 13; 
MDR_ST_00145654 page 15; MDR_ST_00155374 
page 13  

1653  MDR_ST_00154857 page 11; MDR_ST_00154858 
page 11; MDR_ST_00154959 page 13; 
MDR_ST_00154860 page 11  

1654  MDR_ST_00053300 page 16; MDR_ST_00032654 
page 16; MDR_ST_00032653 page 16; 
MDR_ST_00032657 page 16; MDR_ST_00032650 

page 16; MDR_ST_00033849 page 16; 
MDR_ST_00098654 page 16 

1655  MDR_ST_00053300 page 16; MDR_ST_00032654 
page 16; MDR_ST_00032653 page 16; 
MDR_ST_00032657 page 16; MDR_ST_00032650 
page 16; MDR_ST_00033849 page 16; 
MDR_ST_00098654 page 16 

1656  MDR_ST_00053302 page 14; MDR_ST_00017000 
page 14; MDR_ST_00090094 page 13; 
MDR_ST_00040127 page 13; MDR_ST_00047548 
page 14; MDR_ST_00033505 page 14; 
MDR_ST_00145654 page 16; MDR_ST_00155374 
page 13  
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K3.11 The same statements appeared in the investment memoranda for the ISA bond series1657 

and brochures (“[LCF’s] principal activity is to identify opportunities in structured 

finance within the UK SME sector and to generate income via loan interest and 

associated fees”;1658 “To continue to grow a profitable commercial loan business to meet 

the increasing demand of successful, but cash-starved UK SMEs”1659).  

 

K3.12 This was also untrue. D1 knew that it was untrue. As explained above, LCF operated as 

a Ponzi scheme, with receipts being funded by monies from new bondholders.  

 

K3.13 The same story contained in LCF’s information memoranda and brochures was told to 

prospective bondholders directly to persuade them to buy LCF’s bonds. D6’s sales 

people relied on scripts and manuals containing these misrepresentations. 

 

K3.14 For instance, it was stated to bondholders that LCF’s security was very valuable and 

exceeded its loan book. In line with D1’s assessments of the value of LCF’s security, 

the security figure relayed to prospective bondholders evolved over time. At first, LCF 

was said to have £60 million in security.1660 This was increased to £215 million.1661 The 

figure increased again, ultimately to £685 million,1662 as explained above. 

 

K3.15 Prospective bondholders were also told that LCF carried out due diligence and would 

only lend to creditworthy borrowers: “Every company we loan to has to go through a 

very strict lending criteria before we would consider loaning to them”.1663 “Our 

minimum loan amount is half a million pounds so it’s quite bulky, that means we don’t 

lend to start-up companies due to the risk. They have to be established companies with 

a track record, good credit ratings”.1664 LCF was also said to have ‘strict lending 

 
1657  MDR_ST_00154857 page 11; MDR_ST_00154858 

page 11; MDR_ST_00154959 page 14; 
MDR_ST_00154860 page 10  

1658  MDR_ST_00053300 page 4; MDR_ST_00032654 
page 4; MDR_ST_00032653 page 4; 
MDR_ST_00032657 page 4; MDR_ST_00032650 
page 4; MDR_ST_00033849 page 4; 
MDR_ST_00098654 page 4  

1659  MDR_ST_00053300 page 4; MDR_ST_00032654 
page 6; MDR_ST_00032653 page 6; 
MDR_ST_00032657 page 6; MDR_ST_00032650 
page 6; MDR_ST_00033849 page 6; 
MDR_ST_00098654 page 6  

1660  MDR00065285; MDR00067074; MDR00070677 
1661  MDR00076524; MDR00076763; MDR00077241; 

MDR00075616; MDR00075949; MDR00077022; 
MDR00079262; MDR00081044; MDR00082821; 
MDR00082299; MDR00090250; MDR00092089; 
MDR00092139; MDR00094413 

1662  MDR00181389; MDR00182680; MDR00192945 ; 
MDR00224329 pages 31-33 and 50 ; 
MDR00186690; MDR00191794 

1663  MDR00088201 
1664  MDR00221949 page 3 
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criteria’:  “We are a corporate financier and we lend money to small/medium size 

businesses. When we do so we have a strict lending criteria”;1665 “We have never had a 

default due to our strict lending criteria”;1666 “We have a very strict lending criteria and 

are currently rejecting over 60% of the companies that approach us”.1667     

 

K3.16 D6’s sales people used scripts stating that LCF applied “strict lending criteria”1668 and 

was “currently rejecting over 60% of companies that apply”. They said that LCF only 

made loans to established companies with a good credit history: “we have a strict lending 

criteria before lending takes place (No startup companies, they must have been 

established for at least 3 years and must have a good credit history)”.1669 

 

K3.17 It was also represented to prospective bondholders that LCF’s loans would be subject to 

binding security. Hence, “The asset backed aspect protects the loan money. So for every 

loan we issue, we take a legally binding first charge over assets”;1670 “For each loan 

that we issue, we take a legally binding first charge”;1671 “As security against the loan, 

we take a legally binding first charge over assets worth at least 25% more that the loan 

value”.1672 D6’s sales people often referred to the presence of security.1673  

 

K3.18 Prospective bondholders were told that LCF’s income came from its lending activity. 

As D6’s sales people stated, “We make our money through the lending side of the 

business, not from investors”,1674 “We make our money solely from the corporate loans 

that we make to companies”;1675 “we make our money on the loans we issue”;1676 

“Currently, our loan book is approximately 100 SMEs”.1677 It was stated repeatedly that 

LCF charged these borrowers high interest rates, which enabled LCF to pay high interest 

rates to bondholders. Hence, “LCF's business model is to then lend the bond funds out 

to companies at a premium rate”;1678 “It is because of the interest rates charged to our 

borrowers we are able to pass on the benefits to our investors”;1679 “We are a corporate 

 
1665  MDR00038337 
1666  MDR00059036 
1667  MDR00062355; MDR00071846  
1668  MDR00057471 page 7; MDR00058012 page 7; 

MDR00059612 page 8; MDR00059844 
1669  MDR00162747; MDR00194951  
1670  MDR00043705 
1671  MDR00053172 
1672  SUR00024770-0001 

1673  MDR00038368; MDR00038526; MDR00038588; 
MDR00038937; MDR00039235; MDR00040313; 
MDR00040339; MDR00040433; MDR00043363; 
MDR00048611 

1674  MDR00038754 
1675  MDR00077241 
1676  MDR00055886 
1677  MDR00032132 
1678  MDR00023081 
1679  MDR00026127 
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financier, loaning money to UK businesses at around 12-20% on average”;1680 “We 

typically charge borrowers between 12% and 20% per year which means we are able 

to pass on higher interest rates to our investors”.1681 

 

K3.19 These false statements were used by D6’s sales people to persuade prospective 

bondholders that LCF’s bonds were a safe and secure investment (“The risk with us is 

minimal and well-managed”;1682 “the risk is very minimal”;1683 “There is a risk, but it is 

minimal”;1684 “that risk is very minimal”;1685 “The bonds are very secure”;1686 “very 

strong and robust asset backed protection”;1687 “We are very confident in our future 

performance”;1688 “no defaults to date”;1689 “100% track record”’1690 “never had a loan 

default due to our strict lending criteria”,1691 “no one has lost a penny from us”1692).  

 

K3.20 The only risk was said to be a big drop in the value of the security combined with 

numerous defaults. But they presented this as a purely theoretical or highly implausible 

risk: “Mathematically it’s possible … But we would argue it is highly unlikely”.1693 “A 

worst-case scenario”;1694 “highly unlikely, but technically possible”.1695  

 

K3.21 D7 developed the picture painted by the information memoranda and brochures to make 

further misrepresentations to prospective investors about LCF.  

 

K3.22 Among other things, D7 told prospective investors that “we don’t carry a lot of 

overheads”;1696 that LCF’s status as a plc meant that “every information … we have to 

make publicly available”;1697 that LCF “tended to work with much larger 

companies”;1698 that “under data protection we can’t tell you who the borrowers are … 

But they are quite significant”;1699 and that LCF’s security was “extremely good”.1700 D7 

made such representations during telephone calls with prospective bondholders.1701 

 
1680  MDR00070217 
1681  MDR00057471 page 7; MDR00058012 page 7; 

MDR00059612 page 8; MDR00059844 pages 2-3 
1682  MDR00028147 
1683  MDR00026899 
1684  MDR00026984 
1685  MDR00049942 
1686  MDR00026340 
1687  MDR00082299 
1688  MDR00070217 
1689  MDR00038337 
1690  MDR00032871; MDR00076763; MDR00077241 
1691  MDR00059036 
1692  MDR00224329 page 76 

1693  MDR00224329 pages 70-71; MDR00224329 pages 
70-71 

1694  MDR00066662 
1695  MDR00082299 
1696  MDR00224329 page 50 
1697  MDR00224329 page 30 
1698  MDR00224329 page 33 
1699  MDR00224329 page 33 
1700  MDR00224329 page 51 
1701  MDR_CC_00000180; MDR_CC_00000977; 

MDR_CC_00000002; MDR_CC_00000187; 
MDR_CC_00000251; MDR_CC_00000294; 
MDR_CC_00000250; MDR_CC_00000378; 
MDR_CC_00000357; MDR_CC_00000503; 
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K3.23 D7 represented that LCF’s bonds were a secure investment and that it had a successful 

lending business. He said that LCF always took a personal guarantee from the 

borrower’s owners1702 and that the independent security company monitored the value 

of the security to ensure that it was adequate to cover LCF’s loan book.1703 D7 also said 

that LCF was “fully authorised and approved by the financial conduct authority”.1704  

 

K3.24 On the lending side, D7 said that LCF was always flooded with applications for loans 

from its network of brokers and financial advisors1705 and that LCF’s lending team were 

therefore able to “cherry pick the best of the bunch”.1706 He also said LCF was lending 

to hundreds of different business to diversify risk.1707 He said that these loans were short-

term loans, typically no more than 6 months1708 but no longer than 12 months.1709  

 

K3.25 These statements were false. And, in light of D7’s close involvement and knowledge of 

the truth of LCF’s affairs, D7 knew that these statements were false. 

 

  

 
MDR_CC_00000038; MDR_CC_00000524; 
MDR_CC_00000242 

1702  MDR_CC_00000180; MDR_CC_00000294 
1703  MDR_CC_00000294; MDR_CC_00000250; 

MDR_CC_00000357 
1704  MDR00224329 pages 32 and 70; 

MDR_CC_00000357; MDR_CC_00000180; 
MDR_CC_00000187; MDR_CC_00000503 

1705  MDR_CC_00000180 
1706  MDR_CC_00000524 
1707  MDR_CC_00000378 
1708  MDR_CC_00000180 
1709  MDR_CC_00000524 
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L. D6’S COMMISSION  

 

 

 

L1 D6’s commission of 25%  

 

L1.1 D6 was responsible for selling LCF’s bonds to members of the public. Ben Beal 

introduced D5 and Kerry Graham to D7, who was working as a salesman for SAFE, 

earning a commission of 25% of the amount of each investment.  

 

L1.2 Initially, D5 asked for a fee comprising (i) £500,000 upfront, (ii) £500,000 on the 

delivery of the first £5 million of cash; and (iii) 5% of all funds delivered.1710 

 

L1.3 However, D2 and D4 were not keen on the idea of an upfront payment.1711  

 

L1.4 Ultimately, D7 agreed to work as D6’s sales director, with D6 selling the SAFE 

investment product in return for 25% commissions,1712 if D5 was prepared to agree that 

D7 could receive the same amount of profits as D5.1713  

 

L1.5 The figure of 25% was a sales commission. Kerry Graham explained, “We do get paid 

a percentage of money into the pot which by most definitions is commission …”1714   

 

L1.6 D5 emailed Pat McCreesh of Blackmore on 09.07.15 to say, “John has set up a deal 

with SAFE which will pay 25% commissions”.1715 

 

L1.7 D5 thought that a commission of 25% was “huge”.1716 He discussed this by email with 

D6’s accountant, Mark Partridge. On 23.07.15, D5 emailed Mark Partridge to say, 

“Surge Financial Limited … sell a 2 year bond (8% pa) called London Capital & 

 
1710  D7D9-0001827 
1711  D7D9-0001834; D7D9-0001840; SUR00128954-

0001; SUR00158414-0001 page 3 
1712  SUR00001292-0001 

1713  SUR00056027-0001; SUR00056028-0001; 
SUR00056031-0001 

1714  MDR00224137 
1715  SUR00001292-0001 
1716  SUR00129143-0001 
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Finance (LCF) … I earn 25% commissions of money into that fund. I know, that’s 

huge right?” (emphasis added).1717 

 

L1.8 Mark Partridge thought that this was “insane”. He replied on 24.07.15 to say:1718 

 

“As you say this commission is insane.  On a flat rate the fund would have to 
grow by 55% in two years to pay your commission and the interest. 
Who are LCF, is this the aim stock? 
You ‘pay’ me to be cynical but I can’t see how these figures are sustainable” 
(emphasis added). 

 

L1.9 D5’s colleague, Steve Jones, agreed (“Agreed!”). Steve Jones expressed the view that 

the figures were “incredible” whilst noting that LCF “[had] been paying them for a 

number of years according to JRM”.1719 

 

L1.10 D5 was excited because such high commissions would result in high profits. He emailed 

Mark Partridge on 11.09.15 to say that he expected that D6 would earn “£200k in comms 

minimum in September and with £50-60k in outgoings” giving rise to a profit of 

£140,000 to £150,000 in a single month.1720 

 

L1.11 This proved to be an under-estimate. On 22.09.15, Steve Jones told D5 that they might 

reach £260,000 in commissions for the month. D5 replied, “200k profit for one month 

… Oh and we are embryonic”.1721 

 

L1.12 D5 hoped that a high level of commissions and profits might enable him to realise his 

dream of buying a helicopter, particularly when combined with other business ideas.1722  

 

L1.13 D5 told Mark about this on the same day (“9 days of sales left too. Plus I have pensions 

and best savings rates. Hello helicopter...” (emphasis added)).1723 

 

L1.14 On 28.09.15, Katie Maddock of LCF told Steve Jones that LCF’s account would shortly 

be credited with £170,000 from new bondholders. Steve Jones forwarded this to D5, 

 
1717  SUR00129143-0001 
1718  SUR00129198-0001 
1719  SUR00129215-0001 
1720  SUR00129430-0001 

1721  SUR00002362-0001 
1722  SUR00129449-0001 
1723  SUR00129449-0001 
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adding, “That should be another £47k comms tomorrow!”1724 D5 seems to have been 

excited about this news: he forwarded the email to his father, to his accountant Mark 

Partridge and to his friend Ronak Patel.1725 

 

L1.15 On 23.10.15, D5 told Steve Jones that if D7 and his team hit £1 million in sales per 

month, resulting in £250,000 in commissions, D6 would make a profit of £200,000 per 

month.1726 Steve agreed in principle, but thought that D6’s monthly expenditure would 

be closer to £65,000 (rather than £50,000) (so that D6’s monthly profit would therefore 

be £185,000 rather than £200,000). He sent an email to D5 in these terms.1727 

 

L1.16 By the end of January 2016, D6 had made profits of £353,870.1728 But D5 could see that 

this was only the beginning. D7 and the other sales people working for D6 (including Jo 

Baldock) were proving to be very successful in selling LCF bonds to members of the 

public, generating substantial commissions and profits for D6.  

 

L1.17 On 29.01.16, Steve Jones provided D5 with an update. D5 forwarded it to his father, 

saying, “Fyi Pops. £180k cash in bank. £140k certain next week. £350k probably next 

week. Feb we go for £1m revenues and £650k net profit” (emphasis added).1729 

 

L1.18 LCF was proving to be an effective revenue-generator for D6. On 17.06.16, D5 sent a 

text stating, “56k comms. One fucking day … Dude, we are making a fucking fortune” 

(emphasis added).1730 As explained above, D5 set a new goal of £4 million per month1731 

(“We will hit our 4 million goal, it's achievable and we are on target. Double income, 

bonuses all round”1732). D7 emailed D5 on 16.05.17 to say, “[My] main focus as always 

will be to push LCF, this is our cash cow and I won’t stop until the 4m target is hit” 

(emphasis added).1733 D5 agreed with what D7 had said. He replied, “I’m with you!”1734  

 

L1.19 D5 could see that this success was largely due to the deal that D7 had negotiated for the 

payment of 25% commissions. He expressed this view to Kerry Graham on 10.08.16, 

 
1724  SUR00129510-0001 
1725  SUR00129510-0001; SUR00129511-0001; 

SUR00129512-0001 
1726  SUR00002842-0001 
1727  SUR00002843-0001 
1728  MDR00224028; MDR00062219 

1729  SUR00131245-0001 
1730  SUR00026965-0001 
1731  SUR00025841-0001 
1732  MDR00044326 
1733  SUR00021043-0001 
1734  SUR00021045-0001 
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explaining, “Without JRM we wouldn’t be here today . He increased comms to 25%, it’s 

the main factor in our current success”.1735 

 

L1.20 Steve Jones was angry about the fact that D6 was paying large sums to D7. Steve said 

to D5, “Can’t help but be angry about it every time. It is so unfair. He does absolutely 

nothing to earn a penny of it”.1736 

 

L1.21 D5 told Steve that there needed to be equality between D5’s payments and D7’s 

payments, because that is what D5 had agreed with D7 in connection with the 25% 

commissions: “I agreed him to be equal when he secured the 25% deal. You continually 

being angry at that situation won’t help … He needs to be the same as me. Your anger 

doesn’t help. Deal with it, I have to … It’s the deal we struck”.1737 

 

L1.22 With the continuing increase in LCF bond sales, the commissions payable to D6 grew 

and D6’s profits continued to increase. In the twelve months to 31.01.17, D6 made a 

post-tax profit of £2,440,680.1738 

 

L1.23 On 11.05.17, Steve Jones emailed D5 to say that D6 was averaging net profit of 

£800,000 per month and was on track for net profit of £800,000 for May 2017. Steve 

Jones told D5 that if D6’s total sales were to reach £9.5 million a month, then D6’s 

profits “[would] hit £1m a month, with costs pretty fixed at that point, anything over 

these figures will translate directly to bottom-line profit figures.  Anything we are able 

to shave from costs will also drop directly in to the bottom-line”.1739 

 

L1.24 D6 was selling two bonds, LCF and Blackmore, but the LCF bond was proving to be far 

easier to sell. The traffic from the feeder websites like BSR was therefore directed to 

LCF instead of Blackmore. Ryan Holdaway explained on 18.10.17, “With three feeder 

websites and only a finite amount of traffic I need to ensure that we are allocating traffic 

as efficiently as possible. Over the last 6 months we have leant [sic] LCF the vast 

majority of traffic as Blackmore simply wasn’t converting”.1740  

 

 
1735  SUR00035780-0001 
1736  SUR00056046-0001 
1737  SUR00056031-0001; SUR00056047-0001; 

SUR00056059-0001 

1738  MDR00224028 
1739  SUR00073567-0001 
1740  MDR00107361 
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L1.25 When Ryan proposed an adjustment to the allocation of web traffic, Jo Baldock agreed 

on the basis that “the main aim is to generate the maximum amount we can for Surge as 

a group” and “LCF is the cash cow of the business” (emphasis added).1741 

 

L1.26 On 29.07.18, Jo Baldock told her colleagues that “LCF [is] the cash cow that supports 

Surge and has allowed the company to grow to where it is today” (emphasis added).1742 

 

L2 RP Digital 

 

L2.1 D6’s largest expense was the cost of advertising on Google. D6 also paid for 

advertisements on Facebook, although this cost was relatively low in comparison to 

Google. There were advertisements for LCF, as well as advertisements for the feeder 

sites like BSR, which promoted LCF and Blackmore.  

 

L2.2 The advertisements on Google and Facebook were paid for by another company, 

RPDigitalServices Limited (“RP Digital”), which was controlled by Steve Jones.1743  

 

L2.3 RP Digital passed this cost on to D6 with a mark-up to provide additional monies for 

diversion to D5, Steve Jones and Aston Beckworth Limited (“Aston Beckworth”). 

 

L2.4 RP Digital’s bank statements show that the receipts from D6 exceeded the payments to 

Google and other companies. The bank statements from 05.12.15 to 04.05.16 show that 

RP Digital paid most of this surplus to D5 and Steve Jones.1744 

 

L2.5 The bank statements from 05.06.16 to 14.08.18 show that RP Digital also paid large part 

of the surplus to Aston Beckworth,1745 a company owned by D5 and Kerry Graham.1746 

 
1741  MDR00107361 
1742  D7D9-0007557 
1743  SUR00129432-0001; SUR00129473-0001 
1744  SUR00009479-0001; SUR00009475-0001; 

SUR00009476-0001; SUR00009477-0001; 
SUR00020642-0001; SUR00020643-0001; 
SUR00049882-0001; SUR00020641-0001; 
SUR00049883-0001; SUR00020645-0001; 
SUR00049884-0001; SUR00128917-0001 

1745  SUR00047209-0001; SUR00047214-0001; 
SUR00049886-0001; SUR00047213-0001; 
SUR00049887-0001; SUR00047218-0001; 
SUR00047220-0001; SUR00049888-0001; 

SUR00047229-0001; SUR00047211-0001; 
SUR00049889-0001; SUR00057599-0001; 
SUR00059441-0001; SUR00127015-0001; 
SUR00067654-0001; SUR00067655-0001; 
SUR00070674-0001; SUR00073453-0001; 
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SUR00082913-0001; SUR00097493-0001; 
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L2.6 The sums paid by D6 to RP Digital were not calculated on a precise basis. There does 

not seem to have been any standard mark-up.  

 

L2.7 Instead, monies were simply transferred from D6’s account to RP Digital’s account to 

ensure that RP Digital’s account remained in credit notwithstanding the payments to 

Google and Facebook, and the transfers to D5, Steve Jones and Aston Beckworth.  

 

L2.8 Steve Jones emailed his son, Ashleigh Newman-Jones, on 03.08.17 to provide guidance 

to this effect, with the subject, “While I am away”:1747 

 

“Need to keep an eye on RP Digital bank account. There is c£25k per day going 
out of the account so I don’t like to let the balance drop below £40k. Top it up 
with £50k (+ vat) invoices from Surge as and when needed. Invoices to be kept 
in sequential order, see reference on last invoice paid from Surge Bank account 
and continue from there (template attached). 
Top up funds to Aston Beckworth when drops below £10k, funds from RP 
Digital, £10 or £15k plus vat, again ensure correct invoice number used (from last 
payment reference), Invoice template attached” (emphasis added). 

 

L2.9 In another email, Ashleigh said to Steve, “I had to send Paul another £30k from RPD 

yesterday for his car so I topped RPD up with £30k from Surge”.1748  

 

L2.10 D5 became nervous about connections between RP Digital and D6. On 30.03.16, D5 

emailed Kerry to ask her to spend some time “tomorrow morning seeing who or what is 

connected to RP digital as if you were someone looking into it, please? I want to see 

where the contamination is. Thinking SF [D6], IC [D5’s other company, Info 

Connections], RP [RP Digital], LCF etc” (emphasis added).1749 

 

L2.11 Subsequently, Kerry reported to D5 that they did have what she called a “connectedness 

issue”: “Steve is a Director of RP, if an investigator looked at the Directors of RP then 

looked at their other Directorships; they would discover that he is also a Director of IC. 

IC is linked to Surge in two ways: 1. I am Director of both 2. There is an intercompany 

loan (which would be declared when turnover exceeds the auditable threshold). Mark, 

 
1747  SUR00080516-0001 
1748  SUR00036741-0001 

1749  SUR00132236-0001; SUR00132237-0001 
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if this intercompany loan is cleared before we get to auditable accounts threshold stage, 

I’m guessing it would not be traceable in any way?”1750 

 

L3 There was no signed written agreement between LCF and D6 

 

L3.1 Notwithstanding the fact that LCF paid 25% of all sums received from Bondholders to 

D6 (in a total sum of over £60.8 million over the life of LCF), there was never any signed 

written agreement between those two companies. The agreement for the payment of 25% 

of all receipts to D6 was only ever an oral agreement.  

 

L3.2 As set out below, the only ‘signed’ agreement ever to have existed between LCF and D6 

is the one which D1 faked (and backdated) on 07.10.16 to deceive LCF’s auditor, PwC.  

 

L3.3 On 27.07.15, Kerry Graham emailed D1 to say, “We need to put an introducer 

agreement in place between Surge Financial Limited and London Capital and Finance 

Limited, do you have a standard agreement we can review?”1751 

 

L3.4 D1 did not respond. On 03.08.15, Kerry emailed him to remind him that “we still need 

… an introducer agreement”.1752 D1 prepared a draft agreement which provided (in 

schedule 1) for the payment of such fees and charges as may be agreed from time to time 

between the parties.1753 He sent it to Kerry, adding, “let me know what you think”.1754 

 

L3.5 Kerry sent it to D5 and D7, asking, “Are you both happy for me to sign?”1755 D5 replied, 

“I’m happy. Control the tap, control the bath!”1756 Steve was also happy with it.1757  

 

L3.6 However, Kerry decided not to sign D1’s draft agreement, because the schedule referred 

only to “such fees and charges as may be agreed from time to time between the parties” 

and failed to record the agreement about the payment of 25% commissions.  

 

L3.7 Kerry asked D1 to provide a new schedule but he did not do so. She told D1 on 24.08.15, 

“We haven’t signed the introducer agreement contract, you were going to attach an 

 
1750  SUR00132291-0001 
1751  SUR00001538-0001; D1-0000788; EB0006648 
1752  D1-0000787; D1-0000788 
1753  D1-0000789 

1754  D1-0000790 
1755  SUR00001595-0001 
1756  SUR00001595-0001 
1757  SUR00001598-0001 
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appendix which would itemise the commissions owed then send it back to me for review. 

As we are now selling and cash has been received for the first couple of clients and a lot 

of pipeline should close this week, it would be prudent to put this in place”.1758 

 

L3.8 The next day, D5 told Kerry that she should ensure that a contract was in place and that 

this was urgent.1759 She replied to D5, “Re the contract with LCF, the Body of the 

contract is fine but Andy is writing an appendix to it which confirms our commission at 

25% and I should have that today”.1760 

 

L3.9 On 25.08.15, D1 sent a draft distribution agreement to Kerry.1761 In this version, 

Appendix A provided: “A Commission of 25% of funds raised is payable to the 

distributer [sic] when funds are cleared into the Principles [sic] bank account”.  

 

L3.10 Kerry signed it and returned it to D1 on 28.08.15.1762 (The version which she signed had 

been backdated to 03.08.15, in typescript on the front page.) 

 

L3.11 D1 failed to sign it. On 10.09.15, Steve Jones sent an email to Kerry asking, “Do you 

have a copy of the Surge agreement with LCF?”1763 She replied, “Andy has not returned 

a copy to me with his signature as yet. I have chased”.1764 

 

L3.12 On 15.09.15, Kerry chased D1 for a signed copy of the agreement.1765 D5 asked Steve 

Jones to ensure that the agreement between LCF and D6 was signed by D1.1766 

 

L3.13 Still D1 did not sign it. On 14.10.15, Kerry chased D1 again for a signed copy.1767  

 

L3.14 Kerry’s agenda for a meeting with D1 and D4 on 15.10.15 (which she sent to D5 on 

14.10.15: “agenda for our 2pm with Spencer and Andy”1768) included: “Andrew 

signature on Introducer Agreement. I requested he bring a hard copy today as this is 

now very overdue and I sent to him originally on 28th August”.1769 

 

 
1758  MDR00016773 
1759  SUR00001876-0001 
1760  SUR00001883-0001 
1761  MDR00016800; MDR00016803; D1-0000917 
1762  MDR00016952; MDR00016953 
1763  SUR00002141-0001 

1764  SUR00002141-0001 
1765  MDR00017384 
1766  SUR00129432-0001 
1767  MDR00018729 
1768  SUR00002675-0001 
1769  SUR00002676-0001 
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L3.15 Yet still D1 did not sign it.  

 

L3.16 This became a problem at the time of LCF’s first audit, which was being conducted by 

PwC. On 28.09.16 PwC asked D1 for a copy of the contract between LCF and D6.1770 

 

L3.17 However, the previous version of the agreement, as signed by Kerry on 28.08.15 (and 

never signed by D1), was now out of date. It referred to London Capital & Finance 

Limited, but LCF had since become a plc. It referred to LCF’s former registered office 

address, rather than to the current one. It also referred to LCF issuing loan notes, rather 

than bonds. And the definition of “Services” referred narrowly to making introductions 

between LCF and prospective bondholders but did not mention the other services that 

D6 was providing to LCF, such as the provision of marketing services, the creation and 

maintenance of LCF’s website, the conduct of online marketing services and the 

development and maintenance of a cloud-based client management portal including 

application procedures and investor accounts. 

 

L3.18 Accordingly, D1 prepared a further draft.1771 This new version reflected the fact that 

LCF had become a plc with a new registered office address. It referred to bonds, rather 

than only to loan notes. It included a new definition of the term “Services” which referred 

to the provision of marketing services, the creation and maintenance of LCF’s website 

and the conduct of online marketing services and the development and maintenance of 

a cloud based client management portal including application procedures and investor 

accounts. Appendix A now referred to a “fee” (rather than a “commission”). 

 

L3.19 D1 sent the new version of the agreement to Kerry on 28.09.16.1772  

 

L3.20 She forwarded it to D5 on the same day, explaining:1773 

 

“Andy has asked me to sign a contract between LCF and Surge (attached). 
He wants this signed today because his auditors need it. 
I promised to review today and if all is well to sign it. I haven’t read it yet, I have 
some urgent things to do first, I might not look at until after 4pm. I will read it 
later in the afternoon and come back to you with my comments. 

 
1770  MDR00059484 
1771  MDR00059587 

1772  MDR00059585; MDR00059587 
1773  SUR00135646-0001 
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Please also review for your own reassurance. This is potentially a very sensitive 
issue and we should look at how liability will fall before signing. We need to make 
sure we are not unduly exposed if LCF are investigated or if they go bust” 
(emphasis added). 

 

L3.21 D5 asked her to forward it to Steve Jones and Mark Partridge; and she did so.1774 

 

L3.22 Kerry was keen to have it reviewed by a solicitor. She told D1 (cc D5 and D7), “Sorry I 

know you really need this signed ASAP for your audit but I do have to run it by our 

solicitor. I will find out how quickly it can be turned around and get back to you”.1775 

 

L3.23 D1 emailed D5 about this a few minutes later saying, “As discussed, please find attached 

the agreement that was agreed but not signed last year, its fairly basic but covers the 

basis. I have [tweaked] one section to add the provision of the online support you give 

us and the dashboard Ashleigh created”.1776 

 

L3.24 D5 discussed the position with Kerry, who said, “[It] would be prudent to have our 

solicitor review. I won’t sign until I have that confirmation. Andy needs this ASAP so I 

will get it fast tracked. Let's hope I can get it approved by tomorrow”.1777  

 

L3.25 D5 asked, “Can we just sign this? It’s to help him”.1778  

 

L3.26 Kerry replied, “Sorry, I don’t mean to be difficult, I would help him if I could but I believe 

the more important issue here is to have this reviewed by a solicitor”.  

 

L3.27 D5 said, “Yes, that’s fine … I’ll let him know …” 

 

L3.28 The delay caused problems with PwC, who wanted to see the signed agreement.1779  

 

L3.29 PwC asked D1 to bring the signed agreement to their offices at 9.00am on 29.09.16.1780 

 

 
1774  SUR00135648-0001 
1775  MDR00059706 
1776  MDR00059715; MDR00059716 
1777  MDR00059717 

1778  MDR00059720 
1779  MDR00059776 
1780  MDR00059780 
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L3.30 On 30.09.16, D1 said to Kerry, “I really needed it yesterday morning, not having it has 

created additional work and has prompted PWC looking into us in more detail. We have 

nothing to hide but this will add more time to the production of [the accounts]”.1781 

 

L3.31 D1 then sent a further message to Kerry:1782  

 

“You have completely missed the point of why I needed it, this was the contract we 
agreed last year, I thought it would be a simple request to simply sign it. I need 
Surges support to get the audit concluded and it didn’t happen and has knock on 
issues. As you are wanting to go down the solicitor route I will forward your 
revisions to Lewis Silkin who will not doubt advise me that LCF needs a far more 
robust contract to protect its position …” 

 

L3.32 Kerry replied to D1 to reiterate her position, saying, “I’m not signing a contract that a 

solicitor hasn’t reviewed. Let’s get it right first time”.1783  

 

L3.33 D1 seems to have concluded that he was getting nowhere with Kerry and decided to 

direct his communications to D5 instead. D1 emailed D5 on 30.09.16 to say that he had 

made only a few changes to the agreement which were all minor and that the new 

agreement was “practically identical” to the one that Kerry had previously signed.1784 

D1 sought to persuade D5 that “legal input” was unnecessary.  

 

L3.34 D1 also told D5 that “if we don’t have an agreement in place” by Monday, PwC would 

have to “put a qualification in the audit regarding the robustness of LCF as a going 

concern as it does not have an agreement in place with a business critical supplier”. 

 

L3.35 D5 forwarded this to Kerry, Steve and D7.1785 Kerry emailed D5, Steve and D7:1786 

 

“All he has to do is call me.  
I will explain why I want the clauses he added in, removed and why.  
I do want further revision re clause 5. Nothing unreasonable.  
He’s really making a meal of this. A quick call would resolve / at least put him in 
the loop.  
Also I’m shocked that he would send a contract where the liability re FCA is a big 
exposure and expect me not to get a solicitor to review?!? Sending Wednesday 
afternoon and getting a response Friday morning is good. He should be thanking 

 
1781  D7D9-0006795 
1782  D7D9-0006795 
1783  D7D9-0006795 

1784  D1-0002988 
1785  SUR00135741-0001 
1786  SUR00135762-0001 
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us for the fast turnaround. He shouldn’t be criticising the decision not to sign when 
he hasn’t even asked why we won’t sign. 
We have good reasons and I would love to tell him about them if he would answer 
my calls and not just cancel them and send me abusive text messages”. 

 

L3.36 Mark Partridge emailed D5 to point out the inconsistency in D1’s position:1787  

 

“He just talks out of his arse. The original agreement is fine the other one is 
fundamentally different. If he wants to pay vat on top of the commission, he can 
sign the new one.  
Or just re-sign the original agreement if [it’s] so close” (emphasis added). 

 

L3.37 D5 forwarded Mark’s email to D7, Kerry and Steve.1788 Steve replied to D5, “Kerry 

already signed and returned the original doc over a year ago, he has that already!”1789 

 

L3.38 Mark’s comment about LCF having to pay “vat on top of the commission” if the new 

agreement was signed reflects a particular concern about the definition of “Services”.  

 

L3.39 D6’s position was that introduction commissions were not subject to VAT. On this basis, 

D6’s invoices to LCF did not include VAT. Mark’s comment related to the prospect of 

D6 agreeing in writing to provide services (such as marketing services, the creation and 

maintenance of LCF’s website and the conduct of online marketing services, and the 

development and maintenance of a cloud based client management portal including 

application procedures and investor accounts) which would be subject to VAT.  

 

L3.40 Accordingly, Kerry and her solicitor, Steven Kinch of SDK Law, prepared a further draft 

of the agreement.1790 They changed back the definition of “Services” so that it again 

referred solely to the making of introductions between LCF and prospective 

bondholders, without mentioning any other services. They changed the terminology 

throughout to refer to D6 as the Intermediary, rather than the Distributor. They amended 

clause 5 to water down and qualify D6’s obligations in respect of compliance with anti-

money laundering legislation. They added new obligations of LCF in what was now 

clause 6 requiring LCF to help D6 to comply with FCA Rules. They amended exclusion 

of liability in clause 8. The draft was still dated 2015 in typescript on the front page. 

 
1787  SUR00135764-0001 
1788  SUR00135766-0001 

1789  SUR00135767-0001 
1790  MDR00060094 
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L3.41 On 02.10.16, Kerry sent this to D1 (cc D5 and D7): “I attach the amended contract for 

you to review. All changes are done as tracked changes so you will be able to easily 

identify the requested variations. Recognising that this is time critical, I also attached a 

signed version so you have this in place to use at your meeting on Monday”.1791  

 

L3.42 On 03.10.16, D1 sent this to Alex Lee of Buss Murton.1792  

 

L3.43 On the next day, D1 emailed Alex Lee again, saying, “How are you getting on with the 

Surge agreement, I’m being pushed by PWC for it”.1793 

 

L3.44 The continued delay was causing problems for D1 with PwC. Jessica Miller of PwC 

emailed him on 05.10.16 to ask, “Would it be possible for you to arrange for a scan of 

the Surge Financial contract to be emailed to me today / tomorrow, this was the one 

document that you didn’t have when we met last week. We have had one of our final 

quality reviews of the audit and we need this to be documented on our file”.1794  

 

L3.45 However, this was not going to be possible, because such a contract did not yet exist; 

LCF and D6 had not yet even been able to agree on the definition of “Services”.  

 

L3.46 D1 replied to Jessica, “I completely forgot! I’m out of the office at the moment but I’ll 

try to have a copy scanned over, if not I can do it first thing tomorrow morning”.1795 

 

L3.47 Alex Lee prepared a heavy mark-up of the draft LCF D6 agreement.1796 Among other 

things, he deleted much of the new wording in clause 5, stating that an obligation on the 

part of D6 to “take all reasonable steps” could not be agreed by LCF (“They either act 

in compliance or they don’t. Taking reasonable steps is not a defence to any allegation 

by the FCA”). He introduced a new clause 6 which (inter alia) required D6 to “maintain 

professional indemnity insurance with reputable insurers lawfully carrying on business 

in the United Kingdom, in an amount each year of not less than Five million pounds for 

any one occurrence or series of occurrences arising out of one event for a period of 

 
1791  MDR00060092; MDR00060094; MDR00060093; 

MDR00224135 
1792  MDR00060232 
1793  MDR00060431 

1794  MDR00060609 
1795  MDR00060610 
1796  MDR00060631; MDR00060632 
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twelve (12) years after the last date upon which the Intermediary carries out the Services 

provided always that such insurance is available at commercially reasonable rates and 

terms”. He amended the clause dealing with LCF’s obligation to help D6 to comply with 

FCA Rules (which had been clause 6 and was now clause 7). He amended the exclusion 

of liability which had been clause 8 and was now clause 9.  

 

L3.48 At 4.01pm on 05.10.16, Alex Lee sent his mark-up to D1.1797 

 

L3.49 D1 forwarded this to Kerry, adding, “The immediate issue is I have been able to put off 

PWC until now but they are expecting a doc first thing tomorrow, they have completed 

the accounts but won’t release until they have a scan of the agreement”.1798  

 

L3.50 Kerry reviewed Alex’s mark-up and told D1 that Alex had made some helpful 

revisions.1799 She mentioned that D6 did not have insurance at the level required by the 

new insurance clause. She identified in particular Alex’s comment in the mark-up about 

acting in compliance with anti-money laundering regulations and the prospect of liability 

for this. She suggested that the clause might “need re-writing from scratch as might be 

easier than amending now, what does Alex think? Can we agree the sentiment together 

and get your solicitor to propose the re-work?” She provided some bullet points 

containing what she thought should be covered by the clause.  

 

L3.51 On 06.10.16, D1 forwarded Kerry’s email to Alex Lee,1800 who replied with his thoughts 

on the compliance and liability issues.1801 He concluded, “Perhaps I have missed 

something but it seems that Surge are trying to say that they do not want to take the 

requisite responsibility for the work you are asking them to undertake. In which case I 

am struggling to advise you that such a contract is ok to enter into”. 

 

L3.52 D1 forwarded Alex’s email to Kerry.1802 

 

L3.53 D1 then emailed PWC, “Sorry not to have sent the surge doc over … I’m on my way 

back now and will get it sorted later today”.1803  

 
1797  MDR00060631 
1798  MDR00060633; MDR00060634 
1799  MDR00060649; MDR00060650 
1800  MDR00060666 

1801  MDR00060722 
1802  MDR00060723 
1803  MDR00060725 
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L3.54 PwC replied, “That would be great if we can get it today”.1804 

 

L3.55 At 3.48pm on 06.10.16, Alex Lee sent an email to D1 attaching “the clean version of 

what I sent over yesterday”.1805 (Alex Lee had actually done a bit more than simply 

accept the changes. He had also deleted the words “take all reasonable steps to” (to 

which he had objected) in clause 5.1.1, rearranged clause 6 on insurance, and had deleted 

two stray words (“The Inter”) at the end of clause 7.) 

 

L3.56 Kerry emailed D1 about Alex’s new clause 6 to ask, “if the PI cover has to be for 12 

years”.1806 D1 provided her with the clean copy.1807 Kerry said she would review it.1808 

 

L3.57 By this time, PwC had finished the audit and were preparing a “pretty version” of LCF’s 

accounts.1809 There was only one outstanding item: PwC still needed to see the signed  

agreement between LCF and D6 and would not sign off LCF’s accounts without it.  

 

L3.58 On 07.10.16, D1 sent an email to Jessica Miller of PwC with the subject “Surge 

agreement”:1810 “I finally got back to the office this morning (it’s been an entertaining 

week!!!) and have scanned in the agreement below”.1811  

 

L3.59 The attachment was an agreement between LCF and D6 dated 03.08.15 which had 

purportedly been signed by D1 on behalf of LCF and Kerry Graham on behalf of D6.1812 

 

L3.60 It had clearly been backdated because it was the version that Alex Lee had sent to D1 at 

3.48pm on 06.10.16 containing (for example) the new clause 6 on insurance (referring 

to “professional indemnity insurance … for a period of twelve (12) years”), which Alex 

had first sent to D1 at 4.01pm on 05.10.16. 

 

L3.61 Further, in light of the chronology set out above, it is also clear that Kerry had not signed 

it. The signature purporting to be hers had been taken from the previous agreement in 

 
1804  MDR00060730 
1805  MDR00060815; MDR00060816 
1806  MDR00060823 
1807  MDR00060845; MDR00060846 
1808  MDR00060851 

1809  MDR00060875 
1810  MDR00060881 
1811  MDR00060881 
1812  MDR00060883 
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very different terms which Kerry had signed and returned to D1 on 28.08.151813 (and 

which D1 had never signed).  Compare MDR00016953 page 11 (which Kerry had signed 

on 28.08.15) with MDR00060883 page 12 (which D1 sent to PwC, purportedly with it 

having been signed by Kerry, on 07.10.16): the signatures of Kerry Graham are identical.  

 

L3.62 The fact that Kerry had not signed any new agreement (and that D1 had instead forged 

her signature without her knowledge) is confirmed by the subsequent correspondence.  

 

L3.63 On 26.10.16, D1 emailed Kerry to say, “I havnt [sic] heard anything from you on the 

proposed agreement I sent over a couple of weeks ago? do you have any questions or 

are you happy to agree it”.1814  

 

L3.64 Kerry responded, “Re the contract. This has been parked for a while to allow our 

accountant to investigate the VAT issue. I will chase for an update”.1815 

 

L3.65 D1 replied:1816  

 

“Appreciate you need to speak to your advisors but its been weeks now and I 
haven’t heard anything and we don’t have any agreement in place. I was put in an 
extremely difficult position with PWC over it which had the potential to damage 
everything, this needs resolving sooner rather than later. Can you please chase 
your advisors and advise of the urgency”. 

 

L3.66 Kerry said, “Yes I will do”.1817  

 

L3.67 But there was further delay. On 28.10.16 Kerry told Mark Partridge (cc D5), “Andy is 

back pushing us over the contract issue … [We] do need to once and for all establish 

the VAT situation so that we can finalise a contract”.1818  

 

L3.68 On 03.11.16, Kerry emailed Mark Partridge again (cc D5) saying, “Andy is chasing me 

to complete the contract”.1819 She asked Mark if he had made “any progress with 

establishing if we are VAT exempt”. D5 reiterated that it needed to be finalised.1820 

 
1813  MDR00016952; MDR00016953 
1814  SUR00051281-0001; MDR00063283 
1815  SUR00051281-0001; MDR00063283 
1816  MDR00063304 

1817  SUR00051295-0001 
1818  MDR00224136 
1819  MDR00224139 
1820  MDR00224140 
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L3.69 Mark advised Kerry (cc D5), “This really isn’t something that can be rushed as it is 

crucial and arcane … BTW LCF accounts have been filed so he cannot use the auditor 

requirement on us”.1821 

 

L3.70 On 11.11.16, Kerry chased Mark again about this.1822 Mark said he understood her 

frustration but he wanted to wait until they had obtained tax advice from Macfarlanes.1823 

 

L3.71 On 21.11.16, Kerry’s “to do” list continued to include this issue (“Must get to bottom of 

VAT issue to complete contract with LCF!”).1824  

 

L3.72 Kerry chased Mark Partridge again, saying, “Luckily Andy hasn’t been chasing me this 

week but it’s been two months since this issue first arose and I do feel we ought to resolve 

now. It benefits all parties if we have an adequate contract in place”.1825 

 

L3.73 The next year, on 13.01.17, Mark asked for the “latest draft contract with LCF”.1826 

Macfarlanes wanted to see it in order to advise on the VAT position.  

 

L3.74 On 16.01.17, Mark chased Kerry, adding, “Macfarlanes are now chasing me for the 

introducers agreement as is so that we can discuss VAT”.1827  

 

L3.75 Kerry replied to Mark (cc D5) on 17.01.17 to say, “Agreements aside, we want to know 

if Surge is VAT exempt or not? Even if we never sign an agreement with LCF we need 

to know this … I have previously emailed you … a one page summary of all of the 

activities that Surge does. The activity list is perhaps more useful as it was to be used to 

establish if the blend of activities made us exempt or not”.1828 

 

L3.76 There was no real progress. On 01.06.17, Kerry emailed D5 to say that D1 was “keen to 

get a contract in place before his next audit”.1829 However, the issue was not resolved. 

 
1821  MDR00224141; MDR00224142 
1822  MDR00224142 
1823  MDR00224143; MDR00224144; MDR00224145; 

MDR00224146 
1824  SUR00054881-0001 
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Kerry’s “to do” list a few days later still included this item in paragraph 3.1830 D5 advised 

her, “The LCF contract needs to be in second spot please”.1831  

 

L3.77 However, weeks elapsed without progress. D5 emailed Kerry, Mark, Steve and D7 on 

27.06.17 to say, “I want Andy to have signed a Surge/LCF contract. Kerry, can you 

forward what we have with salient points as soon as you can. Everyone needs to check 

it before Kerry gets a clean copy over to Andy to sign”.1832 Kerry circulated a draft 

contract; D7 and Mark provided her with their comments.1833 

 

L3.78 On 30.06.17, Macfarlanes provided Kerry with an entirely new draft agreement between 

LCF and D6.1834 They had completely re-written it. This new draft agreement was 

entitled, “Services agreement”. It was a very lengthy agreement. Schedule 1 provided 

that LCF would pay “a marketing fee equal to 25% of each investment”. Schedule 2 

contained a lengthy description of “Services”. Clause 8.1 of Schedule 2 provided, “The 

Customer hereby grants the Service Provider the exclusive right to market, advertise 

and promote Bonds to Investors during the Term”. 

 

L3.79 Kerry emailed this to D1, saying, “Some good news, long overdue but I do now have a 

services agreement for your review and signature. I have been conscious that we were 

not able to get this in place before your audit last year and have now made sure this is 

ready well in time of your next audit”.1835 D1 replied, “I note that it is a completely new 

agreement so I will have to send it to our solicitors at Lewis Silkin to look through”.1836 

He sent it to Lewis Silkin.1837 On 05.07.17, Graham Reid of Lewis Silkin emailed D1:1838  

 

“In summary this is not an agreement you can sign not least as you would be 
encouraging and acquiescing in Surge Financial Limited (“Surge”) (a party 
not regulated by the FCA) to carry out FCA regulated activities (a criminal 
activity)” (emphasis added). 

 

L3.80 D1 forwarded Graham’s email to Kerry.1839 She forwarded it to D5 (cc D7), adding, 

“Rather than amend our contract, Andy has received advice to reject it. See this detailed 
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explanation from Lewis Silkin. I fear a stand-off. If they made suggestions for revisions, 

we have the starting point for a negotiation. This is just a flat out obstruction”.1840 D5 

seems to have suggested that Lewis Silkin should prepare a re-draft.1841 

 

L3.81 Lewis Silkin began to prepare a new version,1842 but progress was slow. On 25.07.17, 

Kerry emailed D1 asking, “Is there any progress with regards to a contract? I am 

wondering is [sic] Lewis Silkin have had a chance to draft this please?”1843 Eventually, 

on 03.08.17, D1 was able to provide Kerry and D5 with Lewis Silkin’s re-draft.1844 They 

had cut down the definition of “Services” in Schedule 2.  

 

L3.82 Kerry replied to D1 (cc D5) to say that the “sticking point is going to be around the 

Services i.e. Schedule 2. I assume you have scaled this back for regulatory reasons?”1845 

She attached a document which contained the terms of the Schedule 2 drafted by 

Macfarlanes. She asked if Lewis Silkin could “highlight any clauses that could 

compromise your regulation”.1846  

 

L3.83 On 23.08.17, Kerry re-sent this document to D1 (cc D5 and D7).1847 D7 then emailed 

Kerry and D5 to say, “I think we should be harder with Andy on the points raised … 

Paul and I can discuss this with Spencer on Tuesday and get him to squeeze Andy if 

required”.1848 Kerry accepted that one option would be to “get Spencer to make him 

accept the Services section as it is” but was concerned that this could cause regulatory 

problems for LCF.1849 D7 and Kerry agreed that Kerry would attend a forthcoming 

meeting with D4 to discuss “the service review part” with him.1850 

 

L3.84 This issue remained unresolved. On 29.08.17, Graham Reid of Lewis Silkin emailed his 

colleague, Owen Watkins, to say that he might need Owen’s input in respect of Kerry’s 

document (containing the terms from Macfarlanes’ Schedule 2),1851 commenting that 

Lewis Silkin’s view “was that much of this was not something that the service provider 

should be doing not least as they are not regulated”.1852 
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L3.85 On 29.08.17, Graham advised D1 that Macfarlanes’ draft was seriously defective:1853  

 

“As drafted the document indicates that the Service Provider anticipates carrying 
out regulated activities while not regulated (a criminal offence) – for example 
clause 8.1.  I’d suggest that we speak with their lawyers in order to amend the 
document in a way that it is compliant for all parties – this is a complex area of 
law which in many circumstances (frustrating though it maybe) only allows things 
to be done in certain ways”. 

 

L3.86 Kerry and D1 initially agreed that Lewis Silkin and Macfarlanes should “work through 

the redraft together”.1854 By 11.09.17, however, Kerry had become concerned that this 

would probably be “quite an expensive way to go about it” and that it would therefore 

be preferable for Lewis Silkin to simply set out their concerns.1855 

 

L3.87 On 02.10.17, therefore, Graham Reid emailed Chris Mortimer of Macfarlanes to explain 

that D6 “should not be ‘bringing the deal together’ which was what we are all agreed is 

the regulated activity”.1856 The problem seemed to be that Kerry and Macfarlanes were 

keen for the contract to set out precisely what D6 was doing, but Lewis Silkin held fast 

to the view that D6 should not be doing those things because it involved “carrying out 

regulated activities while not regulated (a criminal offence)” and that the contract should 

therefore not say what Kerry and Macfarlanes wanted it to say.  

 

L3.88 Kerry explained the problem to D1 (cc D5 and D7) on 22.02.18:1857 

 

“The services section has been pretty much deleted so that they state that we only 
do web hosting, web development and assisting people to go through the online 
sign up process. We deliberately gave a detailed list of services which is what we 
need to be in the contract to prove the blend of services we provide make us VAT 
exempt. We have been told that the list we provided made Lewes [sic] Silkin 
uncomfortable on the basis that it could be argued some are regulated activities 
and Surge is not regulated” (emphasis added). 

 

L3.89 This obstacle seemed to be insurmountable. No agreement was ever signed.  
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M. STATE OF KNOWLEDGE OF D5, D6, D7 AND D9 

 

 

 

M1 Introduction 

 

M1.1 As explained below, D5 and his colleagues suspected that LCF was not legitimate.  

 

M1.2 Over time, they discovered a large number of facts which substantiated these concerns.  

 

M1.3 Ultimately, they were left in no doubt that LCF’s affairs were deeply troubling.  

 

M1.4 However, in light of the vast commissions paid by LCF to D6, they continued to sell 

LCF’s bonds to members of the public in order to keep enriching themselves.  

 

M2 Suspicions at the outset  

 

M2.1 From the beginning of D5’s involvement, D5 was acutely aware of the fact that the entire 

operation would seem inherently suspicious. He emailed Patrick McCreesh of 

Blackmore on 09.07.15 to tell him about LCF: “The SAFE product is being re-branded 

and I am comfortable that it is not a ‘rinse’ … John has set up a deal with SAFE which 

will pay 25% commissions … I know you’ll be screaming ‘RINSE’! It’s not”.1858 

 

M2.2 The concerns about the legitimacy of LCF did not go away. On 23.09.15, Desmond 

Bailey, a salesman for D6, emailed D7 and D5 (cc Steve and Kerry) to say:1859  

 

“I had a call from a client investing in LCF this morning which has made me 
begin to question the integrity of this investment … I reassured the investor I 
would not have any part in a scam that was taking people’s hard earned money … 
I feel totally uneasy about this and the potential issues our company could be faced 
with … John, can I ask you what due diligence you have carried out on LCF?” 

 

M2.3 Soon, D6’s accountant, Mark Partridge, expressed his views on LCF.  
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M2.4 D5 valued Mark’s opinion. He explained, “Mark is a shareholder, friend and a 

Chartered Accountant and I trust him implicitly”.1860  

 

M2.5 Mark’s views on LCF were clear and Mark expressed them frankly, as D5 explained to 

Steve Jones on 27.10.15: “Mark thinks Spencer is Maddoff [sic]” (emphasis added).1861  

 

M3 LCF’s interest rates were too good to be true 

 

M3.1 One obvious concern about LCF related to the extremely high rates of interest that it 

offered to investors.  

 

M3.2 As explained above, D5, Kerry and Steve ran a website, www.investment-experts-

online.co.uk. The basic premise of the website was that members of the public could 

seek free investment advice from experts. Each such enquiry was received by D5, Kerry 

and Steve by email. Members of the public began to submit enquiries about LCF, asking 

whether the extremely high rates of interest meant that LCF was too good to be true.  

 

M3.3 On 07.12.15, for example, a member of the public submitted an enquiry: “How safe is 

your money in an investment bond, such as those offered by London Capital and 

Finance. They are offering 8% p.a. on a 3 year fixed rate bond. Are these figures too 

good to be true?”1862 This was received by D5, D7, Kerry and Steve. D5 said, “Very 

interesting”. He forwarded it to Mark Partridge1863 and his friend Ronak Patel.1864  

 

M3.4 Similarly, on 15.12.15, another member of the public asked: “London Capital and 

Finance are doing a 3 year bond with an 8% interest rate, does this seem too good to be 

true? Is this a reputable company with financial equity in the event of going bust, as I 

wish to invest a large sum. Will my money be safe?”1865 Again, this was received by D5, 

D7, Kerry and Steve. Another prospective investor asked, “What’s the catch?”1866 
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M3.5 LCF’s unfeasibly high rates of interest caused a problem when setting up BSR, as Kerry 

explained to D5, Steve and others on 23.09.15 (with the subject, “Content for BSR”):1867  

 

“1. You will note that LCF is only listed in the 1 year bond option. 
2. The rate is 2.7%. 
3. The minimum balance is £2k. 
Why? 
1. We currently sell the 2 year bond for 8.5% the average 2 year bond in the 
comparison table offers 2%. I was faced with a dilemma: I could not put 8.5% 
next to 2% and remain credible. I could not offer a 2 year option close to 2% 
because any client going to the LCF website would see that it is being marketed 
at 8.5%. Therefore we will only offer the 2 year bond via an assisted sale for 8.5% 
(business as usual) we will only offer a 1 year bond (2.7%) via the hands free 
online sale. 
2. I have proposed a rate of 2.7% to LCF because it is higher than – but still in 
line with – the competition. 8.5% would stand out like a sore thumb next to 2%” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M3.6 Similarly, on 25.11.15, Kerry observed that LCF “pays a significantly higher rate by 

comparison” with the other listings on BSR (“Could be a positive and could be a 

negative”).1868 (The other listings on BSR at that time were paying interests rates of 

4.4%, 2.5%, 2.44%, 2.4%, 2.3%, 2.75% and 3% per annum.) 

 

M3.7 Members of the public continued to submit enquiries on www.investment-experts-

online.co.uk asking if LCF was “too good to be true”.1869  

 

M3.8 Sometimes, members of the public who had learnt of LCF on BSR would then ask 

www.investment-experts-online.co.uk whether it was legitimate: “I am thinking of 

investing £10,000 with LCF in a protected bond. The interest for one year is 3.9% and 

6.5% for two years. This seems very high compared with other rates on offer. How safe 

is my investment?”1870 D5 thought that this phenomenon was brilliant (“Bouncing off 

from BSR. Brilliant!”).1871 Equally, members of the public regularly sought to contact 
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LCF, asking whether it was “too good to be true”; their queries went to D6.1872 

Transcripts of their online conversations were sent to D51873 and Kerry.1874  

 

M4 The commission paid by LCF was “insane” and unsustainable 

 

M4.1 Another obvious concern related to the commission that LCF was prepared to pay to D6, 

which, at 25% of all receipts from bondholders, was phenomenally high.  

 

M4.2 On 23.07.15, D5 emailed Mark Partridge to say, “I know, that’s huge right?” (emphasis 

added).1875 Mark Partridge expressed the view that it was “insane”:1876 

 

“As you say this commission is insane.  On a flat rate the fund would have to 
grow by 55% in two years to pay your commission and the interest. 
Who are LCF, is this the aim stock? 
You ‘pay’ me to be cynical but I can’t see how these figures are sustainable” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M5 Absence of information about LCF’s borrowers 

 

M5.1 These concerns were only compounded by D1’s failure – and, later, flat-out refusal – to 

provide any information about LCF’s loans to borrowers.  

 

M5.2 On 16.07.15, Kerry emailed D7 to say that she was— 

 

“trying to build a picture of the success [and] selling points of the business and 
always like to lead with facts and figures as these increase credibility, it would 
help to know: How many (approximate figure) loans to date, how many defaults, 
type of loan i.e. for what purpose, average term, interest rate (I believe it is 
arranged according to risk level, please elaborate), Size of companies 
borrowing?” (emphasis added).1877  

 

M5.3 She requested case studies and testimonials from borrowers.  
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M5.4 D7 forwarded her email to D1.1878 However, D1 did not provide any of the requested 

information about LCF’s borrowers.  

 

M5.5 On 20.07.15, D7 sent a chaser email to D1.1879 D1 replied (cc D3 and D4) to say that he 

was working on it, but he did not respond further.  

 

M5.6 On 29.07.15, Kerry reiterated her requests to D1:1880  

 

“Reading about how Mr X – from a real company that they can see on the internet 
– was able to benefit from finance that the bank refused and it enabled him to 
purchase stock / take advantage of opportunities that resulted in him increasing 
his turnover by 25%, etc… Good success stories really help to sell the bond 
because investors can see the actual need and results”. 

 

M5.7 Still D1 did not provide the requested information. Kerry mentioned it again the next 

day on 30.07.15.1881 Still he did not provide it.  

 

M5.8 At some point, Kerry discussed this issue with D4. On 13.10.15, Kerry emailed D4, cc 

D7: “Spencer, As discussed, I have been waiting for the Case Studies for some time. I 

had a look back through my emails and can see I first requested this on the 29th July”.1882  

 

M5.9 But still D1 did not provide any of the requested information about borrowers.  

 

M5.10 A related issue that was causing concern at this time was the absence of a lending page 

on LCF’s website. There was nothing to give credence to the idea that prospective 

borrowers could apply to LCF for a loan. This undermined LCF’s credibility.  

 

M5.11 Given that D6’s role was to maximise LCF’s bond sales, it fell to D6 to resolve this issue 

by creating a plausible-looking lending page. Manuel Espinoza of D6 designed a lending 

page for LCF’s website.1883 D7 provided comments on it.1884  
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M5.12 D5 said, “We need the lending page on LCF going live and with it we need to add what 

a normal company we would lend to look likes. I.e. £10m turnover; looking for £500k 

over 6 months; Company has £4m in Company Assets for protection of our loan”.1885 

 

M6 Some light-touch due diligence and a worrying discovery 

 

M6.1 On 08.12.15, D5 emailed Mark Partridge to discuss the idea of conducting a bit of light-

touch due diligence on LCF:1886 

 

“I couldn’t get hold of Spencer last night but will do today.  I have a plan to make 
the necessity of the DD seem more run-of-the-mill and less holly-shit-this-better-
not-be-a-ponzi [sic].  Ill basically say that as Spencer is looking to revise an offer 
to be involved exclusively with us in one way or another we want to run some DD 
to make the process easier down the line. 
Spencer doesn’t like getting emails. I know, I know.  
But you will be getting an intro email to Andy Thomson later. I would start with a 
call with him to get an overview before you request the evidence you need” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M6.2 D5 emailed Mark (cc D7) about this issue again on 10.12.15 to say, “We need to conduct 

this DD with a light touch” (emphasis added).1887  

 

M6.3 Mark replied, “If they have nothing to hide, they shouldn’t be concerned about DD”.1888 

 

M6.4 Mark then told D5 about a worrying discovery that he had made:1889 

 

“The worse news is 
All their loan book is lent to Thomson’s company!  This loan (or some of it not 
clear) was then shifted to International Resorts Group, a company that Thomson 
used to be a director for.  
So it could be that the liabilities now have no assets to back them up” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M6.5 D5 emailed D1 (cc Mark Partridge and D7) on the same day to say:1890 

 

“We want to better understand how LCF operates to assist in both our sales and 
also from a commercial prospect. As it is way above my pay grade and JRM is 
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snowed under I have asked Mark Partridge, our accountant to liaise directly with 
you. We anticipate at least £50m into LCF bonds over the next 12 months and it 
would be helpful for us to ensure we know how the underlying assets work in 
more detail. Can I leave Mark in your capable hands to provide him with those 
details please” (emphasis added). 

 

M6.6 D1 failed to provide Mark with any response to these requests. On 13.12.15, D5 emailed 

Mark, saying, “Give him a nudge … for me please”.1891 

 

M7 The lack of information was causing difficulties 

 

M7.1 D1’s failure to provide any information about LCF’s borrowers was causing difficulties 

for D6’s sales people. Prospective bondholders often sought information about how their 

money would be used by LCF to generate a return. The inability to provide basic 

information in response to these questions was raising eyebrows.  

 

M7.2 On 16.12.15, Kerry asked D1, “How many borrowing companies are there at this time 

and what is the average loan size please?”1892 D1 replied, “To date the company has c. 

£5,000,000 under management … Currently we have in place funding lines for an 

additional £10,000,000 split over 5 company’s [sic]”.1893  

 

M7.3 Kerry forwarded this to D5 and Mark Partridge at 2.40pm, commenting, “See Andy’s 

comments regarding the £10m over 5 borrowing companies. I’m interested to know if 

all 5 are ultimately under the same/connected ownership” (emphasis added).1894  

 

M7.4 Later on the same day (at 3.31pm), the issue of LCF’s borrowers was raised again by a 

prospective bondholder. He emailed Kerry to ask, “Am I correct in thinking that you 

were reluctant to tell me how many borrowers you have on your books?”1895 

 

M7.5 At 4.16pm on the same day, Kerry seems to have been distracted by a new lead – a 

person who had £500,000 to invest (“That’s really amazing, £500k!!!!”).1896  

 

M7.6 D1 had still not answered Kerry’s question about the average loan size.  
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M7.7 The prospective bondholder kept pressing Kerry for this information.  

 

M7.8 She asked D7 about how to respond.1897 Eventually, on 22.12.15, D7 suggested that 

Kerry get the figures from D1.1898 She emailed D1 that same day:1899 

 

“Generally I have been trying to steer customers away from questions about our 
lending book however one particular chap is very persistent and wants me to 
answer the following question, can you please suggest a reply that you are 
comfortable with:  
What about telling me how much in total you have lent and what is the average 
sum per contract?” 

 

M7.9 D1 did not answer this question. Instead, he said he would “have a think” and email her 

something in the morning.1900 He did not email her anything in the morning.1901  

 

M8 Further concerns about LCF’s legitimacy  

 

M8.1 D5 had a lunch meeting with D4 scheduled for 29.12.15.1902 On 28.12.15, D5 emailed 

his team (cc D7 and Jo Baldock to say, “We had a great end to 2015, breaking £1m into 

LCF in just 18 days (including two weekends!)”.1903 Mark Partridge replied:1904  

 

“DD is obviously very important here in my eyes anyway … So you are seeing 
Spencer tomorrow. Do you want me there or is it a three wise monkeys meeting? 
I would not be offended btw but at some time we do have to address this issue” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M8.2 D5 wanted Mark to attend. D5 emailed D7, Mark, Kerry, Steve and Jo Baldock to 

provide them with a link to a story in The Telegraph about a bond issuer called 

Wellesley,1905 which they had been discussing by email.1906 D5 added:  

 

“JRM and I are meeting with Spencer on Tuesday mid-morning in Crowborough. 
I intend to bring Mark and use this article as a discussion point that if we had the 
recently referred to security in place, LCF would be in a far stronger place than 
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Wellesley. If you scroll right down and read the comments, you’ll see the obvious 
concerns we need to address, ‘Peter Smythe’ in particular nails it. Having £30m 
on the balance sheet would defeat that argument and conversions would increase” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M8.3 Peter Smythe’s comment (which, according to D5, “nails it”) was: 

 

“If you bothered to look properly at the ‘savings bond’ offering, you would see 
that they can basically do whatever they want with the money. The funds invested 
in the ‘savings bond’ will be used to ‘expand its business’ and ‘lending 
capabilities’ i.e. they can use the money for television adverts and raising even 
more money to do, basically, whatever they like with it. How does the FCA allow 
this stuff? These guys dangerously masquerade around as peer-to-peer lenders 
but all they are in reality is an unregulated fund that offers terrible returns … 
next scandal waiting to happen” (emphasis added).1907 

 

M8.4 Steve Jones responded to D5, “Interesting and timely article. I am sure they will be 

sniffing around LCF in no time at all”.1908  

 

M8.5 D5 replied, “No they won’t. Wellesley got spotted because it went above the parapet by 

advertising on TV. They’ll stay under the radar for a while yet” (emphasis added).1909 

 

M8.6 Mark Partridge’s scepticism about LCF was increased by D1’s statements about capital 

gains allowances and withholding tax. D1 said that bondholders could use capital gains 

allowances (and that withholding tax would not be applicable) and that this had been 

confirmed by BDO and Lewis Silkin. D1 then performed a volte-face and emailed D7 

to say that “all interest paid for the bonds is subject to withholding tax at 20%”.1910 D7 

emailed D6’s staff saying, “Just to clarify – all bonds will be subject to 20% withholding 

tax … Andy has also confirmed that their legal and accountancy advisers have stated 

that clients cannot utilise their capital gains allowance on maturity of the bonds”.1911  

 

M8.7 D5 forwarded this to Mark Partridge, who replied, “No fcking [sic] shit Sherlock … Sorry 

a bit rude but really! What happened to BDO and Lewis Silkin’s advice?” D5 asked 

Mark to clarify what he meant by this. Mark explained:  
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“It is completely the opposite of what was stated last week when utilising your 
capital allowance was all the rage – alleged backed by BDO and Lewis Silkin. 
Despite my scepticism.  
That’s why emails go out giving completely the wrong advice. Because people 
want to say the thing punters want to hear rather than reality.  
That’s the sort of thing that ends up shutting the company down. Bullshit.  
You can’t believe anything that comes out of Spencer’s lot and so JRMs 
mouth.  
Diversify asap. And consider your sales management” (emphasis added). 

 

M9 Uncertainty about security 

 

M9.1 D5’s comment on 28.12.15 about getting “£30m on the balance sheet”1912 is explained 

by subsequent emails which reveal D1 and D4 had said that they were putting a “land 

asset” worth £30 million into LCF in order to provide security to bondholders.  

 

M9.2 On 29.12.15, Mark said, “Certainly gives comfort to the proposition. Still big concern is 

one type £30m asset backing this. Wellesley implies a spread of risk as per original 

thought with spencer”. After the meeting, on 02.01.16, D7 emailed D1, asking, “how 

are you progressing with the 30 Million land asset being placed into the company?”1913  

 

M9.3 Kerry emailed D5 on 06.01.16 to say, “I am concerned that the targets might not be 

achieved without the £30mil security … Do we have a timeline for the enhanced 

security?”1914 Just over a week later, D5 emailed D3 (cc D7 and Mark Partridge) on 

14.01.16, saying, “I need to get the security on the balance sheet as fast as possible. I 

also need to understand what exactly it is, as the Account Managers will need to explain 

it to the clients it needs to be simple. It will defeat our main objection and increase 

conversions immediately; therefore, it being added quickly will help increase sales”.1915 

 

M9.4 D5 chased D3 (cc D7 Kerry, and Mark) again on 18.01.16, saying, “What is the update 

on this please? In particular, the security on the balance sheet”.1916 D5 forwarded this 

email to Steve;1917 D3 forwarded it to D1.1918 Mark emailed D5 to say:1919  

 

“As per the literature LCF lend to 75% of asset value.  

 
1912  MDR00025617; SUR00127976-0001 
1913  MDR00025708 
1914  SUR00004894-0001 
1915  MDR00027361; EB0012005 

1916  MDR00027361; EB0012443 
1917  SUR00005979-0001 
1918  MDR00027361; EB0012446  
1919  SUR00005975-0001 
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We should consider this. Per our conversation with LCF, 50% of this asset is 
liquid. The rest is deferred ‘consideration’.  
We need to consider whether to stop placing funds at £7.5m x 75% = £5.625m or 
£15m x 75% = £11.25m”. 

 

M9.5 It appears from this that the story about the additional security had changed. It was no 

longer a “30 million land asset”. Instead, it was now an asset worth £15 million which 

was “50% liquid” and 50% “deferred ‘consideration’” – hence Mark’s question whether 

D6 should “stop placing funds at £7.5m x 75% = £5.625m or £15m x 75% = £11.25m”. 

 

M9.6 D5 chased D3 (cc D7, Mark and Kerry) on 21.01.16:1920  

 

“What would help us significantly is removing the objection about the Company 
being young and having an empty balance sheet. The sooner the security is added 
the better. Can I ask you to let me know what the security will be precisely and 
when it will be added by in a way in which members of the public can see and our 
team can quote it”. 

 

M9.7 D5 chased D3 and D1 (cc D7, Mark and Kerry) again on 25.01.16:1921 

 

“I am just following up on my email from Thursday to you both. Can I get a 
response this morning by email regarding the security which is being added to 
the company please. We are growing very quickly and the quality of the balance 
sheet needs to be shored up to provide comfort for the clients. It remains the 
largest, most singular objection and hold backs the conversions considerably. It 
requires your urgent attention” (emphasis added).  

 

M9.8 D1 replied by saying that he wanted to discuss.1922 However, D5 was out of the office.1923  

 

M10 Shocking discoveries 

 

M10.1 Kerry spoke to D1 on 25.01.16. The conversation was extremely concerning for many 

reasons. She sent a report to D5, D7, Mark and Steve immediately:1924  

 

“I have just spoken with Andrew Thompson [sic], we discussed some quite 
sensitive information which he initially didn’t want to be communicated by 
email but has given me permission to relay this information assuming your 

 
1920  MDR00028356 
1921  MDR00028356 
1922  MDR00028358; EB0120976 
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commitment not to mention the details outside of this small group. Please don’t 
even mention to the sales team yet … 
He has not replied to Marks request for DD because he did not receive the emails. 
There is no £30million security. There is a transaction taking place with $30mil 
(yes dollars) to the benefit of LC&F and inter related companies however the 
only ‘asset’ which they are able to use for the purposes of enhancing LC&F is 
a loan note for £15mil (yes sterling) in favor of LC&F. They have had it 
confirmed by their accountants that the loan note can be positioned in the balance 
sheet so that the assets of the company are boosted. The balance sheet currently 
shows assets of £6mil therefore an extra £15mil will take it to £21mil which is 
sizeable and therefore should assist sales but will not be as beneficial as the 
£30mil charge over property which was originally suggested. Andy says this was 
a miscommunication by Spencer and it was never an option. 
The loan book: 
· Since inception LC&F (formerly SAFE) has lent £4.2 million. 
· Currently there are 80 loans. 
· The average loan size is £75k 
· The largest loan ever was £220k 
· Terms range from 3 months bridging finance to 2 years property development 

finance. 
· Crucially all 80 loans are to Spencer related businesses i.e. they are funding 

their own operations … 
… 
BIG ISSUE: 
The FCA contacted Andy 10 days ago to say that they have received numerous 
complains re TIE promoting LC&F. They have also been forwarded email 
communications from TIE staff. They have mystery shopped us. In the FCAs 
opinion, we are miss-selling [sic]. It is not OK to state that bond holders capital 
is 100% safe, there are risks and we are no longer allowed to be so categorical 
in our statements …” (emphasis added) 

 

M10.2 The fact that there would be “no £30million security” was obviously a concerning 

development, which was contrary to what had previously been asserted. More significant 

still was the knowledge that “all 80 loans are to Spencer related businesses i.e. they are 

funding their own operations”. But D5 was focussed on the final point: the fact that the 

FCA had “received numerous complains re TIE promoting LC&F” and had concluded 

that D6 was “mis-selling”. D5 responded quickly. He emailed his colleagues (including 

D7 and Jo Baldock) on 25.01.16 to say:1925  

 

“Something is coming our way … The dots are forming a line and we have too 
much to lose to not [take] action. Therefore: -  
1. Pause all TIE advertising 
2. Pull TIE down, no pages live, have a page saying, “This site is currently 
offline.” … 

 
1925  MDR00028517 
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It could be a competition or anyone, even someone who recently left. Some people 
when they are not allowed to play in goal, try and pop the ball. Either way, for 
now it closes. 
Lastly. All connections, IP, Limited Companies or people connected with TIE 
need considering or removing from all our other sites. Consider it toxic. … 
Report when completed. These actions may not stop what may come but it may 
help. It can always and easily relaunch. Nothing is forever” (emphasis added). 

 

M10.3 Within 15 minutes, www.investment-experts-online.co.uk had been taken down.1926  

 

M10.4 D5 said Kerry was working on any cross-pollination which she would email around in 

the morning for resolution.1927  

 

M10.5 On 26.01.16, D5 emailed D7, Steve, Kerry and Jo Baldock, with the subject “TIE”:1928 

 

“As you know I have brought TIE down. It is a pre-emptive move as I am expecting 
repercussions from the FCA regarding some of our dealings with clients. Where 
we go from here is not decided but to head off a potential issue of breaching the 
grey area of advice with at least one of our Analysts is paramount … Kerry – 
Please let me know what cross pollination is existing between TIE and other 
entities … Then we wait and see what happens”. 

 

M10.6 Kerry emailed everyone to tell them to remove any reference to TIE from LinkedIn.1929 

 

M11 Still no information from D1 

 

M11.1 D1 was still failing to provide any testimonials from LCF’s borrowers.1930  

 

M11.2 On 29.01.16, Kerry emailed D5 (after a discussion between them) saying, “Missing 

piece of the ‘is it a ponzi’ jig saw: we need access to the lending book, inclusive of 

details re the security in place, what percentage is property and at what gearing, if not 

property what is it and how was it valued? Is Mark following up, I put him back in 

contact with Andy on Andys new email address” (emphasis added).1931 

 

 
1926  MDR00028519 
1927  MDR00028535 
1928  D7D9-0004170 
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M11.3 On 01.02.16, Mark Partridge asked D5 if he should continue to “request DD 

information” from D1.1932 Initially, D5 did not get back to him on this;1933 it is unclear 

from the documents whether they discussed it subsequently.1934  

 

M11.4 In early March, Mark met with D1, who agreed to provide him with “the security 

documents held by LCF against the loans provided to date”.1935 D1 failed to provide 

these to Mark, who chased him on 01.04.16, asking also to see a schedule of loans.1936  

 

M11.5 D1 apologised for the delay and said that he had been waiting for one particular 

document to become available.1937 Mark asked him to send over whatever was 

available.1938 D1 did not send anything to Mark.  

 

M11.6 On 08.04.16, D1 told D5 (cc D7 and Kerry) that he had “instructed [his] solicitor to send 

Mark all the docs”.1939 Mark objected, “I have not heard from your solicitor yet!”1940 

 

M12 Concerns about GST’s credibility 

 

M12.1 As explained above, D6’s sales people sought to rely on the involvement of GST, a 

company controlled by D8,1941 to reassure prospective investors that their monies would 

be safe. D6’s sales people said that GST was an independent security trustee which 

monitored the adequacy of security on behalf of bondholders.1942  

 

M12.2 However, prospective bondholders who looked for information about GST found 

nothing. For a long time, Kerry had been saying that “GST require an online 

presence”.1943 D5 agreed, saying, “I will chat with Andy on Thursday about setting up a 

good online trail of provenance to ensure when Googled it provides comfort”.1944 

 

 
1932  SUR00131253-0001 
1933  SUR00131394-0001 
1934  SUR00131395-0001 
1935  MDR00034184 
1936  MDR00034184; SUR00132306-0001 
1937  MDR00034189 
1938  MDR00034201 
1939  MDR00034970 
1940  MDR00035001 
1941  MDR00038869 

1942  MDR00023601; SUR00130207-0001; 
MDR00026632; MDR00026697; D7D9-0002441; 
D7D9-0002509; D7D9-0002479; D7D9-0002508; 
D7D9-0002509; D7D9-0002510; D7D9-0002511; 
MDR00025991; MDR00027146; MDR00026924; 
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M12.3 Prospective bondholders continued to ask about GST, but D6’s sales people were unable 

to answer their questions.1945 On 05.05.16, Jo Baldock told D1 that it was “embarrassing 

and unprofessional on our part when we don’t have enough information”.1946  

 

M12.4 D1 replied on 06.05.16 to say, “GST is a company set up by lawyers who have 120 years 

combined experience in this industry and have specifically set up GST to provide a 

vehicle to independently represent investor interests”.1947 

 

M12.5 Kerry was not satisfied with this response. She told D5 on 07.05.16, “GST need a proper 

online presence. They play an important role yet anyone going [sic] DD won’t find much 

about them and they are not FCA regulated”.1948  

 

M12.6 D5 reiterated this to D1 (bcc Mark Partridge and others) (“Off record”), adding that he 

was happy to set up the online provenance for free “so the issue disappears”.1949 

 

M12.7 Mark Partridge read the email chain and was concerned by D1’s statement about GST 

having been set up “to provide a vehicle to independently represent investor interests”. 

He knew that this statement was not true: GST was in fact connected with LCF in various 

ways. He emailed D1 (cc D5 and D7) on 09.05.16 to raise his objection:1950  

 

“Hope you are well. Just seen the trail below. 
There is a statement that GST are independent.   
Without casting aspersions or commenting on their magnitude there are a 
number of connections between LCF and GST. 
Whilst doing our DD we did note that: 
GST, LCF and LG (and subsidiaries etc) share the same registered office. 
The sole Director and shareholder of GST is also Company Secretary at LG and 
indeed most of LG’s group. 
LG’s group presumably owning the main UK asset as well as overseas assets 
upon which LCF is relying. 
As I am sure you are very aware” (emphasis added). 

 

M12.8 Following a call between Kerry and D1 on 18.05.16, Kerry emailed D5, D7 and others 

to say that “GST will remain in place long term”. She asked:1951   

 
1945  MDR00038884 
1946  MDR00038884 
1947  MDR00038884 
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“1. How will we represent what they do to advantage sales when we can no longer 
claim they manage the security on behalf of the investor on a day to day basis?  
2. How can we build them an online provenance when they are effectively a one 
or two solicitor firm without a track record? This is further exacerbated by the 
fact that the main solicitor is standing down due to a conflict of interest”.  

 

M12.9 The issues in respect of GST remained unresolved.  

 

M13 Information from Mark Partridge 

 

M13.1 In response to Mark’s comment about the connections between LCF and GST, D7 

emailed Mark (cc D5) saying, “Any other linked directorships etc would be useful”.1952 

 

M13.2 Mark responded on 09.05.16 by providing D5 and D7 with a colour-coded spreadsheet 

identifying connections between LCF and various companies including GST, London 

Group plc, L&TD, London Trading, LCCL, Waterside Villages and CV Resorts, as well 

as various other companies connected with D1, D2, D3 and D8. Mark had also identified 

overlapping officers and shareholders (including D1, D2, D3 and D8).1953 

 

M13.3 By this time, therefore, D5, D7 and Kerry knew that, although D1 had said that LCF had 

made 80 loans, they had all been made to only “5 company’s [sic]”.1954 Kerry had 

wondered “if all 5 are ultimately under the same/connected ownership”1955 and D1 had 

later confirmed that “all 80 loans are to Spencer related businesses i.e. they are funding 

their own operations”.1956 Mark Partridge had now identified LCF’s borrowers (and the 

relevant connections) in his very detailed colour-coded spreadsheet.1957  

 

M13.4 D5, D7 and Kerry also knew that LCF had initially proposed to grant security over a “30 

million land asset”1958 but that had then changed to an asset worth £15 million which 

was “50% liquid” and 50% “deferred ‘consideration’”1959 before D1 had told them that 

there was actually no £30 million security (and that this had been “a miscommunication 

 
1952  SUR00132806-0001 
1953  SUR00132808-0001; SUR00132807-0001  
1954  MDR00024968; SUR00004510-0001; 
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by Spencer and it was never an option”) and that the security for the loans was instead 

going to consist of a “loan note for £15mil (yes sterling) in favor of LC&F”.1960  

 

M13.5 However, D1 had not provided them with access to LCF’s lending book or with any of 

details of any security or any valuations of any security.  

  

M14 Knowledge of LCF’s payments to D4 and others 

 

M14.1 D5 and Steve Jones also knew that LCF was making payments to D4 and others. On 

22.07.16, Katy Eaves of LCF emailed Jo Baldock (cc Steve Jones) to say that LCF would 

pay the remainder of D6’s invoices for commissions on the following day, because LCF 

had “hit our limit on our bank account to send payments, hence why they are being paid 

tomorrow”.1961 Steve forwarded this to D5, commenting, “Ha, love that!”1962 D5 asked 

him, “What’s their limit?”1963 Steve replied, “No idea. Would include payments to 

spencer etc as well, not just our comms” (emphasis added).1964  

 

M14.2 The “payments to spencer etc” which LCF had made on 22.07.16 (which, when 

combined with the payment of some of D6’s invoices, resulted in LCF hitting its bank 

payment limit for that day) comprised £51,250 to D4, £33,750 to D10, £7,500 to D3 and 

£7,500 to D1, funded by a payment of £246,500 from LCF to L&TD.1965 

  

M15 D1’s unsatisfactory answers to questions from D6’s sales team 

 

M15.1 Awareness of the information set out above was tightly confined. As set out above, D1 

had imparted much of this “quite sensitive” information to Kerry orally on 25.01.16 

(because “he initially didn’t want [it] to be communicated by email”) on terms that it 

could be shared only with D5, D7, Steve and Mark and that they could “not … mention 

the details outside of this small group”.1966 In particular, D1 appears to have insisted that 

D5, D7, Kerry, Steve and Mark should not “even mention [it] to the sales team yet”.1967 
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M15.2 As a result, D6’s sales team remained unaware of these facts. This caused problems in 

practice, because prospective bondholders were obviously keen to understand how their 

money would be used. D6’s sales team wanted to know the answers to some fairly 

obvious questions which were frequently asked by prospective bondholders.  

 

M15.3 Louise Finney, who sold LCF bonds for D6, compiled a list of frequently asked 

questions, which included the following key questions for D1: “LENDING: HOW 

MANY CLIENTS HAVE WE LENT TO? WHO DO WE LEND TO? AVERAGE LOAN 

SIZE?”; “ASSETS: WHAT ARE THE ASSETS HELD? WHAT IS THEIR VALUE? 

WHERE CAN I FIND THIS INFORMATION”.1968 She sent this to Jo Baldock on 

12.05.16 attached to an email entitled, “Questions for Andy”.1969 

 

M15.4 On 13.05.16, Jo Baldock sent these to D1 (cc D7, D5 and Kerry) attached to an email 

with the subject, “Common Questions”.1970 She explained that she had “now spoken with 

the account managers and we have complied a list of frequently asked questions”. 

 

M15.5 D5 forwarded this to Mark, who replied, “I’d like to see the answers!!!”1971 

 

M15.6 At around this time, D5 seems to have become anxious about the idea of letting 

prospective investors ask questions about LCF. On 17.05.16, when a prospective 

bondholder asked Christopher Barnard (one of D6’s sales people) a question about D1’s 

role within LCF, D5 sent an email advising Christopher Barnard not to answer it:1972   

 

“I’m going to jump in here. I don’t think it’s a good idea to let prospective 
investors dictate questions to us. What’s next? What is Andy’s star sign. I think the 
key is to not let the customer or prospect dictate the terms so easily”.  

 

M15.7 By 18.05.16, however, Kerry was able to report to the others that D1 had “agreed to 

send us his answers to the questions Jo sent through last week”.1973  
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M15.8 On the same day, D1 drafted his answers to the frequently asked questions:1974 

 

“HOW MANY CLIENTS HAVE WE LENT TO?  
As at the beginning of May 2016 LCF has made 121 loans … 
WHO DO WE LEND TO, WHAT SECTOR? 
LCF lends to all sectors.  
AVERAGE LOAN SIZE? 
The total size of the loan book at the beginning of May 2016 is £9,055,096.11, this 
drives an average loan size of c.£75,000  
WHY IS THERE NO MENTION OF HOW TO MAKE A LENDING 
APPLICATION, THERE IS NO FACE TO THIS SIDE OF THE BUSINESS OR 
CONTACT NUMBER ETC?  
LCF uses a network of professional introducers to source lending opportunities 
and as such does not need to advertise. 
ASSETS  
WHAT ARE THE ASSETS HELD AND UNDERLYING SECURITY? 
The assets LCF currently hold as security is a mixture of property, land, 
contractual obligations, shares, warrant’s [sic] and corporate guarantees from 
listed company’s [sic].  
WHAT IS THEIR VALUE?  
The current value (borrowing directors confirmed updated valuations as at the 
end of April 2016) of the assets pledged as security against LCF’s loan book is c. 
£62,000,000 (£14m floating charge contractual value, £17.5m property & £34.5m 
development land). The security taken against these assets is a mixture of 
corporate guarantees & fixed and floating charges …” 

 

M15.9 D1 sent the document to Kerry Graham and D7 (cc Jo Baldock), adding, “I’ve put 

together some answers to the account managers questions”.1975 

 

M15.10 D1’s answers were plainly inconsistent with the information that he had previously 

provided to D5, D7, Kerry, Steve and Mark on a confidential basis only a few months 

earlier. Jo Baldock forwarded D1’s answers to D5, who forwarded them to Mark 

Partridge.1976 Mark responded, “Just the usual bs [bullshit] I’m afraid”.1977 D7 also 

forwarded D1’s answers to D5,1978 who replied, “Grrrr”.1979 

 

M15.11 As explained above, this was not the first occasion on which Mark had advised D5 that 

D1 was lying to them. On a previous occasion, Mark had told D5 that he “[could not] 

believe anything that comes out of Spencer’s lot and so JRM’s mouth”.1980  
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You then said in May the accounts were being finalised and would be available 
that month. You then said the account would be available in June and so on. 
I have to manage the AM’s expectations, they are the ones on the front line dealing 
with clients on a daily basis. Why don’t you share with me the real position, that 
way we can set realistic timescales and deal with AM’s and clients accordingly”. 

 

M16.14 D5 forwarded the email chain to Kerry, who replied, “Oh dear”.1994  

 

M16.15 D5 also forwarded the email chain to Mark Partridge, presumably to see if Mark could 

shed any light on D1’s comment about “having to wait for guidance from HMRC re a 

technical point on how to represent the balance sheet”.1995 

  

M16.16 Mark advised D5:1996  

 

“This is almost certainly crap. HMRC do not give opinion unless there is 
uncertainty with regard to the law i.e. tax law. 
This would appear to be accounting treatment and so not likely to get an 
opinion.  And anyway HMRC are interested in the P&L, rarely are they interested 
in the balance sheet unless someone is hiding profits there – that isn’t something 
you would ask HMRC’s opinion on… 
PWC would know this – I am not so sure what PWC have to do with this anyway” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M16.17 D5 forwarded Mark’s email to D7.1997  

 

M17 Concerns about adequate security 

 

M17.1 D6’s sales team continued to encounter difficulties due to the lack of information. 

Prospective bondholders asked for the number of borrowers and their names.1998 D6’s 

sales team said that they were unable to disclose names of borrowers “due to data 

protection”.1999 The absence of recent accounts also continued to be problematic. D7 

emailed D1 (cc D5) to ask for an update.2000 D1 said he was “working on it”.2001  

 

M17.2 But still the accounts did not become available. On 05.09.16, D7 emailed D3 to complain 

about this: “The accounts are long overdue, this is highlighted every week by potential 
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new investors, this needs to be actioned asap. We also have an ever increasing amount 

of investors not willing to make a decision until the accounts are published. We are keep 

going back to these people and extending the timeframe which doesn’t look good”.2002 

 

M17.3 Eventually, on 13.09.16, Steve Jones’s son, Ashleigh Newman-Jones, received LCF’s 

draft accounts for the year ended 30.04.16 and forwarded them to D7, who forwarded 

them to D6’s sales team.2003 They disclosed a profit of £148,550, which was obviously 

modest, particularly in comparison to the position of D6, which was now in the process 

of making a post-tax profit of £2,440,680 in a twelve-month period.2004  

 

M17.4 LCF’s draft accounts also disclosed net assets of only £7,226 as at 30.04.16. They 

contained an assertion by D1 (in his ‘strategic report’) that LCF held security over assets 

worth £60,752,482, but they contained no other information about those assets, and the 

draft auditor’s report (which was to be signed in due course by PwC) made clear that 

D1’s strategic report fell outside the scope of the audit.  

 

M17.5 The final version of LCF’s accounts for the year ended 30.04.16 contained slightly 

different figures: the final net profit figure was £166,916 and the final net assets figure 

was £25,592.2005 But the wording of the auditor’s report from PwC continued to make 

clear that PWC had not audited D1’s strategic report, which contained the assertion 

about LCF having security over assets worth £60,752,482.  

 

M17.6 Mark Partridge’s concern was that even security of £60,752,482 seemed inadequate to 

cover the total amount of LCF bonds in issue.  

 

M17.7 Mark wanted to have something on file to show that D6 had made appropriate enquiries 

with LCF about this. So he drafted a suitable letter addressed to LCF.2006 D5 approved 

it.2007 Mark sent it to D1 on 06.02.17.2008 Mark’s letter to D1 said: 2009  

 

“As at 30 April 2016, the last audited accounts stated that LCF held a lien on 
assets valued circa £60m. That gives implied security for up to £45m worth of 
bonds. As LCF is virtually at that figure of £45m, in terms of bond notes issued, 
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could you give us an indication of the fair value of assets you currently hold as 
security against the bonds”. 

 

M17.8 On 09.02.17, D1 replied to Mark’s letter (cc D5 and Steve Jones) to say that LCF’s loan 

book stood at c.£43 million whilst the “verified security value” had risen to £215 million, 

giving a loan-to-value ratio of 20%.2010  

 

M17.9 Mark was immediately sceptical about this. He emailed D5 to say, “The Banana 

Republic must have found some black gold”.2011  

 

M17.10 Mark also pointed out that D1’s willingness to provide such information was new (“He 

wasn’t always happy back in the day providing any information”).2012 

 

M17.11 D5 replied, “Well, he’s [sic] neck on the line. I’m happy enough”.2013  

 

M17.12 But, if Mark’s comment about “black gold” had been intended to suggest that the new 

security might have something to do with LOG’s investments in two oil exploration 

companies, Kerry was quick to dispel this suggestion.  

 

M17.13 Kerry had been liaising with D2, D3 and D8 about a possible oil bond2014 and explained 

to D5 and D7 that there had not yet been any independent valuations of the oil assets: 

“They have said that they do not have the assets independently valued. To do this they 

need competent persons reports at each site and it will take a minimum of 5 months to 

get this done (geological studies take time) and actually they might not be able to get it 

fully complete at some sites where more in depth tests need to happen”.2015  

 

M17.14 Kerry also reported that the proposed oil bond was “layer upon layer of complicated” 

including because “the company issuing the bond doesn’t actually own the underlying 

assets to be used as security”. 
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M17.15 The nature of the new security remained a mystery. But that did not stop D6’s sales team 

from deploying the figure of £215 million in their efforts to sell LCF bonds.2016 

 

M17.16 As explained above, LCF advertised the security figure of £215 million in The Times, 

The Financial Times and The Telegraph.2017  

 

M17.17 Subsequently, the FCA complained about one particular aspect of the advertisement. D1 

emailed D5 and D7 to tell them to remove any references to the fact that LCF was 

regulated by the FCA from future advertising materials.2018  

 

M17.18 D5 forwarded this to D7 and Kerry, commenting, “I knew that was a bad idea. Can of 

worms will be opened”.2019 (As explained above, D5 thought it was preferable for LCF 

to “stay under the radar” and that it should not go “above the parapet”.2020) 

 

M18 Concerns raised on the MSE forum 

 

M18.1 Money Saving Expert (“MSE”) is a website for consumers who are looking for a good 

deal on investments, insurance, utilities and so on. It has a forum (or message board) on 

which members of the public can post messages and comments.  

 

M18.2 In early February 2017, someone posted a new comment about LCF. They criticised the 

BSR website, explaining that “L&C are paying them for promoting the product and the 

RPDigitalServices Ltd site is little more than a referral links site to a selection of 

products. Anyone using this site should stop doing so”.2021 They had also made “links to 

Cape Verde, International Resorts Group etc”.2022 

 

M18.3 Jo Baldock drew this to the attention of D1,2023 who replied, “Thanks for sending this 

over, the IRG loan isn’t public information so someone who knows us has posted this. 

I’ll have to look into it”.2024 However, having initially implied that the message 
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contained accurate non-public information (from “someone who knows us”), D1 then 

changed his position and said that the message was factually inaccurate and libellous.2025  

 

M18.4 However, he did not provide any information to rebut the concerns about LCF that had 

been set out in the comment on the MSE forum.  

 

M18.5 On 11.07.17, someone posted a very lengthy and detailed analysis of LCF on the MSE 

forum, which included following comments:2026  

 

“You will find little about LC&F business operations on the website, other than 
description. Little about the company track record and means of interest 
payment to the bondholders, and repayment of capital. The website is all about 
marketing the mini bond, not about the loan business side of LC&F and its 
practical discharge of financial obligations to investors. … 
The loan market is highly competitive. One online study indicates the current 
average small business bank loan rate is between 6-13% per annum, from lowest 
to highest, much less than the loan interest rates offered by LC&F. A business 
loan provider online comparison website indicates rates approx. between 3.5-
5.5% APR on secured business loans. An application online with Santander by 
an applicant with good credit standing for an unsecured one year business loan 
for £25,000 results in a 4.9% APR interest rate. Much less than LC&F secured 
business loan rates at 12-20%. 
With such low interest rates on loans now and the large number of loan 
companies, it is a very competitive market. The 12%-20% lending rates applied 
by LC&F to SME loans may not be competitive enough in the UK asset secured 
loan industry. But it is unlikely that lending rates below 12% would be sufficient 
to cover the LC&F company and minibond marketing expenses, wages, 
contractor fees, and profit, as well as interest payments to bondholders. No other 
business model has been put forward by LC&F to pay bondholder interest and 
secure return of principal end of bond term.  
A reason a business would be required to pay a higher rate of 12-20 % APR on a 
loan is because the level of risk of loan default by the borrower is higher. That 
higher risk would not bode well for the LC&F bondholder interest payments, nor 
for return of the SME loan capital and bondholder principal, nor for company 
expenditure and profits. … 
It is difficult to find out any evidence for the marketing team claim that LC&F 
have lent approximately £15 million to approximately 120 small and medium 
sized business enterprises (SMEs) secured on £33 million asset value since 
public launch of the minibond. These figures from 2016 are out of date by a few 
months. As of June 2017, LC&F claim in excess of £66 million has been invested 
with over £215 million worth of borrowers’ and LC&F’s assets held as security, 
along with a part of the bondholder capital. Up to that latter date LC&F state no 
borrowers have defaulted on the loans. … 
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Regarding the LC&F lending side to SMEs, the bond marketing team reveals there 
is a trading interface between LC&F lending team and SME borrowers. From this 
LC&F accounts for bondholder interest payments, company profit and 
expenditure including contractor fees, wages and marketing costs. However, the 
marketing team do not appear able to substantiate this to potential or existing 
investors. Unlike other SME business loan providers, there appears to be no 
available company website interface for LC&F business borrowers to apply for 
business loans. No physical location other than the Companies House registered 
office in Tunbridge Wells. No available names of existing SME borrowers. No 
names of the lending team employees. No lending team employee contact, no 
phone, no email address for the lending team. To apply for a SME loan you are 
asked to go through the bond marketing company team which is unusual. No 
internet searches have provided any evidence of how the bondholder interest is 
being paid through SME loan interest, nor is there such evidence on the LC&F 
website, nor can the bond marketing team provide such when asked …” 
(emphasis added). 

 

M18.6 A prospective bondholder sent this to Scott Allen, who sent it to Jo Baldock, who sent 

it to D1. D1 said that the post was “based on assumptions not facts” and was “technically 

incorrect on a number of issues” but he did not identify any inaccuracies or provide any 

countervailing information.2027 

 

M18.7 This negative commentary on the MSE forum became increasingly problematic. One of 

D6’s sales people reported to his colleagues and D7 that it was putting people off (“I 

have had a large investor put off completely by it”).2028  

 

M18.8 On 16.07.17, Scott Allen told D7 and Jo Baldock, “Andy needs to come back with a 

comprehensive reply … as this MSE forum is clearly a problem now”.2029 Jo Baldock 

asked D1 to provide “some answers … that are acceptable for us to reply … with”.2030 

 

M18.9 On 18.07.17, D1 provided Jo Baldock with a document containing responses to the 

review posted on MSE.2031 He said, “Please don’t send it anywhere as its been written 

for internal purposes”. Jo forwarded it to D5 and D7;2032 D5 forwarded it to Kerry.2033  
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M18.10 D7 reviewed D1’s draft responses and commented (cc D5, Kerry and Jo Baldock), “He 

hasn’t responded particularly well”.2034 That assessment was correct: D1 had not 

provided any useable information to rebut the criticisms of LCF on the MSE forum.  

 

M18.11 Over a month later, there was still talk of D1 providing “content … to use to rebuttal 

[sic] specific threads and comments”,2035 but he never actually did so.2036 

 

M19 Continued absence of information about LCF’s position 

 

M19.1 D1’s failure to provide even the most basic information about LCF’s lending operations 

continued to cause problems. Jo Baldock wanted to send out a newsletter containing 

success stories and an overview of what investors’ funds had achieved for UK SMEs 

during the year. She asked D1 for this information,2037 but, as explained below, he failed 

to provide it. Prospective bondholders continued to ask questions about LCF’s loan 

portfolio. Jo Baldock sent such questions to D1, but he did not respond.2038 

 

M19.2 On 10.03.17, D1 provided D5 and D7 with LCF’s management accounts for the period 

ended 30.11.16.2039 D5 sent them to Mark Partridge,2040 who replied, “Probably worth 

Jack. No accountants name to it, also some of the figures just look wrong which makes 

you wonder who prepared. Technically short term insolvent which doesn’t look right 

either”.2041 D5 shared this with D7 and Steve.2042 

 

M19.3 On 31.05.17, D1 told D7 that LCF’s draft accounts would be ready by the end of the 

week and that he would provide them when they had been finalised, although it would 

then take a further three to four weeks for them to be audited. D7 conveyed this to D5, 

Kerry, Steve, Jo Baldock and Ashleigh.2043 

 

M19.4 However, D1 did not provide the draft accounts and therefore Mark Partridge sent a 

letter to him on 06.06.17 asking him to state “the current levels of both loan book and 
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the fair value of assets that you currently hold as security against the bonds”.2044 Mark 

also asked D1 when LCF’s audited accounts to 30.04.17 were likely to be published.  

 

M19.5 Almost two weeks later, on 19.06.17, D1 provided D7 with LCF’s management accounts 

for the year ended 30.04.17, saying, “I am still waiting on the valuation so I think we 

should just use the draft set we have”.2045 These management accounts disclosed a profit 

of £164,260 for the year and net assets of £189,853 as at 30.04.17.2046 D7 sent these to 

D5 and Mark Partridge, adding, “Andy has asked me not to share this with anyone at the 

moment”.2047 D5 forwarded them to Steve.2048 

 

M19.6 Mark Partridge was unimpressed. LCF’s profits were modest. By comparison, D6 had 

made profits of £2,440,680 in the year to 31.01.17.2049 Among other things, Mark was 

aware that D1 had just bought a helicopter. He emailed D5 and D7 to say, “Not sure how 

he can afford a helicopter out of these accounts”.2050 

 

M19.7 There also continued to be an absence of information about LCF’s lending business from 

D1. Jo Baldock continued to push him for information for a newsletter, explaining:2051  

 

“We are looking to add a bit of a newsletter… would like a little info on the lending 
side, it would be good to be able to say, look what your investment has done, what 
SMEs you have helped progress etc, can you give us some examples please, we 
don’t need specific borrowers names just something like, we lent £100k to a 
property company in Sussex who have used the funds to improve a school, if I 
could have these asap that would be great so the email marketing team can get to 
work on the design”.  

 

M19.8 But no such information was forthcoming from D1. On 01.09.17, Jo Baldock emailed 

D1 to point out that he had not replied to her email about the newsletter.2052 

 

M19.9 D1 was not even prepared to provide the number of loans,2053 even in general terms.2054 

He emailed Jo Baldock on 06.09.17 to say that “this will not have a good impact as the 
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volume of loans is not huge (sub 20) for the amount of debt out there”.2055 Jo Baldock 

forwarded his reply to D52056 and D7.2057 

 

M19.10 D1 seemed to have something to hide. On 23.08.17, Kerry emailed D5, D7 and Jo 

Baldock to say, “I doubt Andy has started the process to get an ISA. To have an ISA you 

must have first a retail prospectus bond. You place the retail bond in an ISA wrapper. I 

don’t know why he hasn’t done this yet because it’s the next obvious step. I suspect that 

the validation process required to get through the UKLA, might scrutinise his loan 

book and possibly that’s why he hasn’t done it yet” (emphasis added).2058  

 

M19.11 On 27.09.17, LCF was featured in The Daily Mail. Mark Partridge asked D5, “Is it good 

sticking head above the parapet??????”2059 D5 replied, “We didn’t ask to do it....”2060 

 

M19.12 Information about LCF’s borrowers was still not forthcoming. On 26.10.17, Neil of D6 

sent an email (cc Kerry) to say, “We’ve been asking LCF for some of their success stories 

for a while now, for some reason they’re loath to give any details”.2061  

 

M19.13 On 08.11.17, Jo Baldock reiterated her idea for a newsletter to “show how the investment 

funds have assisted UK businesses , nothing client specific but a simple strapline / case 

study … as clients love to see what their funds are doing”.2062 D1 failed to provide this. 

D7 reported on 15.02.18 that D1 “wasn’t keen to give a case study of a client loan”.2063 

 

M19.14 But Kerry discovered something interesting. On 07.12.17, the finance website Citywire 

published an article about the FSCS having to pay compensation due to a collapsed 

investment firm which had promoted LUKI.2064 Kerry saw this article and sent it to D5 

and D7.2065 She commented, “One of the failed investments in this payout was Lakeview 

UK investments. That’s Spencer’s firm. I checked at companies house and Roger 

(Spencer’s in house, drunk, solicitor) is the director”.2066 D5 replied, “Hmmm”. 
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M20 Kerry’s concerns about D6 becoming LCF’s AR 

 

M20.1 In early October 2017, D1 raised the idea of D6 becoming an appointed representative 

(“AR”) of LCF within section 39 of FSMA. Kerry was deeply troubled by this idea.  

 

M20.2 On 05.10.17, D5 sent a WhatsApp message to Kerry to say, “Hey, you need some time 

to relax. I’m worried about you. I’ve never seen you unwell”.2067  

 

M20.3 She replied, “Andy hasn’t asked us to be an AR before. I’m very sensitive to stress but I 

don’t usually experience it. Andy has tipped me over the edge. It’s just a bad headache 

… The issue is that being an AR of Andy could be a permanent headache”.  

 

M20.4 She added, “I’ve never felt stronger about any decision than this: it’s simply wrong to 

be an AR of your own customer. A company that we don’t trust” (emphasis added). 

 

M20.5 Kerry decided to investigate the possibility of becoming the AR of a different company, 

Alexander David Securities.2068 She emailed Angus Rose of Alexander David Securities 

on 17.01.18 to report that that D6 would not be appointed as the AR of LCF.2069 

 

M21 Knowledge of the truth about LCF’s so-called ISA bond 

 

M21.1 As explained above, LCF decided to proceed with an ISA bond. On 20.11.17, D1 told 

D7 that HMRC had given the necessary approval in respect of the ISA bond and that 

Lewis Silkin had finalised the ISA bond documentation.2070  

 

M21.2 There were two particular legal rules of relevance to ISA bonds at the time. First, in 

order to qualify for tax-free status under the ISA Regulations 1998, the bonds had to be 

transferable: Regulation 8A of the ISA Regulations 1998. Secondly, any person issuing 

transferable bonds for a total consideration of more than €8 million over a period of 12 

months had to publish a prospectus: see Articles 2 and 3 of the Prospectus Regulation 

2017/1129. (That limit was previously €5 million under the Prospectus Directive, 
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implemented in the UK through the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 

(“FSMA”), but was raised to €8 million in the UK under the Prospectus Regulation.) 

 

M21.3 Accordingly, if an issuer of bonds of more than €8 million over a period of 12 months 

were to issue non-transferable bonds, to avoid having to publish a prospectus, those 

bonds would not qualify for tax-free status under the ISA Regulations and could not 

accurately be marketed as ISA bonds.  

 

M21.4 The so-called ISA bonds issued by LCF were expressly non-transferable. It was decided 

that they should be non-transferable in order to avoid having to publish a prospectus. 

However, this had the effect of preventing those bonds from having tax-free status under 

the ISA Regulations 1998. As a result, they could not accurately be described as ISA 

bonds. Any representation to the effect that LCF’s ISA bonds enabled investors to earn 

interest on a tax-free basis was therefore inaccurate.  

 

M21.5 As explained above, that was the reason given by the FCA in the first supervisory notice 

for requiring LCF to withdraw the ISA bond.2071 The FCA explained: 

 

“In order for bonds to be qualifying investments for an innovative finance ISA they 
have to meet certain conditions, including that they are transferable (Regulation 
8A(2) and (4) of the Individual Savings Account Regulations 1998/1870). LCF’s 
website makes clear that its Bonds are non-transferable. It therefore appears that 
LCF’s Bonds to not qualify to be held in an ISA account and that investors are 
being misled by being told the interest they earn will be tax free”. 

 

M21.6 As explained below, D5, D6, D7 and Kerry knew that LCF’s so-called ISA bonds were 

not eligible for tax-free status and that the claims made by LCF (and by D6’s sales team 

on LCF’s behalf) about “tax free” status were untrue. D1 had always known this.2072 

 

M21.7 This part of the story begins on 20.11.17 when D7 told D5, Kerry and others that HMRC 

had approved LCF as an ISA manager.2073 D5 said, “That is good news”.2074  
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M21.8 Kerry said, “I’m impressed. Blackmore’s lawyers told us that it was necessary to have a 

retail prospectus but Andy has obviously found another route. Great news!”2075  

 

M21.9 D1 emailed D5, Kerry, Jo Baldock and others to say, “See below from HMRC, another 

chapter in LCF fundraising is beginning”.2076 D5 said, “Brilliant news”.2077 

 

M21.10 Kerry asked Kobus (who dealt with compliance for LCF) how LCF had managed to 

avoid the requirement for a prospectus. He told her that LCF’s ISA bond was not 

transferable and that the requirement for a prospectus did not apply.2078   

 

M21.11 Roger Blears of RW Blears LLP had been advising Blackmore on its retail 

prospectus.2079 Kerry looked back at her notes of her discussions with Roger Blears and 

found that bonds must be transferable to be tax-free under the ISA Regulations 1998 and 

that this was the effect of Regulation 8A(4) of the ISA Regulations 1998.2080  

 

M21.12 If LCF’s ISA bond was non-transferable, to avoid the requirement for a prospectus, then 

this meant that it did not qualify for tax-free status under the ISA Regulations 1998. 

 

M21.13 Kerry spoke to Roger Blears to check this point with him. He was adamant that a bond 

had to be transferrable to qualify for tax-free status under the ISA Regulations 1998.2081  

 

M21.14 Kerry emailed Kobus on 01.12.17:2082   

 

“When you mentioned that the bonds are not transferable and this is how you have 
been able to offer £50m and not just up to the s.21 exemption of EUR 5m; I just 
looked back at my notes to double check and I found that our solicitor had given 
us contradictory advice: ISA Regulations 8A(4a) state that bonds must be 
transferable to be offered as an IF ISA. The only exemption being to issue under 
the EUR 5m exemption. I have just got off the phone to Roger Blears who has been 
advising Blackmore on their retail prospectus to double check my understanding 
and he was adamant that this is the case. I thought I should let you know …” 
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M21.15 Kobus disagreed (cc D1). Kerry emailed Jo Baldock, D5 and D7 to say:2083 

 

“I could quote the legislation back at him explaining why (as 3 separate solicitors 
explained to me) he isn’t exempt from the EUR 5m limit. However, it’s not 
appropriate for me to push it and ultimately we did our job by double checking. 
So as directed by Kobus and Andy we do have a £50m limit which is really 
fantastic news. Is there a risk that this cause a big issue down the line having to 
repay bondholders over the EUR 5m and possibly having to write to all to explain? 
Possibly but I suspect this risk is low because he is nearly ready with his retail 
prospectus and once he submits that in two months’ time he could have a new ISA 
offering anyway”. 

 

M21.16 D5 said, “It’s great news!”2084  

 

M21.17 Kerry replied, “Yes in a strange way this is fantastic news!” 

 

M21.18 Jo Baldock drafted an email about the LCF ISA bond to be sent to existing LCF 

bondholders.2085 As well as stating that the ISA bonds were tax free, Jo’s draft email 

said, “Please be aware that this initial offer is limited to £50 million total investment 

and we’re expecting a high demand”.2086  

 

M21.19 D7 asked Jo Baldock, “Isn’t the limit 5m not 50 on this one?”2087 D7 then saw another 

version referring to “£50 million total investment” and said to Jo, “Again, 5m raise”.2088 

 

M21.20 Jo Baldock responded to D7, “All been checked out with Kobus and questioned by Kerry 

and apparently this is correct.  Just as well as the phones have been ringing off the hook 

since 10am!”2089 D7 replied, “They’ve got it wrong, you have to issue a full prospectus 

to do 50m. What does the IM say?”2090 

 

M21.21 Jo Baldock provided D7 with the email chain containing the exchanges between Kerry 

and Kobus.2091 D7 responded, “Thanks jo, it’s there [sic] problem”. Jo Baldock replied, 

“Exactly, we have evidenced that we have challenged it that’s all we can do”. 
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M21.22 Kerry also sought to check the point with a solicitor called Mark Holleran, who decided 

to consult Roger Blears. On 10.12.17, Roger Blears replied:2092  

 

“There are two offers: (1) Non-transferable securities – series 1 ISA, 3-year 8% 
Bonds; and (2) Non-transferable securities – series 2 ISA, 2-year 6.5% Bonds 
Both IMs have been approved as financial promotions pursuant to section 21 
FSMA. The target raise is £50 million in each case. They are not prospectuses. 
There is no need that they should be because the bonds being issued are not 
transferable and the Prospectus Rules only apply to transferable securities. 
On page 7 of each IM there is a statement that investors are able to hold the 
Bonds in a LC&F innovative Finance ISA. However, the ISA Regulations 
provide that debentures (i.e. bonds) may only be held in an innovative ISA 
account if the conditions in Regulation 8A(4) are met and the first condition is 
that the debenture is a transferable security. See page 54 on the attached 
document which is a consolidated version of the ISA regs which I printed off in 
April when we were first instructed. 
Jake is the ISA expert and so in case there has been a recent amendment to the 
ISA regs which enables bonds to be held in an IFISA account even where they 
are not transferable I am copying Jake into this email with the request that he 
confirms whether or not he knows of any rule change  which dispenses with the 
need for IFISA bonds to be transferable. 
This tax point aside, if IFISA bonds are transferable then a company can issue up 
to €5million in any rolling period of 12 months without the need to publish a 
prospectus. 
I have confirmed this advice to Kerry on several occasions in the last few weeks. 
If LC&F are doing something clever which we have missed then we should learn 
what it is and copy them. I have not as yet read the IMs from cover to cover. If you 
would like me to do so I gladly will but I think this preliminary point needs to be 
addressed first. 
Jake, please can you opine on the ISA regs”. 

 

M21.23 On 11.12.17, Jake sent an email to Mark Holleran and Roger Blears to confirm that it 

was necessary for the bonds to be transferrable.2093 He added: 2094  

 

“Ineligible securities being held within an ISA can result in the ISA manager 
receiving penalties, and the tax saved being charged to the ISA manager; the 
aggregate of these can create a large potential liability for the ISA manager”. 

 

M21.24 Mark Holleran forwarded the email chain to Kerry, explaining that “the bonds are 

clearly stated in the IM on page 2 to be non-transferrable which both Jake and Roger 

are telling us is not allowed for ISAs”.2095  
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M21.25 Kerry told Mark Holleran that Lewis Silkin had been advising LCF in connection with 

LCF’s ISA bonds. She said, “Perhaps LCF have got this wrong but this surprises me 

because Lewis Silkin are a great firm”. Mark Holleran commented (cc Kerry) that Lewis 

Silkin were “not specialists in this area”.  

 

M21.26 Mark Holleran forwarded Kerry’s email to Roger Blears, who replied (cc Kerry), “the 

reality is that LC&F may simply have missed the point about transferability under the 

IFISA Regs … I am inclined to think LC&F have simply missed the point on 

transferability and/or that their offer documents are a sham attempt to sidestep the 

prospectus directive”. Mark agreed, adding in a message to Pat McCreesh, “I really do 

think that they have missed the point here”. Mark forwarded this email chain to Kerry. 

 

M21.27 On 20.02.18, Kerry raised the point again with Kobus, who told her (cc D1 and D5), 

“We don't need a prospectus, because our securities are not transferable … The ISA is 

only a tax break on top of the underlying security. The ISA is not the security and does 

not have any bearing on the structure of the underlying security”.2096  

 

M21.28 Kerry was not satisfied with this response, so she checked the point again with Roger 

Blears, who confirmed his advice, explaining on 20.02.18: “LCF seem to be selling non-

transferable bonds in order to avoid the prospectus directive and yet claiming they 

qualify for holding in an IFISA notwithstanding that IFISA eligibility requires bonds to 

be transferable!!”2097 Roger suggested that Kerry email Kobus in these terms and tell 

him expressly that there was “a serious problem here”.  

 

M21.29 D6’s sales people sold the LCF ISA bond to members of the public in large numbers. 

The main selling point in respect of the LCF ISA bond was always that the interest paid 

by LCF to bondholders would be tax free. It is extraordinary that D5, D6, D7 and Kerry 

allowed D6 to continue to sell the LCF ISA bond. They knew that this central claim was 

not true and that the so-called ISA bond was in fact no such thing. That the FCA 

ultimately shut LCF down on this basis must have come as no surprise to them.  
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M22 LCF 2, part 1 

 

M22.1 At around this time, D5, D7, Kerry and Jo Baldock were engaged in another project 

involving D2 and D4 which came to be known as “LCF 2”.  

 

M22.2 The motivation for LCF 2 was the concern that LCF might collapse at some point in the 

future. They wanted to have a back-up bond operation ready and waiting to seamlessly 

replace LCF in such a scenario in order to ensure that the flow of monies to D2, D4 and 

D6 was not interrupted. In D5’s words, LCF 2 would be the “LCF back-up bond”.2098 

 

M22.3 The process began in late 2017. They incorporated a new company, Countrywide 

Corporate Finance plc (company number 11055513), on 09.11.17. Paul Sayers was 

appointed as a director. In or around mid-November 2017, D5 and D7 had a meeting 

with D2 and D4 to discuss this project. D7 typed up his notes of the meeting and sent 

them to D5 on 24.11.17.2099 D7 made clear in his notes that “CCF will be a back-up in 

the event of LCF having any issues in the future”.2100 D7 also mentioned that he was not 

convinced on the name ‘Countrywide’ and thought that they could do better.  

 

M22.4 On 11.12.17, D7 and D2 spoke several times about the LCF 2 project.2101 D7 reported 

this to D5.2102 D7 also told D5 that he was “researching various corporate lenders online 

to get a feel of the content and look of what other companies are doing”.  

 

M22.5 He also said, “Spencer is seeing Andy this afternoon and will be in touch afterwards to 

let us know how Andy responded to the new company being set up”.  

 

M22.6 D7 seems to have anticipated that D1 might not respond well to this news. At this time, 

D1 was not going to be involved with LCF 2. It was proposed that D5’s former 

colleague, Mike Tovell, would head up the new operation. D5’s meeting notes of 

02.01.18 stated: “LCF 2 (currently Countrywide Corporate Finance) in development 

with Mike proposed to head up. New name required to replace Countrywide”.2103 
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M22.7 On 09.01.18, D5 and D4 discussed the choice of name and the non-involvement of D1. 

D7 reported back to D5 and Kerry afterwards:2104  

 

“I met Spencer earlier but unfortunately Simon HK wasn’t available. Spencer said 
he was not bothered about the name ‘Countrywide’ and said we can rebrand the 
company anyway we like. He also said it makes sense to have a clear divide 
between the new co and LCF, with this in mind we will not be using Andy to 
approved [sic] the marketing material …  
He was not aware of a business plan for the new company and suggested I call 
Simon in the morning which I will do. I suspect there is no plan in place and we 
will need to build this from scratch. I will send another email once I have spoken 
with Simon”. 

 

M22.8 Subsequently there was some discussion about using the name Portland Corporate 

Finance plc,2105 but ultimately the name Westminster Corporate Finance plc was 

chosen.2106 D5 commented, “I love the new name”;2107 “It’s perfect!!!”2108 

 

M22.9 There was continuing discussion about the identity of the CEO of this new company. 

There was initially discussion about using Neil Harris2109 or John Lutterloch.2110  

 

M22.10 On 29.01.18, Kerry suggested to D5 and D7 that a man called Dave Woodcock would 

be a good choice, adding, “I believe he has the balls for the risks involved”.2111  

 

M22.11 D7 replied to Kerry (cc D5), “Thanks Kerry but they won’t agree. They want their own 

man, so funds get utilised their way”.2112 D5 agreed, saying, “Yes, precisely what John 

says”.2113 D7 reiterated to Kerry, “They won’t agree, will explain why face to face”.2114  

 

M22.12 D7 seems to have been concerned not to say any more in writing. D5 shared this concern, 

adding, “Can we stop the emailing and discuss in the morning please”.2115 

 

M22.13 On 08.02.18, D5 sent an email stating, “Westminster: This need setting up quickly and 

holding in reserve a backup to LCF”.2116 Jo Baldock said she would help.2117 
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M22.14 Subsequently there was some concern about using Paul Sayers as a director of the new 

company. He had previously been a director of LCF. This connection was not ideal. D7 

said to Kerry on 01.02.18, “Hold off on including Paul Sayers, I don’t want to use him 

as he was noted as a director with LCF. I will speak with Simon regarding this”.2118  

 

M22.15 There was also a concern about mentioning D4’s name in this context. On 16.02.18, D7 

emailed D5 and Kerry with the subject “WCF” to say, “Simon has called regarding the 

meeting on Tuesday, he said can we not mention SG to any of the board members, his 

name will not be involved in the company”.2119 (D2 also told D7 that one of LCF’s 

borrowers, Prime RDL, had been “buying assets from Simon/Spencer’s company”.2120) 

 

M23 Further concerns on the MSE forum 

 

M23.1 At around this time, there was another post about LCF and D6 on the MSE forum:2121  

 

“I mentioned Surge Financial Ltd in an earlier London Capital and Finance post 
above. This company is responsible for the marketing and administration of the 
LC&F mini-bond investment. It mans the LC&F 0800 number. According to 
Companies House Annual Return, Surge has two officers, Paul Careless and 
Kerry Jane Graham. The company has on average 10-15 employees according to 
LinkedIn, although more than this number is said to be involved with LC&F. 
Surge, based in Brighton, has been in existence for three years and according to 
Companies House Annual Accounts has made in the last financial year most of the 
1.5 million pounds income since formation. Perhaps that has mostly come from its 
employer, LC&F. Credit where due, good performance for a start-up company by 
the officers and staff. 
We have all heard of the adage: don’t bite the hand that feeds you. However, 
you would think the officers and staff of Surge would want to know something 
about how LC&F, a commercial lender, a very small start-up with debts and no 
previous track record of SME lending is making the money to pay Surge, 
company expenses and profits, and the investor interest, especially as that is not 
clear at all. Yet staff in Surge appear to have no information about the bond 
related commercial lending business of LC&F, even basics such as how many 
lending team employees, who they are and where they are based. In fact there 
are only two employees in LC&F, both students according to LinkedIn. 
I can understand Surge Financial not pursuing it, but it should be careful. If LC&F 
does fail and any wrongdoing or negligence is shown in the receivership process 
then for sure the daily newspapers will jump on it, as in the case of recent mini-
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bond failures (Secured Energy Bond and Providence Financial), and Surge could 
end up being a casualty in the media fallout. 
If I was an officer in Surge Financial that would make me a little concerned. 
Why? For the same reason investors and prospective investors in LC&F should 
be concerned. Everything depends on the success of this vague commercial 
lending business: company profits, wages, contractor payments, tax payments, 
investor periodic interest and repayment of capital. 
Yet LC&F have not disclosed evidence of the [SME] lending business existence 
… Data protection is a lame excuse as data protection laws in the UK only apply 
to live individuals not to companies. 
Many companies like to showcase their trading clients names on their websites, 
including the company website of one former director of LC&F. You see many 
invited investor Feefo reviews on the LC&F website. Do you see any names of 
the hundreds of companies LC&F is lending investor capital to on the LC&F 
bond website? No, only numbers, how many and how much and not a single 
loan failure, even though the LC&F loan interest rate as high as 12 to 20 per 
cent, well above average, would indicate a greater lending risk. 
It is true that employees and directors are bound re disclosure by their 
employment contracts, but we are here talking about disclosure of the basic 
fundamentals of the very existence of a business which is supposedly the only 
source of LC&F income and bond interest payments. But what if a company had 
no choice but to not provide or disclose evidence of a commercial business 
because the business actually did not exist? The only business that can be really 
seen to exist in the case of LC&F is the bond marketing business exclusively 
dealt with by the LC&F website run by the contracted Surge Financial. Millions 
of pounds of bondholder capital brought in by Surge for LC&F with no proof 
of what it is actually being used for and no proof where the company earnings 
and capital interest payments are coming from. … 
If I invest in a company especially a start-up I expect honesty, openness, 
disclosure, verified trading facts and figures, and so on from the beginning. Like 
others I get very concerned not just for me but for other potential investors if 
legitimate questions are answered evasively and there is no proof of trading. If I 
ask what is one plus one, I expect the answer to be two not three or whatever 
evasiveness or excuse as an answer. Never rely on just a company statement as to 
what are its business doings. Never assume it is true. Always seek verification, 
third party preferably. Due diligence is essential. Otherwise you may be risking 
all your investment returns and capital on a promise. Investment is not the same 
thing as gambling” (emphasis added). 

 

M23.2 D7 reviewed this and commented to D5, “It mentions that there is very little evidence 

that LCF lends to SMEs as there is no lending site. Not sure if this is an issue or not”.2122 

 

M23.3 D7 then added, “It does bring up a good point about the lending site, this is why I have 

been pushing for WCF to have a strong lending element to their website”.2123  
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M23.4 D5 responded (cc Kerry and Jo Baldock), “How long have I been saying that LCF 

needed a client site for lending????”2124 Jo Baldock replied, “I know! FOREVER!!!” 2125 

 

M23.5 Kerry reviewed the new MSE post. She commented to D5 and D7:2126 

 

“One negative criticism was that Surge could be turning a blind eye to get fees for 
marketing a bad asset. The criticism is all about speculation that LCF could be a 
sham, mostly based on the fact that there is no evidence of who LCF lend to which 
the writers consider to be strange. They don’t like the fact that account managers 
will not answer even the most basic questions about who many companies have 
been lent to”. 

 

M23.6 Ashleigh Newman-Jones circulated a link. D5 could not open it and asked, “What is 

it?”2127 Ashleigh explained (cc D5, D7, Kerry and Jo Baldock), “It’s a lending site that 

Andy half set up but never completed”. Kerry said, “I know we don’t want call to actions 

that take investors away from the bond website but possibly we need a link to this 

corporate website in some place? … Would this tick a box? More importantly, we must 

have a case study, surely we can press to get just one case study, JRM?”  

 

M23.7 D7 replied, “Yes, I’m sure we can get a case study, I will ask Andy … A lending site 

should have one clear message – LCF wants to lend money to businesses, that’s it”. 

 

M23.8 On 14.02.18, D7 emailed D5 (cc Kerry):2128  

 

“Paul, I’ve just been talking to Kerry about how to protect ourselves better 
following the blog that was on MSE. 
We need to create a role for an individual who has the responsibility of ongoing 
due diligence on our clients – LCF and BB. 
The information that we should be collecting is quarterly management accounts, 
company responses to any bad press or blogs, recording of minutes when meeting 
our clients etc.. This should be collated and put in a shared management file. 
If one of our client bonds fail in the future, we could then show a history of 
ongoing DD. This won’t help the investors but will help protect our reputation 
and soften the blow if a bond does fail” (emphasis added). 
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M23.9 D5 replied, “We already do what we can. For example I have Mark Partridge request 

accounts, underlying security reports from both bonds. I have been running this for two 

years”.2129 D5 explained to Kerry that it could be helpful in future to be able to show 

that they had asked D1 for information about LCF’s position. Accordingly, Kerry 

emailed D1 (cc D5, D7 and Mark Partridge):2130  

 

“Paul is away at the moment but has asked me to contact you … Can you please 
confirm when the audited accounts will be ready? In the interim, please can you 
give us information about current performance and the security, ideally 
management accounts and a summary of the loan book? We are processing 
large amounts of investor funds and need to be assured of the current position 
as a duty of care to your investors” (emphasis added). 

 

M24 Concerns about LCF’s accounts 

 

M24.1 LCF’s audited accounts had again been delayed. On 30.10.17, Mark had told D5 and 

Steve, “Accounts were due for filing tomorrow. But on 16th October they changed their 

accounting reference date by 1 day to 29th April. The change gives them an extra 3 

months’ grace. New filing date 16 January 2018”.2131  

 

M24.2 On 11.01.18, D5 was told that “LCF have changed their year-end date again to get 

another 3 months grace before filing”.2132 On 18.01.18, D7 told a colleague, “I don’t 

think we will get the accounts anytime soon, Andy has altered his filing date by 3 

months”.2133 On 13.02.18, Katie Maddock of LCF had told Jo that LCF’s accounts would 

be signed “this week”.2134 D5 commented to Jo, “This week, let’s see”. 

 

M24.3 On 14.02.18, D1 signed LCF’s annual report and financial statements for the year ended 

30.04.17 disclosing a profit of £273,234 for the year and net assets of £298,827 as at 

30.04.17. 2135 LCF was said to have six employees (including directors), up from two in 

the previous year. It had a wages and salaries bill of £87,869 and had paid a sum of 

£8,790 in respect of social security, with directors’ remuneration being nil.  
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M24.4 D1 asserted in the strategic report that LCF had a total of 11 corporate borrowers (up 

from five in the previous year) and held security worth £284,725,329 as at 30.04.17. The 

auditor’s statement made clear that the strategic report had not been audited.  

 

M24.5 D7 emailed D5 and Kerry (cc Jo Baldock) on 19.02.18 to say, “I have just spoken with 

Andy, he said the LCF accounts have now been fully audited and are available at 

companies house. I have checked, they are not on there at the moment. He said the 

revised security figure is 287 million with a loan to value percentage of 21. I asked about 

a case study for the website and he said he is struggling to find a suitable example”.2136  

 

M24.6 Jo Baldock emailed sales@lcaf.co.uk to say, “We have now had confirmation from Andy 

that the current security figure is £287m. The accounts have now been signed off and 

submitted to companies house they should be available to view in the next 48 hours”.2137 

 

M24.7 D5 and Kerry each asked Mark Partridge to “take a look at LCF’s accounts”.2138  

 

M24.8 Jo Baldock emailed Mark (cc D5) to draw his attention to five items that she thought 

would concern prospective bondholders.2139  

 

M24.9 Jo Baldock had spotted major inconsistencies in D1’s assertions.  

 

M24.10 For example, D1 had been saying throughout April and May 2017 that LCF had security 

over assets worth £215 million (and, indeed, LCF had advertised the figure of £215 

million in The Times, The Telegraph and The Financial Times).2140  

 

M24.11 Now, however, D1 was saying in the accounts that LCF had held security over assets 

worth £284,725,329 as at 30.04.17.  
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M24.12 Jo drew this to the attention of Mark and D5, saying, “The asset figure quoted was only 

confirmed to us the recent up to date figure yesterday by Andy , back in April 2017 we 

were quoting an asset figure of £215m as confirmed by Andy at the time?”2141 

 

M24.13 Jo also knew that D1 confirmed on numerous occasions that LCF had a large number of 

borrowers. Among other things, D1 had said, “As at the beginning of May 2016 LCF 

has made 121 loans … to all sectors” with an “average loan size of c.£75,000”.2142  

 

M24.14 D1 had also confirmed to D7 on 03.08.16 that there were “around 120 loans currently 

issued”.2143 And D1 had apparently told D6’s sales people in or around June 2017 that 

LCF was lending to around 150 companies.2144  

 
M24.15 Now, however, D1 was asserting there that had been “a total of 11 corporate borrowers” 

in the year ended 30.04.17 and only five in the previous year.  

 

M24.16 Jo drew this to the attention of Mark and D5, saying, “Page 1 states that LCF only lent 

to 11 companies , we are quoting many more than this to our clients (100’s) – is there 

any further explanation to this?” 

 

M24.17 Jo also pointed out, “The accounts quote there are 6 employees with salaries of £87k but 

the directors took no funds – clients will ask how the directors made an income”.  

 

M24.18 Other sales people working for D6 became concerned about the apparent uncertainty 

concerning the basic facts of LCF’s lending and security.  

 

M24.19 Aaron Phillips collated the sales team’s questions, including: “How many companies do 

we currently lend to? We were told ~150 companies in June 2017”; “Why would a 

company borrow from LC&F at our high rates?”; “with less active loans over longer 

periods of time, and a fee paid to surge, how do LC&F make a profit after paying high 

interest rates to bondholders?”2145  
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M24.20 He sent these to Jo Baldock, who sent them to Kerry.2146 On 21.02.18, Kerry sent an 

email to D1 raising these questions.2147 Later, on 07.03.19, Kerry said that she had 

become aware of “key inconsistencies from the 2016 communication and the 2018 audit” 

and that she had raised these inconsistencies in her email to D1 on 21.02.18.2148 

However, in Kerry’s words, D1 “didn’t reply, he was always reluctant to put anything 

in writing”.2149 On reflection, D1’s conduct “seems evasive in the extreme”.2150 

 

M25 A “believability issue” about LCF’s security 

 

M25.1 In the absence of a written reply from D1 in respect of these questions and concerns, 

Kerry and D7 spoke to him on 22.02.18.2151 Kerry and D7 seem to have made this call 

from D6’s offices: it was recorded; and there is a transcript.  

 

M25.2 As regards the amount of the loans and the number of borrowers, D1 told them, “Our 

loan book is 117 million off seven companies”.2152  

 

M25.3 As regards the value of the security held by LCF in respect of these loans, D1 said:2153 

 

“ANDY THOMSON:  The security – I’ve got a bit of an issue with the security 
and it – it’s a believability issue.  So if I – if I actually tell you, but don’t repeat 
it---- 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  Yeah. 
ANDY THOMSON:  -- the security – the valuation of the security that we hold 
is a billion pounds. 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  Is a billion? 
ANDY THOMSON:  And going to take that – yeah. 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  Okay. 
ANDY THOMSON:  And it takes that loan to value---- 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  What, 11 per cent. 
ANDY THOMSON:  -- down to---- 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  11.7. 
ANDY THOMSON:  -- it – it’s not a lot.  So then you’ve – then you’ve got – 
then – then you’ve got that – “that’s too good to be true” questions.  So---- 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  Well, yeah, that is from---- 
ANDY THOMSON:  -- so I’m trying to---- 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  Yeah. 
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ANDY THOMSON:  -- I’m trying to – to – to structure – restructure things, 
because I think in – in the – in the mid to high thirties is a nice comfortable 
level. 
KERRY VENN:  Yeah. 
ANDY THOMSON:  And it’s---- 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  Yeah, definitely. 
ANDY THOMSON:  -- nice and believable. 
JOHN RUSSELL-MURPHY:  It’s – certainly. 
ANDY THOMSON:  You turn round a 117 million loan book and say our loan 
to value is 10 per cent, everyone’s going to go, “Fuck off”.” 

 

M25.4 On the day after the call, Kerry emailed Mark Partridge (cc D5 and D7) to say:2154  

 

“Just to keep you in the loop, we had a call with Andy yesterday where we quizzed 
him ... He is going to put this in writing but on the phone he said: Current loans 
out: £117m; Security: £1b (yes billion, not a typo)” (emphasis added). 

 

M25.5 This information was soon contradicted. On 20.03.18, Kobus sent an email to D7, Jo 

Baldock and Kerry Graham (cc D1), the attachment to which stated, “The secured asset 

values as at the end February 2018 was c.£300m”.2155 

 

M26 Concerns about LCF’s solvency 

 

M26.1 The document circulated by Kobus on 20.03.18 also stated, “We charge 1.75% on top 

of the bond interests and a 2% facilitation fee”.2156  

 

M26.2 This must have been another major cause for concern. First, it was inconsistent with 

LCF’s marketing materials, which said that LCF charged interest of 12% to 20% per 

annum on loans. Secondly, if true, it meant that LCF was inevitably insolvent.  

 

M26.3 Take a simple example of a bondholder investing £100,000 with LCF for three years at 

8% per annum. 25% is paid to Surge immediately. The remaining £75,000 is lent to a 

borrower for (say) three years. According to Kobus, LCF charges a facilitation fee of 

£1,500. The borrower also pays interest of 9.75% per annum in the total sum of almost 

£22,000 over the term of the loan. On maturity, the loan is repaid. LCF has now received 
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account and are happy to breakdown all of their costs for us. This is one reason why I 

feel very keen to support Blackmore”.2166  

 

M27.7 D7 replied, “You’re right, they are very transparent compared to LCF”.2167  

 

M27.8 Kerry also provided D5 and D7 with information about a lender called Hadrian’s Wall 

Capital, explaining that they “show transaction examples (without naming clients)” .2168 

The question was obvious. Why was LCF was so unwilling to do the same? 

 

M28 LCF 2, part 2 

 

M28.1 The concerns about the sustainability of LCF drove the continued work on LCF 2, which 

was going to be called Westminster Corporate Finance plc.  

 

M28.2 On 19.07.18, D7 emailed D5 and Kerry (with the subject, “Update from SHK and Elten”) 

saying, “They are keen to get WCF up and running asap”.2169  

 

M28.3 D7 emailed Jo Baldock and D5 on 14.08.18 to say: 

 

“WCF needs to issue a loan to SHK/SG prior to going live and take on some 
decent security. This way the AM’s can talk about XXXX amount of security 
protecting the investors” (emphasis added).2170  

 

M28.4 Subsequently, D7 became concerned about the links between LCF and Westminster 

Corporate Finance plc (including the appointment of Ian Sands as a director of the latter), 

which (in his eyes) undermined the whole project.  

 

M28.5 D7 drew this concern to D1’s attention on 29.08.18,2171 saying:  

 

“The original reason for setting WCF up was to have a back up to LCF in the 
event of the company having any type of fund raising issue in the future. The 
structure of LCF and the business model links the two companies too closely 
together” (emphasis added).  
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M28.6 D7 also explained this concern to D5 and Kerry on 29.08.18:2172  

 

“The original reason for setting up WCF was to have a back up to LCF and a 
second pot for collecting funds … I have sent an email to Andy and Spencer with 
my concerns …  
The main problem is WCF is pretty much an exact copy of LCF … Ian Sands has 
17 appointments with other companies which are mainly linked to LCF and have 
borrowed money from them – Lakeview, Waterside, Prime Resort development 
etc. If LCF was to run into problems in the future, WCF is so closely linked I 
can’t see how it will not be effected” (emphasis added). 

 

M29 LCF’s collapse 

 

M29.1 As explained above, the FCA raided LCF’s premises on 10.12.18.2173  

 

M29.2 D5 heard the news and sent a message to Kerry on the same day, asking, “What do you 

think has happened?”2174  

 

M29.3 She replied, “If I was the FCA I would have a massive issue with only 11 borrowing 

companies … LCF is suspicious because only 11 borrowing companies doesn’t look 

good” (emphasis added).2175 

 

M29.4 On 12.12.18, Kerry sent a text message to D5, saying, “No more business with people 

we don’t 100% trust or like”.2176 D5 said, “100% agreed”.  

 

M29.5 Kerry’s lack of trust in D1 was longstanding: as set out above, she had previously 

described LCF as a “company that we don’t trust”.2177  

 

M29.6 D1 had provided her with many good reasons for not trusting LCF. D1 lied repeatedly 

and had been caught out. He had failed to answer questions. When he had provided 

information, it contradicted other things that he had said. He had been extremely evasive.  
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M29.7 D4’s involvement in LCF also gave clear reasons for a lack of trust. He was the puppet-

master who hid in the shadows, controlling LCF whilst also being the principal 

beneficiary of the entire operation: Kerry knew that 100% of LCF’s lending was “to 

Spencer related businesses”.2178 D5 knew this too. And as set out above, D5 and Steve 

Jones were aware that LCF was making “payments to spencer etc”.2179 

 

M30 The proposed Isle of Wight deal 

 

M30.1 A further topic which casts light on D5’s knowledge of the use of monies from 

bondholders relates to a proposed deal in respect of a property on the Isle of Wight. In 

summary, D5 and D7 were both embroiled in a plan to buy a property for £2.5 million 

before selling it to Prime RDL for £5 million, giving rise to a profit of £2.5 million, 

which would then be split between D4 on the one hand and D5 and D7 on the other. D5 

and D7 were both aware that Prime RDL would borrow the purchase monies of £5 

million from LCF. In other words, D5 and D7 would be receiving £1.25 million of 

bondholder monies from the immediate re-sale of the property at an inflated price.  

 

M30.2 In around July 2018, View Property Group Limited (“View Property”), a company 

owned by D5, had an opportunity to buy a property on the Isle of Wight.2180 The property 

was at Brading Marsh and planning permission for 60 lodges was in the pipeline.  

 

M30.3 View Property decided not to pursue this deal but D7 took it to D4.2181 D4 proposed to 

buy the property before re-selling it at a profit to Prime RDL in late August 2018.2182  

 

M30.4 D4 agreed to split the profit with D5 and D7. D5 was excited: he thought that the profits 

from the Isle of Wight deal could enable him to buy a helicopter. 2183 

 

M30.5 The property was held by a company, IOW Eco Reserve Limited (“IOW Eco”); the 

owners of IOW Eco were prepared to sell the company for £2.5 million.2184  
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M30.6 The plan was to buy IOW Eco in the name of View Property SPV5 Limited (“View 

SPV5”) and then to sell View SPV5 to a company owned by Prime RDL at a profit.2185  

 

M30.7 The shares in View SPV5 were transferred to D3 (50 shares), D5 (25 shares) and D7 (25 

shares) to facilitate the profit share (with D3 holding his shares on trust for D4). 

 

M30.8 On 10.10.18, D7 messaged D5 on WhatsApp to report that the sale price to Prime RDL 

would be £5 million,2186 giving rise to a profit of £2.5 million, which would be divided 

between D4 on the one hand and D5/D7 on the other.  

 

M30.9 D5 replied immediately to say, “YES … YES!!!!!” 

 

M30.10 LCF was going to be lending the purchase monies to Prime RDL.2187 D7 commented to 

D5 that they would have to “give LCF a big push” to raise the monies.2188  

 

M30.11 D5 made clear that the Isle of Wight deal was a priority.2189 Towards the end of October 

2018, D5 made clear that if LCF’s fundraising did not pick up, D6 would need to move 

LCF to the top of its Best Interest Rates website in place of Blackmore for a few days 

(although nothing was to be said about this to Pat McCreesh of Blackmore).2190  

 

M30.12 In late November, D7 endorsed a suggestion from Jo Baldock that LCF be “switched 

back to the top of BIR until the end of November”.2191 

 

M30.13 The deal was proceeding towards an exchange of contracts in December 2018.2192  

 

M30.14 However, the intervention of the FCA and the subsequent entry of LCF into 

administration meant that LCF could no longer provide the purchase monies to Prime 

RDL. The collapse of LCF also had a dire effect on the finances of D5 and D7, who 

were desperate for the deal to proceed so they could obtain their share of the profit.2193 
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M30.15 Terry Mitchell initially hoped that Prime RDL would be able to raise the funds elsewhere 

so that the deal could proceed.2194 However, the deal never completed.2195  

 

M30.16 At some point in March 2019, having realised that the Isle of Wight deal was dead, D5 

sought to re-write history, telling the head of compliance at Northern Provident that he 

had withdrawn on discovering that “the proposed buyer was a borrower of LCF”.2196  
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N. PAYMENTS BY D6 TO D1 AND D4 

 

 

 

N1 Introduction 

 

N1.1 D5 and D6 were also very closely involved in the diversion of bondholder monies to D1 

and D4. Initially, D6 paid 0.5% of bondholder monies to D1. This was replaced by an 

arrangement involving the payment of 1% of bondholder monies to D4. These payments 

were routed through D6 and were disguised by the use of false invoices.  

 

N2 Payments by D6 to D1 

 

N2.1 On 14.06.16, D1 sent an email to D5 saying, “As agreed I’ve raised an invoice for 

professional fees for May, if you need any more detail on it just let me know”.2197  

 

N2.2 The attachment was an invoice (number #0001) from Media GPS to D6 for “professional 

services” in the sum of £8,909.48.2198 

 

N2.3 The significance of the sum £8,909.48 is clear and would have been understood by D5. 

During May 2016, LCF had received a total sum of £1,781,896 from new 

bondholders.2199 Half of one percent of £1,781,896 is £8,909.48.  

 

N2.4 Thus, D1 was asking D6 to pay 0.5% of LCF’s receipts from new bondholders in the 

previous month to D1’s company, Media GPS.  

 

N2.5 D5 forwarded the invoice to Steve Jones.2200  

 

N2.6 On the same day, D6 paid £8,909.48 to Media GPS.2201 
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N2.7 On 04.07.16, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0002) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £13,100.2202 D1 explained:2203   

 

“I’ve attached the Media GPS invoice for June and have based it on the funds 
through the account and not on the cleared figure from the deals spreadsheet as 
this better reflects the actual position”.  

 

N2.8 D1 sent a further email to D5 to confirm:2204   

 

“I based it on cash through the account for the month so it mirrors what we pay 
in comms for the prior month, this way I’m invoicing for what has actually been 
paid for the prior month and will only raise an invoice at the beginning of each 
month. From an accounting point it should work better for your books as it 
balances against the comms you received the prior month”.  

 

N2.9 In a subsequent email, D1 explained to D5, “I’ll submit one at the beginning of each 

month to capture what was paid the previous month, so after this one the next will be in 

the first week in August and then monthly thereafter”.2205 

 

N2.10 D5 sent the invoice to Steve Jones for payment.2206  

 

N2.11 D6 paid £13,100 to Media GPS.2207 Steve sent a text message to D5 stating, “Andy’s 

invoice has been paid”.2208  

 

N2.12 Media GPS then paid £13,000 to D1.2209 

 

N2.13 On 08.08.16, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0003) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £18,109.2210 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2211  

 

N2.14 D6 paid £18,109 to Media GPS.2212 D5 told D1 that this payment had been made.2213 

Media GPS then paid a total of £18,000 to D1.2214 
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N2.15 On 05.09.16, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0004) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £21,078.2215 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2216  D6 

paid £21,078 to Media GPS.2217  Media GPS then paid £21,000 to D1.2218 

 

N2.16 On 04.10.16, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0005) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £17,521.2219 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2220 D6 

paid £17,521 to Media GPS.2221 Media GPS then paid £12,500 to D1.2222 

 

N2.17 On 02.11.16, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0006) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £21,011.2223 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2224 D6 

paid £21,011 to Media GPS.2225 Media GPS then paid £16,000 to D1.2226 

 

N2.18 On 05.12.16, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0007) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £23,494.2227 D5 sent it to Steve, “Check and 

pay please”.2228 D6 paid £23,494 to Media GPS.2229 Media GPS paid £18,500 to D1.2230 

 

N2.19 On 09.01.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0008) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £12,778.2231 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2232 D6 

paid £12,778 to Media GPS.2233   

 

N2.20 On 07.02.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0009) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £29,719.2234  

 

N2.21 The covering email confirmed that D1 was requiring D6 to pay 0.5% of LCF’s receipts 

from new bondholders to Media GPS: D1 said in the email, “Record collections month 
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last month with £5.9m cash coming through the bank, fantastic start to the year”.2235 D5 

forwarded this to Steve for payment.2236 (Steve remarked, “We are mad paying him”.)  

 

N2.22 D6 paid £29,719 to Media GPS.2237 Media GPS paid a total of £20,000 to D1 on 

07.02.172238 with a further £10,000 on 09.02.17.2239 

 

N2.23 On 06.03.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0010) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £30,789.2240 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2241 D6 

paid £30,789 to Media GPS.2242 Media GPS then paid a total of £31,000 to D1.2243 

 

N2.24 On 03.04.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0010 in typescript, but later 

marked #0011 in manuscript) from Media GPS to D6 for “professional services” in the 

sum of £35,930.2244 The covering email again confirmed that D1 was requiring D6 to 

pay 0.5% of LCF’s receipts from new bondholders to Media GPS: D1 explained in the 

email, “March was a record month seeing £7,186,000 go through the account, a 

stunning performance”.2245 D5 sent it to Steve.2246 On 05.04.17, D6 paid £35,930 to 

Media GPS.2247 Media GPS paid a total of £36,000 to D1.2248 

 

N2.25 On 08.05.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0010 in typescript, but later 

marked #0012 in manuscript) from Media GPS to D6 for “professional services” in the 

sum of £26,736.2249 D5 sent it to Steve.2250 D6 paid £26,736 to Media GPS.2251 

 

N2.26 On 07.06.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #0013) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £28,349.2252 D5 forwarded it to Steve.2253 D6 

paid £28,349 to Media GPS.2254   
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N2.27 On 10.07.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #00113 in typescript but later 

marked #0014 in manuscript) from Media GPS to D6 for “professional services” in the 

sum of £25,288.2255 D5 sent it to Steve,2256 who asked, “Pay immediately I presume?” 

D5 replied in the affirmative.2257 D6 paid £25,288 to Media GPS.2258 On 11.07.17, Media 

GPS paid a total of £24,000 to D1.2259 

 

N2.28 On 01.08.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #00115) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £48,668.2260  

 

N2.29 His covering email again confirmed that D1 was still requiring D6 to pay 0.5% of LCF’s 

receipts from new bondholders to Media GPS: D1 said in the email, “great month last 

month, with the June deals that completed in July the collection through the account 

smashed through the £9m mark!!!”2261 D5 forwarded this to Steve.2262 D6 paid £48,668 

to Media GPS.2263 Media GPS then paid a total of £48,000 to D1.2264 

 

N2.30 On 06.09.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #00116) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £41,902.2265  

 

N2.31 D5 forwarded it to Steve, adding, “Pay and confirm when done please”.2266 D6 paid 

£41,902 to Media GPS.2267  Media GPS then paid a total of £40,500 to D1.2268 

 

N2.32 On 09.10.17, D1 provided D5 with an invoice (invoice #00117) from Media GPS to D6 

for “professional services” in the sum of £38,870.2269  

 

N2.33 This was not paid. The arrangement involving the payment of 0.5% of bondholder 

monies to D1 was to be replaced by a new arrangement involving the payment of 1% of 

bondholder monies to D4, as explained below.  
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N2.34 Before addressing D6’s payment of 1% to D4, however, it is necessary to mention what 

appears to be the origin of the arrangement for the payment of 0.5% to D1.  

 

N2.35 D6’s other client was Blackmore, which was run by a man called Pat McCreesh. 

Blackmore issued bonds to raise monies for property development projects. D6 sold 

Blackmore’s bonds to members of the public.  

 

N2.36 Blackmore was never very successful, compared to LCF. Sums raised by D6 selling 

LCF’s bonds dwarfed the sums raised by D6 selling Blackmore’s bonds.  

 

N2.37 On 12.04.16, on a visit to a strip club in London, D5 and D7 introduced D1 to Pat 

McCreesh. Later that evening, D5 commented, “On my way home. Train to Gatwick. 

Left pat, JRM and Andy T in platinum lace. I swerved the beers and am going home”.2270  

 

N2.38 D1 and Pat McCreesh discussed the possibility of a joint venture to launch a bond for a 

pension company called Westbury.2271 D5 suggested that D1 should work on the new 

bond in a consultancy role, paid by D6, and that D6 should sell the new bond.2272 

Ultimately, however, the proposed joint bond was never launched. 

 

N2.39 In the meantime, Pat McCreesh was hoping that LCF might be able to help to provide 

£1 million per month in funding for some other projects.2273  

 

N2.40 On  24.05.16, Pat explained to D5 that he was going to make a proposal to D1 involving 

6.5% per annum to LCF and “0.5% to him”.2274 D5 said that this looked good.2275  

 

N2.41 Shortly afterwards, Pat emailed D1 (bcc D5) to set out his proposal for LCF to provide 

£1 million per month to Blackmore at a rate of 6.5% per annum to LCF with “0.5% 

comm to you” – i.e. a commission of 0.5% for D1 on each of the loans to Blackmore.2276  

 

N2.42 D5 sent this to D7, Steve and Kerry.2277  
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N2.43 Kerry thought that interest of 6.5% would make it uneconomic: “6.5% p.a. on 2 year 

money? We pay 6.5% interest so there is absolutely no profit in it for LC&F. He will 

definitely be looking for a back end deal and possibly high ‘in’ and ‘out’ fees”.2278 

 

N2.44 Kerry’s assessment was correct. Loans paying interest at a rate of 6.5% per annum would 

not make any financial sense for LCF, given the very high rates of interest that LCF had 

promised to pay to its bondholders. LCF did not make any loans to Blackmore.  

 

N2.45 However, the idea of a commission of 0.5% for D1 personally seems to have had some 

attraction. On 14.06.16, D1 sent the first Media GPS invoice to D6 in the sum of 

£8,909.48,2279 being precisely 0.5% of the sum of £1,781,895 which LCF had received 

from new bondholders in the previous month.2280  

 

N3 Payments by D6 to D4 

 

N3.1 As mentioned above, on 06.09.17, D6 paid £41,902 to Media GPS, being 0.5% of LCF’s 

receipts during August 2017.  

 

N3.2 At some point after 07.09.17, there was a meeting between D4 and D5.2281 At that 

meeting, D4 and D5 agreed that, with effect from 01.09.17, D6 would instead pay 1% 

of LCF’s receipts to D4.2282 

 

N3.3 D4 thought that the payments should be back-dated to 01.06.17. He sent a text message 

to D3 on 20.09.17, “Invoice Surge Financial, just need a basic invoice for commissions 

… 19A Portland Street; Brighton; BN1 1RN; England … June £5,211,119. July 

£8,521,624; August £8,289,673”.2283 

 

N3.4 D3 prepared an invoice from “SG Golding Consulting” to D6 for “Fundraising 

Consultancy” with the reference JRM in the sum of £52,111.19 for June 2017 “based on 
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a £5,211,119.00 raise”; £85,216.62 for July 2017 “based on a £8,521,624.00 raise”; and 

£82,896.73 for August 2017 “based on a £8,289,673.00 raise”.2284   

 

N3.5 Thus, D4 was seeking payment of a sum equal to 1% of LCF’s gross receipts with effect 

from 01.06.17. These came to a total of £220,224.54.  

 

N3.6 D3 then applied VAT of 20% to give a grand total of £264,269.45. The VAT number on 

the invoice was that of Home Farm Equestrian Centre.2285  

 

N3.7 On 02.10.17, D3 sent this invoice to D4,2286 who sent it to D7.2287  

 

N3.8 D7 sent it to D5 and Steve, commenting, “Just received this from Spencer, he has back 

dated the invoice to June!!! Give me a call when you’re free”.2288  

 

N3.9 Steve emailed D5, explaining, “The invoice is from SG Golding Consulting, however it 

is not a limited company. He has quoted a valid vat number for Spencer Golding Home 

Farm Equestrian Centre. His invoice is for Jun-Aug (£264k inc. VAT)”.2289  

 

N3.10 Steve forwarded the invoice to Kerry (cc D5), asking, “How can we justify paying c£80k 

per month to an equestrian centre”.2290 

 

N3.11 D7 tried to call D4 to say that this was not what they had agreed.2291 The invoice should 

have been for 1% of LCF’s receipts with effect from 01.09.17, not 01.06.17. And it 

should have been for 1% of LCF’s receipts, not 1% of LCF’s receipts plus VAT.  

 

N3.12 D4 did not answer D7’s call.2292 

 

N3.13 On the next day, D7 tried to call D4 again, but again D4 did not answer.2293 D7 sent a 

text message to D5 saying, “Spencer didn’t answer my call again??”2294 

 

 
2284  MDR00224031; EB0058695; EB0058697; 

EB0058698 
2285  SUR00084115-0001 
2286  EB0059563; EB0059564 
2287  SUR00084106-0001; SUR00084107-0001 
2288  SUR00084106-0001; SUR00084107-0001 

2289  SUR00084115-0001 
2290  SUR00084118-0001 
2291  SUR00084183-0001 
2292  SUR00084183-0001 
2293  SUR00084183-0001 
2294  SUR00084183-0001 
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N3.14 D5 replied to D7:2295  

 

“Text him, try something like this?:- 
Hi Spencer, 
Been trying to get hold of you regarding your invoice. You agreed with Paul in 
the meeting it would be back dated to the beginning of September only. You also 
agreed it would be 1% gross. 
The number can be £80k. Can you re-invoice please? …” 

 

N3.15 D7 said, “Ok will do”.2296 No such text message has been disclosed by any party, but it 

is clear that D7 and/or D5 did raise these issues with D4, as explained further below.  

 

N3.16 In the meantime, on 05.10.17, D5 sent a message to Kerry saying that he was worried 

about her and had never seen her unwell.2297  

 

N3.17 She replied to say that she was stressed because D1 had asked if they would agree to the 

appointment of D6 as the appointed representative of LCF: “I’m sensitive to stress but I 

don’t usually experience it. Andy has tipped me over the edge”.  

 

N3.18 D5 commented, “The spencer thing is [sic] also got to be sorted properly”.2298 

 

N3.19 Kerry responded, “I want us to be part of something to be proud of. I can justify a little 

clever marketing but I can’t justify breaking the briberies act for Spencer …” 

(emphasis added).2299 

 

N3.20 The negotiation regarding D4’s invoice appears to have resulted in a compromise: D4 

would be permitted to back-date the invoice to 01.07.17, but the total amount (including 

VAT) would be equal to 1% of LCF’s receipts. The VAT-exclusive amount would 

therefore be 0.833% of LCF’s receipts, which would produce a sum equal to 1% of 

LCF’s receipts when VAT of 20% was added.  

 

N3.21 On 06.11.17, D3 provided D4 with a revised invoice from “SG Golding Consulting” to 

D6 for “Fundraising Consultancy” with the reference JRM in the sum of £71,013.53 for 

 
2295  SUR00084183-0001 
2296  SUR00084183-0001 
2297  SUR00084244-0001 

2298  SUR00084244-0001 
2299  SUR00084244-0001 
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July 2017 “based on a £8,521,624.00 raise”; £69,080.61 for August 2017 “based on a 

£8,289,673.00 raise”; £64,362.14 for September 2017 “based on a £7,723,457.00 

raise”; and £46,375.43 for October 2017 “based on a £5,565,052 raise”.2300   

 

N3.22 The VAT-exclusive total of these sums was £250,831.71. With the addition of VAT this 

came to £300,998.05, which was 1% of LCF’s receipts during July, August, September 

and October 2017 (as set out in the invoice).  

 

N3.23 The invoice was dated 01.11.17 and was numbered SF 001. 

 

N3.24 The issue of VAT would have been important to D6, which was not charging VAT to 

LCF and therefore could not have recovered any VAT charged by D4. 1% of LCF’s 

receipts equated to 4% of D6’s commissions from LCF, whereas 1.2% of LCF’s receipts 

would have amounted to 4.8% of D6’s commissions from LCF.  

 

N3.25 On 08.11.17, D4 sent the revised invoice to D7,2301 who replied, “Give me a call when 

you’re free and I will get this organised”.2302 However, it was not paid immediately.  

 

N3.26 On 23.11.17, D7 emailed Steve Jones (cc D5) stating, “Spencer has sent through his 

outstanding invoice, please can we discuss this with Paul this afternoon”.2303  

 

N3.27 On the same day, D6 paid £300,998.05 to D4.2304 There was therefore a period of 

overlap: 0.5% of LCF’s receipts for July and August 2017 had already been paid to D1; 

1% of LCF’s receipts for those two months was also paid to D4. 

 

N3.28 On 12.01.18, D4 provided D7 with his second invoice to D6 (SF002) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy for November 2017 based on a £6,050,422.00 raise” in the sum of 

£50,420.18.2305 With VAT, this came to £60,504.22, or 1% of the amount of the “raise”.  

 

N3.29 On 15.01.18, D7 forwarded it to Steve (cc D5) saying, “Spencer has sent through his 

invoice for November, please can you arrange for this to be paid”.2306 D5 added, “Today 

 
2300  D7D9-0007017; EB0063477; EB0063478 
2301  D7D9-0007022 
2302  D7D9-0007022 
2303  SUR00086593-0001; SUR00086594-0001 

2304  MDR00221779 page 157; MDR00113573 
2305  MDR00224032; SUR00090249-0001; 

SUR00090250-0001 
2306  SUR00090378-0001; SUR00090379-0001 
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please”.2307 D7 emailed D4 to say, “I have passed your invoice on to Steve for him to 

make a payment today for you”.2308  

 

N3.30 D6 paid £60,504.22 to D4 on the same day.2309 Steve told D5 and D7 that this had been 

paid.2310 D7 thanked him for telling him about the payment.2311 

 

N3.31 On 15.01.18, D7 also told D4, “The final figure for December was 7,883,068”.2312 On 

the same day, D7 told D5 and Steve, “His December invoice will be £78,830.68”.2313 

 

N3.32 On 24.01.18, D4 provided D7 with his third invoice to D6 (SF003) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy for December 2017 based on a £7,883,068.00 raise” in the sum of 

£65,692.23 excluding VAT and £78,830.68 including VAT.2314  

 

N3.33 D7 forwarded it to Steve (cc D5), adding, “Spencer has emailed his invoice for 

December, please can you arrange a payment tomorrow”.2315  

 

N3.34 On 25.01.18, D6 paid £78,830.68 to D4.2316 

 

N3.35 On 15.02.18, D7 emailed D3 saying, “Spencer has asked me to confirm the figure for 

invoicing for the month of January, cleared funds in were £12,071,743”.2317 

 

N3.36 On 19.02.18, D4 provided D7 with his fourth invoice to D6 (SF004) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy Fees for January 2018 based on a £12,071,743.00 raise” in the sum of 

£100,597.86 excluding VAT and £120,717.43 including VAT.2318 D7 forwarded it to 

Steve (cc D5) saying, “Steve, I have just received Spencer’s latest invoice, please can 

you organise a payment”.2319 On the same day, D6 paid £120,717.43 to D4.2320 Steve 

told D7 that this had been paid.2321 D7 emailed D4 to say, “All paid for you”.2322 

 

 
2307  SUR00090381-0001 
2308  SUR00090383-0001 
2309  MDR00221780 page 30 
2310  SUR00090393-0001 
2311  SUR00090394-0001 
2312  SUR00090383-0001 
2313  SUR00090384-0001 
2314  SUR00091155-0001; SUR00091157-0001; 

MDR00224033-0001 

2315  SUR00091174-0001 
2316  MDR00221780 page 43 
2317  D7D9-0007133 
2318  D7D9-0007140; D7D9-0007141 
2319  SUR00093284-0001 
2320  MDR00221780 page 72 
2321  SUR00093293-0001 
2322  D7D9-0007143 
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N3.37 On 08.03.18, D3 asked D7, “Can I have the final figure for Feb for his invoice?”2323  

 

N3.38 D7 replied, “Just got this from Jo, this was for the month of February. GCEN: Available 

cash ISA £4,361,757. Available cash bond £2,796.833. Cleared ISA transfer chqs 

£1,719,900. Total £8,878,490”.2324 

 

N3.39 On the same day, D4 provided D7 with his fifth invoice to D6 (SF005) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy Fees for February 2018 based on a £8,878,490.00 raise” in the sum of 

£73,987.42 excluding VAT and £88,784.90 including VAT.2325 D7 forwarded it to Steve 

(cc D5), adding, “Steve, please can you arrange the invoice from Spencer to be paid”.2326  

 

N3.40 D5 instructed Steve, “Pay”.2327 D6 paid £88,784.90 to D4.2328 Steve told D5 and D7, “Its 

Paid Chaps”.2329 D7 said, “Thanks Steve I will let him know”.2330 

 

N3.41 On 06.04.18, Jo Baldock sent a text message to D3 stating, “Hi Elten; March cleared 

funds figures; ISA gcen £6,357,932; ISA cleared cheques £2,075,400; Bond £ 3,158,817; 

Total £11,592,149”.2331 

 

N3.42 On 06.04.18, D4 provided D7 with his sixth invoice to D6 (SF006) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy Fees for March 2018 based on a £11,592,149 raise” in the sum of 

£96,601.24 excluding VAT and £115,921.49 including VAT.2332 D7 sent it to D5’s 

assistant, Vicki Bennet (cc D5), asking Vicki to pay it.2333  

 

N3.43 Vicki replied, “Just to let you know £99,999.00 has been sent to Spencer today and the 

balance of £16,922.49 will be sent tomorrow. Unfortunately I do not have the necessary 

permissions to send more than £99,999.00 in one go”.2334 On 06.04.18, D6 paid 

£99,999.00 to D4.2335 Then, on 10.04.18, D6 paid the balance of £16,922.49 to D4.2336 

 

 
2323  D7D9-0008069 
2324  D7D9-0008069 
2325  SUR00094427-0001; SUR00094428-0001 
2326  SUR00094453-0001 
2327  SUR00094461-0001 
2328  MDR00221780 page 93 
2329  SUR00094475-0001 

2330  SUR00094477-0001 
2331  EB0087973 
2332  MDR00140870; MDR00140872; MDR00224036 
2333  SUR00096560-0001; SUR00096561-0001 
2334  MDR00140870 
2335  MDR00220266 row 142 
2336  MDR00220266 row 143 
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N3.44 On 04.05.18, D4 provided D7 with his seventh invoice to D6 (SF007) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy Fees for April 2018 based on a £17,400,000.00 raise” in the sum of 

£141,866.67 excluding VAT and £170,240 including VAT.2337 D7 asked Steve (cc D5) 

to pay it.2338 D6 paid £170,240 to D4.2339 

 

N3.45 As explained above, there was discussion about D6 becoming the appointed 

representative of LCF within section 39 of FSMA. On 17.05.18, D7 discussed this with 

D1. After the meeting, D7 sent a report to D5 and Kerry in the following terms:2340  

 

“We discussed the SG invoicing and Andy wants to get everything out in the 
open. One of the requirements of our AR status with them, will be to provide our 
financials to LCF. Andy and Kobus will see the payment going to SG and will ask 
further questions. Andy said he was willing to make a 1% interest reduction on the 
loans to SG if we reduced our commissions to 24%. I said we will discuss this with 
SG and will let Andy know” (emphasis added). 

 

N3.46 Kerry told D7 that what he had said about “fixing the Spencer payment” sounded “very 

positive”.2341 

 

N3.47 On 20.06.18, D3 asked D7 for “the figures for May for SG’s invoice”.2342 D7 replied on 

04.07.18, “The figure for May was 14,201,573.00”.2343 In light of his recent discussion 

with D1, D7 added, “from June onwards we are looking at paying the invoice a different 

way. I will let you know once a process has been finalised. In the meantime send me the 

May invoice and I will arrange a payment”.2344 

 

N3.48 On 06.07.18, D4 provided D7 with his eighth invoice to D6 (SF008) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy Fees for May 2018 based on a £14,201,573.00 raise” in the sum of 

£118,346.44 excluding VAT and £142,015.73 including VAT.2345 D7 replied, “Thanks, 

will sort this out now”.2346 D7 sent it to Steve (cc D5), adding, “Please can you pay the 

attached invoice for SG”.2347 D6 paid £142,015.73 to D4.2348 

 

 
2337  SUR00098355-0001; SUR00098356-0001; 

MDR00224037 
2338  SUR00098653-0001 
2339  MDR00220266 row 355; SUR00098675-0001 
2340  SUR00099143-0001 
2341  SUR00099145-0001 
2342  D7D9-0008959 

2343  D7D9-0008959 
2344  D7D9-0008959 
2345  D7D9-0007494; D7D9-0007495; SUR00103284-

0001; SUR00103285-0001 
2346  D7D9-0007497 
2347  SUR00103290-0001 
2348  MDR00220266 row 791 
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N3.49 The new process for paying D4’s invoices was going to involve payments via a company 

which D1 was setting up.2349 On 21.08.18, D4 called D7 for an update. D7 told him 

about the plan to pay him via a company.2350 D4 said that he did not want to do that.2351 

He also said that he did not want D1 to know about the change of plan. D7 added, “Don’t 

mention anything at the moment. I will discuss a different solution with Paul”.2352 

 

N3.50 However, no “different solution” was implemented at this time. Instead, on 06.09.18, 

D7 sent a message to D3 saying, “Hi Elten, can you email me an invoice for Spencer 

covering the last 3 months, figures are June 14,523,807 July 12,639,904 Aug 

12,667,400. Total £398,311.11”.2353 The new invoice was going to have to cover three 

months before the last one (SF008), which went up to the end of May 2018. 

 

N3.51 On 06.09.18, D4 provided D7 with an invoice (SF009) in the VAT-inclusive sum of 

£398,311.2354 D7 sent it to Steve and D5.2355 D6 paid £398,311 to D4.2356 

 

N3.52 There was still a desire to ‘fix’ the payments to D4 (as Kerry had put it). On 12.09.18, 

D7 told D5, Kerry, Steve and Jo, “I will discuss payments to SG and the solution with 

Paul tomorrow”.2357 

 

N3.53 However, things carried on as before. On 19.10.18, D4 provided D7 with a further 

invoice to D6 (SF010) for “Fundraising Consultancy Fees for September 2018 based on 

a £9,222,400.00 raise” in the sum of £76,853.33 excluding VAT and £92,224 including 

VAT.2358 D7 replied to D4, “Passed to Steve for payment”.2359 D7 asked Steve to pay it 

on 06.11.18.2360 D6 paid £92,224 to D4.2361 

 

N3.54 On 06.11.18, D4 provided D7 with another invoice to D6 (SF011) for “Fundraising 

Consultancy Fees for October 2018 based on a £10,378,800.00 raise” in the sum of 

 
2349  D7D9-0010862 
2350  D7D9-0010862 
2351  D7D9-0010862 
2352  D7D9-0010862 
2353  D7D9-0008959; D7D9-0008968 
2354  D7D9-0007657; D7D9-0007658 
2355  SUR00108710-0001; SUR00108711-0001 

2356  MDR00220266 row 1157 
2357  D7D9-0007687 
2358  D7D9-0007829; D7D9-0007830; MDR00222795 
2359  D7D9-0007832 
2360  SUR00113036-0001 
2361  MDR00220266 row 1535 
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£86,490 excluding VAT and £103,788 including VAT.2362 D7 sent it to Steve.2363 D6 

paid £103,788 to D4.2364 

 

N3.55 On 11.12.18, the day after the LCF raid, D4 provided D7 with another invoice to D6 

(SF012) for “Fundraising Consultancy Fees for November 2018 based on a 

£10,519,700.00 raise” in the sum of £87,644.17 excluding VAT and £105,197 including 

VAT.2365 D7 sent it to D5, commenting, “I think we should hold of [sic] from paying this 

for the moment”.2366  D5 replied, “We have lost 90% of revenues. We should cut our 

cloth accordingly”.2367 This final invoice from D4 was never paid.  

 

 

  

 
2362  D7D9-0007911; D7D9-0007912; MDR00222796  
2363  MDR00184558; MDR00184559; SUR00113168-

0001; SUR00113169-0001 
2364  MDR00220266 row 1551 

2365  D7D9-0008189; D7D9-0008190 
2366  D7D9-0008189 
2367  SUR00115356-0001 
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O. THE CLAIMS AGAINST EACH DEFENDANT 

 

 

 

O1.1 The Claimants have pleaded the following causes of action against the Defendants. 

 

O2 D1 

 

O2.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D1 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2368 Further or alternatively, 

D1 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LOG within section 

246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2369 (ii) Breach of duty to LCF:  D1 breached the 

duties, including fiduciary duties, he owed to LCF under sections 171 to 177 of the 

Companies Act 2006.2370 (iii) Proprietary tracing claims:  D1 holds on trust for LCF all 

monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds which 

are held by him.2371 (iv) Knowing receipt:  D1 is liable as a knowing recipient in respect 

of all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds 

which were received by him.2372 (v) Dishonest assistance:  D1 dishonestly assisted D4 

to breach the fiduciary duties he owed to LCF.2373 

 

O3 D2 

 

O3.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D2 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2374 Further or alternatively, 

D2 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LOG within section 

246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2375 (ii) Breach of duty to LOG:  D2 breached the 

duties, including fiduciary duties, he owed to LOG under sections 171 to 177 of the 

Companies Act 2006.2376 (iii) Proprietary tracing claims:  D2 holds on trust for LCF all 

monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds which 

 
2368  RRAPoC at [10]-[24], [34]-[35], [49], [51]-[54]. 
2369  RRAPoC at [10]-[24], [34]-[35], [50]-[54]. 
2370  RRAPoC at [55]-[57]. 
2371  RRAPoC at [64]-[66]. 
2372  RRAPoC at [64]-[67]. 

2373  RRAPoC at [91]-[93]. 
2374  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [25], [36]-[37], [49], [51]-

[54]. 
2375  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [25], [36]-[37], [50]-[54]. 
2376  RRAPoC at [58]-[59D], [59F]-[60A]. 
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are held by him (alternatively and where applicable, holds on trust for LOG all monies 

paid from LOG and their traceable proceeds which are held by him).2377 (iv) Knowing 

receipt:  D2 is liable as a knowing recipient in respect of all monies paid from LCF in 

breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds which were received by him.2378 

(v) Dishonest assistance:  D2 dishonestly assisted D1 and D4 to breach the fiduciary 

duties they owed to LCF.2379 

 

O4 D4 

 

O4.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D4 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2380 Further or alternatively, 

D4 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LOG within section 

246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2381 (ii) Breach of duty to LCF:  D4 breached the 

duties, including fiduciary duties, he owed to LCF under sections 171 to 177 of the 

Companies Act 2006 as a shadow and/or de facto director.2382 (iii) Proprietary tracing 

claims:  D4 holds on trust for LCF all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty 

and their traceable proceeds which are held by him.2383 (iv) Knowing receipt:  D4 is 

liable as a knowing recipient in respect of all monies paid from LCF in breach of 

fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds which were received by him.2384 (v) 

Dishonest assistance:  D4 dishonestly assisted D1 to breach the fiduciary duties he owed 

to LCF.2385 

 

O5 D5 

 

O5.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D5 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2386 Further or alternatively, 

D5 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LOG within section 

246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2387 (ii) Proprietary tracing claims:  D5 holds on trust 

for LCF all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable 

 
2377  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [68]-[71], Prayer 
2378  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [68]-[72]. 
2379  RRAPoC at [90]-[93]. 
2380  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [27], [40]-[41], [49], [51]-

[54]. 
2381  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [27], [40]-[41], [50]-[54]. 
2382  RRAPoC at [55]-[57]. 

2383  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [78]. 
2384  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [78]-[79]. 
2385  RRAPoC at [90], [92]-[93]. 
2386  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [29], [42]-[43], [49], [51]-

[54]. 
2387  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [29], [42]-[43], [50]-[54]. 
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proceeds which are held by him.2388(iii) Knowing receipt:  D5 is liable as a knowing 

recipient in respect of all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their 

traceable proceeds which were received by him.2389 (iv) Dishonest assistance:  D5 

dishonestly assisted D1 and D4 to breach the fiduciary duties they owed to LCF.2390 

 

O6 D6 

 

O6.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D6 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2391 Further or alternatively, 

D6 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LOG within section 

246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2392 (ii) Proprietary tracing claims:  D6 holds on trust 

for LCF all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable 

proceeds which are held by it.2393 (iii) Knowing receipt:  D6 is liable as a knowing 

recipient in respect of all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their 

traceable proceeds which were received by it.2394 (iv) Dishonest assistance:  D6 

dishonestly assisted D1 and D4 to breach the fiduciary duties they owed to LCF.2395 

 

O7 D7 

 

O7.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D7 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2396 Further or alternatively, 

D7 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LCF and LOG 

within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2397 (ii) Proprietary tracing claims:  D7 

holds on trust for LCF all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their 

traceable proceeds which are held by him.2398 (iii) Knowing receipt:  D7 is liable as a 

knowing recipient in respect of all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty 

and their traceable proceeds which were received by him.2399 (iv) Dishonest assistance:  

D7 dishonestly assisted D1 and D4 to breach the fiduciary duties they owed to LCF.2400 

 

 
2388  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [82]. 
2389  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [82]-[83]. 
2390  RRAPoC at [90]-[93]. 
2391  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [29], [42]-[44], [49], [51]-

[54]. 
2392  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [29], [42]-[44], [50]-[54]. 
2393  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [80]. 
2394  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [80]-[81]. 

2395  RRAPoC at [90]-[93]. 
2396  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [30], [45]-[46], [49]-[51]-

[54]. 
2397  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [30], [45]-[46], [50]-[54]. 
2398  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [84]. 
2399  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [84]-[85]. 
2400  RRAPoC at [90]-[93]. 
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O8 D8 

 

O8.1 (i) Fraudulent trading:  D8 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business 

of LCF within section 246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2401 Further or alternatively, 

D8 was knowingly party to the fraudulent carrying on of business of LOG within section 

246ZA of the Insolvency Act 1986.2402 (ii) Proprietary tracing claims:  D8 holds on trust 

for LCF all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable 

proceeds which are held by him.2403 (iii) Knowing receipt:  D8 is liable as a knowing 

recipient in respect of all monies paid from LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their 

traceable proceeds which were received by him.2404 (iv) Dishonest assistance:  D8 

dishonestly assisted D1 and D4 to breach the fiduciary duties they owed to LCF.2405 

 

O9 D9 

 

O9.1 (i) Proprietary tracing claims:  D9 holds on trust for LCF all monies paid from LCF in 

breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds which are held by it.2406 (ii) 

Knowing receipt:  D9 is liable as a knowing recipient in respect of all monies paid from 

LCF in breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds received by it.2407 

 

O10 D10 

 

O10.1 (i) Proprietary tracing claims:  D10 holds on trust for LCF all monies paid from LCF in 

breach of fiduciary duty and their traceable proceeds which are held by her.2408 (ii) 

Receipt as nominee for D2:  D10 received as nominee for D2 all monies belonging to 

LCF that were paid to her and their traceable proceeds.2409  

 

O11 Interest 

 

O11.1 All of the Defendants are further liable to pay interest to the Claimants pursuant to 

section 35A of the Senior Courts Act 1981 or in equity.2410 

 
2401  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [31], [47]-[49], [51]-[54]. 
2402  RRAPoC at [10]-[23], [31], [47]-[48], [50]-[54]. 
2403  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [88]. 
2404  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [88]-[89]. 
2405  RRAPoC at [90]-[93]. 

2406  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [86]. 
2407  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [86]-[87]. 
2408  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [70], [73]. 
2409  RRAPoC at [64]-[65], [71], [74]. 
2410  RRAPoC at [94]. 
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P. QUANTUM 

 

 

 

P1 Introduction 

 

P1.1 With the FCA’s raid on 10.12.18, LCF’s demise was assured. There was no way back. 

On 24.01.19, Finbarr O’Connell of Smith & Williamson LLP was brought in to advise. 

He wanted to start by identifying the “full legal names of all the company’s 

borrowers”.2411 Steps were being taken to prepare for LCF’s administration.2412  

 

P1.2 By 28.01.19, Finbarr was still trying to get the names of LCF’s borrowers; he also 

wanted to understand what security had been given by those borrowers.2413 Katie 

Maddock provided him with a list of LCF’s borrowers and the sums owing.2414  

 

P1.3 On the next day, LCF resolved to appoint administrators.2415 The administrators of LCF 

were appointed with effect from 30.01.19.2416 

 

P1.4 The administrators of LCF discovered that LCF’s borrowers owed substantial sums 

without having any assets (or any sufficient assets) with which to meet those debts. Most 

have since entered formal insolvency processes and/or been dissolved, as set out below. 

 

P1.5 LOG entered into administration following a resolution of its directors on 19.03.19 (and 

from 17.12.19, following an order of ICC Judge Jones). As at 30 January 2019, LOG 

owed the sum of £124,083,128 to LCF. 

 

P1.6 LPE Support Limited (formerly Atlantic Support) was placed into administration on 5 

November 2019. It was subsequently placed into compulsory liquidation from 28.10.21. 

As at 30 January 2019, it owed the sum of £18,460,382 to LCF. 

 

 
2411  MDR00206890 
2412  MDR00207708; MDR00207709 
2413  MDR00207941; MDR00208362 

2414  MDR00208191; MDR00208362; MDR00208349 
2415  MDR00006323 
2416  LB1/158-159 
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P1.7 Waterside Villages went into administration on 17.03.20. As at 30 January 2019, it owed 

the sum of £15,733,152 to LCF. 

 

P1.8 CV Resorts is subject to an active proposal to strike off, which is presently suspended. 

It owed £4,796,834 to LCF as at 30 January 2019. 

 

P1.9 The rest of LCF’s borrowers have been dissolved, whether directly following 

compulsory strike off or following the conclusion of an insolvency process: London 

Financial Group Limited was placed into compulsory liquidation on 24.05.19 and was 

dissolved on 24.04.22; FS Equestrian Services Limited (formerly River Lodge UK) was 

placed into compulsory liquidation on 27.01.21 and was dissolved on 14.02.23; CV 

Support was dissolved directly by way of compulsory strike off on 19.01.21; and Costa 

Property, Costa Support, Colina Property, Colina Support and Waterside Support were 

dissolved directly by way of compulsory strike off on 25.07.23. 

 

P1.10 After LOG had been placed into administration, its administrators found themselves in 

a similar position to the administrators of LCF, in that numerous companies owed 

substantial sums to LOG but had no means of repaying the indebtedness. (i) LPC was 

placed into administration on 04.04.19. It was placed into compulsory liquidation on 

31.03.23. It owed a sum of more than £8.3 million to LOG. (ii) ITI was placed into 

compulsory liquidation on 12.06.19. It owed approximately £3.8 million. (iii) London 

Group LLP was placed into compulsory liquidation on 01.06.22, on the petition of LCF. 

It owed the sum of £32.6 million to LOG. 

 

P2 LCF’s net deficiency 

 

P2.1 LCF’s liabilities to its creditors will substantially exceed the assets which might be used 

to repay them. Accordingly, there is a net deficiency in the estate of LCF. The quantum 

of the net deficiency is explained below by reference to the figures contained in the most 

recent progress report in LCF’s administration, which states the position as at 29.07.23.  

 

P2.2 These figures will need to be updated in due course, as further costs and expenses are 

incurred and paid in the estate and as any further realisations are made. LCF’s 

administrators will do this principally by relying on updated progress reports in order to 
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provide figures which are as accurate as possible. It is clear that there will be a 

substantial net deficit in LCF’s estate in any event whatever the quantum may be. 

 

P2.3 Beginning with LCF’s assets, the gross realisations in LCF’s administration amount to 

£61,969,278.36, as at 29.07.23. The total costs of realisations as at that date are 

£57,471,082.49.2417 This results in net realisations of £4,498,195.87, as at 29.07.23. 

 

P2.4 These figures include: (i) LCF’s cash at bank in the sum of £3,189,912, (ii) dividend 

payments of £2.65 million which LCF has received pursuant to its interests as a secured 

creditor in the estates of Waterside Villages and Waterside Cornwall Group Limited 

(following the sale of the Lakeview resort),2418 (iii) distributions of £10 million which 

LCF received pursuant to its floating charge security over LOG,2419 (iv) receipts from 

the settlement of a claim against former auditors, the terms of which are confidential,2420 

and (v) the receipt of a loan of £20 million for the purpose of pursuing claims for the 

benefit of LCF’s creditors, the majority of which has been repaid as a cost of realisation. 

 

P2.5 Since 29.07.23, LCF has also received sums in settlement of the claims against D11, 

D12, D13, D14 and D15 in these proceedings, the terms of which are confidential. 

 

P2.6 Otherwise, at the time of writing, there have been no other realisations from legal claims, 

and as set out below, there are no other readily realisable assets or property (aside from 

legal claims) which are expected to lead to recovery in the future. 

 

P2.7 LCF is owed approximately £70.1 million by the Prime group of companies, i.e. 

companies indirectly owned by Prime RDL (Waterside Villages, Waterside Support, 

Costa Support, Costa Property, Colina Support and Colina Property).  

 

P2.8 Prime RDL was placed into administration on 03.02.20 by LCF. The LCF joint 

administrators agreed to indemnify the administrators of Prime RDL to facilitate 

recovery of the debt owed to LCF. However, the prospect of recovery is uncertain. 

 

 
2417  H1/9/27-28 
2418  H1/9/14 

2419  H1/9/14  
2420  H1/9/15 
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P2.9 Similarly, LCF’s administrators are continuing to investigate the ownership of the 

investments made in Dominican Republic, which is complex; it is unclear whether this 

will result in a recovery to LCF. LCF’s administrators do not consider that any 

recoveries will be made in respect of the Cape Verde companies.2421  

 

P2.10 LCF’s administrators continue to review the prospect of legal claims against other 

parties, which might result in realisations for the estate in the future. This process is 

ongoing and the prospect of recovery is uncertain. 

 

P2.11 Turning to LCF’s liabilities, as at LCF’s entry into administration, the total capital sum 

invested by bondholders stood at £237,207,497. The total interest liability (as at 

30.11.23) is calculated to be a further £126,033,926. The total indebtedness in respect 

of bondholders (as at 30.11.23) is therefore estimated to be £363,241,423. 

 

P2.12 The assumptions used by the LCF administrators in calculating interest liabilities are 

explained below. LCF’s administrators estimate that LCF’s liability to bondholders in 

respect of contractual interest as at the date of administration is the sum of £8,104,085. 

The reference date used is 30.11.18, the month end prior to the FCA raid on 10.12.23, 

as there is no record of non-payment of interest before then. As for post-administration 

interest, the interest liability (to 30.11.23) is a further £117,929,841. The LCF 

bondholders are secured creditors pursuant to the security granted for their benefit over 

all of LCF’s assets. Consequently, they are entitled to be paid contractual interest after 

the date of administration. (Where interest was payable on maturity, interest has been 

calculated by assuming investment over the relevant period and adopting the mid-date. 

LCF’s obligation to withhold tax has been ignored for the purpose of these calculations.) 

 

P2.13 The sum of approximately £58 million was paid by the Financial Services Compensation 

Scheme (“FSCS”) to LCF’s bondholders.2422 A further £114 million was paid by the 

FSCS to LCF’s bondholders as part of a scheme funded by HM Treasury. As a result, 

the FSCS has become subrogated to the relevant claims in LCF’s estate. Such 

subrogation does not diminish the amount of LCF’s liabilities. 

 

 
2421  H1/9/14 2422  H1/9/14 
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P2.14 A distribution of £5,902,219 has been made to bondholders in LCF’s administration, 

representing approximately 2.5% of the capital sums invested.  

 

P2.15 The LCF estate continues to incur costs and expenses. Due to the complex nature of the 

fraud and the unhelpful and hostile actions of those implicated in it, the administrators 

and their lawyers have had to spend a large amount of time on this matter. As a result, 

their time costs and expenses have inevitably been substantial. From the start of LCF’s 

administration to 29.07.23, the joint administrators incurred time costs of £8,476,1492423 

and the conflict administrator has incurred time costs of £2,111,908 since his 

appointment on 30.10.19.2424 A total sum of £4,997,270 has been paid by way of 

remuneration.2425 These figures are based on a receipts and payments schedule which 

does not include future liabilities or liabilities which have not yet been paid. Since 

29.07.23, the joint administrators of LCF continue to incur time costs in the 

administration, and LCF continues to incur legal costs in pursuing these proceedings as 

expenses of the estate. In addition, LCF owes the balance of the loan obtained for the 

purpose of funding recoveries in these proceedings, of approximately £3 million.2426 

 

P2.16 As matters stand, the net asset realisations (excluding any realisations from these 

proceedings against the remaining Defendants) are anticipated to be less than the costs 

and expenses of the administration. LCF’s administrators calculate the current net 

deficiency of LCF’s assets as the outstanding liabilities in the sum of £357,339,204. 

 

P2.17 In addition to the primary relief sought by the Claimants in relation to LCF, the 

Claimants seek further and alternative orders that the Defendants contribute to the assets 

of LOG. LOG was LCF’s largest borrower and was an instrument of the fraud.  

 

P2.18 The financial positions of LCF and LOG are connected: LCF’s inability to repay its 

liabilities to bondholders results in part from LOG’s asset deficiency and inability to 

repay its debt to LCF. By the same token, realisations of LOG’s assets (or contributions 

to LOG’s assets) may lead to a reduction of LCF’s net deficiency where this results in 

distributions to LCF. 

 

 
2423  H1/9/16 
2424  H1/9/18 

2425  H1/9/16-17 
2426  H1/9/15 
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P2.19 Nevertheless, for the purpose of the Claimants’ alternative claims in relation to LOG it 

is the net deficiency in LOG’s estate which is relevant. The present position in relation 

to LOG’s net deficiency is set out below. As with LCF, these figures will need to be 

updated in due course. 

 

P2.20 As for LOG’s assets, the gross realisations, as at 16.06.23, are £26,864,179.11. The total 

cost of realisations as at that date is £15,691,758.97.2427 This results in net realisations 

in the sum of £11,172.370.14 as at 16.06.23. (LOG has made a distribution of £36,987.94 

to prescribed part creditors and distributions of £10 million to LCF as noted above.) 

 

P2.21 The realisations include the sum of £17.1 million which has been recovered by LOG in 

respect of LOG’s loans to IOG.2428 As at 24.11.23, LOG has received the sum of 

£248,850.15 in respect of its loan to Atlantic Petroleum P/F.2429 LOG has also realised 

part of its shareholding in IOG, in the sum of £4.6 million.2430  

 

P2.22 LOG is now unlikely to be able to make any further realisations in respect of IOG. As 

at 16.06.23, LOG’s shareholding in IOG was valued at £4.06 million on basis of 3p/share 

and LOG’s convertible debt investment was valued at £11.6 million. Since then, 

however, on 11.10.23, IOG went into administration. According to the proposals of 

IOG’s administrators dated 04.12.23, there will be no return to shareholders (and there 

is unlikely to be any return to IOG’s creditors). 

 

P2.23 As above, a number of LOG’s borrowers have since entered into administration. 

Substantially all of LOG’s assets are rights against LOG’s borrowers. However, it is 

uncertain whether their administrations will result in any distribution to LOG. 

 

P2.24 In the administration of ITI, it is considered unlikely that there will be any recovery or 

significant recovery from the liquidation of Asset Mapping. It is unlikely that there will 

be any recovery to ITI from the shares it holds in Reserec.2431 

 

 
2427  H2/9/23 
2428  H2/9/11 
2429  H2/9/11-12 

2430  H2/9/11 
2431  H2/9/12-13 
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P2.25 In the administration of LG LLP, the quantum of any recoveries is uncertain and is 

dependent on the outcome of pending legal actions.2432 No recovery is anticipated from 

the administration of LPC.2433  

 

P2.26 Turning to LOG’s creditors, the largest creditor is LCF, to which LOG owed 

£124,083,128 as at 30.01.19, as stated above. This debt is secured by a debenture dated 

20.06.16 containing fixed and floating charges over LOG’s assets. The contractual 

interest liability (to 14.12.23) is the sum of £21,865,795.40, adopting the contractual 

rates (1.75%, and the 4% for default interest) as applicable. This calculation accounts 

for three distributions from LOG to LCF totalling £10 million. The balance (as at 

14.12.23) is £149,439,569.69.  

 

P2.27 In addition, LOG has received 10 unsecured creditor claims in its administration in the 

total sum of £31,735,080,2434 which have not yet been adjudicated upon.  

 

P2.28 From the start of LOG’s second administration, i.e. from the administration order of ICC 

Judge Jones dated 17.12.19, the time costs of LOG’s administrators amount to 

£5,024,499.31. The sum of £2,642,990.19 has been drawn. These figures are also based 

on a receipts and payments schedule which does not include future liabilities or liabilities 

which have not yet been paid.  

 

P2.29 The net deficiency of LOG’s estate is estimated to be approximately £10 million less 

than its total liabilities to its creditors. This results in the sum of at least £139,439,569.69 

(or £171,174,649.69 including the claims of unsecured creditors). As with LCF, the joint 

administrators of LOG continue to incur time costs in the administration, and LOG 

continues to incur legal costs in pursuing these proceedings as expenses of the estate. 

 

P3 Receipts by the Defendants 

 

P3.1 Turning to the other side of the equation, which is particularly relevant in the context of 

the proprietary claims against the Defendants, the gains to the Defendants arising from 

 
2432  H2/9/13 
2433  H2/9/13 

2434  H2/9/18 
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P3.15 There was an extraordinary degree of expenditure on watches. D4 seems to have 

purchased nine Patek Philippe watches, worth £47,750, £59,900, £125,870, £95,490, 

£81,080, £39,070, £147,570, £2,640 and £30,900,2488 eight Rolex watches,2489 and more 

besides. He appears to have purchased a total of 32 luxury watches.2490  

 

P3.16 D6 received £61,025,702.18. The Claimants know that D5 received the benefit of at least 

£8,586,364.69 of these monies from D6. But this is unlikely to represent the full extent 

of his receipts, because (i) it is clear that D5 received monies deriving from LCF from 

other companies including RP Digital and Aston Beckworth but (ii) D5 has failed to 

provide further disclosure of bank statements which would enable the monies to be 

traced. D7 received £224,270 from D6,2491 though most of his money came indirectly 

via D9, which received £2,324,781.81.2492 D8 received at least £554,481.23.2493  

 

  

 
2488  N4/2/32-34 
2489  N4/2/51-57  
2490  N4/2/51-52 

2491  A1/6/19 
2492  A1/6/22 
2493  A1/6/20-21  
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Q. CONDUCT OF THE TRIAL 

 

 

 

Q1 The Claimants 

 

Q1.1 The Claimants, acting by their respective administrators, obviously do not have direct 

knowledge of the events preceding the administrations. They will therefore establish 

their case by reference to the underlying documents. 

 

Q1.2 The Claimants will rely upon the following witnesses of fact in relation to the post-

administration period. Their evidence addresses: (i) realisations in the administrations; 

(ii) work carried out to analyse the movement of monies between LCF and its borrowers: 

 

(1) Finbarr O’Connell, a joint administrator of both LCF and LOG; 

 

(2) Henry Shinners, a joint administrator of LCF, with responsibility for overseeing 

the management and realisation of LOG’s interest in IOG; 

 

(3) David Hudson, a partner in FRP Advisory, who has been assisting the joint 

administrators; 

 

(4) Clare Lloyd, a director of Evelyn Partners, who has been assisting the joint 

administrators with aspects of the LCF administration, including the sale of 

Lakeview; and 

 

(5) Joe Pitt, a chartered surveyor and senior director at Fraser Real Estate, who has 

been advising the joint administrators on property realisations. 

 

Q1.3 The Claimants will also rely upon the evidence of the following expert witnesses: 

 

(1) Chris Osborne, the founder and managing director of Osborne Partners, who 

will give evidence on the value of LOG’s interest of IOG; 
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(2) Dr Chudozie Okongwu, a managing director in the Investigations, Disputes and 

Risk Practice of Alix Partners, who will give evidence in relation to the rates 

of commission charged by D6; and 

 

(3) Simon Watson, the founder of Charterland Ltd, who will give evidence on the 

value of the Hill and the Beach in the Dominican Republic. 

 

Q2 The Defendants  

 

Q2.1 D1 will give evidence. He also has permission to serve witness summaries on five 

additional witnesses and intends to serve witness summonses.  

 

Q2.2 D2 will give evidence. D10 will not give evidence. 

 

Q2.3 D4 has been debarred from participating in the trial. The Claimants must (and will) 

nonetheless establish their claims against him. 

 

Q2.4 D8 will give evidence. 

 

Q2.5 D5/D6 will rely upon the evidence of D5 and Kerry Venn (née Graham). 

 

Q2.6 D7/D9 are not expected to participate in the trial. The Claimants must (and will) 

nonetheless establish their claims against these Defendants. 

 

Q2.7 The following expert witnesses will give evidence on behalf of the Defendants: 

 

(1) Jonathan Wright, a partner of Auctus Advisers LLP, who will give evidence on 

the value of LOG’s interest of IOG; and 

 

(2) Paul Grainger, a financial services and compliance consultant and non-

executive director and chairman of Complyport Limited, who will give 

evidence in relation to the rates of commission charged by D6. 
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